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ABSTRACT

This dissertation provides a preliminary report on the discovery of a Third
Dynasty boat-burial from Abusir South (ca. 2544 BCE), and reevaluates a corpus of 70
Egyptian boats and boat-burials from the third millennium, demonstrating dramatic
changes in both funerary practice and nautical technology. The Abusir Boat was
excavated between 2015-2016 by the Czech Institute of Egyptology and the Institute of
Nautical Archaeology. It is the only known boat-burial dated to Egypt’s Third Dynasty,
and the only ancient Egyptian hull recorded with its lacing and wading intact. The 17meter long funerary barque is a social and technological missing link that ties Khufu's
Fourth Dynasty royal ship to the First Dynasty boat-burials from Abydos, Saqqara,
Helwan and Abu Rawash.
The first part of this dissertation reevaluates the known corpus of Early Dynastic
and Old Kingdom boat-graves. Prior scholarship has frequently assumed chronological
continuity in the purpose and meaning of boat-burials and has focused on assigning
interpretations based on later textual and iconographic sources. This dissertation
challenges these assumptions. Focusing on the archaeological remains, it proposes a new
typology for boat-graves, and identifies previously unrecognized patterns in the form,
structure, associations, and distribution of boat-burials. These patterns can be linked to
an ongoing status race between Egypt’s elites and royalty. Significantly, this dissertation
demonstrates that changes in the form and distribution of boat-burials correspond to the
wider social patterns proposed in the punctuated equilibrium theory of Egyptian history.
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The second part of this dissertation analyzes the development of Egyptian
nautical technology. The evidence from the Abusir Boat requires us to re-conceptualize
how early Egyptian watercraft were built. This dissertation defines a tradition of “Early
Nilotic Laced Construction” and disproves established hypotheses about the construction
of Early Dynastic boats. Significantly, while the techniques used to construct the Abusir
Boat link it to Early Dynastic boat-building traditions, its overall philosophy of
construction is similar to Khufu's royal ship, bridging the immense technological gap
between the First and Fourth Dynasty. While nautical technology underwent dramatic
technological and philosophical changes following the Old Kingdom, this dissertation
reveals how boatwrights innovated through the adaptation and repurposing of older
techniques.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

It is somewhat counterintuitive that the desiccated burial grounds of Egypt
provide the most comprehensive source of information we have concerning watercraft in
the Bronze Age Near East. While there are few finds from the sea, dozens of boats have
been found on land, preserved by the dry desert and hidden beneath the sands. This is the
result of a distinctive Egyptian funerary practice that persisted for more than a
millennium. During the Early Dynastic period and Old Kingdom (ca. 2900 to 1819 BCE,
see Table 1), Egypt’s powerful elite buried complete wooden boats near their tombs,
enclosing them within simple earthen mounds, elaborate mudbrick boat-graves, or pits
hewn directly into the bedrock.1 The most famous of these vessels are Khufu’s Ships,
which were discovered disassembled in two concealed pits at the base of the Great
Pyramid.2 Egyptian boat-burials have inspired the imaginations of scholars and the
public alike. These discoveries have led to a proliferation of theories about their purpose
and meaning, and questions as to why the practice emerged.

1

There are several conflicting chronologies for Ancient Egypt. I have compiled the Early Dynastic/Old
Kingdom chronologies presented in Hornung et al. 2006 and Shaw 2003 in a table at the beginning of this
document. These chronologies diverge significantly during the third millennium. Shaw places the
foundation dates for dynasties anywhere from 31 to 160 years earlier than Hornung et al. 2006.
Significantly, Shaw’s chronology corresponds more closely to the third millennium radio-carbon dates
presented in Ramsey et al. 2010. However, this dissertation follows the chronology in Hornung et al. 2006,
as it provides reign dates for the Early Dynastic period, while Shaw does not.
2
Nour et al. 1960; Abubakr and Mustafa 1971; Jenkins 1980; Lipke 1984.

1

Table 1: Chronology of Third Millennium Egypt
Dates from:

Hornung et al. 2006

Shaw 2003

Ramsey et al. 2010
(Radiocarbon Dates)

EARLY DYNASTIC PERIOD
1st Dynasty

2900-2730 BCE

3000-2890 BCE

Lasts 170 years

Lasts 110 years, beginning 100 years earlier

Narmer

2900-?

Aha

?-2870

Djer

2870-2823

Djet

2822-2815

Den

2814-2772

Merneith
Anedjib

2771-2764

Semerkhet

2763-2756

Qa'a

2755-2732

2nd Dynasty

2730-2590

2890-2686

Lasts 140 years

Lasts 204 years, beginning 160 years earlier

Hetepsekhemwy

2730-?

Raneb

?-2700

Nynetjer

2700-2660

Peribsen

2660-2650

Sekhemib

2650-?

Sened

?-2610

Khasekhemwy

2610-2593

3rd Dynasty

2592-2544

2686-2613

Lasts 48 years

Lasts 73 years, beginning 94 years earlier

OLD KINGDOM BEGINS

Nebka?

2686-2667

68%

95%

2676-2643

2691-2625

Djoser (Netjerikhet)

2592-2566

2667-2648

Sekhemkhet

2565-2559

2648-2640

Khaba

2559-?

2640-2637

Nebka? Sanakht?

?-?

Huni

?-2544

2637-2613

2

Table 1 Continued: Chronology of Third Millennium Egypt
Dates from:

Hornung et al. 2006

Shaw 2000

Ramsey et al. 2010
68%

95%

OLD KINGDOM BEGINS
4th Dynasty

2543-2436

2613-2494

Lasts 107 years

Lasts 119 years, beginning 70 years earlier

Sneferu

2543-2510

2613-2589

2634-2599

2649-2582

Khufu

2509-2483

2589-2566

2613-2577

2629-2558

Djedefre

2482-2475

2566-2558

2593-2556

2610-2536

Bikheris

2474-2473

Khafre

2472-2448

2558-2532

2586-2548

2604-2528

Menkaure

2447-2442

2532-2503

2564-2524

2581-2504

Shepseskaf

2441-2436

2503-2498

2538-2498

2556-2476

5th Dynasty

2435-2306

2494-2345

Lasts 129 years

Lasts 149 years, beginning 59 years earlier

Userkaf

2435-2429

2494-2487

2530-2489

2548-2468

Sahure

2428-2416

2487-2475

2524-2482

2542-2460

Neferirkare Kakai

2415-2405

2475-2455

Reneferef

2404

2455-2448

Shepseskare

Shepseskare

2403

2448-2445

Reneferef

Nyuserre Ini

2402-2374

2445-2421

Menkauhor

2373-2366

2421-2414

Djedkare Izezi

2365-2322

2414-2375

2473-2432

2486-2400

Unas

2321-2306

2375-2345

2438-2397

2450-2363

6th Dynasty

2305-2118

2345-2181

Lasts 187 years

Lasts 164 years, beginning 40 years earlier

Teti

2305-2279

2345-2323

Userkare

?

2323-2321

Pepy I (Meryra)

2276-2228

2321-2287

Nemtyemzaef Merenra

2227-2217

2287-2278

Pepy II Neferkara

2216-2153

2278-2184

Nemtyemzaef
II/Nitiqret

2152

2184-2181

7th/7th-8th Dynasty

2150-2118

2181-2160

Lasts 32 years

Lasts 21 years, beginning 31 years earlier
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2412-2370

2423-2335

Table 1 Continued: Chronology of Third Millennium Egypt
Dates from:

Hornung et al. 2006

Shaw 2000

Ramsey et al. 2010

FIRST INTERMEDIATE PERIOD
9th and 10th
Dynasties

2118-1980

2160-2025

MIDDLE
KINGDOM
11th Dynasty

2080-1940

2125-1985

12th Dynasty

1939-1760

1985-1773

In 2015, the Czech Institute of Egyptology (CIE) discovered the remains of a
Third Dynasty boat-burial at Abusir. The 16.9 m-long vessel is associated with a large,
non-royal mastaba dated to the reign of Huni, the last king of the Third Dynasty. The
boat-burial was documented between 2015 and 2016 by the CIE with assistance from the
Institute of Nautical Archaeology (INA).
Significantly, the Abusir Boat is the only archaeologically documented vessel
from Third Dynasty Egypt (2592-2544 BCE). Thus, it is uniquely able to bridge the
three-century gap between boat burials of the First (2900-2730 BCE) and Fourth
Dynasties (2543-2436 BCE). Remarkably, the archaeological context preserved both the
overall form of the vessel, as well its delicate organic components, including complete
runs of in situ lacing, wadding, and transverse withies. The Abusir Boat demonstrates
that Early Dynastic boat construction techniques and mortuary practices continued up
until the eve of the Fourth Dynasty, when boat-building methods changed significantly,
and boat-graves became exclusive to the royal domain. As the only boat-burial from the
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Third Dynasty, and the only Egyptian vessel to be discovered with intact lacing, it is one
of the most important nautical discoveries from ancient Egypt.

Background
Excavators have discovered 70 boat-burials in Egypt that date to the third millennium
BCE. These boats belonged to 41 individuals from various social strata, including lower
status non-royal officials buried at Helwan, Abu Rawash, and Abu Gurob, elite officials
buried at Saqqara and Abusir, as well as royalty (Figure 1). Boats were extremely labor
intensive to construct, and high-quality timber resources were limited in Egypt. Cedar,
like that used to build Khufu's Royal Ship, required massive seagoing expeditions to
procure. Wood was intensively reused, thus, the inclusion of boat-burials as burial
equipment served as unequivocal demonstrations of power, wealth, and access to
resources.3

Boat-burials
Forty-five of these boat-burials date to Egypt’s Early Dynastic period (ca. 29002592 BCE). Emery discovered five boat-graves associated with the Great Tombs of the
First Dynasty at North Saqqara.4 The identity of their owners is debated. Based on their
size and grandeur, Emery argued they were the tombs of First Dynasty kings, although
this position has been refuted by a variety of scholars. It appears more likely that the
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Figure 1: A map of Egypt, showing sites mentioned in the text (map by D. Inglis).
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tombs belonged to high officials, or possibly queens.5 Saad excavated an additional
nineteen boat-graves at Helwan, but recorded almost nothing of them.6 Radwan
discovered a small boat in a First Dynasty cemetery at Abu Gorab in 1993. A young man
had been sacrificed and buried at the southeast end of the boat. He was probably
intended to serve as the boatman.7 Between 2012 and 2014, the partial remains of five
boat-burials were discovered in a First Dynasty cemetery at Abu Rawash by Tristant.8
They were not the first boat-burials uncovered at Cemetery M, as two other boat-burials
had been previously reported in 1959 by the Leiden Museum of Antiquities (although
one of these was probably not a boat-burial).9
These thirty-one vessels were all discovered in the broader Memphite necropolis
and would have belonged to Egypt's ruling elites (but not kings). The only Early
Dynastic evidence for royal boat-graves is from Abydos, where a joint PennsylvaniaYale-NYU Institute of Fine Arts expedition (led by David O'Connor and Matthew
Adams) discovered a fleet of 14 First Dynasty vessels. They had been interred in a single
event alongside a First Dynasty funerary enclosure.10 The Abydos fleet represents 30
percent of all known boat-burials from the Early Dynastic period.
The extravagant display of wealth and power represented by the Abydos Fleet
went unrivaled until the reign of Khufu, who had five massive boat-pits constructed
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around his pyramid, and two more constructed near the pyramids of his queens.11
Excavators discovered the remains of wooden vessels sealed within two of the boat-pits.
The Khufu I vessel has been completely reassembled, while the Khufu II vessel is still
undergoing recovery and conservation. Boat-burials were also found beside the tombs of
Khentkaus I and Djedefre.12 Khafre had five boat-pits east of his pyramid.13 They were a
remarkable innovation; rather than holding wooden boats, masons sculpted the pits to be
negative-space stone boats, with carved structural elements such as frames and bulwarks,
as well as hollowed out cabins. Kings continued burying boats beside their tombs
through the end of the Fifth Dynasty. Following evidence from fragmentary temple
archives, Verner found a boat-pit south of the tomb of Neferirkare; there is likely an
undiscovered sister-ship.14 The last known boat-burials from the third millennium were a
pair of boat-graves alongside the pyramid causeway of Unas.15 Non-royal boat-burials
reappeared in the mid-Fifth Dynasty. Ptahshepses (Fifth Dynasty) constructed a boatroom in his massive mastaba, and Kagemni (Sixth Dynasty) had two boat-graves
constructed atop his mastaba.16
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Boat Remains
Despite the dozens of boat-burials, there are only a few examples in which the
interred watercraft have been properly documented. In many cases, the vessels were
either almost completely decomposed (e.g. Neferirkare’s boat-burial), not recorded (e.g.
the boat-graves at Helwan), or never fully excavated (e.g. the Abydos boats). Only four
of the forty-five Early Dynastic vessels have published descriptions detailing the
construction of their hulls.17 Radwan and Lindeman recorded the small First Dynasty
boat found alongside Mastaba XXVI at Abu Gorab. While they provided some
measurements and a discussion of the vessel’s structure, as well as an overview
illustration, the details of the hull construction were not described.18 Ward documented a
3 m-long section of Boat-Grave 10 from Abydos, however, none of the vessels have ever
been completely excavated. Although the remains were in poor condition, Ward was
able to document the construction of the boat, noting a pattern of L-shaped mortises
running along plank edges. She observed that the size and shape of these mortises were
similar to Khufu’s Ship, and assumed a continuous tradition of boatbuilding.19 The best
reported remains are those of the vessel associated with Tomb M06 at Abu Rawash.
Tristant has published excellent plans and a short description of the hull construction.
The four other vessels at Abu Rawash have not been fully published. All five vessels
exhibit the same style of hull construction as the Abydos vessels.20
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In 1954, archaeologists discovered two boat-pits south of Khufu’s pyramid. They
were sealed, and the hull remains were in excellent condition. The vessels had been
completely disassembled. Moustafa restored and reconstructed one of the ships
(Khufu I) over a 13-year period.21 It is one of the most extraordinary objects from the
ancient world. Its sister ship (Khufu II) is currently being extracted from its boat-pit and
is undergoing conservation and analysis; only a few sections have been published.22
Built of long, gorgeous cedar planks, and twice the length of the Abydos boats, the
Khufu I vessel has defined our interpretations of ancient Egyptian watercraft for more
than sixty years. The Khufu I and II ships are the only documented hull remains from
Old Kingdom boat-burials.

Interpretations
Beyond their role as symbols of wealth and status, the underlying ideology and
significance of boat-burials is not clearly understood. Model boats and boat iconography
appear in funerary contexts prior to the Early Dynastic period.23 Watercraft ultimately
acquired prominent roles in mythology and ritual activity. While there is a great deal of
information about the role of boats in cultic and in afterlife contexts from later periods,
we are left with an unclear picture of their role during the Early Dynastic and Early Old
Kingdom.
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Boat-burials have been frequently described as ‘solar barques’ or ‘sun boats’ in
popular literature and scholarly research. This designation refers to the two mythological
boats used by the Egyptian sun god Re to traverse the sky during the day, and the
netherworld at night. Emery describes the four boat-burials that he discovered adjacent
to the First Dynasty Tombs at Saqqara as solar boats.24 Hassan, in his extensive 1946
study of solar boats, concludes that nearly all boat-burials known at the time should be
classified as solar boats.25 Following the 1954 discovery of two boat-pits south of
Khufu’s pyramid, the press and some scholarly circles immediately hailed the wooden
ships as representations of solar barques. The five boat-pits around Khufu’s pyramid
immediately became the focus of debate. Drawing on Old Kingdom iconography,
Altenmüller proposes that royal funerary boats should always appear in pairs, as they
were intended to represent the day and night barques navigating in convoy, with the day
barque arranged to lead during the day, and the night barque arranged to lead at night.
He argues that single vessels associated with the tombs of queens would have joined the
king’s vessels as part of its retinue.26 Hawass agrees with the conclusion that Khufu’s
southern pits (oriented east-west) were for the day and night barques used by the king in
capacity as the sun god Re. He argues, however that the purpose of the eastern pits
(oriented north-south) was different; they were for the king in his capacity as Horus and
demonstrate his dominion over northern and southern Egypt.27
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Ćerný rejects the conceptualization of boat-pits as solar boats, arguing that it was
unnecessary for the king to provide his own solar boat, as he would join the vessel of Re.
Ćerný instead proposes that since four of Khufu’s boat-pits were oriented to the cardinal
directions, the king would have used them to travel to the four points of the sky.28
Abubakr and Mustafa also reject equating boat-pits with solar boats. They suggested that
each of the vessels served a different purpose, including a role in royal coronation rights,
pilgrimage to holy sites along the Nile, transportation of the royal mummy, and
netherworld travel.29 Verner suggests that the safest conclusion, based on the partial and
fragmentary data available, is that boat-burials were intended to provide the deceased
with transportation in the netherworld. He noted that contemporary religious ideas would
have emphasized different aspects of the tradition.30
Many of these hypotheses were developed prior to the discovery of the fleet of
fourteen First Dynasty vessels at Abydos, which remain an enigma on par with that of
the more frequently discussed Fourth Dynasty boat-pits. O’Connor suggests that the
Abydos boats were similar to the subsidiary graves of sacrificed retainers, and were thus
meant to provide services to the king in the afterlife.31 He hypothesizes that each of the
vessels in the fleet may have served a different role in netherworld, from supply boats to
ceremonial watercraft. The longest pair of vessels may represent solar barques.32
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In his study of the boats in the Pyramid Texts (which date to the Fifth and Sixth
Dynasty), Miosi rejects the notion that boat-burials were intended to provide any form of
netherworld transport. The spells indicate that the deceased either summoned boats, or
they were provided for him. Miosi therefore concludes that both boats and boat models
may have functioned as symbolic netherworld passports.33
Of these scholars, only Lehner has adequately addressed the question of why
Khufu’s boats were dismantled, while in most boat-burials, the vessels were buried
intact. He proposes that the vessels were used during the funeral, and thus had to be
ritually disposed. Thus, they were dismantled to render them non-functional in the
afterlife, and buried outside the pyramid enclosure.34

Gaps in the Literature
Scholars have proposed diverse and frequently conflicting explanations for the
purpose of boat-burials. Most of these interpretations are based on the use and
descriptions of boats in the Pyramid Texts, as well as nautical motifs in the iconography
and textual sources deriving from later periods. Frequently, the archaeological remains
are only addressed to establish an orientation of the boat-burial in order to support a
given hypothesis, whether it is that boat-burials were oriented to the sun, to each other,
to the stars, or traveling in convoy. Often, the resulting conclusions are not supported by
any systematic method to differentiate bow and stern, and thus, frequently contradict
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each other (see Chapter IV). Moreover, most theories focus on royal boat-burials,
ignoring the importance of those from non-royal contexts. All of the interpretations
described above arise from essentially the same body of data. This suggests that the
archaeological data is being interpreted to fit the hypotheses, and not the other way
around.
Significantly, boat-burials have not been systematically examined or analyzed
from an archaeological perspective. Helwan is often ignored, as the available data is
minimal. However, a careful examination of the reports provides useful information
about the structure, form, distribution, and dimensions of boat-burials, even if it is
incomplete. Scholars have not pursued questions as to how boat-graves are built, how
forms of construction change, and how they are related to the construction of tombs, as
well as to broader social phenomena. To address this gap in the literature, this
dissertation will present a comprehensive review of the archaeological evidence for boatburials, describe their architecture, and propose a new typology. This will allow us to
place the new evidence from the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat in its proper social and
material context.
Just as Khufu’s boat-pits have been central to debates concerning the nature of
boat-burials, Khufu’s Ship has been the focal point for hypotheses about ancient
Egyptian shipbuilding. This is reasonable, as for more than half a decade, it has been the
best source of data for third-millennium hull construction. Following her investigation of
Abydos Boat-Grave 10, Ward hypothesized that the First Dynasty Abydos boats and the
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Fourth Dynasty Khufu I ship had been constructed using similar techniques, with bands
of transverse lashing passing through-mortises.35
The discovery of the Abusir Boat provides an opportunity to reassess Egyptian
boatbuilding techniques in light of new data. It demonstrates that the Third Dynasty
Abusir Boat, and the First Dynast Abydos and Abu Rawash boats were all laced vessels,
and all built using the same set of techniques. Crucially, they were built in a completely
different fashion than Khufu’s Ship, which was constructed in the Fourth Dynasty. The
contrast between these two boat-building traditions allows us to address new questions
about the evolution of Egyptian boatbuilding, how and why ship construction techniques
changed, and how Egyptians conceived their vessels.

Research Questions and Objectives
This dissertation asks: What do boat-burials tell us about change and continuity
in Egyptian funerary practice, society, and technology? Crucially, this dissertation does
not seek to answer what boat-burials meant to the ancient Egyptians. This is the
approach taken by the scholars cited above, who seek to deduce why the Egyptians
buried boats, and what they symbolized. This is a crucial line of study. It is, however, a
complicated one, and can be hindered by the application of potentially anachronistic
conceptualizations, and a tendency to produce conclusions that are either applied too
broadly (all boat-burials are solar barques) or too specifically (e.g. the vessel in Khufu’s
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fourth boat-pit was used for coronation rites).36 Rather than applying frameworks of
meaning, this dissertation takes the opposite approach, and seeks to derive information
directly from the archaeological remains.
The guiding question signals three important aspects: 1) this study seeks to
derive information from boat-burials, as opposed to assigning specific meanings to them,
2) the study is focused on identifying change and continuity, and 3) conclusions concern
transformations in three domains: funerary practice (mortuary traditions, tomb
architecture, burial goods, and beliefs), society (the status race between non-royal
officials and kings), and technology (the evolution of boatbuilding techniques and
philosophy of construction).
Boat-burials are information-rich artifacts. At their core, they are comprised of a
boat, and a boat-grave. Both are constructed objects, both reflect their owner’s access to
resources, and both change in form and structure over time. As such, we can ask similar
questions of both boats and boat-burials. However, they draw on very different bodies of
literature, and are thus dealt with separately in this dissertation.
The first half of this dissertation provides a comprehensive survey of the
archaeological evidence for boat-burials. This body of data allows us to answer a variety
of questions, including: How were boat-graves constructed? Can we assign them to
types? How do types of boat-burials change over the course of the third millennium?
Why do these changes occur? How do boat-graves reflect the social status of their
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owners? How does the social distribution of boat-graves change over time? Do these
transformations correspond to other changes in religious practice or society?
Similarly, the second half of this dissertation examines the boats originating from
boat-burials. It asks: How were third millennium funerary boats constructed? What were
they made of, and how did those materials influence their construction? How do
construction techniques change over time? How are different boatbuilding practices
evolutionarily related? How did boatwrights design boats, and how did their conceptions
change over the course of the third millennium? Do the transformations in boat
construction correspond to changes in boat-burials, or other aspects of society?

Limits of the Study
This dissertation will focus on comparative evidence from third millennium
Egypt, including the Early Dynastic period and the Old Kingdom, and largely excludes
data from other periods.37 During the First Intermediate period, Egypt underwent
profound social, economic, political, technological, and religious changes. Previous
studies of boat-burials have routinely drawn evidence from Middle Kingdom and New
Kingdom texts and iconography, assuming continuity in meaning in nautical symbolism.
This dissertation takes the position that the meaning and systems of belief underlying
boat-burials changed dramatically over the course of the third millennium. The spells of
the Pyramid Texts, which were first written down at the end of the Fifth Dynasty,
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preserve evidence of prior changes in ideology, with spells focused on stellar, solar, and
chthonic/Osirian beliefs. These systems of belief continued to evolve through Egypt’s
history. Certainly, the ideology surrounding royal rituals, solar barques, and divine
flotillas from the Middle and New Kingdom should not be unquestionably applied to a
Third Dynasty boat discovered in a non-royal context.
Similarly, Egyptian shipbuilding techniques underwent a series of clear
transformations between the end of the Old Kingdom and dawn of the Middle Kingdom.
Despite their similar role as funerary vessels, the Abusir Boat is fundamentally different
from the Twelfth Dynasty Dashur Boats in terms of hull shape (flat bottom and hard
chines vs. arched, spoon-shaped hull), fastening methodology (continuous lacing vs.
mortise-and-tenon joints with point-to-point fastening between planks), transverse
stiffening (frames vs through-beams), and underlying philosophy (bottom-based vs.
construction around a central plank). Therefore, discussion of hull construction will
primarily focus on Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom funerary craft. I will also not focus
on evidence from seagoing ships, as they represent an entirely different class of vessel.
There is a fundamental difference in the lacing techniques used to construct the
Abusir Boat and Khufu’s Royal ship. To contextualize these differences, I will draw on
wide body of comparative sources from outside of Egypt, including the ancient
Mediterranean, as well as applicable Islamic period examples from the Indian Ocean
region, and modern ethnographies from India, Vietnam, and Oceania. The primary
concern, however, will be defining the tradition in the context of Egyptian shipbuilding,
and establishing evidence for the reuse and adaptation of techniques.
18

Finally, this dissertation is primarily concerned with archaeological remains, both
of boats and boat-burials. Originally, I had intended to allocate equivalent time to
iconography and texts. Each of these sources are complimentary, and no one source
provides a complete picture. However, as the study began to develop, it became apparent
that the archaeological remains of boat-burials had never been systematically or
comprehensively addressed. Moreover, boat-burials had not been discussed as
archaeological artifacts, capable of providing information about human behavior outside
the context of textual-based interpretations. Thus, this dissertation seeks to derive
information primarily from archaeological data, before supplementing it with other
sources.

Organization
Boat-burials are comprised of two distinct components – the physical boat and
the boat-grave. Boats, as nautical technology, and boat-graves, as a funerary practice,
draw on very different sets of literature, evidence, and theoretical principles. As such,
this dissertation will primarily discuss boats and boat-burials in separate chapters.
Chapter II gives an overview of the newly discovered Abusir Boat-burial, describing its
discovery context, excavation, dating, structure, preservation, and the surrounding
tombs. Chapter II also provides an initial summary of the hull remains, although the
details of construction are addressed in Chapter V. Chapter III examines the
archaeological evidence for third millennium boat-burials and proposes a typology for
them. Chapter IV discusses prior interpretations of boat-burials and demonstrates that
19

patterns in the data can be linked to religious and social changes, and places them within
the theoretical framework of punctuated equilibrium. Chapter V analyzes the
archaeological remains of boats from the First through Third Dynasties, primarily
focusing on hull construction. This chapter also describes the construction of the Third
Dynasty Abusir Boat, and uses the new evidence to reevaluates the evidence previously
reported on First Dynasty boats from Abu Rawash, Abydos, and the Tarkhan planks.
Chapter V concludes by defining a tradition of “Early Nilotic laced boatbuilding”.
Chapter VI continues the analysis of third-millennium boatbuilding, focusing on
evidence from Khufu’s Fourth Dynasty ship. The chapter will build a case for both
change and continuity in third millennium boatbuilding, and present a developmental
scheme based on adaptation, reuse, and innovation. Chapter VI will also briefly
summarize the comparative material from the Twelfth Dynasty, including the Dashur
boats, the Lisht timbers, and the remains of seagoing ships discovered at the ports of
Wadi al-Jarf, Ayn Soukhna, and Mersa Gawasis. Chapter VII places the Abusir Boat in
the context of several debates in nautical theory. It argues that the Abusir Boat and
Khufu’s Ship were both shell-built, ‘bottom-based’ watercraft, while subsequent Middle
Kingdom vessels were not. Chapter VII reunites boats and boat-burials, synthesizing the
conclusions reached in the previous chapters. It demonstrates that both boat-burials and
boat-building technology follow a similar pattern of change over the course of the third
millennium.
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Value
This dissertation compiles the available evidence for third millennium boatburials and hull remains, and provides new data in the form of the Abusir Boat. As such,
it should be a useful resource to both Egyptologists and nautical archaeologists. By
taking an archaeology-first approach in the analysis of the material, this dissertation will
hopefully provide a strong archaeological foundation for future interpretive approaches.
It makes the following contributions: 1) It provides a preliminary report on the
discovery, context, construction, and significance of the previously unpublished Third
Dynasty Abusir Boat, and defines a tradition of “Early Nilotic laced construction.”
2) It demonstrates that both boats and boat-burials change over the course of the third
millennium, and provides hypotheses as to how and why. 3) It demonstrates adaptation,
reuse, and innovation in boat-building techniques, and defines both the Abusir Boat and
Khufu’s Ship as part of a ‘bottom-oriented’ boat-building tradition. 4) It provides a
comprehensive survey of the known corpus of third-millennium boat-burials, and
proposes a typology for boat-graves. 5) It identifies patterns in the form, structure,
associations, and distribution of boat-burials, associates them with broader social
changes, and situates them within the framework of punctuated equilibrium.
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CHAPTER II
THE THIRD DYNASTY ABUSIR BOAT-BURIAL

The Third Dynasty Abusir Boat is one of the most remarkable nautical finds from
ancient Egypt (Figure 2, Figure 3). It is the only known boat-burial from the Third
Dynasty, and the only ancient Egyptian hull to be discovered with intact lacing and
wadding. Significantly, the Abusir Boat has revealed that First Dynasty boatbuilding
traditions and boat-burial practices persisted over a three-century timeframe, and then
abruptly changed during the early Fourth Dynasty. This chapter will discuss the
discovery, excavation, and dating of the boat-burial, the associated tombs, the structure
of the boat-grave, and describe the extant and preservation of the hull. This chapter will
also provide an initial summary of how the vessel was constructed, although the details
and their significance will be discussed in Chapter IV in depth. The importance of the
Abusir Boat as a boat-burial will be discussed in Chapter IV.
The site of Abusir is 15-30 kilometers south of modern Cairo, and only around 5
kilometers northwest of ancient Memphis. It is situated in the hills above the western
bank of the Nile, at the boundary between the fertile valley and the desert. Abusir was an
important burial ground for the kings and officials of the Old Kingdom. The non-royal
cemetery at Abusir South is situated on a large hillock overlooking some of the most
important sites of Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom Egypt.
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Figure 2: Orthophoto of the fully excavated Abusir Boat (AS 80) (image by D. Inglis).

Figure 3: Digital elevation map of the fully excavated Abusir Boat (AS 80) (image by D. Inglis).
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The pyramids of the Fifth Dynasty sun kings (2435–2306 BCE) lie just a
kilometer and a half to the north, while the Step Pyramid of Djoser (2592–2566 BCE) –
the first pyramid ever built – lies an equivalent distance to the south. The Great Tombs
of the First Dynasty lie to the east, perched upon a ridge overlooking the Nile.
Abusir South is separated from Saqqara by the Wadi Abusiri. However, the sites of
Saqqara and Abusir constitute a vast, unified necropolis that was active throughout most
of the third millennium, and the location of three-quarters of the known Old Kingdom
pyramid complexes.38 They are surrounded by thousands of tombs belonging to nonroyal officials and Egypt’s elites. The active construction zones within the necropolis
shifted over the centuries, with the foundation of new pyramid complexes, the coming
and going of royal dynasties, and the search for available space.39 Abusir South became
a cemetery for non-royal officials, with tombs dating at least from the Third through
Sixth Dynasties. One of these was tomb AS 54, a mastaba dated to the Third Dynasty. It
is positioned high on a hill that overlooks the now vanished lake of Abusir.40 Its owner,
an anonymous official of significant wealth and power, constructed a boat-burial 12 m to
the south of his tomb – the only one so far discovered in the cemetery at Abusir South.
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Excavation and Documentation
The Abusir Boat was discovered by the Czech Institute of Egyptology (CIE) in
August 2015 during the clearing and excavation of adjacent Fifth and Sixth Dynasty
tombs. The boat-grave was designated as AS 80. Initial examination revealed that the
vessel was largely extant, but poorly preserved. The Institute of Nautical Archaeology
(INA) became involved at the behest of Miroslav Bárta and sent specialists in November
2015 to assess the condition of the vessel, evaluate recoverable data, and to help
formulate a plan for the continued excavation, documentation, conservation of the
remains.41 Excavation occurred across two seasons, thanks to the supreme efforts of
members of the CIE and INA, the reises and workmen of Abusir, as well as conservators
and inspectors from the Supreme Council of Antiquities.
During the first season of excavation (15 September – 14 November 2015), the
CIE excavation team uncovered the bow and stern of the vessel. As the remains were
extremely unstable, they were consolidated with Acryloid B-72. Documentation
included daily photography and excavation reports. A tent was erected over the worksite
to further protect the hull remains. During the three-day INA inspection, Veronica
Morriss and I made a photogrammetric model of the exposed remains, created
illustrations of important construction details and sections of the hull, and took
photographs of numerous construction features. Following the inspection, the boat was
covered and backfilled with sand.
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The remainder of the vessel was uncovered during the second season of
excavation (3 March – 19 April 2016). INA representatives were able to be onsite for
nearly the entire process. Excavation was documented daily by both INA and the CIE
through photos and notes. The vessel’s lacing was extremely fragile, and had to be
excavated with air dusters. Wood in the eastern end of the vessel had been largely
reduced to red dust. Careful attention to changes in the color of the sand revealed the
shape of the hull, and even mortise locations, which were occasionally indicated by
darker areas of organic staining produced by the decaying lacing. The remains were
extremely unstable. The wooden remains were mostly comprised of fragments loosely
resting on sand.
Conservators preserved the hull remains in situ, as it was determined that any
attempt at extraction would destroy the unstable, ephemeral remains of the vessel.42
Following the collection of radiocarbon and plant taxa identification samples, newly
exposed sections were consolidated by conservators with Acryloid B-72. We illustrated
details of the hull as it was uncovered, as well as loose fragments. As a cautionary
measure, we made periodic photogrammetric models of each newly excavated section.
Following documentation, each section was temporarily reburied. The combined process
of delicate excavation, documentation, and consolidation was painstakingly slow, only
allowing our team to clear one to two meters of the hull each day. Once all sections of
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This course of action was determined through consultation with conservators from the Grand Egyptian
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November 2015; Tarek Tawfik, (Director-General, Grand Egyptian Museum), personal communication, 5
April 2016; Basem Gehad, (Conservation Specialist, Grand Egyptian Museum), site visit, 4 April 2016).
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the hull had been excavated, we completely uncovered the vessel, allowing our team to
create 3D models of the entire boat using photogrammetry and a laser scanner. As a final
measure, the walls of Tomb AS 84 shaft 8 were removed to permit the investigation of
the boat-grave foundations. Once documentation was complete, the entire vessel was
covered with a light loose cloth and reburied with clean sand.

Tomb AS 54
The Third Dynasty Abusir Boat has been linked to Tomb AS 54, a large Third
Dynasty mudbrick mastaba positioned 12 m due north of the boat-grave. The tomb is
located atop a knoll, with a commanding view of the non-royal cemetery, the former
lake of Abusir, and the principle entrance into the necropolis.43 The slope is steep, and
the tomb’s southern enclosure wall lies 3 m below the top of the tomb. At 52.6 m long
by 23.8 m wide, the mastaba is one of the largest in the precinct. To reduce the effort
required to fill the interior of the massive structure, architects constructed the tomb
around an underlying tafla outcrop. The tomb complex incorporates an enclosure wall,
northern and southern chapels, a northern shaft leading to a burial chamber, as well as
some adjoining burial shafts east of the wall.44 The northern shaft was 12.6 m deep and
led to a short corridor connected to a burial chamber. A corpus of badly damaged
stoneware vessels comprised the only significant finds from the subterranean structure.
Excavators could not locate evidence of a southern burial shaft. This is anomalous, as
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Bárta 2011b, 49–50.
Bárta 2011b, 42; Bárta et al. 2014, 17.
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twin shafts are regular feature of tombs from the period. It is possible that there was a
second chamber, but the entrance was located outside of the mastaba structure.45
Artifacts recovered from the northern shaft and burial chamber of AS 54
consisted largely of stoneware vessel fragments in a previously disturbed context.
Jirásková proposes a Third Dynasty date for the stoneware assemblage, based on her
analysis of the diverse materials, extant stoneware typologies, and nuances of the precise
craftsmanship.46 An inscription on the inner rim of a magnesite bowl preserves a rare
form (nswt-bjtj) of the royal name of Huni (nswt-Ḥ(wj)), corroborating the date of the
stoneware.47 This analysis corresponds to a radiocarbon date acquired from an
Acacia sp. lintel used in the construction of a niched wall. The sample provided a
conventional date range of 4069  57 BP (IFAO_421), corresponding to a calibrated date
range (1σ) of 2848-2492 BCE, with a highest probable date range of 2678-2561 BCE
(41.2%) within the grouping.48 Significantly, this evidence makes AS 54 one of the few
monuments ever to be dated to the reign of Huni.49
The mudbrick enclosure wall likely imitates the stone enclosure of Djoser’s
precinct in Central Saqqara, pointing to the elite status of the owner. The 1.4 m-thick
eastern enclosure wall, which protects the tomb’s eastern façade, was offset to create a
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1 m-wide corridor that permitted access to both chapels.50 Four shafts were discovered
adjoining the enclosure wall to the northeast. Of significance, shaft 2 contained an
undisturbed burial in a coffin constructed from both cedar and acacia planks. It is one of
the oldest attestations of the use of cedar in Egypt.51 The identity and titles of the tomb
owner are unknown. However, the sheer size of the tomb, the quality of its construction,
its dominating position in the necropolis, the massive enclosure wall, and associated
boat-burial all point to a non-royal individual of elite status and access to significant
resources.52
Adjacent Structures
The boat-grave is surrounded by densely packed tombs. The 12 m gap between
mastaba AS 54 is occupied by a series of Fifth Dynasty tombs – AS 76, 76b, 77, and 78
(Figure 4, Figure 5). AS 76 was a limestone mastaba constructed for a Fifth Dynasty
official named Kaisebi. The size of the tomb was constrained by the adjacent Third
Dynasty structures (AS 54 to the north, and AS 80 to the south). AS 76b, believed to be
the tomb of Ptahwer, was an annex added at a later date. Kaisebi and Ptahwer were
likely related, although it is uncertain exactly how. While they were potentially father
and son, some pottery fragments from AS 76b date the late 6th Dynasty, contradicting
this possibility. The tombs share a single access corridor which leads to an open court
directly south of AS 76b. AS 77 and AS 78 were mudbrick family mastabas.53
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Figure 4: Plan of the area south of AS54, showing the Abusir Boat-burial, the Fifth
Dynasty mastabas, and the Sixth Dynasty shaft tombs (reproduced from Dulíková
et al. 2017, fig. 2).
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Figure 5: Photograph facing northeast, showing the boat-burial (AS 80), the
adjacent Fifth Dynasty mastabas (AS 76, AS 76B, AS 77, and AS 78), and the Third
Dynast mastabas AS 54 in the background (photo courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir
Boat Expedition 2016).

Significantly, it is clear from the ground plan that the builders of the Fifth
Dynasty mastabas knew where the boat was located. Mastabas AS 77 and AS 78 were
constructed directly adjacent to the vessel but did not encroach upon its remains. AS
78b, an annex added south of AS 78, was constructed directly east of the boat burial and
likewise did not encroach upon the boat. The open area that permitted access to the
chapels of Kaisebi (AS 76) and Ptahwer (AS 76b) was walled off with mudbrick,
potentially to protect or cordon off the boat.54
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Intriguingly, the space occupied by these Fifth Dynasty mastabas may have held
earlier structures or a constructed surface. While the mastabas have largely obscured the
area, Jirásková observed that mastabas AS 78 and AS 81 do not sit directly atop the
desert surface (tafla), but were founded instead upon a thin layer of yellow sand. The
remnants of a disturbed layer of mudbricks were identified running beneath both
mastabas. The bricks in this layer are smaller than typical Old Kingdom brickwork, and
equivalent in size to bricks from Early Dynastic mastabas at Saqqara.55 Unfortunately,
the remains of the previous structures were too ephemeral to determine their nature.
Unlike the Fifth dynasty structures, subsequent burials of the Sixth Dynasty did
not show the same respect for the location of AS 80. The two structures south of the boat
(AS 84 and AS 84b) were poorly preserved. Most of AS 84’s shafts were shallow, and
some only contained pottery deposits. One of the larger shafts (AS 84 Shaft 8) cuts
through the central portion of the boat. Several sections of planking had been removed to
accommodate the shaft. AS 84 shaft 1 also encroached on the boat, and likely disturbed
the supporting layer of stones. The second structure, AS 84b, had a low superstructure of
unworked stone joined by mortar. It is likely that its northern wall once abutted the
southern wall of AS 76, and thus would have overlain the end of the boat.56 AS 84b shaft
3 lies directly adjacent to the boat, and likely disturbed the underlying structure, and
perhaps damaged the hull itself.
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A thin wall of undressed stone and brick ran east-west across the top of the boat.
It is probably associated with AS 84, but it was too poorly preserved to determine with
any certainty. The wall and structural remnants of AS 84 and AS 84b were founded
more than a meter above the surface. Critically, this demonstrates that at the time of the
construction of the Sixth Dynasty structure, the boat had already been backfilled and
covered with debris.57

Dating the Boat-Burial
The Abusir Boat was initially dated to the Third Dynasty based on a presumed
association with AS 54. That hypothesis has been confirmed by ceramic analysis and
radiocarbon dating. Several partially intact beer jars and numerous pottery fragments
were found within the vessel (Figure 6). Sherds from within the boat matched fragments
surrounding mastaba AS 54. Analysis of their morphology dates them to either the very
late Third or early Fourth Dynasty. Most of these fragments were not in direct contact
with the hull, and it cannot be confirmed that they belonged to an intentional deposit.58
They may have been as part of back-fill from Fifth or Sixth Dynasty tomb construction.
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Figure 6: Pottery within the hull of the Abusir Boat (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of
the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).

Samples for 14C dating were taken from throughout the hull. The Archeometry
Department of the French Institute of Oriental Archaeology Radiocarbon Dating
Laboratory dated a plank fragment to 4098  30 BP (IFAO_0761), with a most probable
calibrated date range of 2706 – 2570 BCE (63.2%) (Figure 7). In comparison, tomb
AS 54 was dated to 2678–2561 BCE, demonstrating a strikingly close correspondence
(Figure 8). This agrees with the Oxford Radiocarbon Project’s interval for the reign of
Huni, 2678–2561 BCE. Shaw assigns the reign of Huni as 2637–2613 BCE, while
Hornung et al. list the terminus of Huni’s reign ca. 2544 (+25), providing a reign of
34

2568–2544 BCE (2593–2569 BCE).59 The radiocarbon results from the Abusir Boat and
AS 54 are significant in that 1) they match established chronologies for the Third
Dynasty, and 2) they provide two nearly identical chronological anchor points for the
late Third Dynasty, filling an important gap in the data between Djoser and Sneferu (see
Ramsey et al. 2010).60

Boat-Grave Structure
The AS 80 boat-grave is oriented along an east-west axis, parallel to the southern
end of tomb AS 54. Unfortunately, little remained of the original boat-burial structure.
Stacked cobbles supported the sides, bow, and stern of the vessel, largely preserving the
shape of the entire hull. The lower part of the hull seems to have been cushioned by a
thin layer of yellow sand directly overlying the cobbles. Some of the cobbles had been
covered with a mud wash (Figure 9). The planks adhered to the mud wash, and in some
places, the external veneer of a plank was still attached to the rocks. While it was not
possible to excavate a full cross-section to examine the foundations of the vessel, the
deconstruction of AS84 shaft 8 provided an opportunity for a limited inspection (Figure
10).
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Figure 7: Calibrated radiocarbon determination for IFAO_0761, a plank from the
Abusir Boat. Radiocarbon age density is shown in red on the Y-axis in radiocarbon
years (BP). The calibration curve is depicted in blue (IntCal13 or Marine13). The
calibrated result is shown as a gray histogram on the X-axis in absolute calendar
years BCE (chart from Laboratoire de Datation par le Radiocarbone 2018,
Analysis Report IFAO_761).61
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Figure 8: Distribution of radiocarbon dates from AS 54 and AS 80, showing their
correspondence with the results of the Oxford Radiocarbon Project, and calendar
year estimates for the reign of Huni from Shaw (2003) and Hornung et al. (2006)
(chart by D. Inglis).
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Figure 9: Mud-washed cobbles forming the walls of the boat-grave (photo by D.
Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).
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Figure 10: Removal of AS 84 shaft 8 permitted the inspection of the boat-grave
foundations (photo courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).

Based on elevation data, it is possible that builders excavated a shallow trench
into the underlying tafla. 62 However, this could not be confirmed without the direct
inspection of the surrounding desert surface (requiring the removal of other structures).
While Sixth Dynasty construction to the south of the vessel resulted in structural damage
and splaying, the mudbrick walls associated with the Fifth Dynast mastabas preserved
the precise shape of the northern half of the vessel. This is significant, as other Early
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Dynastic and Old Kingdom boats have either been deliberately disassembled, discovered
in a heavily degraded state, or have been incompletely recorded.
The was no evidence of an overlying mudbrick roof, as was typical for Early
Dynastic boat-burials (see Chapter III). However, in many cases, the overlying roof
consisted only of a thin layer of mudbricks. If that was the case with the Abusir Boat, the
bricks may have been dislodged, deliberately removed, or harvested during the
construction of the adjacent mastabas. The fill within the boat itself was not consistently
distributed. In the west, the hull was covered by a thin layer of fine yellow sand,
followed by subsequent overlying layers of tafla debris. Jirásková observes that the fine
sand may imply aeolian deposition, potentially indicating that the boat was exposed for
some time and had gradually filled with windblown sand prior to being buried. The fill
in the eastern half of the vessel was more complex, consisting of mixed layers of tafla
and sand. It is possible that these fill layers represent debris and fill from the
construction of AS 77 and AS 78, or other adjacent structures.63 If the boat was
deliberately left uncovered, it may indicate that it was an object of cultic activity. In an
intriguing parallel, records attest that the boats of Neferirkare (Fifth Dynasty) were left
open and regularly inspected by mortuary priests.64
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Hull Preservation and In Situ Conservation
The hull of the Abusir Boat was poorly preserved. Disturbance events, combined
with chemical, physical, and biological processes, resulted in extreme differential
preservation. Where extant, the planks were highly fragmented. Cyclical dehydration
caused splitting and cubic fracturing, ultimately reducing most of the planks to
agglomerations of small fragments. Plank shrinkage caused the lacing to rip apart in
places; elsewhere, the lacing was strong enough to make the planks to split along their
grain. The integrity of the hull was further compromised by salt absorption (enormous
salt crystals in excess of 10 mm in length were removed from the planking during
excavation) as well as by wood-eating insects, which reduced large sections to frass. It is
possible that the boat was exposed at some point, accelerating decomposition.
Anthropogenic factors contributed significantly to the differential preservation. The
northern side of the vessel was partially sheltered by the walls of the adjacent Fifth
Dynasty mastabas (AS 76, 76b, 77, and 78). The southern side of the vessel was
impacted by the construction of the Sixth Dynasty tomb shafts. AS 84 shaft 8 cuts
directly through the central portion of the vessel. To make space for the shaft, builders
cut through the side planking, and removed sections of several bottom planks. Loose
plank fragments were found in the vicinity, but they were too degraded to be
conclusively attributed to the boat. AS 84 shaft 1 and AS 84b shaft 3 were constructed
close enough to the vessel to disturb the underlying tafla blocks. These three shafts may
have contributed to the deformation of the vessel. It is also possible that some of the
stones supporting the southern side of the boat were harvested for construction
41

elsewhere. Combined, these construction activities caused the southern side of the vessel
to splay outwards.65
Preservation was irregular throughout the hull. Hull planking was preserved in
the middle and western sections of the vessel. Planking with recordable features
accounted for only 15% of the extant hull. However, an additional 30% of the hull was
comprised of loose fragments of wood or wooden veneer that provided an indication of
plank grain and seams. Planking from the remaining 55% of the extant hull had been
reduced to reddish-brown dust. However, careful excavation in these areas revealed the
original shape of the hull. Darker stains revealed the locations of some mortises. Traces
of lacing and or wadding were preserved in 50% of the extant hull, surprisingly
concentrated in the eastern half of the vessel where there were few wooden remains. In
areas where planks had completely decayed, preserved lacing permitted the
reconstruction of the planking plan and mortise locations.

Hull Structure
This section provides an initial overview of the hull remains of the Abusir Boat.
The details and their comparanda are discussed in Chapter V. The extant hull remains of
the Abusir Boat were 16.9 m long, 2.2 m in breadth, and 0.6 m deep (Figure 11).
Unfortunately, the ends of the vessel were not preserved. The hull was constructed from
short, acacia planks that were 4 to 6 cm thick and approximately 5 to 20 cm wide.
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Figure 11: Preliminary sit plan of the Abusir Boat (illustration by V.Morriss and D. Inglis).
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Boatwrights did not used joggled planking like that of the Khufu I vessel. Plank
seams are smooth, which would have facilitated lacing. Boatwrights did not cut straight
planks, but instead followed the curvature of the acacia trees, creating planks of irregular
shape. During construction, planks were assembled with small, thin, unpegged mortiseand-tenon joints. The boat was laced longitudinally along plank seams (Figure 12).
Portions of the lacing were still intact, which is unique amongst recorded ancient
Egyptian watercraft. The lacing was fed through L-shaped mortises paired along plank
seam edges (Figure 13). The lacing pattern produced vertical lines of lacing between
paired mortises, and a crisscross pattern between adjacent mortise pairs. Prior to lacing,
the boatwrights placed bundles of date palm-fiber wadding over the seams. When the
lacing was tightened, it compacted the wadding, producing a watertight seam. Sets of Vshaped mortises were identified in plank faces. These sets were aligned transversely
across the hull. They are likely the lashing positions for frames. No remnants of frames,
rowing benches, or decking were discovered within the vessel.
The Abusir Boat’s diagnostic construction features include the use of local wood,
short irregular planks, sets of V-shaped mortises for frames, and L-shaped lacing
mortises along plank edges. These features mirror those of the First Dynasty vessels
from Abydos and Abu Rawash, indicating that they were also longitudinally laced
vessels. This form of construction differs dramatically from Khufu’s Ship, which was
constructed from long, joggled cedar planks, and fastened together with a system of
transverse lashing that relied primarily on V-shaped mortises cut into plank faces. The
significance of these features will be discussed in Chapter V.
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Figure 12: Longitudinal lacing ran along the plank seams of the Abusir Boat (photo
by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).

Figure 13: L-shaped mortises paired across plank seams (photo and illustration by
D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).
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Despite the erratic preservation, the hull remains of the Abusir Boat provide data
found nowhere else in Egypt. The vessel is significant to the field of nautical
archaeology because 1) it is the only known source of information about Third Dynasty
ship construction, 2) it is the only documented vessel from ancient Egypt to be
discovered with intact wadding, lacing, and transverse battens, 3) representative
examples of nearly all structural components were preserved, enabling an accurate
reconstruction of the hull and assembly process, 4) the construction features of the
Abusir Boat are nearly identical to Early Dynastic boats, demonstrating conclusively
how they were built, 5) the vessel was constructed quite differently than Khufu’s Ship,
demonstrating an abrupt transition in nautical technology, and 6) nearly the entire shape
of the hull was preserved (albeit only as dust in many locations). This is significant since
other examples of Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom boats have either been
disassembled, discovered in a heavily degraded state, or were incompletely recorded.
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CHAPTER III
THE ARCHAEOLOGY & TYPOLOGY OF BOAT-BURIALS

To date, 70 third-millennium boat-burials have been discovered in Egypt. All but
the fleet of 14 First Dynasty boats from Abydos were uncovered in cemeteries
surrounding ancient Memphis (Figure 14). Egyptologists have described boat-burials as
solar barques, stellar barques, vessels associated with cardinal directions, vessels for
gods, pilgrimage vessels, coronation ships, ships of state, funerary barges, mechanisms
for afterlife transport, and more. These conclusions all arise from the essentially same
body of data. The diversity of the resulting hypotheses shows that the archaeological
data is being sculpted to fit various frameworks of belief, many of which are derived
from periods postdating the boat-burials themselves.
The archaeological data has not been allowed to speak for itself. This chapter
will take a comprehensive look at construction, form, and meaning of third millennium
boat-burials. The intention is to address a rather significant gap in the literature, as to
date, boat-burials have not been systematically addressed on an archaeological basis as
the primary object of study. Ward’s Sacred and Secular: Ancient Egyptian Ships and
Boats (2000) comes closest, as she discusses the Abydos fleet and Khafre’s rock-cut
boats in some detail. However, the Early Dynastic boat-graves receive little attention,
and there is no synthesis or systematic analysis of the phenomenon.
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Figure 14: Boat-burials discovered at the cemeteries serving ancient Memphis
(illustration by D. Inglis).
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In general, most publications concerning boat-burials are primarily concerned
with their orientations, and how they fit within interpretive frameworks based on
presumed religious practices.66 The structures themselves have not been the object of
study. Moreover, since these publications, there have been several new discoveries at
Abusir South, Abu Gorab, and Abu Rawash that impact our understanding of non-royal
boat-burial practices. In this chapter I will discuss the archaeology of boat-burials
systematically, provide a system of classification, examine the variety of interpretations
that have been proposed by scholars, and provide an analysis of the transformations that
occurred in boat-burial practice based primarily based on the archaeological evidence.
Boat-burials are comprised of four elements: 1) the boat-grave, i.e. the pit and
superstructure that serves as the vessel’s tomb; 2) the boat itself; 3) the burial equipment
interred with the boat, including pottery and ritual offerings; and 4) the ideology
underlying the creation and veneration of the boat-burial. Chapters VI-VIII will deal
with boats and boatbuilding. This chapter will be concerned with the boat-graves, their
development, and meaning.

Classification and Terminology
I propose the following terms to clarify discussion and to differentiate between
the various forms of boat-burials:
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Boat-burial: The entire burial assemblage, including the burial structure (the
boat-grave), the boat, and any associated deposits of artifacts (or bodies).
Boat-grave: The burial structure that the boat is buried in. It can take many
forms, including shallow-pits, naviform-pits, burial-vaults, etc.
Simple boat-grave: A boat buried in a shallow trench excavated into the ground.
In some cases, it may be covered with only a mound of dirt. In other cases, it
may be covered with a layer of bricks (e.g. the Helwan boat-graves).
Constructed boat-grave: A boat encased by a structure. This includes rocks or
bricks surrounding the hull (e.g. the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat), or an entire
tomb like-enclosure, with walls and roof. The boat may rest in a shallow trench
excavated into the substrate, but the primary structure will be constructed atop
the surrounding surface.
Naviform boat-grave: A type of constructed boat-grave designed to resemble
the form of a boat, with tapered ends. Often, the ends are extended with
brickwork (e.g. the First Dynasty Abydos boat-burials or the Saqqara boatburials).
Boat-vault: A type of constructed boat-grave consisting of a walled enclosure
with vaulted ceiling (e.g. the Twelfth Dynasty boat-vaults of Senwosret III at
Abydos and Dashur).
Boat-pit: A type of boat-grave consisting of a roofed pit excavated into the
substrate. It may have walls constructed from stone or mudbrick. The majority of
the structure should reside below ground level.
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Boat-magazine: A rectangular boat-pit designed to hold the components of a
vessel, and not an articulated boat (e.g. the burial pits of the Khufu I and II
vessels, south of Khufu’s pyramid).
Naviform boat-pit: A type of boat-pit shaped to resemble the form of a boat,
with tapered ends (e.g. the open pits east of Khufu’s pyramid).
Rock-cut boat: A type of boat-pit, in which the pit itself is intended to represent
the vessel. It is unlikely it would have contained a boat (e.g. the boat-pits east of
Khafre’s pyramid).
Boat-room: A room within a tomb designed to hold a boat (e.g. the Fifth
Dynasty tomb of Ptahshepses).
Barque-shrine: A room within a temple constructed to hold a sacred barque.

Bow and Stern
Scholars have proposed a variety of interpretations for boat-burials. Most of
these interpretations are based in some way on the directionality of the boat-pits –
whether they are facing west to follow the setting sun, oriented in all directions to travel
to the four corners of the sky (Ćerný), facing prow-to-prow (Thomas), or following each
other (Altenmüller).67 Problematically, Egyptian funerary boats were double-ended, with
a pointed bow and stern. Naviform boat-graves and boat-pits, therefore, are also
generally doubled-ended, with tapering ends that have little distinction between them.
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While some of Khafre’s rock-cut boats have internal features that can help determine
orientation, most boat-pits do not.
Scholars have proposed contradicting orientations for many boat-burials and
boat-pits, which illustrates shortcomings in both evidence and analysis. Frequently,
orientations are assigned to fit various interpretations of Egyptian afterlife beliefs and
theoretical schema. A good example of this trend are the various proposed hypotheses
for the orientation of the two naviform boat-pits east of Khufu’s pyramid. Both boat-pits
are oriented on a north-south axis. Ćerný believes they were heading in opposing
directions, in accordance with his theory that Khufu’s boat-burials were oriented towards
the cardinal directions.68 Hawass also concludes that the two vessels east of Khufu’s
pyramid were oriented in opposite directions, one heading north, and the other south. He
theorizes that they were meant to demonstrate the king’s dominion over upper and lower
Egypt.69 In contrast, Thomas believes that the vessels were oriented facing each other,
which matches New Kingdom representations of solar barques oriented prow-to-prow.70
Ward echoes this conclusion, although on different grounds. 71 Arguing that the vessels
were solar barques that were traveling in convoy, Altenmüller concluded both boat-pits
were oriented south.72
There has been no systematic approach to determining the orientation of boatburials. Scholars sometimes provide justification for a particular boat-burial orientation
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(for instance, suggesting that an upright end or a deeper section of the boat-pit is the
bow), but usually it is on a case-by-case basis, and largely driven by the theory that they
are trying to support. Even in the case of shipwrecks with extensive extant hull remains,
determining the bow and stern of a boat can be difficult. The process becomes more
problematic and moves closer to speculation when the only available evidence is a rough
plan or sketch, as is the case with most Egyptian boat-burials. Often all that remained of
the interred vessel were dust and fragments, which do not help with the determination of
direction. In the case of constructed boat-graves (such as those from Abydos or
Saqqara), walls built around the interred boats preserve the shape of the hull. They are
also often augmented by bow and or stern extensions that give some indication of the
heading of the vessel. Determining the orientation of simple boat-graves (such as those
from Helwan, Abu Rawash, and Abu Gorab) is more difficult. Walls, if present, are
generally ephemeral. Frequently, the hulls interred in simple-boat-graves decomposed
beyond recognition, leaving stained sand as the primary evidence of their form. The only
record of many of the boats from Helwan is a simple-boat shaped outline.
Boat-pits are also problematic. Outside of the two disarticulated boats sealed in
the rectangular pits south of Khufu’s pyramid, no substantial hull remains have been
recovered from any third millennium boat-pits. Most boat-pits are naviform;
presumably, the contours of the pit’s walls and bottom would match the curvature of the
interred vessel. We do not know, however, how precise the correspondence would be.
Some pits may have been constructed to closely match the sides of an extant vessel,
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while others may have been simple approximations, cavities in which a boat of a given
length would have been certain to fit.
In most cases, a definitive determination of orientation is impossible. However,
rather than rely on conclusions deduced from religious and theoretical frameworks, I
suggest that hypotheses should begin with a systematic model derived from
archaeological evidence, as meager as it may be. The Khufu I vessel is the only
complete, articulated hull from the third millennium; therefore, it provides the most
logical base model for comparison. I will immediately note that this is not a perfect
solution. There are four primary problems. 1) Khufu I was an enormous 43.63 m long
royal vessel.73 It may not be an applicable model for smaller (8-20 m), non-royal boatburials. While the hull form of the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat is similar to Khufu’s Ship,
the small First Dynasty boat from Abu Gorab is closer in form to a small plank-built
canoe. 2) Boat-building techniques changed between the First and Fourth Dynasties (see
Chapter VI), and likely kept evolving. 3) We know that royal boats of the Abydos fleet
had a substantially different form than Khufu’s Ship, consisting of long, narrow,
shallow-drafted vessels that were symmetrical across their central transverse axis. They
are more akin to large war canoes. These caveats aside, the data from Khufu’s Ship is
the most concrete information we have.
In most cases, the only evidence we have of the form of a boat-burial is a plan
consisting of a simple outline. In a few cases, a simple profile showing the curvature of
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the bottom of a boat-pit is also available. This means that our model needs to
differentiate between the bow and stern based on simple outlines in plan and profile. For
the purpose of this model, the most important aspect of Khufu’s Ship is that it is slightly
asymmetrical about its central transverse axis. According to Lipke’s lines, the point of
maximum breadth is positioned aft of amidships, approximately 56% (5/9ths) of the way
along the longitudinal axis of the vessel from the bow (Figure 15).
The profile of the vessel is also asymmetric. The bow finial projects up and
slightly forward. The stern finial is crooked, recurving back towards the bow. The stern
is higher than the bow, rising to nearly twice its height (not counting the finials). The
after part of the hull sweeps up, rising at a steeper angle than the forward portion of the
ship. The deepest portion of the hull is located roughly amidships.
Unfortunately, Lipke’s lines do not accurately reflect the actual form of Khufu’s Ship.
Lipke based them on Mustafa’s 1:20 scale model. Both the 1:20- and 1:10-scale models
diverge significantly from the form of the extant ship.74 Visual inspection of Khufu I
reveals the curvature of the hull is exaggerated in comparison to the models and lines
drawings. The bow and stern rise more sharply, and the curvature of the sheer is more
extreme in the stern. To cross-check Lipke’s lines, I created a photogrammetry model of
Khufu’s boat. The model was constructed from photographs taken during a sightseeing
visit to the ship. I was not able to use control points or take direct measurements, so the
precision of the model cannot be confirmed.
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Figure 15: Schematic outline of Khufu’s Ship (after Lipke 1984, fig. 62) (illustration by D. Inglis and V. Morriss).
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The photogrammetry model is, however, a better representation of the vessel’s
hull curvature. Its primary value is to illustrate the divergence between the plans and the
reconstructed ship. A comparison of Lipke’s lines and the photogrammetry model shows
that the bow and stern of Khufu I rise at a steeper angle than the bow and stern of
Mustafa’s 1:20-scale model (Figure 16). The point of inflection between the rising bow
and stern is positioned aft of amidships, about 60% of the way along the longitudinal
axis of the vessel.
Both Lipke’s hull lines and the photogrammetric model of Khufu’s Ship suggest
that Egyptian funerary boats had high, swept-up, sharply rising sterns and lower bows.
Their points of maximum breadth and depth were aft of amidships, approximately 5/9ths
– 6/10ths along the length of the vessel.
We can crosscheck this basic model against Egyptian boat models, which are
another source of three-dimensional data. Boat models are, however, another
problematic source of evidence. As with tomb iconography, boat models often
exaggerate certain characteristics, especially length-to-breadth ratios and hull curvature.
The physical constraints of certain materials, such as clay, can lead to further
distortions.75 Rather than being faithful, scaled reconstructions of a vessel, ancient boat
models are more akin to caricatures, over-emphasizing a boat’s fundamental features.
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Figure 16: A comparison of Lipke's profile illustration of Khufu’s Ship (red outline) and a photogrammetric model of
the extant vessel (dashed blue outline) (illustration by D. Inglis and V. Morriss).
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This tendency for distortion is clear if we compare the shape of Khufu’s Ship to a
papyriform boat model buried near the tomb of Queen Neith, wife of Pepi II Neferkare,
fifth king of the Sixth Dynasty (Figure 17). The curvature of the hull and the sheer of the
vessel are extremely exaggerated. The stern remains higher than the bow. The bow rises
at a 28-30° angle, while the stern rises at a sharp 30-40° angle. The point of maximum
breadth is at 53% along the length of the vessel from the bow. While the proportions are
exaggerated, they at least agree with the basic model derived from Khufu’s Ship: a lower
bow, higher stern, and point of maximum breadth slightly aft of amidships
This pattern holds true for models of other types of boats. Figure 18 shows the
outline of a wooden model of either a papyrus raft or a wooden papyriform boat from the
Sixth Dynasty tomb of Kaemensu. The stern (right) has a transverse timber to support
steering oars. It is slightly higher than the bow, although the difference is almost
negligible. The point of maximum breadth is 55-57% along the length of the vessel. In
this case, the differences are very subtle. Regardless of their overall accuracy as to hull
form, the models express a typical conception of a vessel.
The purpose of this exercise is simply to determine that asymmetric patterns in
Egyptian boats can be used to help determine the orientation of boat-graves. This model
is intended to provide a simple basis for analysis that can be applied when limited data is
available. In theory, naviform boat-pits and boat-graves should be asymmetrical. The
point of maximum width should be off center, towards the stern of the boat-grave, likely
at a position around 55-60% along the length of the boat grave.
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Figure 17: Papyriform boat model (EM 56386) from the Sixth Dynasty tomb of
Queen Neith (adapted from Poujade 1948, pl. I).

Figure 18: A wooden model (EM 63193) of either a papyrus raft or a wooden
papyriform boat from the Sixth Dynasty tomb of Kaemensu (adapted from Poujade
1948, pl. VIII).
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In profile, the point of maximum depth should also be toward the stern. The stern
should rise more quickly, while the bow should rise somewhat more slowly. The forward
end of the boat-pit should be deeper than the after end of the boat-pit, reflecting the
differences in height between the ends of the interred vessel. With this basic model for
the form of an Egyptian funerary boat established, let us consider the structure, form,
and orientation of boat-graves.

Early Dynastic Boat-Graves
There are 45 boat-graves from the Early Dynastic period (Figure 19). Fourteen
come from Abydos, while the remaining 30 were discovered in the cemeteries of
Saqqara, Helwan, Abu Gorab, and Abu Rawash (Table 2). The structures of boat-graves,
like the structures of tombs, reflect ideological and regional differences. Thus, they are
an important component in discussing the nature of boat-burials. The interred boats at
Saqqara North and Abydos were enclosed within substantial naviform boat-graves with
mudbrick superstructures. On the other end of the spectrum, the boats at Helwan were
simply positioned in a shallow trench, covered with an earthen tumulus, and encased
with mudbrick. Saad compared their appearance to “the backs of surfacing whales.”76
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Table 2: Early Dynastic Boat-Graves
Period Location
Status
#
1st Dyn

Abydos

Royal

1st Dyn

Saqqara

Elite

1st Dyn
1st Dyn

Abu
Rawash
Helwan

1st Dyn

Abu Gorab

Lower
Elite
Lower
Elite
Lower
Elite

Form

14 Constructed BoatGraves
4 Constructed BoatGraves
6 Simple Boat-Graves

Position
Length
(to
Tomb)
SW (of an 19-28 m
enclosure)
N
14-22 m
N

10-12 m

19 Simple Boat-Graves

N, E, S

9-13.5 m

1

N

≈7.75 m

Simple Boat-Grave

The boat-graves at Abu Rawash and Abu Gorab were probably similar to those at
Helwan, but had more robust construction. It is likely that the difference between these
two broad classes of interment (mudbrick super-structures versus simple pits) is due to
differences in access to wealth and resources, although it is likely that social privileges
may have also played a role. While the burial of 14 vessels at Abydos obviously
represents a much more substantial overall expenditure, the individual boat-graves at
Abydos seem relatively equivalent in labor and materials to those of the Great Tombs at
Saqqara, and the two sites provide a good comparative scenario. Differences between
their forms should be noted as they might represent either differences in regional
techniques, the types of vessels interred, or changes over time. It is particularly
unfortunate that for the best recorded boats (the six Abu Rawash Boats and the newly
discovered Abusir Boat) only ephemeral traces of their respective burial structures have
survived.
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Figure 19: A chart comparing the chronological, social, and spatial distributions of
boat-burials. The north-south distribution of boat-burials is shown from top to
bottom, along the Y-axis. The chronological distribution is shown from left to right,
from the First through Sixth Dynasty. Boats-burials with hull remains are
designated by solid symbols. Boat-pits are designated with hollow, outlined
symbols. Royal boat burials are orange. Non-royal boat burials are green. Boatburial symbols are approximately to scale. In many cases, the extant length of a
vessel is unknown, so approximations are used (e.g. for Helwan). The jagged line
represents the 400 km separation between Abydos and Cairo (chart by D. Inglis).
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Saqqara
Emery discovered five boat-burials associated with the elite First-Dynasty tombs
at Saqqara (Tombs S3357, S3503, S3036, S3506, and possibly S3035; Table 3). The
Great Tombs at Saqqara represent an enormous investment of wealth, resources, and
human life – raising questions as to whether they were the tombs of kings, queens,
members of the royal household, or high officials. Petrie (working at Abydos) believed
that the kings of the First Dynasty were buried at Abydos, while Emery (working at
Saqqara) argued that Great Tombs at Saqqara were the true royal burial sites, and that
the largely subterranean tombs at Abydos were only cenotaphs.77 It is easy to understand
Emery’s perspective. In many ways, the Great Tombs at Saqqara overshadow the
‘hidden’ royal tombs at Abydos. Positioned in a line on a high escarpment overlooking
the Nile, the Saqqara tombs were highly visible representations of power (Figure 20).
Their exterior mudbrick walls were constructed to form complex niched façades – a
symbol of the royal domain – and they were surrounded by enclosure walls, gardens,
elaborate embellishments, and the burials of dozens of sacrificed retainers. Subsequent
research by Kemp and others, however, has established Abydos as the true burial site of
the Early Dynastic kings, leaving questions as to the ownership of the Great Tombs at
Saqqara.78
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Table 3: Boat Burials associated with the First Dynasty Great Tombs at Saqqara
Tomb #
S3357
S3503
S3036
S3506
S3035

Reign Tomb
Length
Hor- 41.6 m
Aha
Djer
42.6 m
Den
41 m
Den
47.6 m
Den
57.3 m

Tomb
Width
15.55 m

Boat-grave Position BG
Orientation to tomb Length
West
35 m N 19.3 m

BG
Width
3.2 m

L:W
Ratio
6.03

16 m
22 m
19.6 m
26 m

West
West
West
E-W

4.35 m
2.15 m
3.4 m
?

4.08
6.65
6.51
?

13 m N
12 m N
8mN
N

17.75 m
14.3 m
22.15 m
?

Figure 20: Elite First Dynasty tombs at Saqqara (reproduced from Emery 1958, pl.
1).

It has been assumed, for the most part, that they were resting places of elite
officials and members of the royal family.79 Morris proposes that at least some of the
tombs belonged to royal queens. The tombs’ owners were interred in massive structures,
with a wealth of burial goods and sacrificed retainers that rival a royal burial. Morris
argues that only a king could bestow such wealth. Rather than grant it to a male family
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member, who might have been a rival, Morris argued that the king bestowed the tombs
to royal wives who were vested in securing his line of succession. She sees the tombs as
deliberate, high profile reminders of both the power of the state and the “glory of its holy
family.”80 However, this theory aside, the predominate assumption is that they belonged
to high officials or male members of the royal family.
Emery used sealing impressions to attribute Tomb S 3357 to Hor-Aha, Tomb
S 3503 to Queen Merneith, and Tomb S 3036 to Ankhka, the chancellor of King Den.81
Tomb S 3506 was unattributed. The use of sealing impressions to assign ownership in
these cases is not without problems. Matching seals were found in tombs in Abydos, and
several tombs at Saqqara have sealings from multiple individuals. It is likely that the
seals indicate the names of individuals who oversaw the equipping of the tombs.82
Emery mentions that the first boat-burials discovered at Saqqara were beside the
Tomb of Ankhka (S 3036) as well as the tomb of Hemaka (S 3035).83 While we have
some information about the boat-burial from the Tomb of Ankhka, the boat-burial
associated with Hemaka’s tomb is not mentioned in the excavation report, and it is not
visible on aerial photographs, so it is not discussed here.84 In many cases, Second and
Third Dynasty mastabas had been constructed atop First Dynasty tombs and boat-graves,
impacting their preservation.85
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All four of the tombs with boat-graves were massive, over 40 m long and
surrounded by thick enclosure walls. Their exterior surfaces were decorated with ornate
niched brickwork, referred to as ‘palace façade’ architecture (Figure 21). In the case of
tomb 3503, the ‘palace façade’ brickwork had been plastered and decorated with red,
green, black, and yellow paint.86 Tomb owners sought unique ways to differentiate their
mortuary complexes. A miniature estate (discussed below) was constructed beside Tomb
S 3357. Trees were planted along the east side of Tomb S 3036’s enclosure wall, and
likely continued around the entire perimeter.87 A low platform was constructed around
Tomb S 3506. It was once decorated with replicas of bulls’ heads, constructed from clay
and horn.88 Boat-burials would have been another way to differentiate their tombs,
displaying the wealth, power, and perhaps privileged status of the tomb owner.
Many of the elite tombs at Saqqara have subsidiary burials consisting of small
enclosed pits around the perimeters of the mastabas. Of the four elite tombs with boatburials, S 3503 had twenty-two subsidiary graves, while S 3506 had ten. In his
discussion of the graves surrounding tomb S 3503, Emery notes that no signs of physical
violence or post-mortem movement were identified; he suggests the interred individuals
were deceased at the time of burial, hypothesizing that they may have been killed with
poison.89 The sacrificed retainers (mostly young men) seem to have been attendants and
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Figure 21: Plan of Tomb 3503, showing the palace façade architecture and
perimeter of subsidiary burials (reproduced from Emery 1954, pl. XXXVIII).
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craft specialists, as many of the burials had unique grave goods that seem to indicate
their owner’s vocation.90

Tomb S 3357 boat-grave (reign of Hor-Aha)
Tomb S 3357 has been dated to the reign of Hor-Aha based on sealing
impressions.91 A boat-burial and ‘model estate’ were found north of the tomb enclosure
wall. No subsidiary tombs were located, despite an exhaustive search.92 The
superstructure of the naviform boat-grave was 19.3 m long and 3.2 m in breadth. It had
an elongated projection on its western end that narrows and then bulges slightly before
the end (Figure 22).93 This gives it a shape reminiscent of a bowling pin. If we assume
the vessel is pointed west, the projection can be interpreted as a brickwork representation
of a bow finial or elongated stem. Similar brickwork projections extend from the western
end of boat-grave S 3503, and both the western and eastern ends of boat-grave S 3506
(see below). The point of maximum width is located 59% of the way along the axis of
the vessel from its western end. This, and the finial, indicate that the western end is the
bow.
Emery’s stratigraphic illustration and plans show the walls were founded atop a
layer of gravel. The profile of the superstructure shows the ground sloping gently
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Examples: Grave E contained numerous paint pots, perhaps indicating the owner was a painter or
artisan; Burial J contained stone vessels and a chisel, perhaps indicating a craftsmen of stone jars; Burial F
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upward to the eastern end. Either the gravel was excavated to support the sweep of the
vessel’s stern, or the structure was built on a slope or mound. The eastern end cap seems
to have consisted of only two courses of bricks. The walls were 65 cm thick at their base,
and the exterior brickwork was coated with mud plaster and white lime stucco. Emery
suggested that the “crudity” of the internal brickwork indicated that the superstructure
had been constructed around the boat while it was already in position.94 However, unlike
the sloped internal walls of the boat-graves from Tomb 3503 and Abydos, the plan and
profiles depict vertical sidewalls.95

Figure 22: Plan of the Boat Grave associated with Saqqara Tomb 3357 (reproduced
from Emery and Saad 1939, pl. 3).
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The distance between the boat-grave and Tomb 3357 is 35 m, around three times
the distance between the other boat-graves in Saqqara and their associated tombs (813 m). The intervening space is occupied by an enigmatic set of model buildings known
as the ‘model estate’ (Figure 23, Figure 24).96 Both the model estate and the boat-grave
are likely part of the burial equipment of Tomb 3357. It is unclear what the miniature
buildings symbolize. They may represent a royal palace, an estate, granaries,
warehouses, or ritual structures.97
The burial of both the boat and model estate made them available for use in the
afterlife. However, it is unclear how they are related. O’Connor proposes a link between
the nature of the miniature buildings and boat-burial. If the buildings represent cult
buildings, the boat may be “a type found only in the other world.” If the buildings
represent a palace, the boat may be a ship of state. If the model buildings represent
granaries and storerooms, then then boat may represent a supply ship.98 I find this last
hypothesis unlikely. The papyriform shape of the boat grave is not indicative of a cargo
vessel. While it is intriguing to conceptualize the boat as symbolically moored at the
model estate, it is also possible that the boat and estate, (at vastly different scales), may
not be related to each other beyond their role as burial installations.
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Figure 23: Plan of the boat-grave associated with tomb 3357 next to the model
estate (from Emery 1954, pl. LX).
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Figure 24: The model estate, view of the west building (from Emery 1954, pl. LIX).

Tomb S 3503 boat-grave (reign of Djer)
Emery dated Tomb S 3503 to the time of Djer based on jar sealings and
construction features.99 The boat-grave was located on the north side of the tomb beyond
the enclosure and a perimeter of subsidiary graves. The naviform boat-grave measured
17.75 m long and 4.35 m in width, resulting in a length-to-width ratio of about 4:1. This
is anomalous, as most of the other boat-graves from Saqqara, Helwan, and Abydos were
more in the range of 7:1 to 10:1. Unlike most Early Dynastic boat-burials, the vessel was
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not positioned in an excavated trench, but on level ground. Emery’s illustrated section of
the vessel (Figure 25) shows that the layers of the mudbrick walls were staggered to
accommodate and support the sides of the hull, indicating the structure had been built
around the hull while it was in place.100 This is similar to the method of construction
reported for the Abydos boat-grave superstructures.101 The outer walls were sloped and
covered by a smooth layer of bricks (Figure 26). The western end of the boat-grave was
extended by a brickwork protrusion. The point of maximum width is located 55% of the
way along the longitudinal axis of the vessel from its western end. This, and the
brickwork protrusion, indicate that the western end is the bow.

Figure 25: Plan and section of the boat-grave from Tomb 3503 (from Emery 1954,
138, fig. 203).
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Figure 26: Photograph of the boat-grave associated with Tomb 3503, with
subsidiary burials visible in the background (from Emery 1954, pl. XLVb).

Tomb S 3036 boat-grave (reign of Den)
Tomb 3036 was initially cleared by Cecil Firth in 1930. It was re-excavated in
1935 by Emery, who dated it to the reign of Den.102 A 14.3 m long boat-grave was
located 12 m north of the tomb. Unfortunately, we have little information about it. At

Based on jar seal inscriptions, Emery originally attributed the tomb to Ankhka, who served as Den’s
royal chancellor prior to Hemaka.
102
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14.3 long, it was shorter than all the other boat-graves discovered at Saqqara (17.7522.15 m long) and Abydos (19-28.42 m long), but longer than those from Helwan (9.513.5 m long) and Abu Rawash (10-12 m long). Like most boat-graves, the vessel had
been positioned in a shallow (75 cm deep) trench excavated into the gravel substrate.
The sides of the boat-grave were sloped, lined with bricks laid in stretcher formation,
and ultimately covered with plaster.103 Emery did not provide an illustration of the boatgrave, but included a photograph in his publication (Figure 27). The sides are nearly
upright, and the bottom of the boat-pit is flat. It is possible that the ends are squared off,
and do not taper to a point.

Tomb S 3506 boat-grave (reign of Den)
A boat-grave was positioned 8 m north of Tomb S 3506, dated to the reign of
Den.104 While most of the boat-graves at Saqqara and Helwan were positioned outside
the enclosure wall that surrounded their tomb, this was not the case with Tomb S 3506;
uniquely, it had a thick perimeter wall that enclosed both the boat-grave and the tomb
with its ten subsidiary burials. A partition wall within the perimeter wall separated the
boat from the tomb. There was an access gate indicating they were part of a unified
complex (Figure 28, Figure 29).105
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Figure 27: Photograph of the boat-grave associated with Tomb 3036 (from Emery
1949, pl. 19A).

At 22.15 m long and 3.4 m in width, the boat-grave was the largest in the
necropolis. The vessel was positioned in an excavated trench and was supported by
bricks packed around the bow and stern, which Emery suggested were to keep it “on an
even keel.”106 Mark has seemingly misinterpreted this statement, writing “if Emery was
correct, and the middle of the 3506 boat did not touch the gravel floor, then the full
weight of the boat, as well as a cargo of pottery, was only supported at two points along
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its entire length.”107 However, according to Emery’s description, the trench was filled
with sand, creating a long, low tumulus over the boat which was covered with a layer of
bricks. The sand supported the hull.108 Uniquely, the boat-grave contained wooden
remains of the hull (discussed in Chapter V) as well as burial deposits of pottery, flint
tools, and reed baskets (discussed below).109

Figure 28: Plan showing Tomb S 3506 and the boat-grave (from Emery 1958, pl.
40).
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Figure 29: Detail of Emery’s plan of Tomb S 3506, showing the boat-grave (from
Emery 1958, pl. 40).
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Helwan
Zaki Saad uncovered nineteen Early Dynastic boat-graves while excavating the
cemeteries of Helwan.110 While they comprise the largest concentration of boat-burials
discovered in Egypt, we have little information about them beyond boat-shaped outlines
on plan maps and a few overview photographs. Saad excavated an astonishing ten
thousand burials in twelve years. Unfortunately, he only published cursory descriptions
of a few select finds, as the Egyptian revolution of 1952 interrupted his research. It is
possible that additional information about the boat-burials resides in his unpublished
records.111 Saad provides no analysis of the boat-burials or descriptions of hull
construction. He also does not provide any explicit justification for the associations
between individual boat-graves and specific tombs; associations appear to be based on
proximity and alignment. They are probably accurate in most cases.
Helwan lies opposite the cliffs at Saqqara, on the eastern bank of the Nile.
During the Early Dynastic period, the burial ground at North Saqqara was reserved for
Egypt’s highest-ranking officials and members of the royal family. Across the river, the
cemeteries of Helwan served as burial grounds for many of the denizens of ancient
Memphis, including lower officials, craftsman, and city dwellers of differing status and
wealth – as indicated by the variety of burials and mortuary monuments.112
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The boat-burials at Helwan were simple boat-graves. Workmen excavated a
shallow trench, installed the vessel, and subsequently covered it with mounded dirt and a
thin casing of bricks. Saad observes that “the mounds covering the boats resembled the
backs of surfacing whales, tapering to a point at each end.” 113 It is probable that the
sides of the vessel extended above the shallow trench, requiring a mound of dirt to fully
cover the hull; this is the case with the First Dynasty boat-burial associated with Mastaba
XXVI at Abu Gorab.114 It is also possible that the mounded form of the boat-grave
would have had some relationship to the ‘primordial’ mound, as has been argued for
tombs. This, however, would be a tenuous connection and difficult to prove.
The first boat-burial discovered by Saad was positioned 5.25 m south of Tomb
1502 H.2 (Figure 30). Tomb 1502 H.2 was a modest mudbrick tomb that appears to have
been about 7.75 m long by 5 m wide.115 Although it was smaller than many of the elite
tombs, the details of its construction hint at an owner of some means. The burial
chamber was paved with limestone slabs, it had a limestone portcullis, wooden roof
beams, and a long entrance stairwell. Two magazines held large pottery granaries, small
ceramic jars, and two intact dishes made of alabaster and breccia.116 The boat was
positioned south of the mastaba, which is anomalous, as 16 of the 19 boat-burials at
Helwan were positioned north of their associated tombs.
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Figure 30: Plan of Helwan Tomb 1502 H.2, showing the associated boat-burial
(from Saad 1947, pl. XL).

This raises the question of whether the boat should have been associated with
another tomb. The vessel lies about 8 m to the north of Tomb 1889 H.2, a similarly sized
mastaba (roughly 9.5 m x 5 m). However, Tomb 1502 H.2 is nearer, and its alignment
matches the boat-grave more closely than Tomb 1889.117
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There was also an intervening row of small graves between the boat-grave and Tomb 1889.
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The boat-burial was 13.25 m long, 1.3 m wide, and positioned in a 40-50 cm
deep trench (these measurements are based on the illustrated plan).118 Saad described it
as one of the “larger specimens” that they found.119 It appears to have been a simple
naviform boat-grave. The western end of the vessel has a projection with two bands
depicted at its narrowest point. This projection is reminiscent of the mudbrick extensions
added to one or both ends of the First Dynasty boat-graves from Saqqara (see above). As
illustrated, the design reflects the papyriform finials of boat models. However, this detail
is not apparent in the photograph of the boat-grave (Figure 31), and it may represent
Saad’s interpretation of what the interred vessel would have looked like. It is the only
boat-grave from Helwan illustrated with this feature, although several other vessels seem
to have had a single pointed end (see below). If the projection represents the bow, then
the vessel would be oriented west. Saad reports that there were remnants of the vessel’s
wooden sides and bottom, but did not provide any information about their
construction.120 Both the plan and the photograph show that the sides of the vessel slope
at approximately 45 degrees, similar to the cross-sections of the Abydos boats and
Khufu’s royal ship. The boat appears to have been a shallow-drafted, flat-bottomed
vessel with almost no rocker and a long, narrow profile (10:1 length-to-breadth). This is
the extent of the available information about the vessel. It is the most we know about any
of the boat-burials discovered at Helwan.
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All measurements, unless specifically noted, are based on Saad's maps and plans.
Saad 1969, 70.
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Saad 1947, 311; In the plan, there are two rectangles shown in the hull of the vessel; they probably
represent two extant planks.
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Figure 31: Photograph of boat-burial 1502 H.2 (from Saad 1947, pl. LI).
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Saad describes a few other boat-graves and tomb pairings (Table 4). They are
worth discussing here because they illustrate the variety of tombs associated with boatgraves. A boat-burial was found north of Helwan Tomb 439 H.9, the largest mastaba
(40 m by 25 m) in the vicinity. The tomb was oriented north-south and surrounded by an
enclosure wall (47 m by 27 m) which left a 1-m gap between the wall and sides of the
mastaba – a feature of many large tombs at Helwan. Tomb 439 H.9 displayed evidence
of fine craftmanship, with palace façade architecture and a limestone roof. It had a
subterranean burial chamber and four magazines. While three had been plundered, the
fourth was still intact, containing pottery, alabaster and slate jars, and significantly, a
clay stopper with the name of king Den (Udimu), which dates the tomb to the First
Dynasty.121 A wooden boat was buried north of the tomb. Its size is not noted. Saad
describes it as facing east, not west, although he does not say how he came to this
determination. Tomb 439 H.9’s relative size, orientation, quality of construction,
associated boat-burial, and substantial enclosure wall make it an interesting parallel to
the elite First Dynasty tombs at Saqqara North (as well as AS 54 and the Abusir Boat).
The boat-burials are not evenly distributed throughout the necropolis. Saad
discovered a cluster of three of the boat-burials during the 1946-1947 excavations
(Figure 32), although he does not ascribe any significance to their proximity.122 The
boat-burials associated with 649 H.5 and 680 H.5 were only 7 m apart, while the
762 H.5 boat-burial was another 35 m away.
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Saad 1969, 22–3.
Saad 1951, 41–2.
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Figure 32: Map of a section of the 1946-1947 excavations at Helwan, showing three
boat-burials (adapted after Saad 1951, pl. III).

Table 4: Known boat-burials from the Helwan Cemeteries (7 of 19)
Tomb #
Tomb Tomb Boat-grave Position BG
BG
Length Width Orientation to tomb
Length Width
1502 H.2 7.75 m 5 m
Westward South
13.25 m 1.3 m
575 H.5
649 H.5
10.5 m 8.5 m Northward East
13.5 m 1.5 m
680 H.5
9m
6.5 m Eastward
North
9.5 m
1.3 m
762 H.5
6.7 m 3.15 m Eastward
North
10 m
1.2 m
439 H.9
40 m
25 m
Eastward
North
1216 H.9
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L:B
Ratio
10.19 m
9.00 m
7.31 m
8.33 m

There are no other vessels anywhere in the general vicinity. I am tempted to
speculate that these three tombs belonged to related individuals with a familial boatburial tradition. Alternately, the cluster may represent individuals with similar status or
titles that conferred the privilege of having a boat-burial. These options are not exclusive
of each other.
The vessel associated with 649 H.5 was one of the largest discovered in the
necropolis, at 13.5 m long (Figure 33).123 It was positioned approximately 4.5 m east of
the tomb, and oriented north-south. The plan depicts the northern end of the boat-burial
tapering to a point, while its southern end is squared. The plan also shows the vessel as
15-16 m long, as opposed to 13.5 m long as described by Saad.124
The boats associated with Tombs 680 H.5 and 762 H.5 are also shown as having
one pointed end, which points eastward (ESE) in both cases. The 680 H.5 boat-grave is
almost 1 m deep and illustrated with nearly upright sides (Figure 35). This form would
match the upright sides of the small boat from Abu Gorab. However, the angle appears
slightly less steep on the photograph (Figure 36). Boat-burial 762 H.5 is much longer
(10 m) than its associated tomb (estimated at 6.7 m long) (Figure 37). This could be
evidence that the association is incorrect.
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Saad 1951, 42.
There are discrepancies between Saad’s reported numbers and the illustrations. While the
measurements he provides for tombs and their chambers generally match his plans, the boat-graves are
typically shown 15-20% longer than the numbers he provides. To complicate matters further, the reported
numbers are close to the lengths of the boat-graves on the overall cemetery plans. These irregularities may
reflect 1) the difference between the longer boat-grave and the actual length of the interred vessel, 2) an
error in compiling the manuscript, or 3) that the reported measurements were taken from the overall site
plan.
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Figure 33: Plan of Helwan tomb 649 H.5 and associated boat-burial (from Saad
1951, plan 16).
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Figure 34: Photograph of boat-burial 649 H.5 (from Saad 1951, pl. LIXa).

There is an open (presumably unexcavated) area to the north of the vessel which
might contain additional tombs. However, the boat associated with 1502 H.2 was also
longer than the tomb itself, demonstrating that a small tomb could be equipped with a
large boat. Along with the similarly sized Mastaba XXVI from Abu Gorab, these three
boat-burials demonstrate that individuals who could not invest in a large tomb could still
afford a boat-burial.
It is probably impossible to accurately compare the cost of constructing a boat
versus building a tomb. However, we know that boats were labor-intensive to construct,
and rare timber resources were conserved wherever possible. We can speculate that in
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these three cases, it is possible that the boat-burials may have served as more significant
displays of wealth and prestige than the actual mudbrick tombs and grave-goods within.
The plans from Helwan provide tantalizing clues about the boat-graves, although
it is unclear how far they can be trusted. The boat-burials all have high length-to-breadth
ratios of around 9:1. If Saad’s plans are more accurate than the reported measurements,
the ratio would be closer to 12:1. In either case, the boats buried at Helwan represent
long, slender, flat-bottomed, canoe-like vessels.
Three plans depict boat-burials with one pointed end and one blunt end. We do
not know whether the outline represents the superstructure of the boat-grave or the sharp
end of the vessel itself. In all three cases, the stern is fuller, the bow is fine, and the point
of maximum breadth is offset towards the blunt end. Therefore, it is likely that the blunt
end would represent the stern, while the pointed end would represent the bow. This
implies that the vessel associated with tomb 1502 H.2 is oriented west, the 649 H.5 boat
is oriented north, while the 680 H.5, 762 H.5, and 439 H.9 boats are oriented east. This
contrasts with the vessels at Saqqara, where all the vessels seem to have been oriented to
the west.
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Figure 35: Plan of Helwan tomb 680 H.5 and associated boat-burial (from Saad
1951, plan 17).
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Figure 36: Photograph of boat-burial 680 H.5 (from Saad 1951, pl. LIXb).
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Figure 37: Plan of Helwan tomb 762 H.5 and associated boat-burial (from Saad
1951, plan 18).
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Abu Rawash
At least six First Dynasty boat-burials have been discovered at Abu Rawash in
Cemetery “M”. The cemetery was excavated by Pierre Montet between 1913 and 1914.
Montet discovered the remains of wooden planks pierced by numerous rectangular
holes. He did not, however, recognize them as components of boats, but instead
identified them as paneling.125 Klasens identified two boat-graves in Cemetery M in
1959, although the status of one of these is suspect (Figure 38). Both constructions were
associated with Tomb M25. Vinson considers them to be full-sized model boats –
objects that were constructed to be the size and shape of boats but were not actual
boats.126
Feature M25-A was located to the west of Tomb 25. It was described as being
4.75 m long by 1.29 m wide and built of mudbrick. It had squared ends and was divided
into three compartments with wood planking. Klasens reported the remains of a skeleton
in the central compartment.127 However, the description of Feature M25-A is similar to
the descriptions of the compartmentalized rows of subsidiary burials found adjacent to
other tombs in Cemetery M.128 In all likelihood, I do not think it was a boat-burial.
Moreover, the feature was positioned to the west of the tomb and oriented north-south,
while all other boat-burials in Cemetery M were located to the north of their respective
tombs. While this orientation and position is not an impossibility, given the evidence
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Tristant 2013, 66.
Vinson 1987, 207–8.
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Klasens 1961, 110–11.
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For examples, see Tristant 2017.
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from Helwan, it is unlikely. Intriguingly, planks are visible in Klasens published
photographs of M25-A. There are long lashing mortises visible along some plank edges,
although it appears the holes may pass through the planks. However, they are damaged,
and it is difficult to discern their exact nature in the grainy photograph.129 It is possible
the subsidiary burials incorporate recycled boat planks. Similar boat planks were used in
burial contexts in the Early Dynastic cemeteries at Tarkhan and Saqqara.130

Figure 38: Depiction of Klasens’ discoveries at Abu Rawash. While he believed
both were boat-burials, the smaller feature (M25-A) with three compartments west
of the tomb is most likely a set of subsidiary burials, similar to those discovered
elsewhere in the cemetery. M25-B, north of the tomb, is certainly a boat-burial
(from Klasens 1961, fig. 2).

129
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See Klasens 1961 pl. XXII, 1.
Petrie et al. 1913, 24.
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Feature M25-B is a stronger candidate for a boat-grave. Located north of Tomb
M25, it measures 8 m long and 1.85 m across at maximum width. Klasens noted that the
walls were made of clay, and not mudbrick, as would be expected. Wood traces were
found in the center of the feature. Klasens described it as having a pointed “stem” (the
eastern end) and rounded “stern” (western end), with projections like “outriggers” along
the sides.131 The description of a rounded end matches the rounded brickwork end of the
boat-grave M06 (discussed below).132 The pointed shape of the other end of the boatgrave potentially suggests that the vessel was oriented to the east, similar to several of
the boats from Helwan (discussed above). The ‘outriggers’ are difficult to explain.
Tristant found offerings placed against the sides of the boat-grave associated with Tomb
M06.133 Perhaps offering placed against the sides of the vessel were enclosed with
mudbrick, resulting in the bulges described as ‘outriggers.’
Between 2012 and 2014, a team from Macquarie University and the IFAO
excavated the remains of an additional five boat-burials at Cemetery M. Abundant
Naqada III-C2 ceramics date Cemetery M and the associated boat-graves to the middle
of the First Dynasty. This evidence was corroborated by radiocarbon dates from the M06
boat and numerous seals bearing the name of King Den.
Boats-graves were found in association with Mastabas M01, M02, M03, M04,
and M06 (which ranged in size from approximately 12 to 17 m long, and 8 to 10 m
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Klasens 1961, 111.
Unfortunately, its structure cannot be confirmed. Tristant’s team cleaned around M25 at the end of the
2014 field season. The superstructure of M25 has completely eroded away and no remains of the boatgraves were discovered (Tristant 2014, 50).
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Tristant et al. 2014, 566.
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wide). All of these tombs had from two to seven subsidiary burials. Montet’s records
indicated that he discovered wooden remains north of Mastaba M05, which might
indicate the existence of a sixth boat-burial. However, Tristant found no remains when
his team searched the area.134 Only the boat-grave associated with tomb M06 has been
reported outside of IFAO supplemental reports.
The boats were all located directly north of their associated tombs.135 The boatgraves at Cemetery M consisted of shallow, boat-shaped pits encircled by mudbrick
walls. Where the size of the boat-graves could be determined and it was reported, they
appeared to be 10 to 12 m long, and roughly 2 m wide (see Table 5). The brickwork was
partially preserved on the south side and west end of the M06 boat-grave.136 The western
end consisted of a thin rounded wall; it was not built up or extended like those at
Saqqara or Abydos.137 These boat-graves seem closer in construction to those at Helwan
and Abu Gorab.
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Tristant 2014, 47.
In the case of the M06 boat-grave, this distance was 5 m, but photographs of the other boats show that
some may have been positioned even closer.
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Tristant 2012, 44; Tristant et al. 2014, 566.
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See: Tristant et al. 2014, figs. 4, 10, 17.
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Table 5: Dimensions of the tombs and associated boat-graves at Cemetery M
Tomb # Reign Tomb Tomb Subsidiary
Position Boat-grave BG
Length Width Burials
to tomb Length
Width
M01138 Den
17 m
10 m
7
N
≈10 m
M02139 NIII
15 m
≈85
N
≈11 m
C2
9m
M03140 NIII
≈12 m ≈8 m
6
N
≈12 m
C2
M04141 NIII
≈14 m ≈9 m
5
N
≈12 m
≈2 m
C2
M05142 NIII
N?
C2
M06143 NIII
≈12 m ≈8 m
2
5mN
>10 m
≈2 m
C2
M25144 Den
6.9 m 3.6 m 3 (M25-A)
N
8m
1.85 m

Abu Gorab
In 1993, The University of Cairo excavated a boat-grave in a First Dynasty
cemetery at Abu Gorab (Abusir North). The cemetery lies just north of Nyuserre’s sun
temple. The cemetery served as a burial-ground for individuals of varying social status.
Like Helwan, it contained a variety of tombs, ranging from small mastabas to larger
monuments with subsidiary burials. Radwan described it as “well-planned” based on the
presence of a narrow street passing through the cemetery.145
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The boat-grave was located less than 1 m north of Mastaba XXVI, a mudbrick
tomb dating to the second half of the First Dynasty (Figure 39).146 Like a number of
tombs from Helwan, the small mastaba was surrounded by an enclosure wall. The boatgrave consisted of an oval mudbrick structure situated adjacent to the northern side of
the enclosure wall. To create the boat-grave, workmen excavated a trench into the
substrate and put down a layer of clean sand. After positioning the vessel, they filled the
hull with unfired mud bricks to the level of its sheer and placed additional bricks to
support its ends. The side of the vessel extended above ground level; sand was heaped
against the exposed sides up to the top of the sheer, producing an elongated mound that
was subsequently covered with a layer of bricks and plastered over (Figure 40).147 This
matches Saad’s descriptions of the boat-graves at Helwan, although the internal
brickwork supporting the Abu Gorab vessel indicates an extra expenditure of effort.
Intriguingly, the boat was positioned asymmetrically in its trench. The western
end of the vessel extended past, and rested upon, the western edge of the trench (Figure
41). Lindeman hypothesizes that this deliberate positioning represents the vessel beached
on the west bank of the Nile, ready to depart.148 The excavators identified a flat wooden
object near the western end as a steering oar; they argue that it marks the stern of the
vessel, indicating that the boat was oriented to the eastward, facing the Nile.149
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Radwan 2008, 559.
Continuity between the plaster of the boat-grave and that of the tomb enclosure wall confirms their
association. Lindemann 2008, 576.
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Lindemann 2008, 575.
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The proposed oar was extremely degraded. See Lindemann 2008, 575–576; Radwan 2008, 560.
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Unfortunately, there are no images of the object. Inversely, if the western end represents
the bow, it would match the orientation of the vessels discovered at Saqqara.

Figure 39: Photograph of Mastaba XXVI and the associated boat-grave (from
Radwan 2008, 563, fig. 3).
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Figure 40: Photograph of the partially excavated Mastaba XXVI boat-grave,
showing the steep sides of the hull, internal brickwork, and mounded boat-grave
superstructure (from Radwan 2008, 563, fig. 5).

Figure 41: Illustration of the Mastaba XXVI boat-grave, showing the hull resting
on the western end of the trench (excerpt from Lindemann 2008, 574, fig. 3).
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Abydos
A fleet of First Dynasty boat-graves at Abydos was discovered in 1991 by the
joint Pennsylvania-Yale-Institute of Fine Arts, New York University Expedition to
Abydos led by David O’Connor and Matthew Adams. David O’Connor described the
initial discovery of the boats as "surprising and unexpected” as until that point, boatgraves had only been found in close proximity to tombs. The Abydos vessels, however,
were positioned in between several Early Dynastic funerary enclosures 1.5 km to the
north of the corresponding royal tombs at Umm el Qaʻab.150 At the time, twelve vessels
were uncovered, and a section of one of the damaged boats was recorded. In 2000, the
expedition (under direction of Adams) conducted further excavations at the site,
uncovering two additional boat-graves, bringing the total to fourteen (Figure 42).
The fleet of First Dynasty boat-graves at Abydos is an anomaly. Unlike the other
Early Dynastic vessels, which belonged to Egypt’s elites and lower officials, the Abydos
boats were unambiguously constructed for a single king. Moreover, they are the only
boat-burials in Egypt not directly associated with a tomb. Instead, they are aligned with a
funerary enclosure, which would have probably served as a performative space for the
funerary rites of the king’s mortuary cult.
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O’Connor 2009, 185.
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Figure 42: The Early Dynastic Enclosures at Abydos (from O’Connor 2009, fig. 89).
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To understand the purpose of the Abydos fleet, and how they might potentially
be different from other boat-burials, it is essential to briefly discuss the purpose and
structure of funerary enclosures, and how they are different from tombs. Throughout the
Early Dynastic period, royal mortuary architecture consisted of two corresponding
elements - the tomb and a high-walled enclosure. These components were
geographically separated, with the royal tombs lying 1.5 km to the south at Umm el
Qaʻab.151 Tombs and enclosures were subsequently fused in the Third Dynasty,
represented in the form of Netjerikhet’s funerary complex, which has a massive wall
enclosing both a ritual space and the step pyramid.152
The only funerary enclosure still standing at Abydos is the Shunet el-Zebib,
constructed for King Khasekhemwy, the last ruler of the Second Dynasty. It was the last
and largest of the ten funerary enclosures constructed at the site during the First and
Second Dynasties. The lack of visible structures within give the initial impression that
“…its gigantic walls seemingly define and protect nothing.”153 It is not an accident of
preservation that Khasekhemwy’s funerary enclosure is the only structure with
significant remaining architecture; the other enclosures seem to have been intentionally
dismantled. O’Connor and Adams hypothesize that the other enclosures were
“deliberately razed very early in history, probably about the time that the next enclosure
in the series was being built” and that only one enclosure was extant at a time.154 A

O’Connor 2009, 185.
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number of archaeologists excavated at the site between the late 19th and early 20th
century, including Jean Gabet (Mariette’s agent), Edward Ayrton, and Flinders Petrie,
although much of what we know comes from the recent discoveries by the PennsylvaniaYale-Institute of Fine Arts, New York University Expedition.155
In general, there is architectural continuity between the First and Second Dynasty
funerary enclosures. All are rectangular with a cultic chapel situated in their eastern
quadrant. Their imposing walls were coated with dark-grey mud plaster and had closeset niches or recesses, although these were not as elaborate as the niched ‘palace
facades’ of the elite tombs at Saqqara.156 Some had a low bench or platform around the
exterior base of their walls, recalling similar structures from the elite tombs at
Saqqara.157 All had northern and eastern entrances, although some had more. Deposits of
sealings discovered adjacent to the eastern doorways indicate that access to the interior
from the east was restricted by a door that was regularly opened, closed, and resealed.
Where they are preserved, the northern entrances were bricked up, and their external
face plastered over.
The purpose of the enclosures is unclear. Scholars have offered a variety of
hypotheses, including fortified police posts (Mariette), fortified traveling residences for
kings (Aryton), the predecessors of valley temples (Petrie), funerary palaces that were
the dwelling places of the king’s spirit (Kemp), or that they were modeled on the ‘divine

O’Connor 2009, 160–61.
O’Connor 2009, 169.
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fortresses of the gods” and were areas for the display of treasure, icons, and the sacrifice
of captives (Arnold).158 O’Connor provides two “different, but complementary and coexisting” interpretations for the enclosures. Firstly, they could have corresponded to
ritual spaces where the king participated in “elaborate and semi-public ceremonies.”
Secondly, O’Connor hypothesizes that the enclosure might have fulfilled the roles of
palatial complexes in the afterlife, while tombs served as royal residences. These
concepts would develop into the residential structures seen in the subterranean structures
of the royal tombs at Saqqara. Together, tombs and enclosures functioned as a unified
system to provide “the ritual features needed to transfer the king into the afterlife and
successfully maintain him there.” 159 Adams and O’Connor suggest that the ritual
destruction of the enclosure was essential to this process. Once dismantled, the enclosure
could be considered “buried, and hence fully transferred into the afterlife.”160
Subsidiary graves encircle the funerary enclosures of Aha (6 burials), Djer (269),
Djet (154), and Merneith (41). Significantly, the excavations of the graves surrounding
the enclosures of Aha and Djer revealed that they had been roofed all at once. This
implies a single mass burial event, supporting the hypothesis that they are the graves of
ritually sacrificed retainers.161 Grave goods accompanying the retainers indicate that they
were both male and female artisans, craftsmen, administrators (such as granary
officials), and individuals who provided an “elemental level of service to the pharaoh” –

These conclusions are discussed in depth by O’Connor (2009, 160–62).
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individuals at least once removed from daily contact with the king himself. O’Connor
argues that similar subsidiary graves near the royal tombs at Umm el Qaʻab were for
higher status individuals related to the “direct personal needs” of the king.162 Intriguingly
ten donkeys were buried beside an unattributed First Dynasty enclosure.163 O’Connor
suggests that the boat-burials are also a type of subsidiary burial. Like the donkeys, their
purpose was to meet the transportation needs of the king in the afterlife.164
The fourteen boat-graves comprise a single burial event. No other Early Dynastic
boat-burials have been discovered at Abydos. The boat-graves are associated with an
unattributed First Dynasty enclosure that Petrie designated as the ‘Western Mastaba.’
Excavations in 2002-3 confirmed their relationship by identifying stratigraphic links
between the boat-graves and the enclosure.165 Therefore, it seems that the Abydos fleet
must date to the reign of Den, or shortly thereafter. Archaeologists have identified the
funerary enclosures of Aha, Djer, Djet and Merneith. As the ‘western mastaba’ dates to
the First Dynasty, it likely either belonged to Den, or his successors Anedjib, Semerkhet,
or Qa’a.
The boat-burials form a 60 m-long line running north-south along the eastern
wall of the Wester Mastaba. The southernmost boat-burial is directly in line with the
southern end of the enclosure.166 The centerlines of the boat-burials are aligned to the
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(local) east-west axis.167 Spacing between the individual vessels varies, with either
narrow gaps of about 60 cm or wide gaps of 160 cm. They are not perfectly aligned to
each other, which Ward notes as “unusual” considering the precise alignment of the
nearby enclosures and other features.168 Excavators uncovered a mud plaster pavement
linking the three boat-graves at the south end of the row. At the north end, the boatgraves have “separate, well-made plaster footings.” A small low-walled structure
separates BG9 and BG10.169
The 14 boats were originally encased in whitewashed, boat-shaped, mudbrick
enclosures that averaged 26.42 m long, with a range from 19 m to 28.42 m. The widest
superstructure was only 3.25 m across. Construction of the Abydos boat-graves began by
cutting a shallow 10 to 25 cm deep trench in the bedrock to receive the boat. The trench
was then coated with mud plaster, and the boat was positioned in the grave.170 Workmen
laid a single course of brickwork down on each side of the trench to keep the hull in
place while the remaining walls were being built. The gently curving walls of the
superstructure conform to the contours of the hull, demonstrating that the boat was
already in place when they were being constructed. Once the walls were finished, the
hull was filled with one to four courses of mudbrick. The top was covered with a layer of
mudbrick, and the entire casing was coated with a thick layer of mud plaster and
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whitewash. 171 O’Connor described the resulting impression as a fleet of “huge white
‘boats’ moored out in the desert, gleaming brilliantly in the Egyptian sun."172
The walls of laid mudbrick enclosing the boats were approximately 50 cm high
and 65 cm thick.173 The boat grave associated with Saqqara Tomb S 3357 (dating to the
reign of Aha) was similarly surrounded by 58 cm-thick brick walls. 174 It appears that the
superstructures of the Abydos vessels were flat-topped. 175 Once again, this construction
feature is similar to the boat associated with Saqqara Tomb S 3357. In contrast, most of
the other tombs at Saqqara and Helwan were covered with a curving shell of mudbrick.
The ends of the boat-graves were capped with wide, spade-shaped bow and stern
extensions.176 The boat-graves associated with Saqqara Tombs S-3357 and S-3503 both
had mudbrick protrusions on their western end, while boat-grave S-3506 had protrusions
on both ends. Unlike the wide, spade-shaped extensions of Abydos boats-graves, those
of the Saqqara vessels were narrow and likely represented ornamental bow (and stern)
finials. Intriguingly, some of the spade-shaped ends of the Abydos boat-graves had
sockets for posts or standards. I would suggest that this indicates that they were meant to
be seen and were possibly involved in visual displays or funerary rights.
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It is unclear what the spade-shaped bow and stern extensions of the Abydos boatgraves are intended to represent. They do not have the long, sleek ‘finial-like’ profile of
the vessels at Saqqara and Helwan. This difference in shape could be attributed to local
variations on an architectural theme – Abydos and Saqqara are 400 km apart. On the
other hand, architects may have intended to express a different concept or represent a
different form of vessel. BG2 and BG3 have proportionally longer extensions than the
others; O’Connor suggests that this marks them as a pair, and that they might represent
the twin barques of the Sun God, although the applicability of this metaphor should be
questioned at this early date.177 Regardless of underlying symbolism, the addition of
mudbrick bow and stern extensions elongated the Abydos boat-graves, increasing their
length-to-breadth ratios to about 8:1. I estimate that they would be closer to 6:1 with
simple mudbrick ends and no extensions. 178 The vessels themselves would have had a
ratio closer to about 9.5:1.179
I think it is significant that the Abydos boat-graves express a different form than
those at Saqqara. The Abydos boat-graves are equipped with spade-shaped ends as
opposed to projecting mudbrick finials; they are also substantially longer, have a much
higher length-to-breadth ratio, and are symmetrical across the midship line. This may
simply be the result of different local construction techniques. However, it may also

O’Connor 2009, 194.
As individual measurements have not been published, this is based on O’Connor’s reported average of
26.42 m long and 3.25 m wide – resulting in an 8.13:1 ratio.
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suggest that they were intended to externally represent a different class of vessel than
those at Saqqara.
The sheer number of vessels is also a strong indication that they served a
fundamentally different purpose than the boat-burials in the Memphite cemeteries. It is
probably safe to assume that there was a deliberate purpose for burying fourteen vessels,
beyond the simple conspicuous consumption of prestige goods. O’Connor speculates
that various boats of the fleet would have fulfilled distinct functions in the afterlife, from
supply ships to those having a more ceremonial function.180 The vessels could also
represent the fleet used to transport the king’s traveling court. Another option is that they
all represent the boats for specific gods or idols.

Finds Associated with Boat-Burials
Only a few Early Dynastic boat-burials have had deliberate deposits of cultural
materials reported within their hulls. The best documented deposit comes from Saqqara
Tomb S 3506. Clusters of ceramic vessels were found on either side of the central
‘cabin-planks,’ with 38 vessels in the ‘fore-hold’ and 12 in the ‘stern-hold’ of the boat
(Figure 43).181 There were also five flint tools in the surrounding matrix.182

O’Connor 2009, 194.
Emery 1958, 42, 49; Mark (2012, 117) takes issue with an apparent inconstancy: while the text
describes the pottery in the hold, the illustration seems to show it on the deck. It does not – the pots are
typical tall Egyptian jar (as recorded), sitting inside the vessel, with their tops showing above the caprail.
There is no deck. Vinson (1987, 203) notes that the location of the pottery is unknown, but that according
to a personal communication with G. F. Martin, the objects may have been reburied on site.
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Figure 43: The First Dynasty boat-burial from Tomb S 3506 at Saqqara. Deposits
of ceramic vessels were found within the hull (from Emery 1958, pl. 66a).

In a parallel example, extensive ceramic deposits came from the boat-grave M04
at Abu Rawash. A deposit of 30 jars, 4 bowls, and 10 cattle horns were found atop the
wooden remains.183 Unfortunately, the assemblage remains unpublished.
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Despite the lack of cultural objects deposited within the boats, there are many
instances where items were discovered in close association. The boat-grave M06 at Abu
Rawash had a deposit of six NIII-C2 beer jars positioned against the western end of the
brickwork structure. Additionally, offerings had been placed against the side of the boatgrave, including a cup, sherds from beer jars, and a fragmentary bread pan.184 In addition
to the pottery found in boat-grave S 3506 at Saqqara, two reed baskets were found
beneath the bricks supporting the stern. The baskets were presumably left by
workmen.185 Considering their deliberate placement, they may have served as votive
offerings. Similarly, excavators uncovered a deposit of Early Dynastic jars under the
brickwork “prow” of one of the Abydos boat-graves.186 The associated materials
included “crude offering pots, some of which once had inscribed mud stoppers, of which
only fragments survived.”187 The excavators also noted that small boulders had been
placed near the bow or stern of some of the boat-graves, and speculated that they
represented mooring anchors.188 There may have been a steering oar buried alongside the
First Dynasty boat from Abu Gorab.189
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Subsidiary Burials
During the First Dynasty, some royal tombs, royal funerary enclosures, and elite
tombs were surrounded by subsidiary graves containing sacrificed retainers or animals.
It is essential to note that subsidiary burials were not unique to royal status. Elite nonroyal tombs of the First Dynasty from Saqqara, Tarkhan, and Abu Rawash also had
them.190 O’Connor suggests that the Abydos boat-burials may have functioned similar to
subsidiary burials such as the group of ten donkeys buried outside of an unattributed
enclosure, arguing that they were both intended as forms of afterlife transport.191
There is evidence for a clear connection between boat-graves and subsidiary
burials at Abu Gorab. The disturbed remains (vertebra) of a young male (ca. 18 years
old) were found in a small trench excavated within the First Dynasty boat-pit. The trench
was positioned south of the eastern end of the boat and positioned parallel to the vessel.
The stratigraphy and overlying brickwork of the boat-grave established the
contemporaneous burial of the young male and the boat.192 The excavators suggested the
young man had been sacrificed so that he could serve as the boatman in the afterlife.193
Wachsmann notes that there are numerous ethnographic examples of human sacrifice, or
practices emulating with human sacrifice, associated with the launching of boats.
Hornell observed a boat launching ceremony in Madras, in which the boat was dragged
over a pumpkin filled with turmeric and vermillion. When the pumpkin was crushed
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beneath the keel of the ship, red and yellow juice sprayed over the crowd, emulating
blood ejected from a sacrificed victim.194 Livestock were also sacrificed. In 19th century
Kilakari, the heads of sacrificed sheep were mounted on the prow of a ship.195 Solomon
Islanders similarly mounted the heads of defeated enemies on the prows of newly built
canoes.196 Hornell interprets these human and animal sacrifices as apotropaic acts
designed to bind the spirit of the victim to the vessel to protect it.197
At Abu Rawash, one of the subsidiary structures of Tomb 25 contained a
skeleton. Klasens initially identified the structure as a boat-burial with an interred
body.198 However, rather than a parallel to the sacrifice of the boatmen at Abu Gorab, it
is highly probable that the structure is simply a row of subsidiary tombs lined with
wooden boards, similar to others found at Abu Rawash.199
Boat models provide another type of link between subsidiary graves and boatburials. Grave goods often seem to indicate vocations of their occupants. Saqqara Tomb
S3503 subsidiary Burial F contained several broken ceramic boat-models (Figure 44).
Emery suggests that these were broken during looting, along with other pottery in the
grave.200 It is also possible that they were ritually broken or sacrificed at the time of
burial. Saad discovered an ivory model in Helwan Tomb 713 H (Figure 45). The model
was broken and missing its stern portion.
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Figure 44: Examples of clay boat models from Tomb 3503 Subsidiary Burial F
(adapted after Emery 1954, pl. LII – using photos courtesy the Egyptian
Exploration Society Archives).
116

Figure 45: Broken ivory boat model from Tomb 713 H from Helwan (from Saad
1947, pl. XIVa).

Saad concluded that the model had been deliberately broken, as the tomb had not
been robbed, and the other half of the model was never found. Saad found two more boat
models during his excavation; both were broken with one end missing.201 This could be a
parallel to the intentional ritual destruction of pottery reported from Abusir.202
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These scattered finds suggest that there is significantly more complexity to the
Early Dynasty boat-burial traditions than has been discussed hereto in the literature.
Boats were more than objects buried for use in the afterlife. Boats could serve as
containers for other types of burial goods, but they could also be the recipients of
offerings. They served as funerary equipment for the deceased, but were also furnished
with equipment of their own, such as steering oars or symbolic anchors. Boats could
even be provided with sacrificed individuals of their own to ensure that they could
complete their afterlife functions, as in the case of the First Dynasty vessel from Abu
Gorab.203
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Fourth Dynasty Boat-Pits
Boat-burial practices changed dramatically with the advent of the Fourth
Dynasty. Boat-burials disappear from the non-royal realm. They were co-opted by
Egypt’s kings, and become exclusive to the royal domain. Simultaneously, we see
changes in the form of boat-burials. Rather than building boat-graves, the kings of the
Fourth Dynasty created naviform boat-pits.

Issues of Identification and Measurement
Before discussing the boat-pits of the Fourth Dynasty, it is necessary to provide a
brief note on the available documentation. Inconsistent labels and measurements greatly
impede the discussion of the Giza boat-pits. Measurements vary by several meters in
many cases. The sources of measurements are not explicitly stated. Moreover, it is
generally unclear whether measurements are taken at the top of the pit, or the base.
Even more problematically, Ward, Verner, Hassan, Hawass and others have used
different numbering systems to identify the pits around the pyramids of Khufu and
Khafre. For instance, the pit containing Khufu’s royal ship has been designated at pit “I”
by Ward, “2” by Hawass, and “4” by Maragioglio and Rinaldi as well as Verner.204 The
western boat-pit on the northern side of Khafre’s pyramid temple has been designated as
the “northern night-boat” by Hassan, pit “3” by Ward, “J” by Maragioglio and Rinaldi,
“2” in Verner’s text versus pit “4” on Verners map. I will follow Maragioglio and
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Rinaldi (Figure 46). 205 However, to help avoid confusion, I will also simultaneously
refer to boats by their locations. The northern most pit on the eastern side of Khufu’s
pyramid is ‘Khufu’s northern boat-pit (1).’ The western boat-pit on the northern side of
Khafre’s pyramid temple is ‘Khafre’s North-West boat-pit (J).’ This is not an ideal
system, and it is not concise. However, in the face of proliferating numerical
designations, it at least connects boat-pits to their location, which should help readers.
The problems of divergent measurements and conflicting numbering schemes are
evidence that a new survey of the boat-pits is needed, with up-to-date modeling and
documentation. The naviform boat-pits were constructed to hold vessels. Their
measurements are important because they indicate the form and size of actual boats.
There is a vast difference between vessels with a 5:1, 7:1, and 10:1 length-to-breadth
ratios. The construction of the boat-pits is not well understood. Were Khufu’s eastern
boat-pits originally open to the sky, roofed over, or buried? Were Khafre’s western boatpits sealed and eastern pits open, as Hassan surmises? Scholars have argued that various
molded shapes and cut-out areas are meant to represent structural components of ships,
but these shapes are not precisely recorded. To address these ambiguities, following the
completion of my dissertation, I will seek to study and record the boat-pits.
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Figure 46: Designation scheme for the boat-pits surrounding Khufu and Khafre’s
pyramids at Giza (illustration by D. Inglis and V. Morriss, based on data from
Google Earth Aerial Imagery; Maragioglio and Rinaldi 1965, pl. 1 and 9;
Maragioglio and Rinaldi 1966, pl. 5 and 11).
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Khufu’s Boat-Pits at Giza
Five boat-pits lie adjacent to Khufu’s pyramid at Giza, and two more lie beside
the pyramids of his queens (Figure 47). There are two types of boat-pits. Five are
naviform and located east of Khufu’s pyramid. They presumably once held intact
vessels, and it is likely that they were constructed during his lifetime. The two boat-pits
south of Khufu’s pyramid held the disarticulated timbers of the Khufu I and II vessels.
They are not naviform, but long narrow rectangular trenches. As they were intended to
store boat timbers, and not an entire vessel, I will refer to them primarily as boatmagazines. Their construction seems to have been started under Khufu, but finished
during the reign of Djedefre, his son and successor.206 I will discuss both forms of boatpits separately, below.

Table 6: Boat-pits surrounding Khufu's pyramid
Boat-pit no.
Position BG
BG
L:B
to tomb Length
Width
Ratio
Northern (1)
E
54.11 m 7 m
7.73
Southern (2)
E
53.18 m 7.3 m
7.28
Causeway (3)
E
21.7 m
4m
5.43
Khufu I pit (4) S
31.5 m
2.5 m
12.60
Khufu II pit (5) S
32.7 m
2.5 m
13.08
G Ia
S
22.7 m
4.35 m 5.22
G Ib
S
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Axis

Orientation

N-S
N-S
E-W
E-W
E-W
E-W
E-W

South
North
East
West
West

Figure 47: Boat-pits surrounding Khufu's pyramid (Illustration D. Inglis and V.
Morriss, after Maragioglio and Rinaldi 1965, pl. 1 and 9).
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Khufu’s Naviform Boat-pits
There are five naviform boat-pits east of the Great Pyramid. They represent a
remarkable transformation in the conceptualization of boat-graves. While the Early
Dynastic boat-graves were enclosed, constructed structures in which boats were
entombed, Khufu’s boat-pits were hewn directly into the Giza Plateau and some were
potentially left open to the sky. Fragments of wood found in the boat-pits suggest that
they once held complete vessels.207
At over 50 m long, Khufu’s northern (1) and southern (2) boat-pits are the largest
boat-pits at Giza. Oriented north-south, they flank Khufu’s mortuary temple, and lie
outside the pyramid enclosure wall. Both pits have similar dimensions and shapes. The
pits are naviform, with rockered bottoms and blunt ends (Figure 48). Their profiles are
inverted, indicating they are facing in opposite directions. Both boat-pits were cut into
the bedrock of the Giza Plateau. The sides of the northern pit (1) were cased with blocks
of fine white Tura limestone, while the sides of the southern (2) pit may have been left
bare. Hassan concluded neither boat-pit had ever been covered.208 The pits do not seem
to have ledges to support roofing slabs. Moreover, the slabs would have had to have
been an unrealistic 9-10 m long to span the 7 m wide pit. Regardless, Maragioglio and
Rinaldi believed the pits were covered and proposed that the pits were lined with
masonry which would have supported roofing slabs. The masonry could have been
corbeled, further reducing the gap that would need to have been spanned.
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Figure 48: Plan and profile of Khufu's southern boat-pit (excerpt from Maragioglio
and Rinaldi 1965, pl. 9).

Figure 49: Maragioglio and Rinaldi's method of covering the Northern and
Southern boat-pits (excerpt from Maragioglio and Rinaldi 1965, pl. 10).
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Although they claimed it was unlikely, they also suggested that the roofing slabs
might have risen above the surrounding pavement, and could have been encased with a
boat-shaped masonry massif (Figure 49).209 Low stone blocks line the sides of the
southern boat-pit, running along the bottom. It is likely that they once ran the length of
the vessel. There is a gap between them, which widens amidships. Ward suggests that
the stones once supported a wooden hull.210 There is a rounded depression along the
sides of the pit. Ward interprets it as a molded representation of stringers (similar to the
negative-space features of Khafre’s rock-cut vessels, discussed below).211
Maragioglio and Rinaldi’s plans depict the profiles of the boat-pits. In the case of
Khufu’s southern boat-pit (2), the northern end terminates abruptly in a steep rise while
the southern end of the pit curves gently upward. There is no consensus on which end is
the bow and which is the stern. Hassan and Ćerný concluded that the southern end was
the bow.212 The northern boat-pit (1), in this scenario, would be facing north. Thus, the
two interred vessels would face away from each other. Ward and Thomas argued the
opposite – that the bows of the interred boats would have faced each other.213 The
assumptions underlying both conclusions are highly speculative. Clearly, the profile can
be interpreted in many ways. However, I am included to believe the two vessels were
oriented prow-to-prow. The gentle curve of the southern end is reminiscent of the swept-
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up stern of Khufu’s Ship, while the narrow width and upright terminus of the northern
end reflects an upright bow finial. However, more conclusive evidence comes from the
plan of the vessel. The point of maximum breadth, corresponding to the widest point
between the rows of stones in the bottom of the pit, lies at a position approximately 60%
of the way along the centerline of the vessel.214 This asymmetrical form, with the point
of maximum breadth positioned aft of amidships, matches the construction of Early
Dynastic boat-graves and the hull of Khufu’s Ship. Therefore, the southern boat-pit is
oriented to the north, and the two vessels are facing each other.
A third boat-pit, oriented east-west, is positioned alongside and parallel to the
causeway. It is located near the northern door of the pyramid temple. Uniquely, there is a
set of 18 shallow steps leading down to the edge of the boat-pit, a significant feature that
is not associated with any other known boat-pit (Figure 50). The entire structure is
45.5 m long, including the steps. The boat-pit proper is approximately 21.7 m long and
2.5 m wide at the base.215 The bottom of the boat-pit is rockered. Hassan believes that
the boat-pit is oriented towards the east. The eastern end is narrow, terminating in a
vertical wall that has a set-back step halfway up – Hassan interpreted this as representing
a vertical stem and square hanging cloth.216 Ward agreed with this assessment. In plan,
the boat-pit resembles a bowling pin, with a sharp stern, narrow bow extension, and a
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point of maximum breadth aft of amidships (about 60% along the vessel’s length). This
would seem to confirm the eastward orientation.
The steps set the vessel apart from the other boat-pits at Giza. It is unlikely that
they were constructed simply to facilitate lowering a boat into the pit; much larger
vessels were installed in the northern and southern boat-pits without the use of steps. It is
likely, therefore, that the steps were involved in some form of ritual activity, in which
participants approached or even boarded the vessel. Remains of wood in the pit led
Reisner to believe that it had once held a gilded wooden boat model.

Figure 50: Plan and profile of Khufu's causeway boat-pit (excerpt from
Maragioglio and Rinaldi 1965, pl. 9).
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Hassan argued that the vessel was not covered. However, there was a ledge
around the perimeter of the boat-pit, as well as some notches around the perimeter of the
pit which Maragioglio and Rinaldi argued were for transverse beams.217 Lehner and
Hawass argue that the proximity of the boat to the pyramid temple suggests that the boat
was docked along the causeway “for the king to travel to and from his tomb and
temple.”218
Two subsidiary boat-pits lie between the three pyramids of Khufu’s queens (GIa, b, and c). Like Khufu’s boat-pits, they were hewn into the bedrock. They are oriented
east-west, and much smaller than Khufu’s boat-pits. The northern of the two boat-pits
lies along the southern edge of G-Ia. The pit is 22.7 m long. It is likely that the boat-pit
was roofed with stone slabs, as the pyramid casing would have overlain the surface of
the boat. One slab remains over the western end of the boat-pit. There is a hole bored
through it. Lehner and Hawass suggest it might represent a mooring ring. There is an
offset groove around the edge of the hole, which Maragioglio and Rinaldi believed was
to seat a small cover.219
There are several anomalous construction features that recall Khafre’s rock-cut
hulls. The ends of the pit are finely shaped, and there is a carved ridge that sweeps
upward giving the appearance of a graceful sheer (Figure 51). There is a 40 cm-wide
groove that Lehner and Hawass interpret as representing a ‘keel,’ although keels were
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not used this early. It is currently obscured. Perhaps it represents a central strake. They
also draw attention to five low, dry masonry walls running across the bottom, which they
suggest could represent ‘cross bracing’.220 I take this to mean transverse lashing (or ribs).
Reisner, as well as Maragioglio and Rinaldi assumed that the walls were added at a later
date.221 The sweeping carved sheer suggests that this vessel may have served as a
conceptual predecessor to Khafre’s rock-cut boats, discussed below.
The southern queen’s boat-pit lies between GI-b and GI-c. Unlike the northern
vessel, which seems aligned to GI-a, the southern boat-pit is positioned west of their
north-south axis with one end nearly abutting Khufu’s satellite pyramid. Lehner and
Hawass question whether it should be associated with the queen’s pyramids. Its western
end juts out 6 m past the edges of the pyramids, nearly abutting Khufu’s satellite
pyramid, and so it could be conceived as ‘docking’ there.222 It is shorter than the
northern boat, at roughly 12 m long and around 1.8 m wide. Thomas believed they were
a pair, oriented east and west.223
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Figure 51: Photograph of the boat-pit G-Ia, showing the sculpted sheer (photo by
D. Inglis).
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Khufu’s Rectangular Boat-pits
The disarticulated timbers of the Khufu I and II vessels were stored in two
rectangular boat-pits positioned 17.85 m from the southern side of the great pyramid.
Like the naviform pits, they are located outside of the pyramid’s temenos wall. A
secondary 2 m-high ‘peribolus’ wall passed directly over the top of the two southern
boat-pits.224 This inspired Kamal el-Mallakh to conclude that the wall was deliberately
positioned to conceal the boat-pits, which fortuitously laid undisturbed by thieves and
looters until their discovery in 1954.225 Finds from the wall date its construction to
between the Fourth and Sixth Dynasties.226
The rectangular form of the pits is anomalous, as other boat-pits are naviform in
shape. Scholars have generally overlooked the importance of this distinction in their
analysis of the boat-pits, although it has been acknowledged by both Lehner and
Hawass. Both boat-pits were hewn directly into the bedrock of the Giza Plateau.227 They
are separated by a wall of natural rock 3.35 m thick, and in line with the north-south axis
of the pyramid.228 The eastern boat-pit (4) was 31.15 m long, 2.6 m wide at the bottom,
and 5.35 m deep.229 It was roofed with 41 massive limestone blocks; the western boat-pit
was covered with 40. Their ends rested on a ledge that encircled the perimeter of the
pit.230 The blocks were up to 4.8 m long and weighed an average 14 tons each, although
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they were not uniform in size.231 While the blocks had uneven upper surfaces, masons
had carefully trimmed their sides to create tight joints with the adjoining blocks. The
ends of the slabs were wedged with shutter stones. A fine liquid gypsum plaster was
used to fill the gaps, preventing the infiltration of insects and water.232 The boat-pit was
subsequently covered with a layer of dakkah (a compressed layer of crushed limestone,
earth, wood, and charcoal) to create a foundation for the overlying peribolos wall.233
These measures rendered the pit air-tight, resulting in a state of incredible preservation.
Excavators noted that once opened, the boat-pit smelled of cedar, and the timber “looked
as hard and as new as if they had been placed there but a year ago."234
The blocks were covered with yellow, red, and black quarry marks, hieratic
notations, and mason’s measurements. Several cartouches of Djedefre were identified on
the blocks from the western pit, possibly indicating that he had completed the boat-pit on
behalf of his father, Khufu.235 In addition to eleven cartouches of Djedefre, four
cartouches of Khufu were identified on the blocks of the second boat-pit, indicating that
construction of the boat-pits may have begun under his reign.236
The first boat of Khufu was comprised of over a thousand timbers which were
stacked and organized within the boat-pit.237 Larger timbers were arranged in the bottom
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of the pit, creating a curved bed for smaller pieces that were stacked on top, and used to
fill in spaces. There were 13 layers in all. Timbers were placed to reflect their position in
the ship and approximate orientation.238

Djedefre’s Boat-Pit at Abu Rawash
Djedefre, as Khufu’s son and successor, was responsible for finishing
construction of at least one of the two boat-pits south of Khufu’s pyramid. Djedefre
likewise had a boat-pit associated with his own pyramid at Abu Rawash (Figure 52).239
The naviform boat-pit is oriented north-south along the eastern side of his pyramid. It is
positioned just south of the Djedefre’s mortuary temple, outside of the pyramid’s
enclosure wall.240 It was more than 37 m long and widens towards the base. The edges of
the boat-pit were stepped back, likely to accommodate limestone roofing blocks.241 The
boat-pit is narrower at its top, widens outward to 5.5 m to accommodate or replicate the
breadth of the vessel, and then narrows to 2.5 m at the bottom. The narrow top probably
made the pit easier to roof with limestone blocks. This technique is reminiscent of the
narrow access slits above Khafre’s rock-cut boats.
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Figure 52: Plan, profile, and section of Djedefre’s boat-pit (excerpt from
Maragioglio and Rinaldi 1966, pl. 4).
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The ends of the boat-pit were stepped; the northern end is deeper and rises more
abruptly. Thomas thus believed that the deep northern end was the prow.242 The boatshaped pit is extremely rockered. It is asymmetrical, with the points of maximum width
and greatest depth offset approximately 60% of the way northward along the
longitudinal axis of the vessel. This mirrors a tendency in boat-pits to have their point of
greatest width 55-60% of the way along the length of the vessel, towards the stern. This
suggests that the southern end of the boat is the bow, and that it is pointing south. The
extreme rocker raises the question whether it contained a vessel, or if it was more akin to
a rock-cut hull, like Khafre’s boat-pits.

Khafre’s Rock-Cut Boats at Giza
Hassan discovered five boat-pits while clearing immediately around Khafre’s
pyramid temple. Four of the pits are oriented east-west, adjacent to and parallel with the
mortuary temple walls. Rock-cut boats J and K lie end-to-end on the north side of the
temple, while rock-cut boats Y and Z lie to the south. Further south of this pair, a fifth
rock-cut boat (X) lies parallel to the eastern face of the pyramid, running north-south
(Figure 53).
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Thomas (1956, 67) was arguing for the orientation of nearly all boat-pits prow-to-prow. She was
‘virtually certain’ a boat to the north was either cut or planned. However, that area is occupied by the
mortuary temple.
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Figure 53: Rock-cut boats east of Khafre’s pyramid (illustration by D. Inglis and V.
Morriss, after Maragioglio and Rinaldi 1966, pl. 5 and 11).

Khafre’s boat-pits signify a striking new conceptualization of boat-burials.
Unlike the boat-pits of his Fourth Dynasty predecessor, Khafre’s boat-pits are not
receptacles for boats. Instead, the pits are the boats. Like the interior of a mold or cast,
each pit forms a negative-space hull sculpted into the underlying bedrock. The primary
features of a boat, including its form, frames, and cabin were all replicated in stone. The
western pair of rock-cut boats (Y and J) had cabins. Workmen sculpted low, rectangular
floor timbers of ribs (which Hassan refers to as thwarts) across the bottom of at least
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four of the five vessels.243 Maragioglio and Rinaldi, who also examined and mapped the
vessels, believe that wooden boats had been disassembled, lowered into the pit, and then
at least partially reassembled.244 Hassan anticipates and rejects this conclusion outright
in his earlier publication, observing that “details of the woodwork are carefully
represented in the rock.”245 Moreover, no wooden remains were found in the pits.
The effort invested into intricately fashioning the negative-space hulls and their
interior details supports Hassan’s conclusion – that the pit had been carved to be a
vessel, and not hold a vessel. While Khufu’s wooden vessels would ultimately decay,
Khafre had his workmen sculpt the boats into the living rock. This follows an enduring
trend in Egyptian mortuary architecture, in which perishable materials (wood, reeds,
cloth) are translated into imperishable materials (mudbrick and stone).246
I have elected to follow Hassan’s terminology “rock-cut boat” to express the
conceptual difference between naviform boat-pits – which were designed to hold a boat
– and Khafre’s boat-pits, which never contained boats as they were the boats
themselves.247 Because they represent such a striking departure from all prior boatburials, it is worth discussing both their construction, form, and meaning in some detail.
To construct these unique expressions of mortuary architecture, masons began by
hewing a 23-37 m trench in the bedrock. At 80-100 cm across, it was just narrow enough

Khafre’s NE boat is the only exception. No frames are shown in Maragioglio and Rinaldi’s profile
illustration, and none are mentioned by Hassan.
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Ward uses rock-cut hull. However, as the sculpted forms also represent other features, such as cabins,
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to accommodate workers as they descended in depth – although they cut an expanded
ledge around the perimeter to accommodate roofing stones. The masons continued to
excavate straight down until they reached a maximum depth of 5-7 m deep. The walls
were roughly chiseled and left unfaced.248 At least in the case of rock-cut boat Y,
workmen accessed the center of the pit using a series of half-round toe-holds ascending
from above the sheer of the rock-cut boat. 249 At some point, they established a plan for
the vessels along the sidewall of the trench and began cutting laterally to hollow out the
spaces that would become its hull and cabin structures. They shaped the bottom of the
pit to reflect the curved bottom of a boat and cut transverse trenches to leave raised stone
‘frames.’ At some point, they may have added additional interior fixtures or details.
Once the vessel was completed, it was roofed with two layers of stone slabs.
Ward suggests that masons were supervised by a master shipwright.250 This is
certainly an intriguing possibility. The length-to-breadth ratios and hull shapes of the
rock-cut boats reflect the familiar forms of Egyptian funerary vessels, which could
indicate that masons used known ratios in determining the basic dimensions of the hull
cavities. However, I would suggest that Khafre’s rock-cut boats do not directly replicate
the actual form of Egyptian vessels but are instead closer to boat models. Boat models
tend to exaggerate the rocker of the hull, the curvature of the sheer, and the depth of the
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hull. We can see these same characteristics in the shape of Khafre’s rock-cut boats. Its
characteristics are compressed, as in a caricature of a vessel.
Before discussing some of the features of the individual boat-pits, it is essential
to note that Hassan’s illustrations are schematic. A comparison to the more detailed
illustrations by Maragioglio and Rinaldi reveals a wide range of potential inaccuracies or
distortions – although it is probable than neither set of plans is flawless. Ward notes that
she had to rescale one of Hassan’s illustrations, and suggested another of the plans
needed to be inverted.251 These are further indications that they were sketches, and not
precision drawings. Unfortunately, Ward bases several of her assessments on Hassan’s
illustrations, undermining their validity.
Working from Hassan’s plans, Ward argues that the frames within the rock-cut
boats were paired fore-and-aft, with matching widths. She draws a comparison to the
betelgoz and deck beam pairs within the Khufu I Ship (see Chapter VI).252 This is a
tenuous assessment, as the actual width and spacing of the rock-cut frames in Hassan’s
drawing do not seem paired. Moreover, the accuracy of his illustration is highly
questionable. A comparison of the two sets of profiles reveals differences between the
number of frames depicted, their spacing, and widths across all the vessels. While
Ward’s hypothesis is intriguing, it cannot be substantiated without a resurvey of the
vessels.
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Ward 2000, 71, 74; Ward scaled the plan of SW rock-cut boat (Y) by 15%, and suggested that the plan
of SE rock-cut boat should be inverted.
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Similarly, Ward notes that although the above-deck structures of the rock-cut
boats changed, hulls were essentially identical below the waterline.253 Maragioglio and
Rinaldi’s plans show that the rocker and length-to-breadth ratios of the vessels were
quite different. The sections of the vessels show nearly flat-bottomed, rounded, and
nearly v-shaped hulls, which I am inclined to question. Either way, there is a great deal
of variation.

Khafre’s SW rock-cut boat (Y)
Khafre’s SW rock-cut boat (Y) was well-preserved and has the most detailed
documentation, so I will provide a full description here to give an overall impression of
the pits. It is unclear exactly what Hassan’s measurements report, so I extracted scaled
measurements of individual features from Maragioglio and Rinaldi plans (Figure 54).254
The pit opening was 27.1 m long and 90 cm wide, and oriented east-west. It descended
5.8 m below the level of the roofing slabs. The void created to represent the hull was
1.8 m deep amidships. In profile, the rock-cut hull has a gently rising western end,
sharply rising eastern end, and a flat sheer. The cross-section of the vessel was flatbottomed with angular sides, very similar to that of the Khufu I Ship.
Hassan’s illustration shows twelve frames cut along the bottom of the vessel. I
calculated an average center-to-center spacing of about 1.33 m. For comparison, the
frames of Khufu’s vessel are spaced 2-3 m apart. The original positions of the frames in
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Figure 54: Khafre's SW rock-cut boat (Y) (excerpt from Maragioglio and Rinaldi
1966, pl. 11).

Khufu’s Ship are unknown, and there originally may have been additional frames within
the hull (see Chapter VI). The frames sculpted within the rock-cut hulls are low and
wide. This contrasts with Khufu’s frames which are distinctly taller than they were wide.
Maragioglio and Rinaldi’s profile reveals more details of the frames, and some
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contradictions. Only a few frame positions are shown. Instead of leaving ridges of stone,
the masons excavated rectangular transverse cuts across the hull. The result would have
been similar, as raised ‘frames’ would have been left behind. Crucially, the profile
shows that they extended up the sides of the vessel to the level of the sheer.
Masons cut a rectangular cabin structure east of the vessel’s centerline. It was
5.5 m long, 2.5 m high, and 3.1 m wide. Ward suggests that the nearly matching heights
of the cabins of the rock cut vessels (approximately 2.5 m), and Khufu’s vessel (2.5 m
forward, 2.17 m aft) was evidence for the standardization of deck house size.255
The SW rock-cut boat (Y) is oriented to the west. This is contra Hassan, who
argued it pointed east.256 While the heading of the other rock-cut hulls is uncertain,
Maragioglio and Rinaldi’s illustration provides substantial evidence for the vessel’s
intended orientation. The profile of the vessel is extremely similar to that of Khufu’s
Ship; although the sheer is flat, it has a long, gently sloping bow and a sharply rising
stern, which terminates higher than the bow. The point of maximum depth occurs at
about 60-65% of the way along the longitudinal axis of the vessel. The cabin is
positioned towards the aft of the vessel, as with Khufu’s Ship.

Ward (2000, 76) also concluded that cabins from Khafre boats and Khufu’s Ship had a similar lengthto-width ratio. However, it seems that this was based on inaccurate measurements from Hassan’s
drawings. Lipke (1984, 103) reports Khufu’s deck house was 9 m long, 2.17-2.5 m high, and tapered in
width from 4.14 to 2.42 m long, resulting in a cabin length-to-breadth ratio at least twice that of the rock
cut boats.
256
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Two rectangular sockets (not shown) were found at the eastern end of the rockcut boat. Insightfully, Ward observes that many of Kaemsenu’s models have a cross
timber at their stern, presumably used to support steering oars. The rectangular sockets
may have been intended to represent this transverse timber projecting beyond the sides
of the hull. If so, this is further evidence that the eastern end is the stern while the
western end is the bow.257 Hassan’s profile depicted the western end of the rock-cut boat
as slanted with small steps. Based on this representation, Ward reconstructed a forward
slanting bow finial, and suggested that perhaps the steps represented a hanging bead
curtain at the bow.258 Maragioglio and Rinaldi’s illustration, however, shows an abrupt
vertical wall before the steps, indicating an upright bow finial.

Khafre’s NW rock-cut boat (J)
Mirroring Khafre’s SW rock-cut boat (Y), the NW boat (J) had a cabin structure
and sculpted floor timbers. Hassan described the cabin as taking the “form of a
rectangular naos” with concave sides. The naos or cabin was shifted aft of dead
center.259 Unfortunately, as Ward points out, he does not specify which direction it was
shifted. She depicts it in the eastern half of the vessel in her illustration but also notes
that it could be in either position.260 Hassan believes the paired boats were oriented
prow-to-prow. Since this would make the east end the bow, it can therefore be deduced
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that the cabin was actually shifted towards the western end of the vessel. Unfortunately,
Maragioglio and Rinaldi’s illustration is of little help in positioning the cabin. The
profile simply shows a line running the length of the vessel at cabin height.261 However,
their profile shows that the hull is not symmetrical. The western end rises more sharply
than the east, and the point of greatest depth is approximately 54% of the way along the
axis of the vessel to the west. The profile, and Hassan’s allusions to the cabin’s position,
both indicate that the vessel points east, although this conclusion remains tenuous
without a resurvey of the boat.

Figure 55: Khafre's NW rock-cut boat (J) (excerpt from Maragioglio and Rinaldi
1966, pl. 11).
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The section shows the cabin square, unlike Hassan’s illustration, which is slightly rounded.
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Khafre’s SE and NE rock-cut boat (Z and K)
Neither of Khafre’s eastern rock-cut boats had cabins. The deck of the SE rockcut boat (Z) was bare, while the NE rock-cut boat (K) had an enigmatic rectangular cut
occupying the center of the vessel, about 50 cm above the sheer. Hassan suggests it
could represent a lightweight awing.262 Alternately, Ward proposes the line represents
stringers or a raised bulwark. She notes that papyriform funerary boats transporting
coffins or statues exhibit similar deck-level stringers or bulwarks.263 Hassan’s only
illustration of the pit is on the plan of the temple complex and lacks detail, showing a
low, beamy vessel. It is quite different than Maragioglio and Rinaldi’s profile, which
shows a uniquely shaped vessel, with upright western end and curved bow. The hull of
the rock-cut boat is deep, almost like an egg standing on its narrow end, which is unlike
any of the other hulls. As depicted, the line above the sheer might be intended to
represent a bulwark strake similar to those depicted aboard Sahure’s seagoing ships and
some of the boats being constructed in the tomb of Ti. If so, this may indicate that the
vessel was rowed, with oars positioned upon the raised bulwark. Unlike the other hulls,
it did not have sculpted frames (although this could be due to poor preservation.)
Unfortunately, the NE rock-cut boat (K) was carved into a poor vein of rock and was the
worst preserved of the boat-shaped pits.264 The illustrations, and accompanying
interpretations, are highly speculative. Orientations are unknown.
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Khafre’s Southern rock-cut boat (X)
A fifth pit, Khafre’s southern rock-cut boat (X) lies to the south of the others. It
is oriented north-south, parallel to the eastern face of the Khafre’s pyramid. At 34.536.5 m long, it is 35-70% longer than all the other vessels, depending on measurements
used. Hassan noted that the vein of rock was poor, and the sides were badly eroded. He
found no trace of a cabin or interior features, concluding that it was perhaps
unfinished.265 Maragioglio and Rinaldi’s profile and section show that it was an
extremely long, narrow vessel, with at least nine frames (Figure 56).266 The northern end
is obscured. I calculate that the vessel had a length-to-breadth ratio of 8:1. The illustrated
section is extremely narrow and must be through one of the ends of the pit, as opposed to
amidships.

Figure 56: Khafre's S rock-cut boat (X) (excerpt from Maragioglio and Rinaldi
1966, pl. 11).
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A potential sixth rock-cut boat
Hassan identified a north-south or fissure on the north side of Khafre’s pyramid
temple as “almost certainly” a sixth, unfinished rock-cut boat.267 Maragioglio and
Rinaldi concluded that “there is nothing to justify the hypothesis that it may have been
dug out to receive a boat.”268 I attempted to examine the feature, but it has been filled in
with sand. Since the cleft is oriented north-south, Hassan conceptually paired it with
Khafre’s southern boat (X). However, the cleft is not aligned with the southern boat, but
lies further east.

Associated finds
Hassan discovered a variety of objects during the excavation of the rock-cut
hulls.269 It is unclear if they were original intentional deposits within the vessels or
introduced as part of a later deposition process, or some combination of both. The two
pits that had been sealed with slabs were filled with sand, debris, and a few objects.
Hassan notes that there was an opening at the east end of the SE rock-cut boat (Z) which
would have permitted infilling.270 The forelegs of a limestone sphinx were found in the
SW boat-pit (Y), which Hassan suggested was evidence for its role in the solar cult.271
Intriguingly, incense burners, charcoal, and ox bones were found in both the NE and NW
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rock-cut boats (J and K). Hassan equated their presence with offerings of incense and
oxen made to the Day and Night Barques in the Book of the Dead.272 Ward interprets the
incense and ox remains as objects found in situ, concluding the boats were “served by
their own cult priests.” 273 It is unclear that they were in situ, as Hassan provided the
alternate interpretation that the objects could have been placed in the pits during the
Saite period as part of cultic activity focused on the worship of the pyramid builders.274
If the objects could be located, a study would be warranted.

Khentkaus I’s Boat-Pit at Giza
The Tomb of Khentkaus I (LG 100) also has a negative space boat-pit near its
south-west corner. Ambiguities surround both the tomb and person of Khentkaus. The
tomb – a multi-tiered mastaba upon a squared bedrock pedestal – is unlike any other
Fourth Dynasty monument. Khentkaus I was similarly unique: a mother to kings, who
perhaps ruled as king herself. Her exact relationship to the Fourth Dynasty line of
succession is unclear.275
Her large, 30.25 m-long boat-bit is oriented east-west and aligns with the
southern side of her tomb. The boat-pit is situated in a depression, with plaster-coated
retaining walls holding back rubble around the opening. Like Khafre’s boat-pits, it
consists of a boat-shaped hollow cut into the bedrock, accessed by a narrow, 1-m slit
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running the length of the vessel. Limestone blocks and a black granite slab found nearby
likely indicate it was roofed. Hassan concluded that since it was covered, and would
have a dark interior, it was a night barque. Both ends terminate in vertical walls, which
Hassan compares to the upright ends of a solar boat.276 Intriguingly, the profile shows
that the bottom of the pit was not curved, but had a flat center section, and angled ends.
Significantly, the three-part profile reflects the three-section form of both Khufu’s Ship
and the Abusir Boat, and likely indicates continuity in the philosophy of construction
(discussed in Chapters VI-VII). Hassan believes that further investigation at the site
might reveal a second boat-pit.277 Its orientation is unclear.

Figure 57: Plan and profile of Khentkaus I’s boat-pit (excerpt from Hassan 1943,
fig. 31)
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Fifth and Sixth Dynasty Boat-Pits
Neferirkare’s Boat-Pit at Abusir
The tradition of royal boat-burials continued into the Fifth Dynasty. Papyrus
fragments from Neferirkare’s pyramid temple archives describe northern and southern
boats at his pyramid at Abusir. To confirm these references, the Czech Institute of
Egyptology conducted a geophysical survey south of Neferirkare’s pyramid with the
hope of detecting a concealed boat-pit. The search paid off, and the team discovered a
large, naviform boat-pit with mudbrick retaining walls. It was positioned just inside the
pyramid’s enclosure wall and offset slightly west from the pyramids north-south axis. As
the area was unstable, only a 12 m portion of structure could be excavated.278 It is likely
that a second boat-pit lies on the northern side of the pyramid, but the area has not been
investigated.
Verner estimates that the boat-pit was approximately 30 m long, 5 m wide, with a
maximum depth of about 5 m.279 Its thick mudbrick retaining walls were laid in sloping
courses, mirroring the curving hull of a boat. Similar techniques were used to construct
the mudbrick model boat at Nyuserre’s sun temple, as well as the limestone casing of
Unas’s boat-pits. The naviform pit once contained a complete vessel. Remains of the
hull, turned into a dark powder, were found resting on sand. It seems that the boat was
not initially buried, or perhaps, even covered. At some point, masonry from the north
side of the pit collapsed and “crushed the boat and pushed its remains towards the side of
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the pit.”280 A papyrus fragment from the temple archives describe the boat as having no
more stones upon it, and that the retaining wall had fallen.281 As Neferirkare’s pyramid
complex was not completed during his lifetime, the dating of the vessel is unclear. It
may have been installed as late as the reign of Nyuserre (2402-2374 BCE).

Unas’s Boat-Pits at Saqqara
Unas, the ninth and final ruler of the Fifth Dynasty, constructed a pair of boatpits on the south side of his causeway at Saqqara. They lie 180 m east of his pyramid.
Their location was probably due to the small area available for Unas to construct his
pyramid. The naviform boat-pits are 36-39 m long and oriented east-west.282 The
bottoms of the boat-pits were paved with limestone. Intriguingly, the sides of the boatpits were constructed of sloping courses of limestone blocks. The ends are angled
inward, and the central section is level. This matches the angled brickwork in the solar
boat of Nyuserre and Neferirkare’s mudbrick boat-pit. It also reflects the three-section
design of the Abusir Boat and Khufu’s Ship. The pit is symmetrical, making it difficult
to differentiate bow and stern. Hassan believed that voids in the pavement once had
pedestals with sacred emblems. He also described the presence of a block of limestone
shaped like an undetailed throne, with a ‘primitive, almost cubical form.”283
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Unas was the first king to carve Pyramid Texts within his tomb. They are one of
the most important sources of information on solar and celestial boats (discussed below).
Significantly, this means Unas’s boat-pits are the first boat-burials we can directly attach
to an explicit theology. It is note-worthy that this is also the first instance we see the
direct side-by-side pairing of boat-pits. Previous boat pairs were aligned end to end.
Unas’s boats are of course also significant because they are the last royal boat-burials of
the third millennium.

Boats of Officials
Following the reign of Unas, the kings and queens of Egypt abandoned the
practice of burying boats alongside their tombs. As a royal tradition, boat-burials would
not reappear again until the reign of the 12th Dynasty king Senwosret III (discussed
below), and it was not continued after his reign. This does not mean that the practice of
boat-burials was entirely abandoned. Just as boat-burials waned amongst royalty, they
were adopted by a few powerful officials. Once again, architects incorporated new forms
of expression. Apart from the Abydos fleet, all prior boat-burials had been positioned
near a tomb. Ptahshepses and Kagemni, however, integrated the boat-burials directly
into their massive mastabas. As with Unas’s boat-pits, these boat-burials were positioned
side-by-side as a distinct pair.
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Tomb of Ptahshepses at Abusir
The enigmatic ‘boat-room’ in the Tomb of Ptahshepses is unique, with no direct
parallels in other Old Kingdom tombs. The room derives its appellation from the curved
shape of its northern wall, which recalls a naviform boat-pit (Figure 58). Ptahshepses
was a powerful non-royal official who was both the son-in-law and vizier to Nyuserre
Ini (sixth king of the Fifth Dynasty).284 His massive tomb occupies a prominent position
between the pyramid complexes of Nyuserre and Sahure. It was elaborately decorated
and contains many features that had been previously exclusive to royal mortuary
monuments, emphasizing his extraordinary position.285 As boat-burials had been
exclusive to the royal domain from the Fourth Dynasty on, Ptahshepses’s boat-room may
be the most impressive of his appropriations of royal funerary expression. It
demonstrates changes to both elite power dynamics and boat-burial practices.
The boat-room (#40) is in the southwest corner of the mastaba (Figure 59). It is
situated south of both the pillared open-air court and a row of six magazines. The boatroom was constructed during the third phase of construction when the tomb of
Ptahshepses was expanded to “royal” dimensions.286 Significantly, at 23.80 m long and
9.72 m wide, it was the largest room within the entire structure. The room is oriented
east-west. The northern wall is convex, curving a further 90 cm deep to the north
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(resulting in a maximum width of 10.62 m).287 The curvature imitates the side of a boat,
and Verner notes that it “leaves no doubt about the character of the room.” Verner
observed that the boat-room was large enough to accommodate two vessels side by side,
or perhaps one above the other.288 Altenmüller has suggested that the boats would have
been on the roof of the mastaba, as with the Tomb of Kagemni (see below).289

Figure 58: The boat room in the Mastaba of Ptahshepses, view to the east (from
Krejčí 2011, 274, fig. 8).

Krejčí 2009, 139; Fiala (1976, 51) lists the dimensions as 22.93 m long and 10.95 m wide.
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Figure 59: Plan of the Mastaba of Ptahshepses. I have added the two boats side-byside, as well as a stairwell (after Krejčí 2011, 272, fig. 9).
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If there were ever boats in the room, Krejčí questions their cultic significance. He
argues that “these two nobles used these features in their tombs only for reasons of
prestige and not for the original religious function that has been attested in royal
architecture.”290
The archaeological remains of the boat-room raise many questions. Firstly, no
boat remains were discovered.291 The only connection to watercraft is the curvature of
the wall. Krejčí suggests that the boats could have been enclosed in stone or brick boatgraves.292 However, no foundations or evidence of any form of boat-grave were
discovered.293 Secondly, it is possible that the room was never finished. The walls were
not dressed in casing stones, and there was no pavement.294 There were no other rooms
in the mastaba that were in such an incomplete state.295 The unfinished nature of the
boat-room has been used to suggest the construction of the mastaba was terminated at
the death of Ptahshepses.
It is unclear how the room would have been roofed. At nearly 11 m across, it
would have been difficult to span with stone slabs, and no evidence of supports were
discovered.296 Masons’ marks on the northern wall suggest that it was meant to be
inclined. Krejčí interprets this as evidence that the room was meant to be an open
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space.297 Krejčí suggests the possibility that the room was covered by a partial or
wooden roof.
The majority of the mastaba was originally covered with a rooftop terrace. It was
accessed by a stairway with at least three flights, positioned centrally, on the western
side of the tomb. It has been assumed that priests would conduct rituals associated with
the sun cult atop the terrace, beneath the open sky.298 It may have not been the only
method of roof access. A graffito on the southern wall of the boat room marks the
location of a stairway that was never constructed. However, Krejčí describes the
scenario in which there was both a stairway along the southern wall of the boat-room as
well as two “boat-shaped structures” as “unfathomable”.299 However, there is no reason
for the room to have contained constructed boat-shaped structures, such as boat-graves.
I agree with Verner and suggest that the boat-room contained two unenclosed
wooden boats side-by-side. Moreover, I suspect that it was intentionally left open to the
sky. We can certainly establish that the room had enough space for two large boats,
similar in size to the Abusir Boat. Let us assume that each vessel was 17.5 m long and
2.5 m wide (a reasonable length-to-breadth ratio of 7:1). If each boat had a meter-wide
buffer around it – to accommodate the movements and activities of priests – there would
still be residual space in the room. Based on this estimate, the boats, positioned side-byside, would occupy a space 19.5 m long and 8-9 m wide. This leaves over two meters of
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additional space at either end, and enough space to accommodate a stairway, perhaps 70100 cm in width, along the southern wall.300 I have illustrated this hypothetical scenario
in red on the original plan of the Tomb of Ptahshepses. In this depiction, they are
oriented in opposite directions. If the vessels were smaller, more room for movement
would be available.
We should not assume that boats themselves had to be enclosed in any sort of
boat-grave. The two vessels of Kagemni were in enclosed, constructed boat-graves,
positioned upon the roof of his mastaba, and not in a dedicated room. It is possible that
boats east of Khufu’s pyramid, as well as the boats north and south of the Pyramid of
Neferirkare, were exposed and attended by priests.301 Jirásková has proposed that the
Abusir Boat was left exposed for some time, potentially also attended by priests.302
Furthermore, cultic vessels, such as the boats of Reneferef, were not buried, but objects
that priests routinely interacted with within the confines of specialized rooms.
If the boats were left open to the sky, it resolves several problems with the
architecture of the room. The northern wall was sloped, possibly indicating that it was
unroofed, as noted above.303 The lack of paving within the room would have perhaps
permitted drainage. The walls may have been left unfinished as they were exterior walls.
Alternately, the room might have simply never been finished, but still intended to be

Krejčí (2009, 49) has reconstructed the primary staircase within the mastaba as 72 cm wide.
Intriguingly, Krejčí notes that the southern wall was built on a foundation layer that protrudes around a
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dimensions.
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open to the sky. The lack of boat-remains is easiest to explain. Timber resources were
valued, and when possible, vessels were robbed for burial contexts. This is the fate that
seemingly befell the boats in the boat-vaults of Senwosret III, (discussed below). In the
case of the boats of Ptahshepses, an open roof would have made this all the easier. If the
boat-room was indeed open to the sky, it is a strong indication that they were connected
to the sun cult.

Tomb of Kagemni at Saqqara
Kagemni had two boat-shaped chambers constructed atop his mastaba. A
powerful Sixth Dynasty official, Kagemni was son-in-law and vizier to Teti I (first king
of the Sixth Dynasty) and held many religious and administrative titles, including great
priest of Heliopolis. Kagemni constructed his ornate and imposing mastaba in Teti’s
pyramid cemetery. Firth and Gunn report that there were two naviform ‘rooms’ on the
roof of the mastaba (Figure 60). They appear to have been centrally located, west of the
serdab, and south of the burial chamber. Each was 11 m long, 2 m wide and tapered at
the ends. Firth and Gunn concluded that “these rooms were built to contain or to imitate
solar barques.” They were positioned side by side, and oriented east-west, in an
arrangement similar to the boat-pits of Unas and the naviform room of Ptahshepses.
Firth and Gunn reported that the boat-rooms “were quite empty and the rough limestone
slabs which roofed them do not seem to have been displaced.”304
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Figure 60: Plan of the Mastaba of Kagemni, showing the approximate position of
the boats, as depicted on the original plan (after Firth and Gunn 1926, 21, pl. 51).

Intriguingly, Firth and Gunn also found blocks with reliefs depicting men
building papyrus watercraft. As the details of the structure were not reported, it is
impossible to determine the actual nature of the naviform rooms. However, rather than a
161

room like the structure in the mastaba of Ptahshepses, it seems as if these were low,
roofed, constructed boat-graves on the top of the mastaba. There was a stairway to the
roof. It is possible, therefore, that the paired vessels were involved with sun cult rituals.

Other Non-Royal Boat-Burials at Saqqara
The boat-burials of Ptahshepses and Kagemni were not the only boat-burials
from non-royal tombs in the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. Tantalizingly, Firth reports the
discovery of another pair of Sixth Dynasty boat-burials. “In the filling on the north side
of a Mastaba of the Sixth Dynasty were found two Solar barques, the timbers of which
were fastened together with ropes.”305 The tomb in question seems to have been located
south of Djoser’s enclosure wall, in an area that was being cleared for debris and back
dirt from the excavation of the pyramid complex. Several Fifth and Sixth Dynasty tombs
were in the area. Firth gives no indication of how the tomb was dated. It is not identified,
apart from having a room with ‘interesting’ reliefs.306 As we have no information
beyond a single sentence, scholars have generally ignored the importance of this find.
However, it contains five crucial pieces of information. The boats were 1) associated
with the tomb of an official, 2) paired, 3) positioned north of the tomb, 4) plank-built,
and 5) fastened with ligatures. Crucially, this demonstrates the continued practice of
burying actual wooden boats (or complex plank-built boat models) alongside tombs, and
not just representational structures (such as rock-cut boats or empty boat-pits or graves).
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Reneferef’s Mortuary Temple
In 1984, the CIE discovered a pair of large model boats in the Pyramid Complex
of Reneferef. They had been ritually buried in a minor room (DH). The boat-models had
both been damaged by fire. It is highly probable that they were originally kept in a
nearby magazine (CH) that was the only room in the temple damaged by fire. 307 The
boat models were constructed of cedar, once covered with painted stucco, and had finials
which are now missing. One was almost completely destroyed. The other was preserved
for most of its length. It had carved tenons where bow and stern finials would have been
attached. It was 3.87 m long and 65 cm wide.308 A fragment of a model oar was also
found. The boats were encircled with carnelian beads. Verner et al. suggested that they
were thus “magically fenced” following their partial destruction.309 The Palermo Stone
records that two 8-cubit copper models of the day and night barques were made for
Neferirkara’s sun temple. Verner points out that the copper boat models would have
been only slightly longer than the wooden boats from Reneferef’s mortuary temple
(about 7.5 cubits each).310
A number of small wooden boat models were also found within the complex.311
Photographs of one of the vessels show that it was long, slender, with a pronounced hull
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curvature (Figure 61). The bow is elongated, while the stern rises sharply. The narrow
blunt ends project outward, not upward. It has an extreme 10 or 11:1 length-to-breadth
ratio, and appears to be approximately 52-55 cm long (about a cubit) and 5 cm wide
(calculated from the photo scales).
Altenmüller suggests that the two boat-models found in Reneferef’s funerary
complex “may be a substitute for two boat-graves”.312 It is more likely that the boats in
funerary temples fulfilled a different cultic role than boats buried as grave-goods. The
boat models of Reneferef are mentioned here for two reasons: 1) they demonstrate the
active cultic use of boats and boat-models outside of the confines of boat-burials and
grave goods, and 2) they present a case of explicitly paired boats that can likely be
attributed to the solar cult.

Figure 61: Boat model from Reneferef’s mortuary temple (from Verner et al. 2006,
fig. 1.7.4).
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Beyond the Old Kingdom: Senwosret III’s Boat-burials
The tradition of boat-burials ended with the Sixth Dynasty. The only boat-burials
dating to after the Old Kingdom are those of Senwosret III (1837–1819), fifth king of the
Twelfth Dynasty, who revitalized the forgotten practice following an abatement lasting
four and a half centuries. The tradition did not continue beyond his death. It represents a
one-time phenomenon, perhaps an attempt to reintroduce the symbols of power
displayed by the great kings of the third millennium.
Because Senwosret III’s boat-burials represent a singular event and are removed
from the Old Kingdom by nearly half a millennium, I will not discuss them here in
depth. They represent a complex reinterpretation and revitalization of older symbols,
rather than a lineal continuation of the Old Kingdom traditions. Therefore, their
significance cannot be properly treated without addressing the profound social, religious,
and political changes that occurred leading up to, and during, the Middle Kingdom. I
will, however, provide a brief outline of the find.
Senwosret III had five or six small boats buried near his pyramid at Dashur. A
large boat-vault was also discovered at the site, and he had a similar boat vault
constructed at Abydos. The small boat burials were discovered in 1894 by Jacques De
Morgan. He excavated five cedar boats, although there was possibly a sixth.313 The
locations of four of the boats are known. Two are on display in the Egyptian Museum,
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Cairo, one is at the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago, and the fourth is at the
Carnegie Museum of Natural History in Pittsburgh.
The small boats were buried in two caches south of Senwosret III’s pyramid
complex along with a boat-vault (Figure 62). The boat-vault was located at the
southwest corner of the secondary enclosure. It was roofed with five rings of mudbrick.
The internal dimensions of the sealed structure would have been 4 m wide and 18 m
long.314 Thus, it would have been able to hold a vessel approximately the size of the
Abusir Boat. The boat vault was empty, although de Morgan may not have reached the
floor of the structure.315 A cache of three small, 10 m-long funerary boats was
discovered directly east of the vault. Their sides were supported by mudbrick and they
were buried with rubble. An additional two or three vessels were found to the south.316
Recently, Wegner discovered a boat-vault east (south in reference to the Nile) of
the tomb of Senwosret III at Abydos. The mudbrick structure was once covered with a
double-ring vaulted mudbrick roof and had plastered walls. Its internal dimensions are
nearly identical to the boat-vault at Dashur. There was a 3 m-wide hull-shaped cavity in
the middle of the vault cut in the desert substrate, like boat-graves of old. It extended the
length of the building, indicating an entire vessel had once been interred. The boat had
been plundered in antiquity. Some scattered planks remained, as well as an assemblage
that had been repurposed as a ramp.317
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Figure 62: Plan of the Senwosret III’s pyramid complex (with north to the right).
The boat vault and boat-burials are located just beyond the southwest corner of the
complex (from de Morgan 1895, pl. XV).

Following the robbery, the walls of the vault were inscribed with a tableaux of
over 120 boat graffiti.318 A massive deposit of pots were buried outside of the entrance
to the boat-vault, which may have been involved in the ceremonial offering of
libations.319 The identical boat-vaults at Dashur and Abydos, the evidence of libation
rituals, and the inclusion of five or six smaller subsidiary boats all raise interesting
questions about the nature and meaning of Senwosret III’s boat-burials, as well as
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questions about how they are related to the Old Kingdom traditions from centuries
before. These considerations, however, are beyond the scope of this dissertation, and
will need to be addressed at another time.
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CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION & ANALYSIS OF BOAT-BURIALS

Prior Interpretations of Boat-Burials
The religious and cultural meanings underlying the practice of burying boats are
obscure. Scholars have proposed a wide variety of possible interpretations. They are
typically referred to as ‘solar boats’ in popular media, as the image of the Sun God
crossing the sky in his solar barque has captured the public imagination. While some
scholars support the classification of boat-burials as solar barques, there are many
alternate hypotheses. The vast majority of these theories, however, are principally
concerned with the nature and purpose of the boat-pits at Giza. Other boat-burials are
typically introduced only as supporting evidence. Many of these theories (discussed
below) completely overlook the changing and varied forms of boat-burials. Most of
these theories do not account for changes over time, seeking universal theories that
explain the ritual and netherworld significance of boat-burials. The focus on Giza has
also focused discussions on royal privilege, power and status represented by boatburials, overlooking the fact that non-royal boat-burials are more prolific.
While the boat-pits at Khufu and Djedefre’s pyramid complexes were identified
and excavated early on, Egyptologists did not initially recognize their purpose or
significance until Borchardt discovered the mudbrick solar barque alongside Nyuserre’s
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sun temple at Abusir. 320 Emery subsequently applied the appellation of ‘solar bark’ to
the boats he discovered at Saqqara.321 The unintended consequence of this sequence of
events is the persistent use of ‘solar-boat’ to describe all boat-burials and boat-pits.322 As
soon as it was discovered, the Khufu I ship became known both in the media and
scholarly circles as a solar boat.323
Hassan observes that it is incorrect to attach the appellation of solar-boat to all
boat-burials. He suggests that east-west oriented boat-burials, such as those of Unas, or
even those associated with the Early Dynastic tombs at Saqqara, can be “easily
recognized as being Solar-boats.”324 Hassan excavated Khafre’s rock-cut boats, and they
became a centerpiece to his arguments. He believes that they are stone representation of
solar barques oriented prow-to-prow.325 He argues that the two western boats
represented night barques, as they had cabins, were oriented to the east, and were
covered with stone slabs which left their interiors shrouded in permanent darkness.326
The two eastern rock-cut boats (Y and J) were found uncovered. Citing the lack
of roofing slabs and the poor condition of the eastern rock-cut boats, Hassan argues that
they had been intentionally left open to the sky, and were thus representations of day-
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barques.327 Both eastern rock-cut boats have a sunken rebate around their opening which
is similar to the ledge supporting the slabs covering the western rock-cut boats. Hassan
argued the rebate was for a wall, and not roofing.328
Citing the Egyptian penchant for dualism, Hassan concludes that there were two
pairs of day and night barques, one pair for upper Egypt, and one for lower Egypt. To
support this conclusion, he cites references in the Pyramid Texts to two separate heavens
for northern/lower and southern/upper Egypt.329 Thus the northern pair of solar-barques
was for Lower Egypt and associated with the northern hemisphere sky, while the
southern pair was similarly associated Upper Egypt. Seeking to further understand their
purpose and relationship to Khafre’s cult, Hassan suggests that the monumental rock-cut
boats may have played an important role in the Sed festival, and the solar rejuvenation of
the king.330
Hassan believes that the north-south boats east of the Pyramids of Khufu,
Djedefre, and Khafre were also solar boats, despite their differing orientations. He
observes that a variety of (later) texts describe the day-barque as taking a southward
course to reach the land of the west, while the night barque took a northerly course.
Hassan believes that this was due, perhaps, to the influence of earlier stellar traditions.
On these journeys, the vessels were rowed or paddled by the Imperishable stars (polar
stars) and Indefatigable stars (the southern stars). He argues that Khufu’s eastern boat-
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pits, which were oriented to the north and south, represented solar barques following the
northern and southern routes.331
Writing a decade later, shortly after the discovery of Khufu’s boat, Thomas
argues that the majority of Fourth and Fifth Dynasty boat-burials could be designated as
solar barques because they were oriented prow-to-prow (Figure 63). This arrangement
echoes a New Kingdom iconographic motif in which solar barques are oriented facing
each other. It is meant as an iconographic representation of solar barques traveling in
opposite directions with the day barque traveling westward across the sky, and the night
barque completing the circuit by traveling eastward through the netherworld at night.
The orientation of vessels prow-to-prow also represents sunrise and sunset – the moment
when the direction of travel changes. In some representations, Isis and Nephthys are
positioned aboard the vessels. Their hands are outstretched, as if passing the sun between
them.332 Thomas argues that paired Old Kingdom boat-pits represented an early form of
this motif.
Thomas also believed Khufu’s northern and southern boat-pits were oriented
prow to prow, which seems to be the case.333 However, the boats in the southern boatmagazines were both oriented to the west. While she describes Khafre’s boat-pits as
facing prow-to-prow (following Hassan), this interpretation is problematic, as the
southwestern boat appears to be oriented west, away from its partner.
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Figure 63: The different orientation of Khufu’s boat pits, as proposed by various
scholars. Red arrows indicate a northward orientation, blue indicates south, yellow
indicates west, and purple indicates east (illustration by D. Inglis).

Thomas assumes that Unas’s boat-pits and Kagemni’s boat-graves were oriented
in opposite directions, side-by-side, and that this was simply an alternate expression of
the motif.334 While it is certainly possible, if not likely, there is no actual evidence to
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support this conclusion. Unas’s boat-pits seem symmetrical, and the orientations of
Kagemni’s boat-graves were never reported. Thomas’ conclusions about the orientation
of boat-pits are almost entirely speculative.
Problematically for this line of reasoning, there are no known boat-pits oriented
along an east-west axis that can be absolutely confirmed as facing prow-to-prow.
Thomas argues that while the mediums of expression changed (boat-pits vs.
iconography), there was no evidence that meanings of boats in funerary contexts also
changed – and thus they all represent solar boats.335 Considering there is little evidence
to support her interpretations, and there is a millennia-wide chasm between the New
Kingdom representation of solar-barques prow-to-prow and the Old Kingdom boat-pits,
I reach the opposite conclusion: there is no evidence to suggest that the meanings of
boat-burials stayed the same.336
Altenmüller also argues that the royal boat-burials represent solar-barques based
on pairing. Rather than viewing boat-burials as oriented prow-to-prow, he believes that
paired boat-burials were oriented end-to-end, traveling in convoy (Figure 63). In Old
Kingdom tomb iconography, boats were frequently depicted in pairs traveling in convoy
up and down the Nile.337 Altenmüller draws attention to two types of vessels. The first
are Henet-boats, which have an aft-looking hedgehog emblem at their prow and are
typically shown sailing. Second are Shabet-boats, which are papyriform and typically
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shown being paddled. He notes that they often travel in convoy. When the convoy
travels upstream (south), they sail, with the Henet-boat leading. When the convoy travels
downstream (north), they are paddled, and the Shabet-boat leads.338 He notes that each
convoy was led by the vessel specialized for the journey.339
Altenmüller argues that this convoy motif from private tombs should also be
applied to solar barques, and that they should be paired as if traveling in convoy, with
different forms of propulsion for the direction of travel. To support his argument, he
notes that the Coffin Texts equate the east-west movement upon the heavenly waters
with north-south travel upon the Nile. The night barque sails upstream (south), while the
day barque paddles downstream (north). In reference to the path of the sun, the night
barque would, therefore, sail eastward through the night towards the dawn, while the day
barque would row westward with the sun.340 This suggests we can differentiate the
methods of propulsion for solar barques, with paddles used for the day journey, and sails
used for the night.
Altenmüller applies the same framework to Khafre’s rock-cut boats, arguing that
the pair of boats south of his temple (Y and Z) represent the day and night barques
traveling in convoy during the day voyage, while the northern pair (J and K) represent
the barques traveling at night.341 Similarly, he argues that the Khufu I ship is the second
member of a convoy traveling westward. He proposes that “without any doubt” Khufu I
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was the king’s night barque while Khufu II was the day barque. Khufu II is leading the
night barque in a rowing/paddling convoy to the west.342 This interpretation matches the
westward orientation of the boats in Khufu’s southern boat-pits, and the role of Khufu II
as a rowed vessel.343 Since Khufu I and II represent solar barques making the day
journey, Altenmüller hypothesizes that Khufu’s northern and southern naviform-boatpits (1 and 2) represented a convoy of solar barques making the night journey. Their
north-south alignment makes sense, since south is associated with an eastward night
journey in the Coffin Texts. This means Khufu’s naviform boat-pits should be oriented
south.344
There are several problems with this last conclusion. As noted above, the profiles
of the northern and southern boat-pits are inverted. They are likely facing prow-to-prow
(or potentially away from each other). Moreover, Altenmüller’s theory offers no
explanation of why one pair of ships was disarticulated, while the others were buried
intact. There is a fundamental difference between the two type of boat-pits, and this
theory disregards it. Altenmüller explains away Khufu’s causeway boat-pit (#3) and
Khafre’s southern boat (#X) as extraneous boat-pits – simply vessels that were
associated in some way with the funeral of the king. He argues that Khufu’s queens only
had one boat-pit each because their boats would travel in the king’s retinue, following
his paired vessels.345
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Altenmüller also applies the convoy concept to boat models. He notes that there
were several duplicated models in Queen Neith’s flotilla of sixteen model boats. He
argues that a pair of models with flat hulls and sterns served as day barques, while the
papyriform boat models were night barques, as they have the same form as the Khufu I
vessel.346
Altenmüller concludes that royal boat-burials represent the day and night barques
traveling in convoy and should always appear in pairs. He argues that the framework
applies to all Old Kingdom boat-burials, and that the prevalence of paired boats-burials
proves his ship-convoys hypothesis.347 He argues that in cases where there is only one
vessel (e.g. Djedefre’s boat-pit) the sister vessel has simply not yet been discovered (as
with Neferirkare’s presumed northern boat-pit).348 While Altenmüller notes that some
boat-graves are arranged end-to-end, and others side-by-side, he suggests that this
difference can be ignored, and that parallel boats can be classified along with the other
twin boat-burials. 349 In the case of the boat-burials paired side-by-side, he presumes that
the southern boat is the night barque, and the northern is the day barque.350 Altenmüller
also concludes that netherworld voyages for royalty and private citizens followed the
same system, with the primary difference being the types of vessels used. In the case of
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private burials, the Henet-boat was equivalent to the royal night barque, while the
Shabet-boat was the day barque.351
Several interpretive problems stem from an Egyptological obsession with duality
that perhaps outpaces the Egyptian’s own tendency toward dualist representation. To
address the “bothersome” reality that there are five boat-pits beside the Pyramids of
Khufu and Khafre, Altenmüller (as well as Hassan, Thomas, and others) interpret the
additional vessel as “extraneous” with a different purpose than the paired vessel.352 With
this line of reasoning, any number of vessels can be forced into a pairing framework. If
only one vessel is discovered, then it is explained as having an undiscovered sister ship.
If an even number of vessels are discovered, they are lumped into pairs. If an odd
number of vessels are discovered, then one vessel is essentially ignored as ‘extraneous’.
In the case of Khafre’s rock-cut boats, Hassan interpret a cleft in the rock as an
unfinished boat-pit, bringing the total to six, thus three pairs of solar barques.353
Shortly after the discovery of Khufu’s Ship, Ćerný cautioned against the growing
tendency amongst reporters and Egyptologists to refer to the vessel as a ‘solar boat.’354
Moreover, Ćerný was concerned with the application of the term ‘solar boat’ to boatburials in general. Relevant to the above criticisms, he observes there were only ever two
solar-barques, the day and night barque, which belonged to Re in his manifestations.
Contrary to the earlier proposals by Hassan, and (later) proposals by Thomas,
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Altenmüller, and others, Ćerný argues that there is no reason to multiply the number of
solar barques to four or five, or need for doubled pairs.355 I agree.
Ćerný’s objections were echoed and expanded by Abubakr and Mustafa, as well
as other scholars. Firstly, they observed that our knowledge of solar barques in the Old
Kingdom comes primarily from the Pyramid Texts. Nowhere do the Pyramid Texts state
that the king needed to supply a boat for himself. On the contrary, he was alternatively
provided with a boat to meet his purpose, joined a god’s boat as a companion, served as
part of the crew, or was transported place to place by ferrymen.356 Additionally, Abubakr
and Mustafa hypothesize that the night-boat, which traveled the underworld, would only
have been introduced after the expansion of the cult of Osiris in the Sixth Dynasty, and
was not an appropriate explanation for Fourth Dynasty vessels.357
Moreover, Abubakr and Mustafa observe that Khufu’s Ship does not look like a
solar boat, although both are variations on papyriform vessels. Solar boats were
consistently represented in iconography, boat-models, and in determinatives from the
Pyramid Texts. They had an upright bow and recurved sternpost that bent forward (like
Khufu’s Ship), but then recurved to the stern (which Khufu’s Ship does not). Solar
barques were equipped with distinctive devices. These included a woven mat or bead net
hanging from the prow, standards, perches for various birds such as hawks and falcons, a
throne or seat, small deck structures that could represent a naos or cabin, and sacred
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emblems including weapons, plants, and symbols of power and authority.358 The
emblems associated with solar boats, such as the bead net or curtain at the prow and
totems on deck derive from Early Dynastic representations of royal ships.359
None of these essential symbolic elements were found interred with Khufu’s
Ship. Moreover, the arrangement of Khufu’s long deckhouse and baldachin at the bow
are not part of the iconography of solar boats.360 Abubakr and Mustafa also argue that
there was evidence that Khufu’s Ship had been used (e.g. impressions of rope lashing on
battens), which suggests the vessel was designed for some use in this world, and not the
next.361
As Ćerný objected to the characterization of boat-burials as solar barques, he
sought alternate explanations for them within the Pyramid Texts. He notes that spells
call the western, eastern, southern, and northern gods to provide reed rafts for the king
upon his ascension to the sky, so he might join them.362 He hypothesizes Khufu’s boatpits were oriented to the four cardinal directions in order to transport him to the four
corners of the sky (Figure 63). Ćerný proposed that the causeway boat (#3), once again
extraneous to the proposed theory, had simply transported the body of the king. It had
been hauled up the causeway, the body offloaded at the temple, and the boat
subsequently deposited in a pit beside the ramp.363
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Ćerný assumed that all the boats would be facing away from each other, and
oriented to the four cardinal directions.364 He developed his hypothesis before the actual
orientations of Khufu’s southern boat-magazines were known. Both are oriented west,
undermining the hypothesis. Furthermore, it is likely that the northern and southern
naviform boat-pits are oriented prow-to-prow, and the causeway boat-pit is oriented east.
Abubakr and Mustafa also sought an explanation for Khufu’s boats and boat-pits
beyond solar barques. They turned to later iconography for explanations of the boat-pits,
proposing that depictions of pilgrimages in Fifth Dynasty non-royal tombs were
reflections or adoptions of Fourth Dynasty royal pilgrimages. They argued that the three
boats west of the pyramid were used for making afterlife pilgrimages to the sites of
Heliopolis, Sais, and Buto. The fourth boat (the Khufu I vessel) was associated with rites
of royal coronation, while the fifth vessel was for the “Horus sons” who participated in
the rites of coronation, or alternately, a funerary transport for the body of the king. 365
The scholars discussed so far have largely ignored the fact that there is a
fundamental difference between the naviform boat-pits, and the rectangular magazines
used to store the timbers of Khufu’s Ships. Abubakr and Mustafa at least do not attempt
to lump the southern boat-magazines with the naviform pits under the same interpretive
framework. Maragioglio and Rinaldi correctly observe that Khufu’s rectangular boat-pits
(4 and 5), north-south boat-pits (1 and 2), and the eastern causeway boat-pit (3) all had
“different shapes and, therefore, different scopes and meanings” and that the
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disarticulated boats in the southern pits “must have had some function during the funeral
of the king.”366
Hawass also recognized this difference. He interprets Khufu’s northern (#1) and
southern (#2) boats as royal ships of state, arguing that they were meant to represent the
king in his role as Horus. They are oriented north-south to express his dominion over
both upper (southern) and lower (northern) Egypt (Figure 63). They flank Khufu’s upper
pyramid temple, which Hawass observes functionally corresponded to his “palace as the
living or “Horus” ruler.”367
Hawass objects to the interpretation that the Khufu I and II vessels were funerary
vessels. He argues that they were never used, observing that 1) wood fragments and
sawdust found south of the pyramid indicate they were constructed on site, 2) the ‘oars’
are too heavy to be used, 3) there is no evidence that the boat was used in the water, and
4) no sail was discovered in either pit, and a ‘set’ of funerary boats should have one with
a sail (for traveling upstream), and one should have oars (for traveling downstream). 368
Instead, Hawass proposes that the disassembled boats were solar boats. While the
boats east of the pyramid were meant to be used by Khufu in his capacity as Horus, the
boats south of the pyramid were meant to be used in his capacity as Re. Since the great
pyramid’s ‘southern air shafts emerge from the southern face of the pyramid in a
position between the two rectangular boat-pits, Hawass speculates that they were
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intended to allow the king’s ‘soul’ to exit and travel east or west in the solar vessels.369
He concludes that the causeway vessel may have been for the cult of Hathor, and would
thus complete the sacred triad of Ra, Horus, and Hathor.370
However, I do not think it is enough to simply assign a different purpose to the
rectangular boat-pits. Interpretations should explain why these pits are rectangular, while
all others are naviform. One possible explanation is that construction of the boat-pit was
rushed. Several scholars have argued as much for the construction of Khufu’s Ship.371
The boat-pit which held Khufu I was narrow. The labor required to excavate a naviform
pit that could have held the entire ship would have required masons to remove around
50% more material.372 This suggests there was potentially an economic motive.
However, I do not think this was the entire reason. All other Early Dynastic and Old
Kingdom boat-graves are naviform. Khufu’s two boat-magazines are the sole exception.
Clearly, this expresses a different conception. Boat-shaped pits were made for boats. The
rectangular pits are not. They were repositories for boat pieces, things that were no
longer conceived as a complete vessel.
I would suggest that it is possible that Khufu’s southern boat-magazines are
conceptually more akin to the long rock-cut storage galleries discovered at Red Sea ports
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of Wadi al-Jarf, Ayn Soukhna, and Mersa Gawasis.373 These galleries were like
warehouses or magazines cut directly into bedrock outcrops. They take the form of long,
thin horizontal chambers entered from one end, and not pits, which are entered from
above. The Egyptians used the galleries to store boats between expeditions on the Red
Sea. Workmen disassembled the vessels, and methodically stacked their timbers in
order, piece by piece, mirroring the layout of the ship.374 This is the exact same process
that Khufu’s Ship underwent. It is worth wondering then whether the similar pattern of
disassembly and organized storage reflect similar conceptualization of Khufu’s Ships
and the Red Sea vessels – and conversely, as different meaning than the boats buried in
their entirety.
This distinction has finally been addressed by Lehner, who has recently argued
that the disarticulated boats in Khufu’s southern pits were used in the funeral, and as
such, fall into a class of objects that had to be ritually disposed. The vessels were
dismantled in order render them non-functional in the afterlife. They were then buried
close to the tomb, but outside of the pyramid enclosure.375 Lehner argues that the
structure of the cabin also indicates that Khufu’s Ship was a funerary vessel. The
unventilated, enclosed cabin would have served to obscure the body of the king. Water
poured over the reed matts suspended over the cabin would have helped cool the
structure and body within. The presence of only a few signs of wear on the timbers of
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Khufu’s Ship (e.g. compression marks on a few battens) indicates that it was used, but
not frequently – which agrees with the hypothesis that it was created specifically for the
funerary rights, and then ritually disassembled. 376 Lehner argues that the naviform boatpits, on the other hand, would have held complete vessels, ready to transport the king in
his “chthonic and celestial afterlife”. 377
I believe that this is the best explanation yet proposed; however, I am not sure
that it is correct. It acknowledges the fundamental difference between assembled and
disassemble boats, as well as the difference between rectangular boat-magazines and
naviform pits. However, Lehner’s interpretation argues that the boats were disarticulated
because they were associated with the funerary rights. As no other boat-burials have
been found disassembled, does this mean they were not used in the funeral?
In an intriguing, but perhaps overextended hypothesis, Lehner and Hawass see
the Pyramid Complexes of Khufu and Khafre as acting as ports to the netherworld. They
suggest that “there can be no doubt [Khufu] intended the pyramid to be, among other
things, a gigantic port for embarkation for his voyage to the world beyond this life.”378
The massive terrace constructed to level the area around Khafre’s pyramid and mortuary
temple has projecting elements, and Lehner and Hawass argue they represent massive
symbolic piers. The piers are described as having symmetrical broad channels that could
be interpreted as slipways. They argue that Khafre’s boat-pits, “docked in recesses
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between the temple and the piers of the pyramid terrace, convey the concept of the
pyramid complex as a port for the voyage to the Netherworld.”379
O’Connor suggests two broad categories for boat-burials: those that represent
solar/lunar/stellar barques for traversing the heavens and underworld, and vessels used to
transport the mummy to the burial site.380 O’Connor offers several hypotheses for the
purpose of the Abydos fleet, which has not been addressed in the long standing debates
as it was only recently discovered. O’Connor suggests that the boat-graves are a form of
subsidiary burial, similar in nature to the servants or animals buried around other
funerary enclosures. He notes that there is a distinction between the subsidiary burials
around enclosures, which were for individuals that provided fundamental services to the
king, and the subsidiary burials around tombs, which were for individuals who had direct
contact with the king and attended to his personal needs.381 The boats thus provided a
fundamental service, meeting the king’s need for afterlife transport, with a similar
purpose as the burial of ten donkeys beside another unattributed First Dynasty
enclosure.382 O’Connor hypothesizes that individual vessels may have served varied
purposes within the fleet, from supply boats to ceremonial watercraft. Two of the
Abydos boat-graves have elongated stem and stern extensions. O’Connor observes that
this architectural distinction differentiates them conceptually from the other boat-graves,
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and marks them as a pair. He proposes that they might represent the twin barques of the
sun god.383
In light of the many alternate proposals for the purpose and meaning of boat
burials, and considering the partial and fragmentary data available, Verner suggests that
it is perhaps safest to simply conclude that boat-burials were intended to provide the
deceased with transportation in the netherworld. He noted that contemporary religious
ideas would have emphasized different aspects of the tradition.384 However, Miosi has
questioned even this basic assumption, based on his analysis of the Pyramid Texts. 385
The Pyramid Texts provide insights into the diverse roles of watercraft in
Egyptian religious belief during the late Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. They are frequently
cited in interpretations of boat-burials. There are twenty-three identified boats in the
Pyramid Texts. In addition to solar barques, we see celestial barques, the boats of
individual gods (Sokar, Osiris, Maat, Shesmu, Khepri, etc), ferryboats, divine ships of
state, support craft, funerary boats, and papyrus vessels.386 The diversity of netherworld
boats reflects the diversity of watercraft upon the Nile.
Within the Pyramid Texts, a multitude of boats with different names are
associated with the Sun God Re. Hassan classifies all of these vessels as solar boats,
suggesting they represent different names for the same vessel. Miosi objects to this
conclusion, arguing "different names normally indicate different objects and there has
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never been any basis for believing otherwise with regard to funerary and divine
boats."387 Re traveled in many boats. According to Miosi’s interpretation, they all had
different functions. A distinct barque of Re was the ḥnbw-barque (sunbeam-barque)
whose duties are tied to differentiating and ordering the lands of the netherworld.388 The
great barque of Re (wiӠ-barque) functioned as a royal ship-of-state in the celestial realm.
This demonstrates the transposition of an earthly vessel with a defined set of functions –
transporting the royal person along the Nile to collect tribute and administer justice –
directly into the netherworld.389 The vessel was commanded by either Re, in his capacity
of celestial king, or the deceased king, in his assumption of the duties of Re. In the texts,
the king commands the crew and the vessel from the seat of Re at the prow of the ship.
He mirrors his early duties in the celestial realm, issuing orders to gods and celestial
entities, as well as arbitrating and passing judgment. At times the King commands the
ship in a convoy with Re, serving as his escort and ardent defender.390 In other spells, the
King joins the barque of Re (in this case probably the Mesektet and Mandjet-barques) to
act as part of the crew, rowing (paddling) alongside the gods of the Ennead.391 As they
would on earth, a variety of support vessels also travel in convoy with Re.
All gods had boats that allowed them to traverse the sky as stars. In one spell, the
king summons Orion-Osiris and his dӠt-barque so that he may join the celestial
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procession.392 Additionally, the deceased king would summon specific ferryboats to take
him to various destinations in the netherworld, whether to join Re on his solar journey,
or to join the imperishable stars in the celestial realm.393 Unlike the barques of gods,
which were manned by crews, the ferryboats were typically operated by a single
ferryman, evoking their earthly counterparts. Papyrus rafts also appear in the Pyramid
Texts (the smḥ-boat). Like its earthly counterpart, which was used for fishing, fowling,
and hunting hippopotamus, Horus used the smḥ-boat to hunt and slay the enemies of
Re.394 There are several references to funerary boats within the Pyramid Texts. They are
typically differentiated by being green. They travel the paths of the netherworld,
transporting the body of the king, just as they would have in their earthly capacity.395
Miosi objects to the common assumption that boat-burials were intended as the
direct mechanisms for ascension and travel in the afterlife. Echoing Ćerný, as well as
Abubakr and Mustafa, he states “nowhere in mortuary literature is it stated that the
deceased is to provide any boat, solar or otherwise, for his journey.” Instead, the king
uses preexisting netherworld vessels belonging to gods and other beings, such as
ferrymen.396 Moreover, Miosi observes that boats of the netherworld and celestial realms
are not boarded directly from earth. Instead, there is an intermediary element, such as a
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divine ladder or stairway.397 In function, these are similar to a gangway, which permits
the boarding of a boat from land. It is possible that a pyramid could have been
considered the mechanism of ascension, a physical stairway to the stars, although this
interpretation is debated.398 Miosi argues that the requirement of an intermediary step
“makes it difficult if not impossible to understand the boats buried within or adjacent to
tombs as being the actual instruments of nautical ascension."399 Instead, Miosi describes
boat-burials as essentially “passports” for the afterlife. He argues that they represent the
“materialization” of netherworld boats which “draws attention to the deceased and his
knowledge of the secrets of the otherworld.”400

New Analysis
The interpretations presented above strive to equate boat-burials with known
cultural and religious phenomena. The same body of archaeological data has been used
as evidence for an impressive array of contradictory theories. We can draw several
lessons from this. On a pessimistic note, it demonstrates that the data can be shaped to fit
almost any theory. This means that it will be very difficult to say anything concrete
about the underlying meaning of boat-burials with a high degree of certainty. There can
be many explanations. On the optimistic side, the proposed theories are all drawn from
Egyptian systems, drawing evidence from spells, administrative texts, religious
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documents, and iconography. By itself, this conclusively demonstrates the diverse roles
watercraft had in Egyptian cultural and religious practice. Boats were persistent symbols
that could take on a vast array of meanings.
The proposed interpretive frameworks have several underlying problems:
1) Theories tend either towards generalization (e.g. all boat-burials are solar
boats, all boat-burials are traveling in convoy or oriented prow to prow) or hyperspecific (e.g. Khufu’s boat was used for coronation rights, or the causeway boat was
used for the cult of Hathor). The generalizing theories tend to massage the available data
to fit, while specific theories tend to propose unique purposes that are difficult to prove
or disprove.
2) Analyses have focused on royal-boat-burials – the Abydos Fleet, Khufu’s
Ships, Khafre’s rock-cut boats, and even Neferirkare’s boat-pit take center stage. The
vessels at Helwan, for instance, are almost never mentioned. This interest in the royal
domain overlooks more than half the available data. Moreover, Khufu’s boats and boatpits, along with Khafre’s rock-cut boats, have served as the axis mundi of interpretive
thought. All other boat-burials seem to be interpreted in light of these two boat-burial
events.
3) Interpretations are focused on continuity, as opposed to change. The First
Dynasty boat-burials from Abydos are presented as precursors to Khufu’s Ships, boats
from all periods are construed as solar boats, etc. Often, scholars reach into the Middle
and New Kingdom for iconographic and textual sources that support their ideas and
supposedly demonstrate cultural continuity, but these sources are removed from the
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Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom by hundreds of years. This overlooks the vast changes
in boat-burial traditions.
4) Boat-burials are most frequently interpreted in light of textual sources. On the
surface, this makes absolute sense. Textual sources are our primary window into what
Egyptians thought, valued, and believed. However, the Pyramid Texts appear only at the
end of the Fifth Dynasty. It is likely that many of the spells had an earlier genesis, but as
a framework, they represent Fifth and Sixth Dynasty conceptions of netherworld boats
that may not be applicable to First Dynasty boat-burials. The Pyramid Texts represent an
amalgamation of celestial, solar, and Osirian beliefs. They are direct evidence of how
systems of belief changed throughout the third millennium. We should assume that the
meaning of boat-burials changed too.
So far, this chapter has presented a large body of data concerning the form,
structure, orientation, size, and distribution of boat-burials. Rather than try to
immediately seek the meaning of boat-burials through textual correspondences, I think it
is important to let the archaeological data speak for itself first. Crucially, the data
demonstrates dramatic changes in boat-burial practice during the course of the third
millennium. The size, shape, structure, ownership, location, orientation, and numbers of
vessels all change from dynasty to dynasty. Therefore, this chapter will ask, how do
boat-burials change, what patterns emerge, and what can this tell us about ancient
Egyptian society and funerary practices?
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Spatial Distribution
Third millennium boat-burials have been discovered at Helwan, Saqqara, Abusir
South, Abu Gorab, Giza, Abu Rawash, and Abydos. The first six cemeteries are all part
of the wider Memphite necropolis. Only around 32 km separate Abu Rawash and
Helwan, the northernmost and southernmost cemeteries in this list. Abydos, on the other
hand, lies more than 400 km to the south of ancient Memphis. This represents a vast
change in geographic (and cultural) scale. Moreover, the internment of the Abydos fleet
represents a one-time event – the only time any boat-burials occur at Abydos over the
course of the third millennium. During this same span of time, forty-one boat-burial
events occur throughout the wider Memphite necropolis. The Abydos fleet represents an
outlier, a unique one-time event occurring 400 km from the capitol of Egypt. As such,
the Abydos fleet must be discussed as a separate phenomenon (see below). In general,
boat-burials seem to have been confined to the region around Memphis. The oldest are
found in the Early Dynastic cemeteries directly adjacent to ancient Memphis and its
surroundings – Helwan, Saqqara, Abusir, and far to the north, Abu Rawash. They did not
spread to the rest of Egypt. Therefore, we should consider boat-burials a local Memphite
tradition, perhaps expressing beliefs specific to a people living at the junction between
the Delta and the long and winding Nile.
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Figure 64: A chart comparing the chronological, social, and spatial distributions of
boat-burials. The north-south distribution of boat-burials is shown from left to
right, along the X-axis. The chronological distribution is shown from top to bottom
along the Y-axis, from the First through Sixth Dynasty. Boat-burials with hull
remains are designated by solid symbols. Boat-pits are designated with hollow,
outlined symbols. Royal boat burials are orange. Non-royal boat burials are green.
Boat-burial symbols are approximately to scale. In many cases, the extant length of
a vessel is unknown, so approximations are used (e.g. for Helwan). The jagged line
represents the 400 km separation between Abydos and Cairo (chart by D. Inglis).

Social Distribution
Scholars have primarily based interpretations of boat-burials on finds from royal
contexts. This focus on the royal domain is not surprising. The Abydos fleet represents
the highest number of boats buried in a single event. Khufu’s boat-burials are the largest.
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Khafre’s rock-cut boats represent a striking reimagination of boat-burial practice. Unas’s
boats provide clear evidence of pairing and associations with the solar cult. The only
boat-burials that occur beyond the terminus of the third millennium are those of King
Senwosret III. Collectively, royal boat-burials represent the greatest expenditure of
effort, the most elegant construction, most innovative designs, and the last boat-burials
known. It is no wonder that they have drawn the attention and imagination of scholars.
Due to this focus on royal-boat-burials, the frequency and importance of nonroyal boat-burials has largely been overlooked. Of the 70 known boat-burials from the
third millennium, a majority (54%) are associated with the non-royal graves at Saqqara,
Helwan, Abusir, and Abu Rawash (Table 7). If we consider boat-burial events, the
difference in frequency between royal and non-royal boat-burials is striking. I define a
boat-burial event as occurring when an individual is buried in conjunction with one or
more boat-burials. The Third Dynasty Abusir Boat represents a single boat-burial event.
The First Dynasty Abydos fleet also represents a single boat-burial event, as the vessels
were buried all at once, for a single individual. During the third millennium, only seven
individual kings or queens had boat-burials associated with their tombs. In contrast, 34
individual non-royal officials had boats buried beside their tombs. This means that nonroyal boat-burials comprise 83% of known boat-burial events from third millennium
Egypt. These metrics illustrate that non-royal boat-burials were the most frequent and
perhaps dominant form of the practice.
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Table 7: Boat-Burial Frequency During the Third Millennium
Dynasty
Location
Elite Boat-Burials
Royal Boat-Burials
Events
Boats
Events
Boats
1
Saqqara
5
5
1
Abu Rawash
6
6
1
Abu Gorab
1
1
1
Abydos
1
14
1-2
Helwan
19
19
3
Abusir South
1
1
4
Giza
3
13
4
Abu Rawash
1
1
5
Abusir
1
2
2
3-4
6
Saqqara
2
4
Total:
35
38
7
32
Percentage of Total:
83%
54%
17%
46%

The social distribution of boat-burial events fluctuated over time. During the
Early Dynastic period. Royal boat-burials (14) account for 31% of known boat-burials
(45). However, those 14 boats were buried in a single event, for a single individual. It
was unique in the history of the Early Dynastic period. The remaining 30 non-royal boatburials represent 30 individual events that continued throughout the first, and perhaps the
second dynasty. They account for 97% of Early Dynastic boat-burial events. The Abusir
Boat-burial is the only boat-burial event from the Third Dynasty. As a non-royal boatburial, it likely represents a continuation of Early Dynastic practices.
A significant change occurs at the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty. Non-Royal
boat-burials disappear from the archaeological record, and boat-burials become exclusive
to the royal domain for the first time. During this time frame, five royal boat-burial
events occur during the reigns of Khufu, Djedefre, Khafre, Khentkaus I, and Neferirkare.
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This state of exclusivity continues until the reign of Nyuserre Ini, when Ptahshepses
constructs a tomb with a boat-shaped room. Unas, the last king of the Fifth Dynasty, is
also the last king with a known boat-burial. Following his reign, boat-burials once again
become the domain of nobles, with paired boats discovered at both the mastaba of
Kagemni and an unattributed Sixth Dynasty mastaba at Saqqara.
When we examine the data, it suggests that boat-burials, as a cultural
phenomenon, emerged as a funerary tradition of the Memphite elite. It marks a
significant cultural innovation. It should not surprise us that this practice arises outside
of the royal realm. This is a pattern seen in tomb architecture, as new, innovative forms
of expression often begin in the tombs of officials. Bárta observes “…the most dynamic
development is not necessarily connected with or reflected by the richest and technically
most proficient tombs. The seeds of future development may be carried by individuals
with lower social status.”401
Significantly, boat-burials do not occur with every tomb. In fact, they are quite
rare. Clearly, they were an elective feature, as opposed to a required component of
burials (e.g. chapels). This tells us that boat-burials were not seen as an essential piece of
funerary equipment and were not necessarily integral to the process of transitioning to
the afterlife. This raises the question, why do some tombs have boat-burials, and other
do not?
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It is not simply a case of whether or not a given tomb owner could afford to
construct a boat-grave and bury a boat, although economic consideration was certainly a
factor. Some of the largest non-royal tombs at Helwan and Saqqara did not have boatburials, while some of the smallest elite tombs did. The length and number of boatgraves are probably a better indicator of a tomb owner’s means, than presence or
absence. Even so, some tombs owners chose to invest more heavily in boat-graves than
their better-off contemporaries. One of the largest boat-burials at Helwan (over 13 m
long) was associated with a very small tomb (1502.H2), which appears to have only
been 7.75 m long by 5 m wide.402 In this case, the tomb owner elected to divert resources
from his tomb and burial equipment to construct the boat-grave.
One possibility is that the inclusion or exclusion of a boat-burial was a deliberate
choice on the part of the tomb owner. Boat-burials may indicate that the tomb owner
held a certain subset of beliefs about the afterlife, with the interred vessel serving to
express those beliefs. Boat-burials could also be a form of self-expression, perhaps
indicating a tomb owner’s involvement with travel or maritime affairs, or simply a
fondness for watercraft. It has been argued that burial-goods in subsidiary burials
revealed the occupant’s position or values in life – a boat model potentially indicating a
captain, pilot, helmsman, or simple sailor.403 Old Kingdom tomb reliefs often depict
boats in the context of the tomb-owner’s duties and activities, such as hunting and
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fishing upon the Nile. The isolated cluster of boat-burials at Helwan may represent a
local, regional, or familial tradition.
Another possibility, in the case of non-royal tombs, is that not everyone was
permitted to include a boat-burial as part of their funerary equipment. In this scenario,
boat-burials would express the exclusive rights and privileges of the tomb owner, or a
boon bestowed by the king. Certainly, the right to have a boat-burial seems to have been
taken away with the standardization of tombs at the outset of the Fourth Dynasty.

Dimensions
There is a direct correlation between boat-burial size and tomb size. As tomb size
increases, so do the sizes of boat-burials. This is not surprising. Higher status individuals
built larger, more elaborate, better furnished tombs. The individuals would naturally
have the resources to construct larger boat-graves. While this simple correlation may
seem obvious, it is useful, however, to look for patterns in the data.
Ideally, one would compare the cost and effort required to build a boat, with the
cost and effort to construct a tomb. There have been attempts to model the expenditure
of effort to build both mastabas and pyramids.404 However, it is difficult to approximate
the effort to construct a boat-burial. The form, construction methods, and materials used
to create boat-burials change over time. Boat-graves could be simple pits, built of
mudbricks, stone-lined pits, or hewn directly into the bedrock. Accurately determining
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effort would require experimental archaeology in a variety of construction techniques, as
well as better data about the construction of boat-burials than is available. As general
proxies for effort, I am using tomb footprint (length times width) and boat-grave length.
Tomb volume and hull volume might provide a more accurate comparison.
Unfortunately, the heights of many tombs are unknown, and we do not have reported
width and depth measurements for all boat-graves. Tomb footprint (area) and boat-grave
length are data points that are known for a majority of boat-graves.405 As the exercise is
intended to illustrate a simple trend, absolute precision is not necessary.
Figure 65 plots the correlation between tomb size and boat-grave length,
demonstrating that there is a moderately strong positive correlation (r = 0.7652) between
tomb size and boat-grave size, as represented by the power trendline in the graph.406
Boat-grave length is shown on the y-axis. Tomb size is shown logarithmically (base 10)
along the x-axis. This is necessary, as Khufu and Khafre’s pyramids dwarf all other
constructions. Khufu’s pyramid has a footprint of over 53,000 m2, and Khafre’s is only
slightly smaller. Djedefre’s pyramid is the next largest tomb in question, and only has a
footprint of around 11,236 m2 – about 21% of the size of the Great Pyramid.
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The Abydos boat-graves are problematic. The lengths have not been reported for most. I have plotted
the longest, shortest, and average length. Tomb area is also complicated. We know they were associated
with the ‘western mastaba’ funerary enclosure, but we do not know the corresponding tomb. To calculate
the corresponding tomb size for the Abydos boats, I added the area of the western mastaba to the area of
King Den’s tomb (approximately 25.5 x 16.4 m).
406
Most boat-graves were constructed to hold boats, and thus boat-grave length is a reasonable proxy for
boat length. Khafre’s rock-cut boats are an exception, as they were never designed to hold a wooden
vessel. Khufu’s rectangular boat-pits are another exception, as they were essentially narrow magazines for
boat pieces. If we disregard rock-cut boats and use the actual length of Khufu’s Ship, the correlation is
much stronger (r = 0.848).
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Figure 65: Graph demonstrating the correlation between boat-grave length and
tomb size. Boat-grave length is shown on the y-axis. Tomb size is shown
logarithmically (base 10) along the x-axis (chart by D. Inglis).

The drop-off is dramatic. Unas’s pyramid has a footprint of only 3,335 m2, Tomb
AS 54 has a footprint of 1,251 m2, while Helwan tomb 1502 H.2 has a footprint of only
38.75 m2. The scales are vastly different. There are clear breaks in the clusters of points.
These clusters illustrate divisions in the wealth, power, and resources of their owners
(Figure 66). I have organized them in four groups with different symbology.
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Figure 66: Graph showing clusters demarking social status. Boat-grave length is
shown on the y-axis. Tomb size is shown logarithmically (base 10) along the x-axis
(chart by D. Inglis).

Group 1 represents the tombs of lower non-royal officials from Helwan, Abu
Gorab, and Abu Rawash. These officials built small tombs with footprints ranging from
approximately 20-170 m2. They could afford to bury boats 7.75-13.5 m long. Group 2 is
comprised of the tombs of Egypt’s elite officials, including Ptahshepses, Kagemni, the
owner of AS 54, and the Great Tombs at Saqqara. The Tomb of Ptahshepses is an outlier
– at roughly 2,375 m2, it is much larger than the other tombs in the group, which range
from 647 to 1,252 m2. The elite tombs dwarf those of lower officials. Egypt’s elites
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could also afford larger boats, ranging from 11-19 m (averaging 17.64 m long). Group 3
includes the tombs of queens. Khufu’s wives had tombs that were around 2300 m2, and
had boat-pits 12, and 22.7 m long. The Tomb of Khentkaus I is larger at 2,083 m2 and
was equipped with a 29 m boat-pit. The larger size is not surprising, as it seems she
acted as the ruler of Egypt for a time. Group 4 is comprised of tombs of Egypt’s kings,
whose boat-pits ranged from 19-54 m in length (averaging around 33 m long). This
simple analysis shows that the size of boat-burials was interlinked with status.
Significantly, there are clear clusters in the data. They represent lower officials, Egypt’s
upper echelon of elite officials, and the difference in power between Egypt’s kings.

The Status Race
Bárta characterizes the king and elite as entangled in a status race, in which the
king continuously seeks new means to differentiate himself and his position from
increasingly powerful officials.407 The king served as deputy of the gods, establishing
order through religious and secular duties. His legitimacy and superior status were
supported by Egypt’s powerful elite, in a relationship Bárta describes as “mutually
advantageous.” 408 However, within this framework, nobles were continuously seeking to
improve their power, wealth, status and influence. To counter their expanding power, the
king sought the means by which to maintain his position, seeking exclusive symbols of
his own divine status, unquestioned power, and exclusive rights. The status race resulted
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in a positive feed-back loop, resulting in constant innovation, imitation, and
intensification of resource consumption, until the system ultimately collapsed.
Boat-burials became entangled with the status race. Boats were physical
manifestations of wealth, mobility, power, and access to resources. Ward proclaims that
the burial of the Abydos boats was “as significant a socio-economic statement about the
nature of power as the construction of massive mudbrick and wood tombs or even
pyramids."409 This sentiment can also be applied to the boats buried alongside the tombs
of nobles. Timber resources were rare, and wood was constantly reused and recycled. In
a society in which long distance travel was uncommon, boats were symbols of the
privileged mobility of their owners.
The role of boat-burials as symbols within the status race is demonstrated by the
appropriation into the royal realm. Boat-burials emerged as a funerary tradition amongst
the elite of Memphis. In the Fourth Dynasty, the practice was not only coopted by kings,
but it was made an exclusive expression of royal power. As a class of ultra-elite nobles
emerged in the middle of the Fifth Dynasty, and royal power continued to wane, boatburials were reclaimed as status symbols by non-royal officials.
Bárta demonstrates that changes in monumental architecture illustrates the
dynamics of the ever-evolving status race. The progression of architecture, roughly
corresponding to dynastic changes, represents innovations and appropriations that
occurred in the context of Egypt’s status race.
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First Dynasty:
First Dynasty royal tombs were located at Umm el-Qaʻab in Abydos. They bore
no resemblance to the mastabas of officials. They had expansive, sophisticated systems
of storerooms, and were part of a two-part complex that included funerary enclosures.
Both tombs and enclosures were surrounded by the subsidiary graves of sacrificed
servants. The king did not ‘live’ in the tomb but exited through the southwest corner to
join the divine world. 410

Second Dynasty:
Kings began building their tombs at Saqqara. The complex subterranean maze of
halls and storage rooms imitated the royal residence, and included residential rooms,
bedrooms, and even bathrooms. This indicates that Egyptians believed an aspect of the
king lived on in the funerary residence. 411

Third Dynasty
Royal tombs moved to Saqqara and became stepped pyramids. Djoser’s funerary
complex unified the functions of the funerary enclosures at Abydos with the royal tomb.
Djoser’s cult complex was the first to be constructed entirely from stone, representing
both permanence, and the king’s exclusive control of quarries. Officials continued
building mudbrick mastabas. Some, but not all, mastaba chapels were cased in
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limestone. Alabaster, black basalt, and red granite remained permanently in the royal
domain. Royal tombs had extensive subterranean magazines, while the number of
storage rooms in non-royal tombs diminished dramatically, often consisting only of a
burial chamber.412

Fourth Dynasty
Royal tombs grow to enormous proportions and assume the form of a true
pyramid. Simultaneously, internal rooms are reduced to a burial chamber and a few
storage rooms. Wall decorations in the rulers’ complexes appear. Non-royal tombs
become more standardized. Some have limited decorations. Officials did not have the
wealth or rights to construct entirely limestone mastabas until the Fourth Dynasty. Only
the king’s complex could depict gods or the triumph over enemies. 413

Fifth Dynasty
The use of decoration in non-royal tombs expands from elites to nearly all
classes. Quality depended on wealth and status. The storage capacity of royal complexes
increases, indicating growing ranks of priests and the increased importance of cultic
activities. During the reign of Nyuserre, non-royal tombs begin to incorporate
architectural features from pyramid complexes.414
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End of Fifth-Sixth Dynasty
The Pyramid Texts are introduced to royal tombs, providing a new way for kings
to differentiate themselves from elites. While Sixth Dynasty queens and royal consorts
ultimately gained access to the Pyramid Texts, the spells were not coopted by nobles
until the Twelfth Dynasty in the form of the Coffin Texts. Instead, Egypt’s highest elites
built complex mastabas and began decorating the burial chambers. 415

Transformation in Boat-Burial Forms
Like tombs, structure and form of boat-burial practices underwent a series of
innovations and transformations over the course of the third millennium. At the outset of
this chapter, I proposed a set of nine different designations for boat-burials. This reflects
the diversity of their construction. Significantly, the changes in boat-burial architecture
mirror the pattern and pace of changes in overall tomb architecture.

First Dynasty:
The least complex boat-burials of the First Dynasty were the simple boat-graves
at Helwan, Abu Rawash, and Abu Gorab. They primarily consisted of a boat, set in a
shallow trench, and covered with an earthen tumulus that was sealed with a thin layer of
mudbrick. Rather than excavate a deep pit that could fully encapsulate the vessel, it
seems that it was more expedient or efficient to excavate a shallow trench and then build
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a raised mound of dirt to cover the exposed sheer of the vessel. The resulting mounds
were oval or naviform in shape. They were approximately 8-13.5 m long.
The boat-burials associated with the First Dynasty Great Tombs at Saqqara had
more sophisticated architecture. They were constructed boat-graves, with thick, raised
mudbrick walls. In some cases, but not all, the boat was initially seated in a shallow
trench to stabilize it. Builders used mudbrick ‘finials’ to elongate the shape of the vessels
and emphasize their naviform shape. They were approximately 14-22 m long,
demonstrating access to much large vessels than those of the lower elite.
The fourteen boat-graves discovered at Abydos are the largest assemblage of
boats ever buried. Significantly, the boat-graves represent a one-time event, the only
boat-burials associated with an Early Dynastic king, and the only boats buried in Upper
Egypt during the third millennium. Unlike all other boat-graves, that are associated with
tombs, the Abydos fleet was positioned SW of a funerary enclosure. As with the Saqqara
boats, they were constructed boat-graves. The long, slender hulls were positioned within
shallow trenches, and surrounded by thick mudbrick walls. They were roofed with a thin
layer of bricks and covered with plaster. Builders elongated their form with large
mudbrick projections. In essence, the broad, spade-shaped projections were the inverse
of the narrow, long finials of the Saqqara boats-graves, and may have been a deliberate
attempt at differentiation. The Abydos boat-graves were 19-28.42 m long.
These three different construction styles represent variations on a single form: a
boat placed in a shallow trench and enclosed with a mudbrick structure. The variations in
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the size, construction and style of the mudbrick boat-graves demonstrate the various
statuses of their owners.
Just as form changes over time, the orientations of boat-burials also change,
along with their location in reference to the tombs. During the Early Dynastic period,
non-royal boat-burials were generally positioned north of their associated tomb, and
oriented along an east-west axis. Out of thirty boat-burials, there were only three
exceptions (10%), all from Helwan. Boat-burial 1502 H.2 was positioned south of its
tomb, but still along an east-west axis. Boat-burial 649 H.5 was positioned east of its
tomb and is the only recorded Early Dynastic boat-burial oriented along a north-south
axis. These deviations from the norm likely represent adjustments made to accommodate
extant tombs in the densely packed cemetery.
While the vast majority (93-97%) of Early Dynastic boat-burials are oriented
along an east-west axis, their headings are less clear. Many of the boat-burials from
Helwan, Abu Rawash, and Abu Gorab were either poorly preserved, poorly documented,
or both. In some cases, excavators speculated as to a heading, but do not provide the
evidence for their determination. The boat-burials associated with the great tombs at
Saqqara all appear to be oriented to the west.

Second Dynasty:
There are no boat-burials with confirmed Second Dynasty dates. Some of the
boat-burials from Helwan may have been associated with Second Dynasty tombs, but
they were not well reported, so one cannot know. It is certainly possible that the tradition
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of boat-burial practices had ceased by the Second Dynasty. If so, it is intriguing that the
cessation of boat-burials would then correspond to the period when royal tombs shifted
to Saqqara. The development of this idea, however, would require more precise dates
from Helwan and Abydos.

Third Dynasty
The Abusir Boat is the only boat-burial dated to the Third Dynasty. This may
indicate the practice was rare but continuing during the period. Alternately, the Abusir
Boat could represent the revival of an extinct non-royal practice, similar to the
reintroduction of boat-burials to non-royal tombs by Ptahshepses during the Fifth
Dynasty. Unfortunately, we know little about the structure of the boat-grave. The bottom
of the hull may have rested in a shallow trench. The sides were supported by stacked
tafla. There is no evidence to suggest it was encased in a mudbrick enclosure like the
boats of Saqqara or Helwan. It may have been left open for a time, and was ultimately
buried with fill. The boat was 18 or more meters long, placing it in the company of the
elite boat-burials at Saqqara. Unlike nearly all Early Dynastic boat-burials, the Third
Dynasty Abusir Boat was buried south of a tomb, and oriented west. Therefore, boatgrave structure, orientation, and relative position to the tomb is different than those of
Early Dynastic boat-burials. Significantly, the Abusir Boat is the last boat-burial
associated with the tomb of a non-royal official until the mid-Fifth Dynasty, a time span
of nearly two centuries.
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Fourth Dynasty
Non-royal boat-burials disappear in the Fourth Dynasty. This coincides with the
increased standardization of tombs. Intriguingly, the disappearance of boat-burials also
coincides with the appearance of boats in non-royal tomb iconography. It may be that
nautical iconography replaced the role of boat-burials.
The increasingly powerful kings of the Fourth Dynasty appropriated the practice
of boat-burials, transforming them into symbols exclusive to the royal domain. The form
of boat-burials changed dramatically. Kings began constructing enormous naviform
boat-pits. They represent a dramatic preconception of boat-burials – shifting from
mudbrick mastaba-like boat-graves to subterranean boat-shaped pits hewn deep into the
bedrock. In general, during the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties, kings who equipped their
tombs with boat-burials all had at least one boat-pit in excess of 29 m long. The
naviform boat-pits of Khufu and Djedefre were designed to hold actual boats. Khufu
also constructed two rectangular boat-magazines south of his tomb to hold disarticulated
ship timbers. They are a unique occurrence.
In the middle of the Fourth Dynasty, we see a second innovation in boat-pit
design. Rather than build pits to hold boats, Khafre built pits that were boats – vessels
not of wood, but hulls hewn directly into the rock, creating subterranean negative-space
ships. Rather than simply echoing Khufu’s naviform boat-pits, Khafre completely
reimagined the nature and structure of boat-burials. Although both Khafre and Khufu
had five boat-pits, their positions, alignments, headings, and designs were dramatically
different. As with transformations in tomb structure, we should expect that this
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innovative new rock-cut form and the changes in orientation reflect transformations in
the meaning, use, and religious rituals surrounding boat-burials. Khafre both matched
and exceeded Khufu with his rock-cut boats. This form was also adopted by
Khentkaus I, who may have ruled Egypt for a time.

Fifth Dynasty
After a flurry of boat-burials in the Fourth Dynasty, the practice seems to have
become infrequent during the Fifth Dynasty. Kings diverted resources from the pyramid
complexes to their sun temples. The mudbrick solar barque south of Nyuserre’s sun
temple represents another dramatic innovation and is evidence of the diversification of
the role of boats in cult. It is, however, not a boat-burial. It was part of the Nyuserre’s
solar cult, and not his funerary cult.
Neferirkare constructed a naviform boat-pit south of his pyramid. It was one of
two. The other is known from texts and may lie on the north side of the pyramid.
Alternately, it could also lie undiscovered adjacent to his southern boat-pit, either sideto-side or end-to-end. Neferirkare returned to the practice of interring entire boats, as the
decomposed remains of a hull were found in the pit. The sides of the pit were lined with
thick mudbrick walls. At either end of the pit, the layers of mudbrick were angled, to
imitate slanted hull planking. This may have been an innovation inspired by the rock-cut
boats – builders sought to imitate the form of the hull in the architecture of the pit.
The wealth and influence of non-royal officials kept expanding throughout the
Fifth Dynasty, as positions became inherited, and privileges amassed. The architecture
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of non-royal tombs expresses their growing power. During the reign of Nyuserre, nonroyal tombs begin to incorporate architectural features from pyramid complexes,
including the boat-burials. Ptahshepses incorporated a boat-shaped room in his mastaba.
The vessels were likely serviced by priests, and may have been open to the sky,
indicating their association with the sun-cult. This marks the end of a nearly two-century
span of time when boat-burials were exclusive symbols of royal power.
Unas was the last king of the Fifth Dynasty, and the last king to construct boatburials in the third millennium. His naviform boat-pits were lined with limestone blocks
in sloped rows to emulate the curvature of hull planking. In essence, the construction is
identical to that of Neferirkare’s boat-pit, except that it is in stone. This represents
perhaps better access to limestone, and is emulation rather than innovation. The position
of both boat-pits side-by-side is an innovation, and directly expresses the underlying
religious conceptualization of twin solar barques.
Significantly, the Fifth Dynasty is the first time that we see the boat-burials
appear as an explicit pair, with no additional boat-burials. Throughout the Fifth and
Sixth Dynasty, all boat-burials consist of a single pair. Moreover, all Fifth and Sixth
Dynasty boat-burials are oriented along an east-west axis. This is not true for the Fourth
Dynasty. Djedefre and Khentkaus I only had one boat. Perhaps a second boat remains
undiscovered in each case, but it is highly uncertain. Khufu and Khafre had five boats
each. Both sets of five included two pairs. However, these pairs were oriented in a
variety of directions, and represent three different conceptualizations of boat-pits
(naviform boat-pit, boat-magazine, and rock-cut boat). This suggests they all had
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different meanings. The various orientations can be, and have been, used to argue a
panoply of interpretations (as noted at length above).
Moreover, the boats of Unas, Ptahshepses, Kagemni, and the unattributed Sixth
Dynasty mastaba at Saqqara were all positioned side-by-side. The boat-burials within the
tomb of Ptahshepses were potentially open to the sky, while the boat-graves of Kagemni
were position on the top of his mastaba. Considering the prominence of the Sun Cult
during the Fifth Dynasty, the burial of only a single pair of boats, their positioning sideby-side, and their exclusive east-west orientation, it may be that these paired boat-burials
finally represent actual solar-barques. At least it is extremely likely that they were tied to
the Sun Cult. It is unclear whether boat-burials, in the context of the Sun Cult, were
meant to actually transport the deceased into the divine realm, represent some form of
passport, or, as I suspect, were the focus of ongoing cultic rituals and sympathetic magic.

Sixth Dynasty
Officials continued to incorporate boat-burials into their tomb complexes during
the Sixth Dynasty. Boat-burials were once again exclusive to the non-royal domain –
becoming appropriated symbols in the status race. Kagemni constructed two naviform
boat-graves atop his mastaba. Construction details are not provided, except that they
were independent boat-shaped rooms covered with limestone slabs. Their position atop
the mastaba may indicate their connection to sun cult rituals. Two wooden boats were
buried north of a tomb at Saqqara, a return to the location of the earliest boat-graves.
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There are non-royal boat-burials from the Sixth Dynasty. As well as being the
last king to have boat-burials, Unas was the first king to incorporate the spells of the
Pyramid Texts into his pyramid. I do not think this correspondence is a coincidence. It
may be that the spells of the Pyramid Texts rendered physical boat-burials obsolete.
Miosi and Ćerný observed that nowhere in the Pyramid Texts do they suggest the king
has to provide his own vessel. The spells summoned existing vessels to him and enabled
his ascension into the heavenly realm. If boat-burials were intended as a means of
afterlife transport, then the boats summoned by the spells of the Pyramid Texts may have
replaced this function. If boat-burials were the focus of rituals and sympathetic magic,
then perhaps the immortal inscription of the spells within the interior of pyramids may
have likewise eliminated the need for boat-burials as a focus of ritual activity.
The disappearance of boat-burials from the non-royal realm corresponded to the
appearance of boat-iconography in non-royal tombs. The disappearance of boat-burials
from the royal realm corresponded to the appearance of the Pyramid Texts. These events
may be simple coincidence. Demonstrating whether there is causation between these
correspondences is beyond the scope of this dissertation. It is, however, the next avenue
of research.
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Punctuated Equilibrium
Significantly, Bárta observes that changes in tomb architecture do not evolve
slowly over time; instead, numerous dramatic transformations occur in “discrete pockets
of time.” 416 Moreover, the transformations of tomb architecture, burial equipment, and
funerary practice coincide with similar sudden social, bureaucratic, political, and
economic changes. This view of Egyptian history is far different from an “uneventful
parade of reigns,” with kings and monuments arranged in a continuous “evolutionary
scheme.”417 The common portrayal of a monolithic, homogenous Egyptian history
marked by continuity may derive from Egypt’s own emphasis on stability, order, and the
cyclical nature of time, as well as the portrayal of kings as manifestations of timeless
gods.418
To address the sudden changes in Egyptian technology, society, and politics,
Bárta applies the framework of ‘punctuated equilibrium’ established by Eldredge and
Gould in 1972. They observed that species in the fossil record remain stable for long
periods of time (stasis or equilibrium) before undergoing dramatic evolutionary change
and speciation over a short interval.419 Bárta portrays Egyptian history as an example of
this theory, in which there are long periods of stasis and stability, followed by moments
of extreme change and transition.
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Punctuated equilibrium, as a theory, is primarily descriptive. To explain what
caused sudden social change, Bárta draws on Renfrew’s conception of the multiplier
effect, in which small, independent, simultaneous changes magnify the impact of each
other, resulting in significant social change within a society. These changes can occur in
all spectrums of society – art, architecture, religious practice, law, administration, social
hierarchy, or technology.420 The cumulative energy and effects of interconnected
changes results in sudden “leap moments” or punctuations. 421 Crucially, the majority of
these changes are confined to a short period, approximated by the reign of a ruler. They
were followed by periods of stasis.
As these changes tended to occur in clusters over a short period of time, the
reigns of prominent rulers can serve as benchmarks for when social changes occurred.422
This does not imply that a given ruler necessarily caused these transformations to occur
(although certainly they were responsible for some); rather, they were the individual
rulers during a period of transformation. Bárta assigns punctuated equilibria periods to
the reigns of Narmer, Den, Djoser, Sneferu, Shepseskaf/Userkaf, and Nyuserre. These
punctuated equilibria periods primarily correspond to dynastic changes. This suggests
that Egyptian historians, to an extent, based their changes in dynasty on social changes,
and not simply changes in lineage. The last king of the Second Dynasty, Khasekhemwy,
was father to the first king of the Third Dynasty, Djoser. 423 Similarly, the last king of the
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Third Dynasty, Huni, was probably the father of the first king of the Fourth Dynasty,
Sneferu. There was no change in dynastic family. However, the reigns of Djoser and
Sneferu both mark ‘turning points’ in Egyptian history, and thus they became markers
for new dynasties.424
Significantly, Bárta observes that throughout the third millennium, periods of
stasis become shorter, and punctuated social changes become more frequent. By the end
of the Old Kingdom, periods of stasis were almost non-existent, foreshadowing the
turbulence associated with the collapse of the Old Kingdom and the beginning the First
Intermediate period. 425 Bárta characterizes this collapse as a loss of complexity.
Civilization remained. The loss of central control resulted in the proliferation of local
forms, some of which would develop into the hallmarks of Middle Kingdom society.
However, the exhausted kingdom would require more than a century to reboot.426
As transformations occurring in tombs and cemeteries coincide with broader
changes occurring across the social spectrum, they can be used to illustrate the
principle.427 Bárta provides the transition between Third and Fourth Dynasty non-royal
tombs as an example. Third Dynasty tombs exhibited variation in their size and
architecture. They were mudbrick, with limited decorations and few inscriptions.
Suddenly, with the advent of the Fourth Dynasty, non-royal tombs exhibit
standardization in their sizes, decorative schemes, and subterranean components –
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simply a shaft and single burial chamber. Rather than mudbrick, they were constructed
in limestone, and inscribed prayer formulas became an important part of chapel
decorations. There are similar changes in burial equipment.428
The evolution of boat-burials follows the punctuated equilibrium model.
Transformations occur suddenly, including changes in boat-burial form, construction,
orientation, and ownership. Bárta has identified a series of punctuated equilibria periods
(PEP) that mark moments of dramatic change in Egyptian society and material culture.
Table 8 shows the correlation between these periods and transformations in boat-burials.

Table 8: Punctuated Equilibria Periods
PEP Reign
Examples of Key Transformations
1
Narmer
Unification of Egypt; central administrative center established
at Memphis; formal taxation; sacred kingship; exclusive royal
st
1 Dynasty
iconography and burial practices.429
ca. 2900 BCE
Boat-burials appear for the first time, including both simple
and constructed boat-burials. They lie primarily (although not
exclusively) north of tombs, oriented east-west. No royal boatburials.
2

New royal title – the “King of Upper and Lower Egypt”
implies the finalization of unification; the restructure and
1st Dynasty
centralization of administration and redistribution networks;
ca. 2800 BCE increase in state administrators and bureaucrats; transformation
in royal tomb architecture; conflict with Nubia; closure of
trading centers in the southern Levant.430
Den

Intensification of boat-burial practice, and expansion to sites
like Abu Rawash and Abu Gorab. The Abydos fleet, a one-time
event, is constructed during or after the reign of Den.
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Table 7 Continued: Punctuated Equilibria Periods
PEP Reign
Examples of Key Transformations
3
Djoser
First entirely stone mortuary complex and step-pyramid; first
recorded grammatical sentences; decorated tombs more
rd
3 Dynasty
frequent; substantial state expeditions to procure timber and
ca. 2590 BCE copper.431
The Abusir Boat is the only Third Dynasty boat-burial.
4

Sneferu

King ceases to travel with his court to collect taxes and decide
juridical cases; permanent royal residence in Memphis;
4th Dynasty
increasing state bureaucracy; marked rise in record keeping;
ca. 2540 BCE state-funded building projects; appearance of tomb
biographies; standardization of non-royal tombs; mass
produced pottery replaces stoneware burial goods;
miniaturization of grave goods; appearance of offering
formulas in cult chapels, increasing importance of solar cult;
E-W orientation of pyramids.432
Non-royal boat-burials disappear. Boat-burials become
exclusive to the royal domain. Kings replace boat-graves with
naviform boat-pits. Khafre introduces rock-cut boats. Boatgraves lie primarily east of pyramids, and oriented in all
directions.

5

Shepseskaf
& Userkaf

Political order reestablished by Userkaf; Egypt reaches level of
a ‘state’; increasing complexity of state administration;
increasing prominence of non-royal officials in highest posts;
th th
4 -5
use of marriage alliances to maintain royal power; experiments
Dynasty
in royal tomb architecture; diminution of pyramids; elaboration
ca. 2440 BCE of pyramid temples; increasing importance and power of the
solar cult; construction of sun temples.433
Neferikare returns to building boat-pits. From the Fifth
dynasty on, boat-burials only appear as a single pair, always
orient east-west.
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Table 7 Continued: Punctuated Equilibria Periods
PEP Reign
Examples of Key Transformations
6
Nyuserre
Administrative changes; office of Overseer of Upper Egypt;
increasing use of marriage alliances to maintain control;
th
5 Dynasty
increased power and independence of officials and wealthy
ca 2400 BCE families; offices become hereditary; apogee of state
development; appearance of new non-royal tomb types:
complex multi-room mastabas and family tombs; tombs
become symbols of legitimization and authority to hold
administrative offices; tombs begin to incorporate elements
from royal pyramid complexes; introduction of the cult of
Osiris.434
Boat-burials reappear in the tombs of nobles. Ptahshepses’s
boat-room is an innovative new form. A mudbrick solar barque
was constructed south of Nyuserre’s pyramid.

*

*

Unas

Extreme diminution of pyramid; appearance of Pyramid Texts.

5th Dynasty
ca 2321 BCE

Boat-burials paired side-by-side; last royal boat-burial.

Teti

Assassination of king; contrast between the portrayal of king
as divine and murder attempt; increasing importance of
marriage alliances.

6th Dynasty
ca 2305 BCE

Boat-burials become exclusive to the non-royal domain.
*

434

Pepy II

Succession crisis.

6th Dynasty
ca BCE

No more Boat-burials.

7–8th
Dynasties

Political turmoil; destabilization; emergence of competing
chiefdoms.

Bárta 2017, 285–6.
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Conclusions
This chapter has provided a comprehensive overview of third millennium boatburials. Rather than fit the evidence to a framework derived from texts or iconography, I
have attempted to draw conclusions from the archaeology alone. The result is a more
inclusive history of boat-burials that engages with sources that are frequently
disregarded, such as the boat-burials of Helwan or Abu Gorab. Significantly, this study
shows that boat-burial traditions change over time, that those changes reflect the status
race between Egypt’s elites and kings, and that they coincide with other transformations
in Egyptian society and material culture.
We can reach the following conclusions about boat-burials in ancient Egypt:
1) Boat-burials arose as a local Memphite funerary tradition; it was confined to
the cemeteries of the wider necropolis.
2) Boat-burials were a non-royal funerary tradition. Both lower officials and
Egypt’s elites engaged in the practice of burying boats alongside their tombs.
3) The fleet of fourteen royal boat-burials at Abydos is an outlier. It represents a
separate cultural phenomenon that was never repeated during the Early
Dynastic period.
4) The tradition of non-royal boat-burials was terminated at the outset of the
Fourth Dynasty. This coincides with a period of rapidly increasing royal
power, resulting in the widespread standardization of non-royal tombs.
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5) The disappearance of non-royal boat-burials also coincides with the
appearance of boat representations in non-royal tombs. Iconographic
depictions of boats might have taken the place of boat-burials.
6) The kings of the Fourth Dynasty usurped the practice of boat-burials, making
them exclusive to the royal realm.
7) Changes in the numbers, form, and orientations of boat-burials likely
correspond to changes in religious belief during the Fourth Dynasty, and the
growing influence of the sun cult.
8) During the late Fifth and Sixth Dynasties, high officials used their growing
power and status to incorporate elements into their tombs that were formerly
exclusive to the royal domain. This includes boat-burials.
9) The last royal boat-burials coincide with the initial appearance of the Pyramid
Texts. It is possible spells that provided netherworld transport could have
replaced the functions of boat-burials.
10) The construction, form, orientation, ownership, and number of boat-burials
change over time. This suggest that the meaning of boat-burials also changed
over time during the course of the third millennium.
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CHAPTER V
EGYPTIAN BOATBUILDING IN THE FIRST TO THIRD DYNASTIES

While the last chapter focused on the structure and social context of boat-burials,
this chapter will address the boats themselves. Unfortunately, few intact hulls have been
excavated and described – only four from the First Dynasty, and Khufu’s Ships from the
Fourth. Thus, the discovery and documentation of the Abusir Boat represents a
significant contribution to our knowledge of ancient Egyptian watercraft. This chapter
will review the available data dynasty by dynasty, define a tradition of ‘Early Nilotic
Laced Construction,’ and explore the evolution of boat-building techniques during the
third millennium.

The First Dynasty Boats
While Egyptologists have discovered forty-four boat-burials from the Early
Dynastic period, only the remains of four hulls have been described: a portion of BoatGrave 10 from Abydos, the boat M06 from Abu Rawash, the boat associated with
Saqqara Tomb S 3506, and the boat found alongside Mastaba XXVI at Abu Gorab.

Saqqara Boats
There is no information recorded about the boats associated with Saqqara Tombs
S 3036, S 3357, and S 3506. Fortunately, Emery recorded a few details of the wooden
vessel in boat-grave S 3506, which dates to the reign of Den. The extant remains were
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14.5 m long, 2.15 m wide, only occupying the western two-thirds of the 22.5 m long
boat-grave. The vessel had been covered with white plaster. Emery claimed that the
remains of a cabin structure had been dismantled and laid flat on the deck of the
vessel.435
Emery illustrated the profile of the vessel interred in the S 3506 boat-grave. It is
not an accurate archaeological recording, but a hypothetical “Reconstruction of a Boat
Burial,” as its title suggests (Figure 67). This has been overlooked by scholars. For
instance, Mark bases several arguments about hull construction on timbers that may not
have existed – specifically a pair of longitudinal girders shown supporting the deck.
Mark assumed that since Emery was trained as a marine engineer, “he would
presumably recognize and correctly describe the main structural elements of this
boat.”436 Conversely, this only indicates that Emery had established preconceptions
about the shape and construction of boats, and he incorporated them into his
reconstruction.
In recording tombs, Emery drew idealized structures, the details of which can be
misleading.437 Emery’s illustration shows a vessel within a spacious structure (Figure
67). It has a rounded hull, attachment point for a stern finial, a collapsed deckhouse, as
well as a deck and a pair of longitudinal deck supports, like carlings (visible in section
B-B). Absolutely none of these features are visible in the published photographs, which
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show a heavily degraded vessel partly preserved beneath an overlying Third Dynasty
mastaba (Figure 68). Through personal communication with H. S. Smith and E. P.
Uphill, Mark confirmed that the boat was discovered in a highly degraded state, with
“most surviving pieces being small fragments an inch or two in length, and in some
places the original wood was little more than an outline or impression.”438 By all
appearances, rounded bottom and structural details of the ‘reconstructed’ vessel suggest
Emery may have based it on Egyptian boat models from later periods.

Figure 67: Emery’s reconstruction of the Tomb S 3506 boat-burial (from Emery
1958, pl. 44).
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Figure 68: Photograph showing the boat in Tomb 3506 underneath a Third
Dynasty mastaba (from Emery 1958, pl. 68b).

The fragmentary nature of the find is confirmed by a set of unpublished notes
and high-quality versions of the published photographs in the Egyptian Exploration
Society that I examined in 2019.439 They show a highly damaged vessel, and document
its complete removal. Unfortunately, we do not have images from the initial stage of
discovery. There are no published photos of the tumulus, or photos showing evidence of
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a deck, deckhouse fragments, or even the sides of the vessel. Emery’s published
photographs reveal the excavation process. The first photograph in the sequence shows a
mastaba overlying a substantial portion of the boat (Figure 68). This was described by
Emery in text, who noted that the “bows of the boat grave were uncovered… …beneath
some small third dynasty tombs.”

Figure 69: Photograph of pottery within the boat associated with Tomb S 3506
(from Emery 1958, pl. 66a).
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A deposit of pottery is visible beneath the brick wall, and it appears that in this
section, the boat was preserved to a height of roughly 30 cm, based on the photo scale.
In the next photo (Figure 69), the mastaba is gone, and the pottery deposits are visible. In
subsequent photos (Figure 70, Figure 71) the pottery has been removed, and the bottom
planks are visible. The vessel appears to be flat bottomed. While this could be from
compression and deformation, it is in keeping with the structure of boats from the Early
Dynastic period (Abydos, Abu Rawash, and Abu Gorab).

Figure 70: Photograph showing the exposed bottom planks of the boat associated
with Tomb S 3506 (from Emery 1958, pl. 66b).
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Figure 71: The exposed bottom planks of the boat associated with Tomb S 3506
(from Emery 1958, pl. 68c).
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The boat remains only occupied the western two-thirds of the boat-grave (Figure
67). Emery’s illustration shows the boat positioned far forward toward the western end
of the boat-grave. This implies an oversized boat-grave constructed for a smaller vessel
and contradicts the normalized Early Dynastic tradition of building naviform mudbrick
walls that conformed to the sides of the vessel. The option I believe more likely is that
the eastern end of the vessel had entirely decayed, as was the case with the Abusir Boat.
If the vessel had occupied the entire length of the boat-grave, it would have been 1818.5 m long and around 2-2.25 m in breadth, based on the internal dimensions of the
structure (resulting in an 8-9:1 length-to breadth-ratio). This means that the S 3506 boat
would have been a long slender, flat-bottomed vessel with dimensions similar to the
Abusir Boat.
We can perform similar calculations for the internal dimensions of the S 3357
and S 3503 boat-graves (Table 9). Unfortunately, there is no plan for S 3036 boat-grave.
The mean length-to-breadth ratio of the Saqqara vessels is around 7:1, although there is
some variance. For reference, Mark calculates the length-to-breadth ratio of Khufu’s
Royal Ship as 7.7:1 with finials, and closer to 6.1:1 without. Further examination of the
plans shows that boat-graves from Saqqara (and Helwan) are not symmetrical; the point
of widest breath is shifted aft of the midship line, lying on average about 56% of the way
along the vessel from the bow. Khufu’s Ship shares this form, with its point of maximum
breadth 55% of the way from the bow. This pattern of asymmetry is crucial, as it can be
used to determine which ends of the vessel are the bow and the stern when there is no
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other physical evidence. This means, that we can determine the orientation of boatgraves, such as those at Helwan, where there is almost no evidence of the original vessel.

Table 9: Dimensions in meters of the Saqqara boats and boat-graves
Tomb
Boat-grave Dimensions
Vessel Dimensions (Interior)
ID
Length Width
L:W
Length
Width
L:W
S3357
19.3
3.2
6.03
16.90
2.40
7.04
S3503
17.75
4.35
4.08
15.40
2.80
5.50
S3036
14.3
2.15
6.65
S3506
22.15
3.4
6.51
18.50
2.20
8.41

Maximum
Width
59%
55%
53%

Abu Gorab Boat
The First Dynasty boat associated with Mastaba XXVI from Abu Gorab (Abusir
North) is the smallest recorded Egyptian boat-burial. As such, it provides a unique
glimpse into the construction of small watercraft. The vessel was only 5.8 m in length
and had a 70 cm maximum breadth (Figure 72). It was a shallow-drafted, flat-bottomed
vessel with hard chines.440 The vessel was built of sycamore wood, and the sides were
constructed from multiple thin planks. The wood survived in poor condition, and the
remains had been reduced to stained sand, small wood fragments, and some fiber
remains.441 Plank thickness could not be accurately measured, but it was estimated at
approximately 4 cm based on the stained sand.442
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Figure 72: Plan of the boat-burial associated with Mastaba XXVI at Abu Gorab
(excerpt from Lindemann 2008, fig. 2).

The excavators found the remains of a wood platform raised 10 cm above the
bottom plank. They suggest this platform helped spread the sidewalls and allowed bilge
water to pass underneath; an individual or cargo sitting on the platform would have
remained dry.443 The plan and profile also appear to show the remains of at least one
thwart positioned around 85 cm from the western end of the vessel. It appears to be
seated in a notch along the vessel’s straight sheer. Lindeman’s reconstruction has thwarts
at both ends of the vessel (Figure 73). He depicts them positioned below the sheer.
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Figure 73: Lindeman’s reconstruction of the boat associated with Mastaba XXVI
(from Lindemann 2008, fig. 5).

Figure 74: Profile of the boat associated with Mastaba XXVI (excerpt from
Lindemann 2008, fig. 3).
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The sides of the vessel were constructed from short, narrow planks. It is difficult
to tell from the illustration, but it appears they may have been joggled (Figure 74).
Ephemeral remains of cords were found along the vessel’s planking seams, indicating it
was some form of stitched, laced, or lashed vessel. The nature of the ligatures was
unclear, and it could not be determined whether the cords passed through the planks or
remained entirely inside the hull, (as they would in the case of Egyptian boats in
general).444 The illustrations show sets of 3 cords running across plank seams and butt
joints in several locations (Figure 74). It is unclear if this is a depiction of the lacing
method, or simply a schematic depiction of lacing locations. As shown, it would seem to
represent form of point-to-point lashing.
Egyptian woodworkers sometimes used cords or leather straps running through
holes to bind the joints of Early Dynastic boxes.445 It is possible that a point-to-point
system of lashing was in simultaneous use with the longitudinal lacing used on the Abu
Rawash and Abydos boats. Longitudinal lacing requires a significant labor investment.
Point to point lashing would have reduced this expenditure of effort considerably,
although the vessels would not have been as rigid or watertight. It is intriguing to
wonder if this was a system used for small, cheaper vernacular craft.
Excavators found fibers running lengthwise along plank edges in two places,
potentially the remains of caulking.446 A greasy clay was found smeared over some of
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the spaces between planks. Lindeman suggests that this was a method of quickly
caulking gaps while underway and argued that it is evidence that the boat was used at
some point.447
It is not clear if the bottom of the vessel was constructed from a single piece of
wood or multiple planks. While the profile shows plank-built sides, the plan of the vessel
does not show plank seams along the bottom, and just a break in the raised board (Figure
72).448 If the bottom was comprised of a single piece of wood, it would have been a
substantial timber, at nearly 6 m long. The bottom was rockered; this indicates that the
bottom plank was either shaped through reduction (a wasteful process) or bent to shape.
Lindeman’s reconstruction of the vessel depicts a small boat with a trapezoidal
cross-section that flares outward toward the sheer (Figure 73).449 This corresponds to the
cross-section of Old Kingdom workboats, as well as the Khufu I Ship. However, photo
of the vessel and the cross-section diagram show a vessel with nearly upright sides
(Figure 75 and Figure 76).450 While the weight of the surrounding sand could have
pushed the sides inward, the vessel was completely filled with bricks. This would have
preserved its original form.
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Figure 75: Photograph of the partially excavated Mastaba XXVI boat-grave,
showing the steep sides of the hull, internal brickwork, and mounded boat-grave
superstructure (from Radwan 2008, 563, fig. 5).

Figure 76: Profile of the boat-grave associated with Mastaba XXVI (excerpt from
Lindemann 2008, fig. 4).
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We can conclude that the First Dynasty boat had a nearly rectangular crosssection and was most similar in form to a small flat-bottomed canoe or dugout. It would
have had simple thwarts at either end, which braced the sides and provided seats for
paddlers (or a helmsman and punter). The middle of the vessel had a central raised
platform to keep either cargo or an occupant dry. The sycamore hull was likely
assembled with point-to-point lashing.
The Mastaba XXVI boat is one of the most important nautical finds from Early
Dynastic Egypt. It was a small, vernacular craft that had a different form from the boats
discovered at Saqqara and Abydos and may have been constructed differently as well.
Considering how much our knowledge of boat construction has advanced from the time
of its excavation, it would be valuable to reexamine the original excavation reports and
photographs to determine whether it had joggled planking, lacing mortises or point-topoint fasteners, and if the bottom was comprised of a single timber.

Abydos Boats
The fleet of fourteen First Dynasty boat-burials at Abydos is the largest
assemblage of watercraft discovered in ancient Egypt. Unfortunately, conservation
issues have prevented their excavation.451 When the boat-graves were initially
uncovered, the degraded upper edges of hull planking could be seen where bricks were
missing from the tops of the boat-graves. O’Connor notes that in many places the upper
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strakes had been reduced to “dark stains in the eroding mud plaster.”452 Some of the boat
burials had been cut by intrusive pits associated with later period burials, as is the case
with the Abusir Boat.
During the 1991 season, the Abydos team excavated an intrusive pit in BoatGrave 10 (BG 10). Archaeologists were able to record a cross-section of the hull,
revealing that the vessel was 1.47 m wide and 41 cm deep.453 The vessel had a flat
bottom and hard chine angled at approximately 140 degrees.454 Ward observes that the
"hull proportions and shape below the waterline point to clear connections between the
Abydos and Khufu vessels."455
The narrow section was subsequently expanded to 3 m in width during the 2000
excavation season, allowing Ward to document the hull structure (Figure 77, Figure 78).
The wood and fiber components were highly degraded, with better preservation along
the southern side. The planks of the vessel’s northern side were weathered and had been
largely reduced to frass by insects, losing an estimated 60-80% of their original
composition.456 Ward identified the planks as of tamarisk. They were straight-edged,
with no sign of joggling, and were approximately 6 cm thick. This form is characteristic
of the planking from both the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat and First Dynasty Abu Rawash
boats. Sequences of lashing or lacing mortises ran along plank edges in a pattern
identical to the planks from Abusir South and Abu Rawash. Ward reports three types of
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mortises: L-shaped mortises, diagonal mortises, and through-mortises. They were cut to
regular sizes, averaging one Egyptian Palm wide (averaging 7.5 cm) and one Egyptian
Digit thick (average 1.9 cm), although there was some variation.457 There were remains
of ligatures preserved in two locations. She describes them as a “woven strap” about 7.5
cm wide and remarked that it was “startling to realize that the strap shows the same
weave and approximately the same dimensions as similar remains from Lisht planks
created more than a thousand years later."458 Ward hypothesizes that the hull-planking
had been fastened together with the woven strap, similar to the transverse lashing of
Khufu’s Royal Ship (Figure 77).459

Figure 77: Cross section of Abydos Boat-Grave 10 (from Ward 2003, fig. 5.4).
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Figure 78: Plan of the excavated section of Abydos Boat-Grave 10 (from Ward
2003, fig. 5.2).
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While O’Connor notes the length of the longest and shortest boat-graves, as well
as the boat-grave average, the lengths of the interred hulls were not reported. However,
as O’Connor’s illustration of BG 10 shows exposed plank edges, it is possible to make
approximate measurements of the vessel (Figure 79).460 It appears to have been
approximately 19 m long, and 2 m wide. This length is in keeping with Ward’s
estimates. The estimated measurement of a 2 m breath makes sense, considering the
3.25 m-wide superstructure, if one accounts for walls that were 65 cm wide at the base.
This implies a length-to-breadth ratio of about 9.5:1, probably much higher than any of
the boats from Saqqara or Helwan. The majority of the vessels at Abydos were longer as
well, probably in the range of 18 to 19 m in length. Ward points out that the construction
of these long boats indicates that the Egyptians did not need to obtain cedar from the
Levant to build large vessels – it was perfectly possible with local material.461
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Figure 79: Plan of Boat Grave 10 (from O’Connor 2009, fig. 97).
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Abu Rawash Boats
The five First Dynasty boats discovered in Cemetery M at Abu Rawash provide
crucial comparative material for both the Abusir Boat and Abydos boats. The plans and
preliminary description of Abu Rawash boat M06 currently comprise the most complete
published evidence for an Early Dynastic vessel. The other vessels from Abu Rawash
have yet to be published. The extent remains of boat M06 consisted of twelve wellpreserved acacia planks. A 6.54 m-long and 1.3 m-wide section of the bottom of the
vessel was preserved, as well as a 20 cm-high, 3.21 m-long section of the southern
sidewall (Figure 80). The vessel had a flat bottom with a central plank that was 2 cm
proud of the surrounding planks.462 The timbers were extracted as a single mass and
transferred to the Grand Egyptian Museum for conservation.463

Figure 80: Plan of Abu Rawash boat M06 (excerpt from Tristant et al. 2014, fig.
14).
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The vessel was clearly a laced vessel, with nearly 300 L-shaped lashing mortises.
They were roughly 7 to 8 cm long, 1.5 to 2 cm wide, and spaced approximately every
10 cm.464 Remains of papyrus and flax fibers were found in the mortises, and the
ligatures likely indicate that the boat was articulated at the time of its interment. Wear
around the ligature holes suggest that the vessel had seen use prior to its burial.465
The mortise pattern is identical to that of the Abusir Boat. L-shaped mortises
facilitated longitudinal lacing along plank edges. Where planks were too narrow to
accommodate opposing L-shaped mortises, T-mortises or through-mortises were used
(Figure 81). It appears, from the plan, that the first strake of the vessel’s side was
attached to the bottom planking using V-shaped mortises, similar to the system used for
the Abusir Boat (discussed below). While boatwrights used L-shaped lashing mortises to
secure plank seams, they used mortises positioned perpendicular to the plank ends to
secure butt joints. Unpegged mortise-and-tenon joints were found along plank edges.
Like the Abusir Boat, the tenons were small, thin, and loosely set.466
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Figure 81: Different types of mortises used in Early Nilotic boatbuilding
(illustration by D. Inglis).

As with the Abusir Boat, it is likely that sets of paired, small U-shaped or Vshaped mortises represent frame locations. These sets of mortises for lashing frames
appear as groups of four small mortises near the edges of planks, but inboard of the large
longitudinal lacing mortises (shown in red on the plan). The locations of seven frame
stations are visible along the south side of the vessel, with only two corresponding points
preserved along the north side. The excavators suggested that the hull was probably
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reinforced with eight to nine frames.467 This may underestimate the length of the vessel.
There are no mortises for lashing frames in the middle of the central strake; they only
occur along the sides of the vessel. This is different than the Abusir Boat, which has
additional mortises for lashing frames in the center of the bottom planking. The
published plans of the M06 boat from Abu Rawash indicate that the frames were spaced
approximately 70 cm apart, although in one case the distance is only about 40 cm. This
shortened distance is significant, as a similar arrangement was observed between frame
stations on the Abusir Boat. It is possible that these mortises could have been used to
attach stanchions instead of frames. In either case, the frames or stanchions, or a
combination of the two, could have supported transverse-timbers. These could have
doubled as paddling benches.
Accounts of other boats found in Cemetery M have not been published beyond
the initial reports of their discovery. In general, the wooden remains were less substantial
than those found in the M06 boat-grave. The remains of the M01 boat-burial were
preserved to a length of 4 m and a breadth of approximately 50 cm. They had been
previously uncovered by Montet, who mistook them for paneling. They were removed
and are being conserved at the Grand Egyptian Museum (GEM). The lacing mortises are
6 to 7 cm wide.468 The wooden remains from the M02 boat-grave consisted of a 4 mlong, 1.1 m-wide section of the hull. The timbers were poorly preserved, so they were
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consolidated and left in place.469 A 7 m-long section of well-preserved planking was
uncovered in the M03 boat-pit. The 17 extant planks were consolidated and moved to the
GEM for further conservation and analysis. The excavators suggest that one of the
components might be a portion of a frame.470 The M04 boat-grave contained only
wooden fragments. A newspaper fragment found in the boat-grave indicates that it had
either been excavated previously, or at least disturbed by Montet, which explains the
poor preservation.471 The excavators described the boat remains from M01-M04 as
having similar characteristics to the timbers found in the M06 boat-grave. All the vessels
had flat bottoms, and it does not seem that the remains show any longitudinal curvature.
This could mean that the original vessels had flat profiles along most of their lengths,
although this could also be due to deformation, or perhaps an illusion of the
photographs, as plans and profiles have not been published. Minimal information can be
discerned from the published photos.
Coffin Planks
During the Early Dynastic period, Egyptian carpenters used recycled planks in
coffin construction and for roofing burial pits. Petrie found numerous examples of
recycled planking at the cemetery at Tarkhan, an important First Dynasty cemetery some
40 km south of Saqqara and ancient Memphis (Figure 82). The planks had holes along
their edges, and some the remains of twisted palm-fiber rope.472 The planks were clearly
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reused, as the closely spaced holes were secondary to the construction of the coffin, and
were not used to bind the planks together. Many had been plugged with a gritty filling
material. Intriguingly, Petrie notes that one of the planks had been burnt on one side and
was heavily weathered on the other.473
Petrie proposes that the timbers were used for constructing portable elite houses
that would be moved seasonally, perhaps following the fluctuations of the Nile. He
believes that the planks would have been lashed together with overlapping joints to
create a pattern of staggered panels (Figure 83). In support of his hypothesis, he notes: 1)
Egyptian peasants would build temporary (maize) houses in their fields, which they
abandoned when the floods came. 2) The niched façade of mastabas likely represented a
wooden paneled building recreated in mudbrick. 3) False doors similarly replicated a
niched, paneled structure in stone. 4) He observes that the staggered panels were
reminiscent of the construction of a coffin designed to look like a house.474
Frankfort profoundly disagrees with Petrie’s hypothesis, calling it an “ingenious
fantasy.”475 He observes that while there is no evidence for wooden houses from ancient
Egypt, there is evidence of wooden boats constructed from lashed planks.476 He notes
that curved shapes of the Tarkhan planks made little sense for houses, but would have
been natural for boats. He hypothesizes that the Tarkhan planks were salvaged from
boats, and reused in coffins because they were unfit for furniture.477
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Figure 82: Petrie’s illustration of reused planks discovered at Tarkhan. Planks had
L-shaped, V-shaped, T-shaped and through-mortises (excerpt from Petrie et al.
1913, pl. IX).

Figure 83: Petrie’s hypothesis for how the Tarkhan planks were used: overlapping
planks were bound together to make wooden walls for houses (excerpt from Petrie
et al. 1913, pl. IX).
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Vinson studied an assemblage of the planks from Tarkhan held at the Petrie
Museum at University College London (UCL). He identified at least three of the planks
as originating from watercraft – UC17156, UC17162, and UC17166 (Figure 84).478 He
suspects that UC17162 was part of a frame, observing that: 1) The timber curves, with a
shallow, angular bend at one end. 2) The concave side of the timber (I will refer to it as
the top) is heavily abraded, while the convex (bottom) side of the timber is smooth. 3) It
has variety of T-shaped mortises that exit the ‘bottom’ and sides of the timber. There are
also mortises that exit the top, after the end curves.479 Vinson does note that the frames
from Khufu’s Ship did not have lashing holes (except at their ends).480 He also identifies
fragments of a similar shaped, bent timber (UC17156) as a part of a frame. The timbers
were approximately 4.3-6.4 cm thick. The reported mortise dimensions were 10.912.9 cm long to 2.3-3.8 cm wide.
Vinson also suspects that UC17166 was originally from a boat. It is a large, 2 mlong, 35.6-46.5 cm-wide, 3.1 cm-thick plank.481 Early Dynastic coffins were small,
designed to hold the body in contracted position. UC17166 would have been too large
for a coffin plank. Likely, it was used for roofing a burial.482 The plank has a variety of
lashing mortises. The plank had three sets of paired V-shaped mortises along one edge,
which were space 78.5 cm and 63 cm.483
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Figure 84: Four reused planks from Tarkhan that potentially originated from
watercraft (from Vinson 1994, fig. 10, original illustration by Helena Jaeschke).
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The openings of the V-shaped mortises were 1.15-1.4 cm wide and 3.2-4.2 cm
long. Three through-mortises perforated the plank along the same edge (4.1-5.2 cm
long). There were also through-mortises piercing the plank at its end. The opposite edge
had L-shaped mortises. They were approximately the same size as the V-shaped
mortises. This side also had mortise-and-tenon joints along the edge. One was 4.45 cm
wide, 0.7 cm high, and 3.1 cm deep. A second was 3.3 cm wide, 1.2 cm high, and 3.2 cm
deep. There were traces of two others, but they were incomplete.484 The combination of
V-shaped mortises, L-shaped mortises, and mortise-and-tenon joinery parallels the
construction techniques used to construct Khufu’s Ship.485 However, Vinson notes that
the plank, at 3.1 cm thick, is much thinner than the planks used to build Khufu’s Ship
and the Dashur boats. He observes, however, that the planks of later Greco-Roman
period vessels from the Mediterranean had thin planking, providing the Kyrenia wreck,
Kinneret boat, and the Herculaneum boats as examples.486
In addition to these planks, there were at least four planks (including UC17158UC17161) with small through-mortises along their edges that were space approximately
every 7.7-11 cm. They were very small, measuring only 1.95-4.2 cm long and 0.81.75 cm wide. These planks had generally straight edges, were narrow (12.5-15.8 cm
wide) and thin (only 2.9-3.5 cm thick).
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Ward questions how likely it was that the Tarkhan planks originated from boats,
arguing: 1) The planks are thinner than those known from Egyptian hulls. If the Tarkhan
planks came from a boat, it would have been quite small, as plank thickness is a function
of hull length.487 2.) They have straight edges instead of joggled seams. 3) The mortises
are half the length as those used in the Abydos boats. 4) Open mortises pass
perpendicularly through the planks.488 It is uncharacteristic for Egyptian boats to have
holes beneath the waterline.
While Ward noted it was likely that UC17156 might have originated from a
small boat, she rejected the idea that UC17162 was a frame, arguing that it bore little
resemblance to the frames from Khufu’s Ship or the frame from Lisht. If it came from a
boat, perhaps it was part of a central stringer. If used in the construction of a building,
she speculated that it could have been used to support a curved roof.489 Ward concludes
that if the planks originated from watercraft, they belonged to a yet unrecognized
boatbuilding tradition.490
The Tarkhan planks are not an isolated phenomenon. Emery also identified
boards with mortises along their edges used in coffin construction at Saqqara. A coffin
lid from Saqqara Tomb S 3500 subsidiary burial 3 had reused planks (Figure 85). The
mortises were not used for lacing the planks together, although individual mortise sets
may have been used for convenient point-to-point lashings. Some mortises were filled
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in, and mortises do not always align across the seam. Tenons were used to hold the
planks together, and they can be seen passing through some of the open mortises. These
characteristics are typical for coffins constructed from reused boat planks.

Figure 85: Coffin lid with reused planks from Saqqara Tomb S 3500 subsidiary
burial 3 (from Emery 1958, pl. 122b, archival photo #3836).
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The Third Dynasty Abusir Boat
The Third Dynasty Abusir Boat is one of the most remarkable discoveries from
ancient Egypt. Although the hull remains were severely degraded, portions of the
vessel’s complex lacing system were preserved. The Abusir Boat is the only Egyptian
vessel to be discovered with intact lacing and wadding. It is possible to reconstruct both
the details of the complex ropework as well as the construction of the wadding. As the
lacing and wadding ran along plank seams, it has been possible to reconstruct the
planking plan for the majority of the vessel (Figure 86 and Figure 87). Significantly, the
planking plan demonstrates that while the Abusir Boat was constructed with techniques
similar to Early Dynastic vessels, its philosophy of design and overall planking scheme
was similar to that of Khufu’s Ship.
The remains of the Abusir Boat were 16.9 m long, 2.2 m in breadth, and 0.6 m
deep. The ends of the vessel were not preserved, and its original overall length is
unknown. It is likely that the original vessel was 18-19 m long. The hull was constructed
from short, acacia planks fastened with small unpegged mortise-and-tenon joints and
lacing. The vessel was laced along its seams, using a system that depended on sequences
of paired L-shaped mortises. The construction of the boat is described below.
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Figure 86: Planking plan of the Abusir Boat. Red outlines designate the three bottom sections of the vessel (illustration by D. Inglis and V.Morriss).

Figure 87: Hull remains of the Abusir Boat (illustration by V.Morriss and D. Inglis).
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Planking
The Abusir Boat was constructed from Egyptian acacia planks (Vachellia
nilotica). The wooden remains of the vessel were extensively decomposed, which
hindered accurate measurement. Planks that could be measured with confidence were
0.87 to 4.43 m long (average 2.4 m), with a maximum width ranging from 10.8 to
40.1 cm (average 23.7 cm).491 Plank thickness is estimated at around 5-6 cm thick.492

Plank Numbering System
Each plank designation has three parts: the section (uppercase letters), the strake
(number), and the plank or fragment (lowercase letter). I have divided the Abusir Boat
into nine sections designated by paired letters (Figure 86). I use north/south/east/west
designations rather than bow/stern/port/starboard. While I suspect the western end of the
vessel is the bow, I am not certain. The western end of the bow is finer, and the point of
maximum breadth is closer to the eastern end, giving the vessel a slightly tear-shaped
plan. This arrangement, as noted above in Chapter III, suggests that the western end of
the Abusir Boat is the bow. However, both ends are missing, and the hull was damaged
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In general, the well-preserved wadding provided a more accurate indication of original plank length
and width than the wooden remains. The wooden remains had shrunk extensively, resulting in 1-5cm gaps
between planks. Cubic fracturing also made it difficult to be certain of seams. The lacing pattern clearly
showed where planks were scarfed, and where there was missing data.
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There were only a few places in the vessel where any thickness measurements could be taken. Along
the sides of the vessel, the outboard faces of planks had decayed, with an estimated 2-4 cm of loss. In the
bottom of the vessel, the inboard faces had decayed, with an estimated 3-5 cm of loss. In most cases, the
wooden remains of the bottom planking were only about 1-2 cm thick, representing the outboard faces of
the planks.
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at the point of maximum breadth by the intrusive burial shaft. These conditions make
any conclusions difficult to substantiate.
The bottom of the hull is structurally distinct from the sides. This allows us to
divide the vessel into a north side (N), south side (S), and bottom (B). The bottom has
three structurally separate components – an eastern end (E), central section (C), and
western end (W). I have also divided the sides of the vessel into western, eastern, and
central sections, although there is no structural difference. This designation system
immediately informs the reader what portion of the vessel a plank is located in. Plank
NC-2d is in the central section (C) of the vessel’s northern side (N). Plank BW-3b is in
the western section (W) of the bottom (B) of the vessel.
I have used numbers to designate which ‘strake’ a given plank belongs to. These
are somewhat loose designations. While there are distinct ‘strakes’ in the vessel (e.g.
strake 4 on the northern side), boatwrights frequently used drop strakes, stealers, and
filler pieces. There are numerous sections of the vessel where there was no data
remaining. For instance, it was not possible to determine continuity between the planks
of the west and east ends of the south side of the vessel – thus their designations simply
represent relative positions in the hull. It should be noted that while strakes continue
through the sides of the vessel, they are not continuous across the bottom. Each section
of the bottom (W, C, E) is independent, and strakes do not continue from one section to
another. I have numbered the ‘strakes’ within each bottom section sequentially from the
north side of the vessel.
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Each plank within a strake has a lowercase letter designation. Some planks with
separate designations may have once been part of a single plank – there is insufficient
data to join the sections conclusively. BW-1a, BW-1b, and BW-1c were all originally
probably part of the same plank. It is possible, however, that there was a scarf in one of
the gaps between the sections, so they received separate numbers. Additionally, BW-1b
had no definite edges. While there were some wooden remains, it is defined primarily by
the adjacent planks and wadding. Planks at the eastern end of the vessel had almost no
wooden remains. However, the wadding and lacing were well defined. This allows us to
reconstruct both the plank shape and lacing mortise pattern.
Along the sides of the vessel, plank designations continue across section divides
(e.g. NW-1a, NW-1b, NC-1c, NC-1d, NC-1e, NE-1f, and NE-1g). I used this method as
some side strakes are continuous along the length of the vessel (e.g. north strake 4). In
the bottom of the vessel, the lettering restarts with each section, as strakes are not
continuous section-to-section. NC-1e and SE-1c are small triangular filler pieces.
Although they technically underly planks NC-1c and SE-1c, I have simply designated
them as part of strake 1 in both cases.

Mortise-and-Tenon Joints
Boatbuilders used small, unpegged mortise-and-tenon joints to position and
secure the planks of the Abusir Boat. Some of these mortise-and-tenon joints were
visible along exposed plank edges (Figure 88). We attempted to use thin implements to
probe between plank seams to identify the location and spacing of additional mortise260

and-tenon joints. Unfortunately, the hull remains were highly fragmented and supported
by loose sand alone and probing rapidly destabilized them. We also found that
crumbling plank fragments that had slipped between seams could be misinterpreted as a
tenon. Furthermore, many plank seams were covered by lacing and wadding.
Considering the fragility of the hull and the inaccessibility of the plank seams, we
abandoned the probing process. Therefore, it is impossible to accurately reconstruct
mortise-and-tenon joint spacing. They appear to have been somewhat irregularly spaced.
Only a few tenons were recovered from the hull of the Abusir Boat. They were
extremely thin. Two tenons recovered from plank SW-3a on the southern side of the
vessel measured 4.0×2.8×0.7 cm and 4.1×2.1×0.6 cm respectively (Figure 88, Figure
89). The ends of both had been damaged, and it is likely they were longer. The tenons
used to join the bottom planking to the first side strake were just as thin, although
slightly larger overall, measuring 5-6 cm long, 3-3.5 cm wide, and 0.5-0.6 cm thick. For
comparison, the tenons from Khufu’s Ship were 10×7×1.5 cm, more than twice as long
and thick, and three times as wide.493
Where they could be accurately measured, the Abusir Boat’s tenon mortises
ranged from 2.5-5.1 cm long, 0.9-1.3 cm wide, and 4.0-4.5 cm deep. The recovered
tenons fit loosely in their mortises, with a few millimeters of space on either side. Tenon
mortises were positioned between lashing mortises. Often, there were only a few
millimeters between the holes (Figure 90, Figure 91).
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Figure 88: An in situ tenon from the Abusir Boat (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of
the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).

Figure 89: An in situ tenon from the Abusir Boat, with mortise shapes highlighted
and identified (modified photo by D. Inglis).
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Figure 90: A tenon mortise between two lashing mortises from the Abusir Boat
(photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).

Figure 91: A tenon mortise between two lashing mortises from the Abusir Boat,
with mortise shapes highlighted and identified (modified photo by D. Inglis).
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In at least one case, a tenon mortise overlapped and merged with an adjacent
lashing mortise. In some locations, mortise-and-tenon joints were positioned between
every other lacing mortise, while further along the plank they had wider spacing. Placing
a tenon mortise between two lashing mortises would have created a point of weakness in
the planking. It is likely that mortise-and-tenon joints were used sparingly where
possible and spaced closer together near more complex joints or points of strain.
Unfortunately, there was not enough accessible evidence to reconstruct the pattern with
certainty. The thin tenons would not have provided significant structural stability. It is
probable that mortise-and-tenon joints were primarily used to 1) assist with aligning
planks during construction and lacing, and 2) prevent longitudinal and vertical slippage
along plank seams.
Both interior and exterior plank surfaces were extremely degraded. Poor
preservation and cubic fracturing made it impossible to conclusively identify tool marks
on plank faces. In a few isolated cases, there were chisel marks visible at the corners of
several mortises used for mortise-and-tenon joints, as well as along the sides of some of
the lashing mortises, which also exhibited evidence of drilling (discussed below).

Timber Use
The Third Dynasty boatwrights who built the Abusir Boat sought to maximize
the use of timber. In many cases, rather than cutting crooked trees into a series of short
planks, boatwrights utilized as much of the trunk as possible, maximizing the length and
width of the timber, and consequentially producing curved planks. An analysis of the
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planks and planking plan of the Abusir Boat shows that boatwrights integrated these
long, curved planks into the structure of the vessel, and then filled in around them with
stealers and filler pieces. This practice is clearly visible in the bottom of the vessel,
where the use of curved planks has resulted in an undulating, S-shaped planking plan.
Planking in the central section of the bottom of the vessel seems constructed
around BS-3c, a 4.45 m-long plank that is shaped like a recurve bow. Boatwrights placed
two wide planks to either side of it (BC-2b and BC-3c), followed by two thinner planks
(BC-1b and BC-5c) on either side of those planks to complete the bottom of the vessel.
Boatwrights may have taken a similar approach at the other end of the central section of
the bottom. BC-3a and BC-3b may have been part of a single 2.6 m-long, S-shaped
timber that was scarfed to the end of BC-3a. Boatwrights filled in around it using
timbers that matched its curvature. Boatwrights cut a small D-shaped plank (BC-2a) to
fill in the gap between BC-3a and the edge of the bottom planking. We see this exact
same solution in Abu Rawash boat M06 (see above).
This form of construction was not limited to the vessel’s bottom. In the central
section of the vessel’s northern side, boatwrights planked around a long, curved timber,
NC-1d (with estimated length of 3.85 m). The convex portion of the curve met the edge
of the bottom planking. This left gaps that boatwrights filled with a narrow plank (NC1c), and a small, 65 cm-long, triangular filler piece, NC-1e. These curved timbers are
confined to the central portions of the vessel. Boatwrights filled in the space between
NC-1d and strake NC-3 with a D-shaped plank, NC-2d.
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Scarfs
The builders employed butt-joints and diagonal scarfs throughout the Abusir
Boat. They employed two classes of diagonal scarfs. One is only slightly tilted, at a
maximum of around 45 degrees. Essentially, they are equivalent to butt-joints, with the
transition from one plank to the next occurring over a very short distance. In general,
these scarfs are staggered, positioned so that they fall in the middle of the adjacent
planks. The other type of diagonal scarf is extremely long, taking as long as 1.75 m to
complete the transition. In these scarfs, both planks taper to fine points. It is unknown if
the planks terminated in a point, or if they had nibbled ends; in most cases the tips of
planks had broken away or were not visible do to wadding. Examples of these long
diagonal scarfs occur between NE-2b and NE-2c, BE-2a and BE-2b, as well as BW-2b/c
and BE-2d.

Transverse Seams
There are transverse seams in the hull where the ends of multiple planks meet to
create a long butt-joint. These transverse seams represent divisions in structurally
independent sections of the hull. Two transverse seams divide the bottom planking into
three independent sections. Three planks terminate on either side of each butt-joint.
Plank ends do not match across the seams – they are slightly offset from each other. In
the eastern end of the vessel, BE-1a, 2a, and 3a abut BC-3c, 4b, and 5c. In the western
end of the vessel, BW-1c, 2d, and 3b abut BC 3a, 4a, and 5a (which may be a broken
portion of 4a, the remains were too poorly preserved for any certainty).
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Intriguingly, there are also transverse seams in the lower strakes of the side
planking. On the north side of the vessel, NC-1d and triangular filler piece NC-1e abut
NE-1f and NE-2b. On the south side of the vessel, SC-1b and SC-2b abut SE-1d, SE-3c,
and triangular filler piece SE-1c. The seams on the northern and southern sides of the
vessel are nearly in line with each other. I expect that there were mirrored transverse
seams further towards the western end of the vessel. These transverse seams would have
divided the lower strakes of the side planking into three independent sections – mirroring
their function in the bottom planking.
Crucially, the transverse seams in the sides of the vessel do not align with those
that cross the bottom. They are offset. The planks in the chine span the transverse joints
in the bottom planking. The transverse seam between the bottom sections BC and BE
falls in the middle of planks NE-1f and SE-1d. Similarly, the transverse seam between
the bottom sections BC and BW falls in the middle of plank SW-1. Presumably, there
was a corresponding plank on the northern side (an extension of NW-1b) that is now
missing. The chine planks were, therefore, important structural members, as they bridged
the transverse seams, serving as the only timbers locking the independent bottom
sections together.

Bottom Planking
The Abusir Boat was not constructed around a keel, keel plank, or any form of
central longitudinal timber. Instead, the bottom of the vessel is comprised of three
independent sections, consisting of two triangular end sections and a rectangular central
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section. This pattern is identical to Khufu’s Ship, which is discussed below in Chapter
VI. The sections are referred to as the western bottom (BW), eastern bottom (BE), and
central bottom (BC) sections.
The central bottom section (BC) was 7 m long and approximately 1 m wide (the
bottom of the hull was missing at the point of maximum breath). The extant remains of
western bottom section were approximately 4.5 m long and 0.87 m wide. The western
extremity of the vessel was missing, and the western bottom section would have likely
been at least a meter longer, if not more. The eastern end section was approximately
5.6 m long and 0.8 m wide. The eastern end of the vessel had been reduced to red dust,
so an exact measurement of length is impossible. Moreover, we do not know if the end
sections terminated in points or were squared off (as with Khufu’s Ship).
Wadding and lacing preserved the plank outlines in the eastern bottom section. It
consisted of three strakes of straight planks running parallel to the southern side. Strakes
BE-2 and BE-3 each consisted of several planks. Much of the data from the western end
of the vessel was lost. Although there were wood remains, they were extremely
damaged, and it was difficult to confidently reconstruct the planking. However, it
appears that the western end mirrors the eastern end, with three strakes comprised of
straight planks. The straight strakes used in the end sections of the vessel are
dramatically contrasted with the undulating planking of the central section.
The central section of the bottom planking is an extraordinary example of the
boatwright’s craftsmanship. It consisted primarily of long, nested, curved planks.
Boatwrights used crooked trees and maximized wood use by cutting each plank to
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follow the grain. This produced S-shaped and recurving planks. Boatwrights seated one
curved plank alongside another curved plank, trimming them to fit precisely where
possible, and closing the gaps with small filler pieces elsewhere. The overall impression
of the planking plan is an undulating wave.

Chine
The chine junction between the first side strake and the bottom planking was one
of the most complex joints in the vessel. Unfortunately, it was also one of the most
poorly preserved sections of the ship. Some fragments of the chine plank (SW-1a and
2a) were preserved along the southwestern side of the vessel, and could be examined and
measured. While only flecks of wood remained in the eastern end of the boat, the lacing
along the chine was partly preserved on the southeast side of the vessel. Fortunately, this
fragmentary data can be combined with information from the First Dynasty M06 Boat
from Abu Rawash and the First Dynasty Tarkhan planks to reconstruct the chine-bottom
junction. The resulting description below is generalized. In Khufu’s Ship, the
construction of the chine-bottom junction changed along the length of the vessel (see
below). Thus, the construction of the Abusir Boat’s chine may have changed closer
toward the bow, stern, or amidships.
The chine-bottom junction was not mitered. The first side strake sat directly atop
the flat, inboard surface of the bottom planking (Figure 92). The bottom edge of the first
side strake had to be cut at an angle so that it sat flush against the bottom plank’s upper
surface. Boatwrights initially seated the plank using mortise-and-tenon joints positioned
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between lashing mortises. The mortise-and-tenon joints were larger than those in the
upper strakes of the hull, measuring approximately 5-6 cm long, 3-3.5 cm wide, and 0.50.6 cm thick. The first side strake had L-shaped mortises along its lower edge, while the
bottom planking had V-shaped mortises along its outboard edge (Figure 92). Both
openings of the V-shaped mortises exited the face of the plank. They were parallel to the
plank edge, resulting in an inboard opening and an outboard opening. Boatwrights
positioned the first side strake so it sat atop the bottom planking, covering the outboard
openings of the V-shaped mortises. The openings along the edge of the first side strake
aligned with the outboard openings of the V-shaped mortises, creating a continuous Cshaped lacing channel. This channel allowed workmen to feed the lacing through the
opening in the face of the first side strake (Figure 92, annotation 1), down through the
channel, through the edge of the plank (2), into the aligned V-shaped mortise (3), and
back out the second, inboard opening (4).
The first side strake of the M06 boat from Abu Rawash was discovered in situ.
While a complete description of the hull construction has not been published yet, it is
possible to derive some information from plans and photographs. Figure 93 is a modified
plan of boat M06. The chine plank is highlighted in light blue. It sits atop the bottom
planking over the outboard openings of a series of V-shaped mortises. Where the plank
is missing from the western end of the vessel, it is possible to see both openings of the
V-shaped mortises.
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Figure 92: A planking diagram of an idealized bottom plank. V-shaped mortises
run down along the outboard edge. The first side strake sat atop the bottom
planking. L-shaped mortises along the bottom of the first side strake aligned with
the V-shaped mortises in the face of the bottom planking, creating a continuous
lashing channel (illustration by D. Inglis).
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Figure 93: Planking plan of the Abu Rawash boat, with cracks removed. The upright chine plank is shaded blue. It sits
atop a line of V-shaped mortises in the bottom planking; they are visible at the western end of the plank (after Tristant
et al. 2014, fig. 14).
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Figure 94: Plank UC17157 from Tarkhan has V-shaped mortises in its interior face.
The outboard openings of the V-shaped mortises are long and narrow, and would
have aligned with similarly shaped L-shaped mortises along the bottom of a chine
plank. The inboard opening of the V-shaped mortises is wider, likely to facilitate
lacing (photo by Inglis and Arbuckle MacLeod 2019, courtesy the INA Boats and
Coffins: Vessels for the Afterlife Project).
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Figure 95:The outboard edge of bottom plank UC17157 from Tarkhan is slightly
angled, probably approximating the angle of the chine plank (photo by Inglis and
Arbuckle MacLeod 2019, courtesy the INA Boats and Coffins: Vessels for the
Afterlife Project).

Tarkhan plank UC17157 is a fragment of a bottom plank similar to the one
depicted in Figure 92. UC17157 had V-shaped mortises along the outboard edge of the
plank (Figure 94). The outboard openings of the V-shaped mortises were long and
narrow and would have aligned with similarly shaped L-shaped mortises along the
bottom chine plank. The inboard openings of the V-shaped mortises were shorter and
wider. Perhaps these wider, shallower openings allowed boatbuilders to fit their fingers
into the mortise to retrieve the ends of the lacing cords that had been pushed into the
channel. The outer edge of Tarkhan plank UC17157 was not squared, but slightly angled
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(Figure 95). It was probably tapered to match the angle of the chine. We see this
configuration in Khufu’s Ship (discussed below). It was not possible to confirm whether
the Abusir Boat also had slightly tapered bottom planks, as their edges were completely
eroded.

Side Planking
The shapes of the planks in the north-central side of the Abusir Boat provide
important insights into Egyptian hull construction. The central section of the vessel is
constructed to accommodate the curvature of NC-1d, a bow-shaped plank. Plank NC-2d
fills a gap between plank NC-1d and the overlying strake consisting of the NC-3b and
NC-3c. The filler plank has been trimmed down to the level of the surrounding planks so
that there is a continuous horizonal seam running the length of the vessel. This is the first
continuous, end-to-end seam in the vessel. This seam is shown in blue in Figure 86.
Above the seam, boatwrights used continuous, in-line planking in the form of strakes (N4 and N-5) and drop strakes (N-3) to finish planking the hull. Below the seam, the
planking pattern is more irregular, and there are no continuous seams. This feature is
also apparent on the south side of the hull. Strake S-4 (SE-4a and SE-4b) is a line of
continuous, in-line planks. Below Strake 4, the planking is more irregular, with filler
planks (SE-1c and SE-2c), and without continuous seams. I would suggest that these
continuous seams demarcate a transition in the construction of the vessel.
The presence of transverse seams (shown in green in Figure 86) in the side
planking is also intriguing. These transverse seams are mirrored in the north and south
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sides of the vessel. In both cases, a butt-joint cuts across two strakes. Elsewhere in the
side planking, scarfs are staggered. The fact that these transverse seams are mirrored
indicates that their placement was deliberate. Boatwrights could have continued SC-1b
beneath SC-1d, creating a diagonal scarf similar to those typically seen elsewhere in the
vessel. Instead, they terminated both SC-1b and SC-2a in aligning butt-joints. They filled
the triangular remaining space beneath SE-1d with a small filler plank, SE-1c. The
situation on the north side of the vessel is similar. Rather than continuing NE-1f beneath
NC-1d, they terminate it with a butt-joint, and fill the triangular space with NC-1e, the
shortest plank used in the entire vessel.
It may be that in the initial stages of construction, the sides of the vessel were
also constructed in semi-rectangular sections, like the bottom of the vessel. Once the side
sections were erected and fastened together, continuous strakes were used. It is clear that
the bottom of the vessel was constructed in sections. I am not certain about the sides, as
the data from the western end of the vessel is missing. The resulting planking plan is
very similar to that of Khufu’s Ship. I compare their design following the discussion of
Khufu’s Ship below.
It is possible to provide a preliminary reconstruction of the initial planking
sequence. This hypothesis will be refined following further analysis of the hull remains
and lacing.
•

Step 1: The boatwright conceives of the basic design of the vessel and determines
the length and breadth of the bottom.
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•

Step 2: Boatbuilders construct three independent bottom sections – two are
triangular, while the central section is rectangular.

•

Step 3: Boatbuilders align the three bottom sections, and then tilt the end sections
to provide an overall shape to the hull. They bind them together.

•

Step 4: They begin planking the sides of the vessel. It is possible that
boatbuilders constructed the lower portions of the sides in three essentially
independent sections, as they did with the bottom planking.

•

Step 5: After erecting the lower portions of the sides, boatbuilders may have
fared the upper edge of the planking, to create a continuous, linear seam.

•

Step 6: Boatbuilders cease to build in sections. Strakes 4 and 5 run end-to-end.

Lacing
The Abusir Boat was laced along plank seams using a system of L-shaped
mortises paired across the seam. The lacing system produced a dense, repeated banded-x
pattern: XIIIIXIIIIXIIIIX. Significantly, unlike most other laced vessels, the cords do not
pass through the planks to the exterior of the vessel. When paired across plank seams,
the L-shaped mortises create a U-shaped channel. This channel allows cords to enter
through the face of one plank, pass through the interior of the plank, across the seam,
and out an opening in the adjacent plank. This ingenious system kept all cords within the
vessel, eliminating holes in the bottom of the boat, and also protecting the cords from
wear and tear. The Abusir Boat’s lacing system has four components: the cordage used
for lacing, the lacing mortises, transverse withies, and wadding. Each of these
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components is discussed in depth below, followed by a description of the overall lacing
pattern.
Cordage
The lacing of the Abusir Boat was extremely dense. In general, for every mortise
pair there were 44 overlapping cords. This was necessary, as the cordage was extremely
thin and light. It consisted of 2 mm diameter Z-twist cordage crafted from twisted date
palm fibers (Phoenix dactylifera). Each cord was crafted from two s-spun yarns (sZ2),
with an average Cord Index of Ply (CIP) of 26.494 Boatwrights used thicker, two and
three-strand Z-twist cordage (sZ2/sZ3) comprised of 4 mm diameter cords in a few
instances throughout the hull.
Boatwrights pulled four cords through the mortise at once. Evidence for this
four-cord technique was most apparent where the cords made an X pattern between
adjacent mortise pairs. The crossing cords overlapped in sets of four (Figure 96). The
sets of four were more difficult to detect in the vertical banding, where all the cords were
pushed together. The technique was especially evident when boatwrights laced complex
joints where there was a scarf or multiple planks merged.
The four cords were not four independent ropes. They belonged to a single long
loop that, essentially, had been doubled over (Figure 97). The working end of the line
consisted of two loops. When pulled through a mortise together, these loops would have
laid down four cords at once. When they reached the end of the rope, boatwrights would
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Cordage classification follows Wendrich 1989.
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need to attach another set of strands. They did this by taking a new single loop of cord
and feeding it through the two loops at the working end of the finished cord (Figure 98).

Figure 96: Lacing from the Abusir Boat, showing how cords were laid down in sets
of four strands (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat
Expedition 2016).
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Figure 97: Cords from the Abusir Boat were laid down in sets of four strands,
either from two loops of rope, or one double over loop of rope (cords would have
been much longer, cord length is shortened in this image for illustration purposes)
(illustration by D. Inglis).
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Figure 98: To continue lacing once they reached the end of a strand, boatwrights
would pass a new single loop of cord through the two loops at the working end of
the finished strand (illustration by D. Inglis).

Figure 99: Interlinked lacing loops, showing where boatwrights finished one length
of cordage, and began another (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir
Boat Expedition 2016).
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They pulled the new cord through until the halfway point in the loop, pulled it
taut, and continued the lacing which resulted in doubled-up cords. Essentially, the
technique produced a chain of interlinking ropes, and eliminated the need for tying cords
together. We identified these links in several locations (Figure 99, Figure 100). They
consist of two cords passing through another pair of loops. This technique allowed four
cords to be laid down at once, reducing the number of passes required by 75%.
Additionally, since boatwrights were pushing a pair of loops through the lacing mortises
(rather than a loose end), they could easily hook them with a finger or small implement
to pull them through the other side. A variant of this technique was used during the
construction of Jewel of Muscat, a reconstruction based on a 9th century CE laced boat
discovered in Indonesia. Boatbuilders passed a doubled-over length coir rope through
the lacing holes using a piece of wire. This laid down two cords with each pass.495 The
technique of using a doubled-over cord is attested to in ethnographic examples, for
instance, in the construction of masulas, from the eastern coast of India.496

Lacing Mortises
The lacing system of the Abusir Boat relied on continuous lines of L-shaped
mortises paired across plank seams. Boatwrights also used T-shaped, U-shaped, and
through-mortises where planks narrowed, or complex joints were required (Figure 101).
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Vosmer 2011, 127.
Kentley 2003, 142.
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Figure 100: Another example of interlinked lacing loops, showing where
boatwrights finished one length of cordage, and began another (photo by D. Inglis,
courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).
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Figure 101: The different forms of lacing mortises (illustration by D. Inglis).

While they had different forms, most of the lashing mortises had openings that
were approximately the same size – a little over one Egyptian palm wide. Only a
hundred of the lacing mortises were intact enough to measure with any degree of
accuracy. Mortise openings averaged 7.74 cm long (5.6-10.2 cm, with a standard
deviation of σ = 1.08 cm) and 1.68 cm wide (1.5-2.3 cm). The average mortise length is
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equivalent to the size of an Egyptian palm (7-8 cm), while the average mortise width is
roughly equivalent to an Egyptian digit (1.7-2 cm) (Figure 102).497
The lacing and lashing mortises from the First Dynasty Abydos boats, First
Dynasty Abu Rawash boats, the Fourth Dynasty Khufu I vessel, and the Twelfth
Dynasty Lisht timbers all had openings approximately the same size as those used on the
Abusir Boat – one palm long and one digit wide.498 Ward and Mark have argued that the
similarities in lashing mortise size, form, and spacing are an example of standardization
in Egyptian boatbuilding.499 I believe these similarities are better characterized as a
convention or ‘rule of thumb.’ While the lacing mortises of the Abusir Boat were around
6.5-8 cm in width, there was still substantial variation. Boatwrights lengthened and
shortened mortises to accommodate for changes in the curvature of planks, and to align
them with corresponding mortises on adjacent planks. They customized the construction
of each plank, adapting the pattern to the wood. It would be difficult to simply take a
plank from another vessel and have mortises align with precision, unless the mortises in
the new plank were cut to match those in the repurposed plank. The spacing between
mortises was also quite irregular, averaging 5.7 cm long but with a range of 2.5-11.0 cm
(standard deviation of σ = 1.38 cm). Lashing mortises averaged approximately 35%
larger than the intervening space between them. The center-to-center spacing of lacing
mortises averaged 13.4 cm, with a range of 10.6 to 16.7 cm (Figure 103).
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Figure 102: Distribution of lashing mortise widths from the Abusir Boat (chart by
D. Inglis).

Figure 103: The distribution of the center-to-center spacing of lacing mortises from
the Abusir Boat (chart by D. Inglis).
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L-shaped mortises were the primary mortises used in the construction of the
Abusir Boat. L-shaped mortises have an opening in the plank edge adjoining an opening
in the inboard face of the plank. When paired across plank seams, two L-shaped mortises
create a U-shaped channel that allows ligatures to pass through the face of one plank,
through the seam, and out the face of the adjacent plank (Figure 104). The signature of
the boatbuilding tradition are sequences of L-shaped mortises running along plank
edges.
If a plank was not wide enough to accommodate L-shaped mortises along both
edges, boatwrights used T-shaped mortises, which essentially combine two L-shaped
mortises into one. T-shaped mortises have one opening on the inboard face of the plank
and an opening along each edge. Boatwrights could pass ligatures through the single
opening in the plank face, and then push them out through the opening on either plank
edge.
When planks became too narrow to accommodate even T-shaped mortises with a
single opening in the plank face, boatwrights used through-mortises. A through-mortise
has an opening on each plank edge, but no opening in the plank face. Essentially, a
through-mortise is a simple channel cut through the plank parallel to the plank face.
Through-mortises allowed boatwrights to lace three planks together at once. They passed
ligatures through an L-shaped mortise in the face of plank A, all the way through plank
B, and out of an L-shaped mortise in plank C.
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Figure 104: Lashing channels created by L-shaped mortises in the Abusir Boat
(illustration by D. Inglis).

Broken planks and plank fragments permitted the thorough examination of
several L-shaped mortises. Significantly, tool marks within a few lashing mortises
indicate that boatwrights used bow-drills to bore out the corners of the mortises. A
broken section of a plank permitted the inspection of a lashing mortise (Figure 105).
Boatwrights had used a bow drill to first bore a 14.8 mm diameter socket in the corner of
the mortise. The mortise was subsequently expanded and deepened using chisels. The
borehole stopped short of the bottom of the mortise. This indicates that boatwrights had
used the borehole to start the mortise, but ultimately chiseled the mortise deeper than the
borehole. In general, chiseling and polishing removed evidence of the bore holes,
however, remnant bore holes were found within the corners of a few lashing mortises.
While most could not be directly inspected, residual drill sockets could be felt within
some of the mortises.
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Figure 105: Photograph of a broken plank fragment from the Abusir Boat, showing
the cross-section of a lashing mortise. The plank has been outlined to show the
lacing channel. A Sharpie has been placed in the socket created by a bow drill
(photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).

Although the evidence was not clear, I suspect that boatwrights typically bored
two holes spaced a palm apart and subsequently removed the material between them.
However, only a few mortises were intact enough to examine directly. In most cases, the
mortises were partially disintegrated, contained lacing, or were inaccessible. I found no
evidence for chain drilling, in which a carpenter bores a sequence of closely spaced
holes to remove the bulk of mortise material. This does not mean the technique was not
used, as the residual material would have been completely removed with chisels.
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Egyptian woodworkers were familiar with this technique. Chain drilling was used to
create mortises along the edges of an African Blackwood box from a First Dynasty
mastaba at Naqada (Figure 106).500 Overall, the presence of boreholes is significant, as
they establish an early date for the use of the bow-drill in boat construction.

Figure 106: A First Dynasty box from Naqada with chain-drilled mortises along
board edges (from Killen 2017b, fig. 4)

To create an L-shaped mortise, boatwrights cut connecting mortises into the
plank edge and the plank face. The mortise in the plank edge was slightly angled
towards the inboard face, while the mortise cut into the plank face was angled towards
the edge. The resulting channels joined at an obtuse angle of approximately 110-145°.
The sides of the channels were also angled. Boatwrights angled their drills or chisels to
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Killen 2017b, 4; If chain drilling was used to initially form the lacing mortises of the Abusir Boat,
boatwrights would have needed to drill 5 to 7 holes in sequence to create a 6-10 cm-wide mortise.
However, there is no evidence that this technique was used.
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create sloped sides, producing a trapezoidal cavity with a wide opening. The sides of the
channels were angled 10-45°. Creating mortises in this way would have required some
skill. It is possible that boatwrights first cut a straight-sided hole, and then widened the
opening. The angled cuts would have softened the corners of the mortise and reduced
strain on the lacing.

Wadding
Boatwrights waterproofed the Abusir Boat with bundles of wadding laid over
plank seams. Lacing held the wadding in place. When the lacing was tightened, it
compressed the wadding, and sealed the seam. In some cases, this forced loose fibers
through small gaps along the plank seams. Vosmer identifies three functions for
wadding: 1) it waterproofs the seams, 2) it swells when wet, increasing tension on the
lacing and tightening the joint, and 3) functions as a shock absorber for the lacing.501
The wadding of the Abusir Boat was comprised of small bundles of date palm
fibers laid one on top of another. The inspection of collapsed and in-situ wadding
bundles revealed the following details of their construction: 1) The fibers were not
twisted like rope, but laid in a V-shaped pattern (Figure 107). 2) The V-shaped pattern
was produced because the bundles of wadding were tear-shaped; a sheaf of fibers was
looped over and its ends bound together. This gave it one pointed and one looped end
(Figure 108).
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Vosmer 2019, 308.
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Figure 107: Photograph of exposed wadding in the Abusir Boat, showing the Vshaped pattern of wadding fibers (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA
Abusir Boat Expedition 2016

Figure 108: A photograph of the looped end of a bundle of seam wadding from the
Abusir Boat (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition
2016).
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3) Loose plant fibers, and not cords, were wrapped arounds the ends of the
bundle to bind them together (Figure 109). 4) One end of the bundle was wrapped first,
and the other end bound to it with additional wraps. 5) The fibers used for binding the
bundle are continuous with the fibers of the bundle. It appears that laborers simply
wrapped the fibers in the sheaf back on themselves (Figure 110).
These pieces of information allow us to advance a hypothesis for how the
bundles were created. Laborers began with a long sheaf of date palm fibers. They made a
twist part way along the length of the sheaf. This would ultimately become the proximal
end. At the twist, they bent the fibers backwards and started wrapping them around
themselves to create a conical point. The distal end, comprised of loose fibers, was then
looped back to meet the proximal end. The ends were then bound together with
additional wrappings. The resulting bundle was tear-shaped, with one pointed (wrapped)
end, and one curved end with an eye.
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Figure 109: Photograph of the bound end of a bundle of seam wadding from the
Abusir Boat (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition
2016).

Figure 110: Photograph of exposed wadding from the Abusir Boat, showing the Vshaped pattern of wadding fibers (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA
Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).
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The tear-shaped wadding bundles were laid in sequence along the plank seam.
Their wrapped ends were positioned close together, approximately 10-15 cm apart,
creating a layered effect. The proposed method for creating the bundles is only an initial
hypothesis and needs to be tested through experimental archaeology.502 The same is true
for the method in which the bundles were laid over the seam. These tests are future
objectives of the project. The width of the wadding varied, but it was generally around 912 cm wide. At joints where two or more runs of wadding joined together, the width was
substantially more. In general, the wadding had been compressed to 1.5-2.5 cm thick.

Transverse Withies
Small withies ran transversely across the hull. They were thin, insubstantial, and
not structural members. The withies were made from unidentified small stems or
branches that had been split in half and smoothed, resulting in a half-round cross-section.
In general, they were about 2.6 cm wide, and 1.3 cm thick. The withies ran
perpendicular to the longitudinal lacing, lying beneath both the cords and the wadding.
Their presence caused visible bulges in the lacing. Together, the transverse withies and
longitudinal wadding created a grid pattern (Figure 111, Figure 112).
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Doing so requires identifying an equivalent source of fibers that are both long and flexible. Tall grasses
are stiff, and prone to kinking.
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Figure 111: Thin withies ran transversely across the hull of the Abusir Boat,
perpendicular to the longitudinal lacing, and beneath the wadding, resulting in grid
pattern (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).

Figure 112: A photograph of a transverse withy in situ from the Abusir Boat (photo
by D. Inglis, courtesy of the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).
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The withies ran straight up and down the sides of the vessel. This means that the
lacing mortises also had to be transversely aligned in parallel rows so that the withies
would not obstruct mortise openings. The lacing between adjacent mortise pairs
produces an X pattern. As the withies ran between the lacing mortises, they passed
beneath the center of the X (as well as beneath the wadding) and thus did not disrupt the
lacing pattern. If the withies had passed over the top of the mortises, they would have
disrupted the lacing pattern by blocking access to the mortise and interfering with the
vertical bands of lacing.
Where it could be accurately measured, withies had an average center-to-center
spacing of 13.5 cm, with a range of 10.7-15.4 cm. This matches the center-to-center
spacing of the mortises, which were an average of 13.4 cm apart. The correspondence
makes sense, as the withies were spaced evenly between transverse rows of lacing
mortises. This transverse alignment of lacing mortises echoes the construction of the
Khufu I vessel, which had transversely aligned rows of V-shaped mortises for
athwartships lashing. The seams of Khufu’s Ship were covered with wooden battens that
were held in place by the transverse lashing (see Chapter VI). Together, the transverse
lashing and longitudinal battens created a grid pattern. This is the inverse of the Abusir
Boat, in which the lacing runs longitudinally, and the battens or withies run transversely.
Significantly, it does not seem that withies crossed the bottom of the vessel. They
were confined to the sides of the boat. This conclusion is supported by the following
evidence: 1) We did not find the remains of any withies running across the bottom the
vessel. 2) The pattern of lacing mortises changed along the chine. Lacing mortises along
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the sides of the vessel were aligned in parallel transverse rows, with withies lying in
between. In several places, the lacing mortises that were used to attach the first side
strake to the bottom planking were offset from this pattern. This resulted in some withies
terminating directly above a mortise (Figure 113). 3) Most significantly, the mortises of
the bottom planking were not transversely aligned. Their pattern followed the curvature
of the planking. It would not have been possible to run a withy across the bottom as it
would have crossed the lacing mortises at irregular angles and disrupted the overall
lacing pattern.
As the withies ran beneath both the wadding and lacing, they had to be in place
before the wadding and lacing were installed, or driven beneath both the lacing and
wadding, like a wedge. There are three ways this could occur. 1) The withies were in
place from the start of construction, while the sides of the vessel were being planked. In
this scenario they could have served as some form of guide or ribband. However, I think
this is unlikely as several dozen thin withies sticking up from the sides of the boat would
have hindered installing, trimming, and reinstalling planks, and would have been prone
to snapping off.
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Figure 113: A photograph showing transverse withies terminating above an offset
mortise along the chine of the Abusir Boat (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the
CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016

2) The hull was not laced until after it was fully assembled. I believe this solution
is most likely. The hull would have been held together by a few mortise-and-tenon joints
and intermittent temporary lashings (similar to Khufu’s vessel, see Chapter VI below).
Once planking was finished, the withies were installed, followed by wadding and lacing.
3) It is also possible that the wadding was installed first and held in place with a single
pass of lacing. The withies could have then been wedged under the wadding, and the
remaining lacing subsequently completed. I feel this solution is impractical and
unnecessary.
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It is unclear whether there were withies along the entire side of the vessel, or
only in certain areas. They were not as well-preserved as the lacing or wadding. In many
locations, they had been reduced to powder and flecks of wood and would have been
undetectable if one did not know the pattern of construction. In other locations, the only
traces were stains on the hull planking. Withies were found on both the north and south
sides of the vessel. The best-preserved section was the southeastern side of the hull.
Several were preserved in situ in the southwestern side. Stains on the intact planking
revealed the location of additional withies. Only a few withies were found in situ on the
northern side of the vessel, but it was enough to confirm their presence. It is unclear if
any withies were used in the central portion of the vessel. The southern sides of the hull
had been demolished by the construction of a Sixth Dynasty shaft tomb. The northern
sides of the hull were poorly preserved in this location and had suffered a collapse.
Almost nothing was preserved of the eastern end of the vessel. However, withies were
found very close to the western terminus of the hull remains. It is likely, in my
estimation, that withies were installed along the entire length of the hull.
The purpose of the withies is unclear. I have not found any exact parallels. They
have never been reported from any other Egyptian hull. Considering how thin they are,
this is not surprising, as they would be prone to decay and disintegration. In-situ
wadding or runs of lacing have not been found in any other ancient Egyptian hull either.
The transverse withies were not structural elements. They were too thin to reinforce the
hull. The best parallel that I have identified, is the 7th to 8th c. CE Punjulharjo boat,
discovered in central Java. It is a lashed-lug vessel. The planks are fastened with seized
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sets of paired stitches (Figure 114). Boatbuilders drove long, 3.5 cm wide wooden or
bamboo wedges beneath the seizing. The wedges cross the planks transversely,
perpendicular to the seam. The wedges passed beneath several sets of seized stitches,
helping to tension them.503 This vessel is discussed further in Chapter VI.
It is possible to form a wide variety of hypotheses about the purpose of
transverse withies: 1) They could have been a component of the lacing system. Lacing
can be pulled tighter over a raised surface, such as a batten, than a flat surface. When
Moustafa reconstructed Khufu’s Ship, he could not apply enough tension to lock the
planks tightly until he inserted battens beneath the transverse lashing.504 By acting as a
hard, raised surface beneath the easily compressed wading, the withies might have
helped boatwrights tighten the lacing. This is how the long wedges in the Punjulharjo
boat functioned. I believe that this is the most likely scenario.
2) Pulak suggests that the transverse withies may have served as a barrier that
prevented the bundles of fibrous wadding from working into the seams. This process
could have caused the seams to part and would have ultimately loosened the lacing. He
also proposes that boatwrights may have temporarily tied the bundles of wadding to the
framework of withies prior to lacing.505
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Figure 114: Seized stitching from the 7th to 8th c. CE Punjulharjo boat, central
Java. A wooden wedge runs transversely beneath the cordage (excerpt from
Manguin 2019, fig. 7).

3) They could have provided a framework for raised fencing or a lightweight
bulwark. If the ends of the withies protruded above the sheer strake, they could have
served as the basis for an interwoven, basketwork fencing. I am not familiar with any
iconographic examples of a raised bulwark on Old Kingdom funerary craft. The Abusir
Boat was not a seagoing ship, and likely did not need any form of fencing.
4) The framework of withies could have a symbolic role. Papyriform vessels
were wooden boats shaped and embellished to represent archaic papyrus watercraft. It
has been argued that the transverse lashing in Khufu’s vessel was intended to evoke the
image of ligatures wrapped around bundles of papyrus. I do not think that this same
interpretation could be applied to the transverse withies.
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Intriguingly, there are several Predynastic and Early Dynastic clay boat models
that have gird pattern decorations on their exterior surface (Figure 115). The
conventional interpretation, however, is that this gridwork pattern represents
longitudinally laid bundles of papyrus and vertical bands of lashing holding the bundles
together. This arrangement is clearer in Early Dynastic stone boat models, such as those
found at Helwan (Figure 116). Nibbi has argued, however, that models like the one in
Figure 115 represent skin boats, and that the gridwork decoration represents a wooden or
wicker frame beneath a taut covering of animal skin.506 This is unlikely, given the clear
representation of the lashed bundles in the stone boat models. However, to add to the
mystery, a number of early boat models have only vertical, transverse lines.

Figure 115: A Predynastic period (Naqada II) clay boat model from Naqada Grave
1570. It is decorated with a grid pattern. It may represent either a papyrus boat, or
less likely, a skin boat (from Merriman 2011, 151).
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Nibbi 1993, 87–89.
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Figure 116: An Early Dynastic Period stone boat model from Helwan (from
Landström 1970, fig. 62).

Pounding and Tightening Ropes
Several Old Kingdom tomb scenes show boatbuilders tightening ropes within the
hull of a wooden vessel. Their postures are reminiscent of laborers lashing bundled
papyrus craft. They strain against the ropes, evidently tightening lashing or lacing. As
the ropes lead into the hull, the details of their work are obscured from view.
Wachsmann observes that in several of these boatbuilding scenes, a second workman
assists by pounding the ropes (Figure 117). 507
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Wachsmann 1998, 228–29. These include the Fifth Dynasty Tomb of Nefer, the Fourth Dynasty
Chamber of Rahotep at Meidum, and the Fourth Dynasty Chamber of Atet at Meidum.
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Figure 117: A rope-tightening scene from the Fifth Dynasty Tomb of Nefer.
Laborers amidships tension the hogging truss. At the bow, one workman pulls on a
rope to tighten it, while the other pounds the lashing with a stone (from Moussa
and Altenmüller 1971, pl. 19).

In his description of building Sohar, a laced Indian Ocean būm, Severin noted
that “the greatest importance” was paid to process of tensioning the lacing. Workmen
kept tension on the lacing cords using wooden levers, while another pounded the rope
with mallets. This process helped tighten the cords and condensed the wadding bundle,
rendering it as hard as wood.508 Based on Severin’s description, Wachsmann
hypothesized that some form of rope wadding was used in Egyptian vessels.509 He also
proposes that a scene from the Fifth Dynasty Tomb of Ptahhotep at Saqqara shows a
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workman using a stick to tension the lashings of a papyrus raft.510 During the
construction of Jewel of Muscat, workmen used simple wooden fids or marlinespikes.511
Both Vosmer and Severin emphasize the importance of tensioning and pounding the
lacing as it was pulled over the wadding. These accounts, along with the evidence from
Egyptian boatbuilding scenes identified by Wachsmann, suggest that Egyptian
boatwrights pounded the wadding and cords as they laced the vessel.

Lacing Pattern
Third Dynasty boatwrights used a complex system of lacing to bind the planks of
the Abusir Boat. Even the most basic pattern required laborers to lace along a plank
seam seven times. It is unknown exactly how far laborers laced along a seam before
turning around and lacing back. Hopefully, further examination of the lacing remains
will help answer this question. The basic lacing pattern for the vessel is described below.
Preparation for lacing: In this scenario, laborers lace along a simple plank seam,
using paired L-shaped mortises (Figure 118). Each L-shaped mortise has an opening in
the plank face and an opening in the plank seam. The openings along the plank seam
align with each other, creating a continuous U-shaped channel. In the diagram, I have
labeled mortises along the bottom edge of the upper plank as 1-4, while the mortises
along the upper edge of the lower plank are labeled A-D. Boatwrights used a long,
doubled-over loop of cord to lace the vessel, laying down four cords with each pass. In
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this scenario, workmen begin by lacing to the right. It was also possible to start by lacing
to the left. Once all the lacing remains are processed, it should be possible to determine
the direction of lacing for each seam.
Optional Step: In some instances, boatwrights would begin by placing transverse
withies perpendicular to the seam, situating them between paired mortises (Figure 119).
This was only done along the sides of the vessel. Transverse withies did not cross the
bottom of the boat, as far as I can tell based on the surviving evidence.
Step 1: Workmen placed bundles of wadding over the plank seam (Figure 120).
The bundles would lie over top of the transverse withies, if the withies were present.
Unlike the long bundles of rope used for wadding in Indian Ocean craft, the short
wadding bundles do not seem to have been connected to each other. It is likely that one
workman would put individual bundles in place while a second workman laced over the
top of them to hold them in position.
Step 2: Workmen laced the seam moving to the right (Figure 121). They would
pass lacing through a mortise in the upper plank (1), down through the channel and out a
mortise in the bottom plank (A), and then diagonally across the seam to the next mortise
to the right in the upper plank (2). They continued the pattern, feeding the lacing down
the channel and out mortise B, diagonally right to mortise 3, down internally to mortise
C, diagonally right to mortise 4, and so on down the seam. The resulting visible pattern
appears as diagonal bands of lacing: / / / / /. It is probable that each time they pulled the
lacing out of a mortise in the bottom plank, they would draw it tight, perhaps using a
stick as a lever.
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Figure 118: Lacing channels connect paired L-shaped mortises across the plank
seam (illustration by D. Inglis).

Figure 119: Optional Step – Place transverse withies between the paired mortises,
perpendicular to the seam (only on the sides of the vessel) (illustration by D. Inglis).
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Figure 120: Step 1 – Workmen placed short bundles of wadding over the seam,
over top of the withies, if they are present (illustration by D. Inglis).

Figure 121: Step 2, Moving Right – Feed cords through the top mortise (3), down
through the paired channels, out the bottom mortise (C), and diagonally upwards
to the next mortise to the right (4). Cords passing through the lacing channels are
indicated by a red dashed line, while cords passing atop the wadding are indicated
with a red solid line (illustration by D. Inglis).
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This would cause the diagonal bands of lacing to tighten and pin the wadding
bundles in place. This would also free the hands of the second workman to grab the next
wadding bundle. Throughout the lacing process, the second workman probably also
periodically pounded the lacing and wadding with a hammerstone to help tighten it.
Step 3: Once they reached the end of the seam, the workmen would reverse their
direction, lacing back to the left (Figure 122). They would pass lacing into a mortise in
the upper plank (4), out a mortise in the bottom plank (D), and then lace diagonally
across the seam to the next mortise to the left in the upper plank (3). They would then
continue lacing in this pattern, feeding the lacing down the channel and out mortise C,
diagonally left to mortise 2, down the channel to mortise B, diagonally left to mortise 1,
and so on down the seam. The diagonal bands of lacing leading to the left would cross
those going to the right, creating a crisscross pattern of XXXXX.
Step 4: Workmen would reverse direction at the end of the seam, and lace back
to the right, following the pattern in Step 2 (Figure 123). Step 5: At the end of the seam,
workmen begin a fourth pass, moving to the left, as described in Step 3 (Figure 124).
Step 6: Workmen make a fifth pass, lacing to the right (Figure 125). Step 7: Workmen
would make a sixth pass, moving to the left (Figure 126)
After this final pass to the left, the workmen would begin finishing the lacing
pattern. Step 8. They would begin in the same way as the earlier passes, pulling the
lacing diagonally across the seam from mortise A in the bottom plank, to mortise 2 in the
upper plank (Figure 127). They would then push the cords down the channel, and out the
opening in the bottom plank (B).
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Figure 122: Step 3, Moving Left – Feed cords through the top mortise, down
through the paired channels, out the bottom, and diagonally upwards to the next
mortise to the left (illustration by D. Inglis).

Figure 123: Step 4, Moving Right – Feed cords through the top mortise, down
through the paired channels, out the bottom mortise, and diagonally upwards to
the next mortise to the right. This pass overlaps the left-hand diagonal cords laid
down in Step 3 (illustration by D. Inglis).
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Figure 124: Step 5, Moving Left – Repeat the lacing pattern moving left. This pass
overlaps the two right-hand diagonal cords laid down in Steps 2 and 4 (illustration by
D. Inglis).

Figure 125: Step 6, Moving Right – Repeat the lacing pattern moving right. This
pass overlaps the two left-hand diagonal cords laid down in Steps 3 and 5 (illustration
by D. Inglis).
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Figure 126: Step 7, Moving Left – Repeat the lacing pattern moving left. This pass
overlaps the three right-hand diagonal cords laid down in Steps 2, 4, and 6
(illustration by D. Inglis).

Figure 127: Step 8, Finishing Part 1, Moving Right – Bring the cord diagonally
upwards from the bottom mortise (A), through the next top mortise to the right (2),
down through the paired channels, out the bottom mortise (B). This pass overlaps
the three left-hand diagonal cords laid down in Steps 3, 5, and 7 (illustration by D.
Inglis).
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Step 9: At this point the pattern changes. Instead of lacing diagonally, the
workmen would lace vertically back up to mortise 2, down the channel, out mortise B
once again, and pull the lacing as tight as possible. This would result in a single vertical
band of lacing between the paired mortises. They would then repeat the process three
more times, resulting in four visible bands of lacing (Figure 128). Essentially, the
vertical bands of lacing acted like seizing. They would then repeat step 8, lacing
diagonally to mortise 3 (Figure 129), and then making four vertical passes between
mortise 3 and C, following step 9 (Figure 130). They would move down the seam,
producing a banded-x pattern of: XIIIIXIIIIXIIIIX, (Figure 131, Figure 132).
The system of lacing would have required an enormous amount of material and
labor. Workmen made seven passes along the seam, with the final pass taking much
longer than the others. Each mortise would have eleven bands of cords running through
it – seven from the diagonal passes, and four from the vertical passes. As each band was
made of four 2-ply cords, this means that a mortise would be packed with 44 cords, or 88
strands!
Perhaps even more surprising, the lacing method described here is the least
complex in the entire vessel. Lacing became more complicated where planks met in buttjoints and diagonal scarfs, or where drop strakes and stealers terminated. Narrowing
planks essentially required workmen to lace three planks together at once, using Tshaped and through-mortises.
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Figure 128: Step 9, Finishing Part 2, Moving Right – There is a change in the
pattern. Rather than lashing diagonally, bring the cord up from the bottom mortise
(B) to the top mortise in the pair (2), pass it down through the connected channels,
and out the bottom again (B). Repeat four times, creating four bands of seizing
(illustration by D. Inglis).

Figure 129: Repeat Finishing Pattern Part 1– Lace diagonally from the bottom
mortise (B) to the next adjacent top mortise to the right (3) (illustration by D.
Inglis).
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Figure 130: Repeat Finishing Pattern Part 2 – Lace vertically four times before
lacing diagonally to the right and proceeding with the pattern (illustration by D.
Inglis).

Figure 131: The completed lacing pattern of the Abusir Boat (illustration by D.
Inglis).
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Figure 132: A comparison of the pattern of crisscrossing bands of cords shown in
the illustration and visible in the lacing of the Abusir Boat. Lefthand-laid bands are
shown in yellow (illustration by D. Inglis).

Boatwrights went to great lengths to secure scarfs. In some cases, they would
lace diagonally across to mortises two places down the line. In the normal lacing pattern
(using the above numbering) boatwrights would ultimately lace from mortise C (in the
bottom plank) diagonally left to mortise 2, and diagonally right to mortise 4, as well as
vertically to mortise 3 (all in the top plank). In complex joints, they might lace from
mortise C diagonally left to mortise 2 as well as 1, and diagonally right to mortise 4 as
well as 5, in addition to lacing vertically to mortise 3. I have not yet been able to process
all the lacing data from these complex joints.
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Frame Stations
While the Abusir Boat did not have extant frames or ribs, it is almost certain that
the vessel was equipped with them at some point. Their locations can be extrapolated
from sets of paired U-shaped mortises aligned in transverse rows across the hull. In plan
view, these lashing points appear as a cluster of four small openings in the plank face.
As they functioned as a unit, I will refer to these sets as quad-mortises. As with lacing
mortises, they did not penetrate the exterior of the planking. They are distinctly smaller
than lacing mortises, and unlike lacing mortises, quad-mortises occur in the middle of
plank faces, and not along the edges. Their transverse alignment across the hull suggests
that they were used for securing some type of transverse timber, most likely frames. It is
also conceivable they could have served as attachment points for stanchions that
supported transverse components such as deck beams or benches.
Quad-mortises were comprised of two U-shaped mortises. Each U-shaped
mortise had two openings in the plank face – thus four total openings. The openings
were connected by a channel with inwardly slopping sides and a flat bottom (Figure
133). They are similar in function to V-shaped mortises, in which the angled channels
meet at a point. The connected openings of a U-shaped mortise allowed boatwrights to
pass ligatures into the plank face and back out again. This allows them to serve as
attachment points in the plank face. They are similar in function to a raised lashing cleat.
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Figure 133: U-shaped mortises from the Abusir Boat (illustration by D. Inglis).

The U-shaped mortises used in these lashing arrangements have smaller openings
than the L-shaped mortises used for longitudinal lacing. Each opening was only 5.16.4 c, long and 1.5-2.3 cm wide. There was an average gap of around 2.1 cm between
linked openings. The paired U-shaped mortises were set between 4.1 and 8.2 cm apart,
through a gap of around 7.0-7.5 cm was typical. This spacing probably corresponds to
frame width. For comparison, Mark estimates that the frames of Khufu’s Ship are
approximately 8-10 cm sided (wide), and 12-20 cm molded (high). Khufu’s frames are
taller than they are wide.512 The Abusir Boat could have accommodated slightly smaller
frames.
Paired U-shaped mortises permit a variety of lashing patterns (Figure 134). The
diagram below illustrates a few possible lashing methods. It shows ligatures passing over
the top of the frame. They could also pass through open mortises cut through the sides of
the frames.

512

Mark 2009, 147.
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Figure 134: Potential lashing patterns for securing frames using quad-mortises of
the Abusir Boat (illustration by D. Inglis).

In the diagram, each U-shaped mortise is designated by a number, and each
opening is designated by a letter. Scenario A illustrates simple transverse lashing.
Ligatures pass transversely from opening 1a over the top of the frame into opening 2a,
through the plank face and out opening 2b, over the top of the frame to opening 1b, and
then back out opening 1a again – continuing until tightly secured.
Scenario B illustrates diagonal lashing. Ligatures pass diagonally from opening
1a over the top of the frame into opening 2b, through the plank face and out opening 2a,
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diagonally over the top of the frame to opening 1b, and then back out opening 1a again.
Scenario C shows both methods combined. Considering that a similar form of crisscross
lacing was used for longitudinal lacing along the boat’s plank seams, I believe that this is
the most likely solution for the Abusir Boat.
While some quad mortises were found intact, many of the mortises along the
bottom planking had been reduced to brown residues in the red-stained sand. In many
cases, the hull was too damaged to permit a positive identification. No fibers were found
within the extant mortises. This is not surprising, as most lacing mortises were also
empty, the wadding and lacing having entirely disintegrated. There were no transverse
stains to indicate the presence of degraded frames. This may indicate that the frames
were removed from the hull sometime prior to the boat’s burial.
Unfortunately, due to the poor preservation of the hull, the positions of only a
few quad-mortises could be identified. However, they are sufficient to suggest a general
pattern. To secure a frame, boatwrights cut two to four sets of quad-mortises in a
transverse line across the bottom, as well as at least one aligned set in both the starboard
and ports sides of the hull. While quad-mortises are aligned transversely, they are not
aligned longitudinally. Boatwrights had to shift their locations to accommodate irregular
plank shapes. Frames stations were spaced regularly, about 70 cm apart, although there
was one span amidships of 105 cm between stations.513

513

The fragmentary remains made it impossible to detect quad mortises in some regions of the hull. Where
they could be taken, spacing measurements were 67.25, 70.75, and 72.5 cm.
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We see similar evidence from the Abu Rawash boat, which had clusters of four
small lashing mortises aligned transversely across the hull. Their size and structure
appear identical to those of the Abusir Boat. Unlike the Abusir Boat, there were no quad
mortises along the centerline of the vessel. They were positioned along the outer strakes
of the bottom planking on both sides of the hull. The quad-mortises were cut just inboard
of the lashing mortises. In total, the Abu Rawash vessel had evidence for seven frame
stations.514 Measurements taken from the published plans indicate that frame stations
were, for the most part, spaced approximately 70 cm apart – which is identical to the
spacing from the Abusir Boat.515

Reevaluating the Early Dynastic Evidence in Light of the Abusir Boat

The Abydos Boats
The extraordinarily rich body of data from the Abusir Boat provides an
opportunity to reassess the First Dynasty Abydos boats, as well draw parallels with the
Abu Rawash vessels. In her initial analysis of the remains of BG 10 at Abydos, Ward
drew parallels with Khufu’s Ship. This was natural, as the remains of the Abydos boats
look nothing like any other known laced vessels, and Khufu’s Ship was the best
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Tristant et al. 2014, 567.
In one instance, the Abu Rawash boat’s quad mortises are only 40 cm apart. It is worth noting that the
Abusir Boat also had an anomalously spaced set of quad mortises that were 105 cm apart. If we add 70 cm
(the average spacing of the Abu Rawash mortises) and 40 cm (the short spacing from the Abu Rawash
boat) we arrive at 110 cm. This is so close to the 105 cm spacing in the Abusir Boat, that I expect there
was another intervening set of quad mortises that could not be detected.
515
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available comparative evidence for Early Dynastic boatbuilding. Both had a similar
cross-section, with a flat bottom, hard chine, and angled sides. Both vessels had been
clearly fastened together with some form of ligatures running through-mortises. Both
had mortises that were approximately one Egyptian palm long, and one digit wide.516
Based on these parallels, Ward concluded that boatwrights had assembled the hulls of
the Abydos boats with transverse lashing, similar to that of Khufu’s Ship (Figure 135).517

Figure 135: Cross section of Abydos Boat-Grave 10 (from Ward 2003, fig. 5.4).

516
517

Ward 2003, 20–22; 2006, 124–25.
Ward 2003, 20–22.
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Considering the evidence from the Abusir Boat, it is almost certain that the
Abydos vessels were assembled with longitudinal lacing along plank seams, and not
transverse lashing like Khufu’s Ship. Firstly, the mortising pattern matches that of the
Abusir Boat, consisting of closely spaced L-shaped mortises running along plank edges.
This is completely different than the system of transverse lashing from Khufu’s Ship,
which primarily relied on V-shaped mortises in plank faces (see below). A reevaluation
of the plan of BG10 shows that L-shaped mortises were used to assemble bottom planks,
diagonal mortises were used to attach the first side strake, and through-mortises were
used in instances where planks were too narrow to accommodate L-shaped (or T-shaped)
mortises. This is exactly the system used for the Abusir Boat.
Ward proposed that boatwrights used a 7.5 cm wide “woven strap” for transverse
lashing. This conclusion was based on the remains of ligatures in two of the mortises
from BG 10. She draws a parallel between these fibers and the remains of ligatures that
she had observed in the mortises of the Twelfth Dynasty Lisht timbers.518 She described
the remains as the remnants of “a flat plaited strip woven from about fifteen strands,”
probably made of halfa grass (Figure 136).519

518
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Ward 2006, 124.
Ward 2000, 111; 2004, 19.
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Figure 136: Photograph of one of the Lisht timbers, showing the remains of
ligatures within a mortise. Ward proposed that they were part of a woven strap
(from Ward 2004, fig. 2.5).

It is difficult to be certain, since only one photograph is provided, but the strands
packed within the mortise of the plank from Lisht look very similar to evidence from
Abusir, when strands were broken off at the edge of the mortise. The lacing pattern of
the Abusir Boat resulted in dozens of small cords densely packed within each mortise,
producing a confusing bundle of crisscrossing cords that could easily be mistaken for the
remnants of a woven band, particularly if one had not seen the system before. Moreover,
lacing between paired mortises resulted in a band of 12 to 16 cords running
perpendicular to the seam (it may not be a coincidence that Ward counted 15 strands in
the plaited band). In areas where the associated cross-lacing had fallen away, this band
could be mistaken for some sort of transverse strap (Figure 137). It is possible, rather
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than a woven strap (which would be difficult to tie off), boatwrights bound the Lisht
timbers using small cords like those used on the Abusir Boat. Rather than longitudinal
lacing, they simply wrapped them multiple times through channels of the paired Lshaped mortises. Whether the Lisht timbers were fastened in such a way can be debated.
Given the mortise patterns of BG 10, it is likely that the Abydos boats were laced like
the Abusir Boat.

Figure 137: Remnants of lacing from the Abusir Boat that create the appearance of
a band, the cross lacing having fallen away (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of the
CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016
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Ward observed fibers between planks seams, which she described as a filler
material, and a thick layer of fibers covering the hull, which she hypothesizes might
have been reed matting. She notes that it was highly degraded, but likely had been “up to
3 cm thick.”520 I believe it is likely that Ward was seeing the crushed remains of lacing
and wadding. Within the hull of the Abusir Boat, there were several places where the
wadding had been similarly crushed. The spread-out fibers appeared almost like matting,
with wadding fibers running longitudinally, and lacing fibers running transversely and
diagonally. In a few areas where lines of wadding joined or ran closely together, the
crushed bed of fibers had spread to cover most of the exposed wood.
In her analysis, Ward also states that "it is clear that many of the plank edges did
not originally touch each other but were separated by a now-vanished intermediate
material. Impressions in mud plaster below and long plant fibers within the gaps
between planks document something other than a plank present at the time of burial."521
Ward also argues that the "separation or splaying of planks cannot account for the
impressions in the mud plaster beneath the 4-5 cm gaps between bottom planks."522
Evidence from the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat brings these observations into
question. Ward may have underestimated the amount the planks could shrink. Firstly,
similarly sized (ca. 2-5 cm) gaps were found between planks of the Abusir Boat. These
gaps were caused by 1) the wood shrinking and warping, and 2) disturbance and damage
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Ward 2003, 21.
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to the hull caused by the excavation of a shaft tomb during the 6th Dynasty. Enough
lacing material is preserved to show that the planks were articulated at the time of burial,
and that the gaps formed over the next four millennia. The forces exerted by the
shrinking wood were enough both to fracture planks along the grain and rip through
lacing (Figure 138). It is likely that the gaps between the planks at Abydos were caused
by similar forces. It should also be noted that archaeologists chose to excavate a section
of BG10 specifically because it had been cut by an intrusive burial shaft, allowing them
to see the boat’s profile. It is likely that the intrusive shaft caused similar damage as the
AS 84 shaft 8 which cut through the Abusir Boat amidships.

Figure 138: Separated planks from the Abusir Boat (photo by D. Inglis, courtesy of
the CIE/INA Abusir Boat Expedition 2016).
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Figure 139: Detail of some of the narrow planks used in the construction of the M06
boat from Abu Rawash (after Tristant et al. 2014, fig. 14).

Secondly, it is also possible that the gaps could result from missing stealers or
narrowing planks that ended in a point as opposed to a butt-joint or diagonal scarf. many
narrow planks were used in the construction of the Abusir Boat. Extremely long and
narrow planks were also used in the construction of the Abu Rawash boats; they appear
to be 5 to 10 cm wide over most of their length (Figure 139).
It is almost certain that the planks of BG10 were sculpted to align with each
other, and mortises were paired across plank seams. This strongly indicates that some of
the timbers that Ward designated as separate planks, were originally a single member.
For instance, B3/2 and B2/2 were probably originally a single central plank that has
cracked down the middle. As with the Abusir and Abu Rawash boats, L-shaped mortises
ran down both edges. I propose a revised interpretation of the hull remains based on the
new evidence from the Abusir Boat (Figure 140). Given that BG 10 has a pattern of
paired mortises running along planks seams, and plant remains that can be reinterpreted
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as evidence of wadding and lacing, it is almost certain that the Abydos boats were
assembled with longitudinal lacing using an identical system to the Abusir Boat.
O’Connor and Ward both believe that the Abydos boats represent functional
vessels.523 Mark, however, argues that the Abydos boats were too long, narrow, and
structurally unsound to have ever been used.524 He concluded that that BG10 was “a
symbolic boat instead of a functioning one.”525 Mark proposes that the boats were
assembled in place, with the planks embedded in wet plaster to hold them in position.
Once the plaster had dried, botanical material was used to fill any gaps, and the planks
were subsequently laced together. He suggests that this would explain the wide gaps
found between the planks and would have allowed the boatwrights to work faster and
use recycled pieces.526 This argument is based on two faulty premises. The first is that
the gaps were there at the time of burial. The evidence from the Abusir Boat directly
contradicts this conclusion, showing that the gaps most likely resulted from postdepositional processes. The second premise is that the Abydos boats were too long and
lightly built to be functioning vessels. This is contradicted by a vast corpus of
ethnographic and archaeological examples of extremely long, plank-built laced boats
that were used in the Aegean, Southeast Asia, and Oceania.527 Thus, it is highly likely
that the Abydos vessels were functional, fully assembled vessels that were subsequently
buried.

O’Connor 1995, 5; 2009, 193.
Mark 2012, 115.
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Mark 2012, 112.
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See Haddon and Hornell 1975; McGrail and Kentley 1985.
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Figure 140: Revised plan of the planking of Abydos boat BG-10 (illustration by D.
Inglis, top), based on new evidence from the Abusir Boat, compared with Ward’s
original plan of the BG-10 boat grave (bottom, after Ward 2003, fig. 5.2).
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Abu Rawash Boats
I have already described many similarities between the Third Dynasty Abusir
Boat and the First Dynasty Abu Rawash boats. Both vessels were constructed using an
identical set of boatbuilding techniques. However, it is valuable to point out that they do
not seem to have been constructed with similar planking plans. The Abusir Boat, like
Khufu’s Ship, was designed around a three-section bottom. The M06 boat from Abu
Rawash seems to have been designed around a central strake. To increase the clarity of
the planking scheme, I provide an alternative version of the plan published in Tristant et
al. 2014 – removing shading, details of damage, and adding plank designations (Figure
141).
The M06 boat was constructed around a central strake consisting of multiple
timbers, with a long, curving plank serving as the primary timber (plank C3, shaded in
blue). To compensate for the curve, the boatwright added a ‘bell-curve’-shaped plank
with a broad center portion and tapered ends (C4). This solution is similar to plank BC2a from the Abusir Boat (discussed above). The rounded end of central plank C3 was
extended by two, thin knife planks C1 and C2. The knife plank C2 on the south side of
the central plank appears to be just over 2.9 m long, based on the plan. It was quite thin
and does not appear to exceed 10 cm in width along its length. A shorter knife plank C3
mirrored it on the north side.
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Figure 141: Revised plan the of Abu Rawash boat M06, with damage and breaks removed (after Tristant et al. 2014,
fig. 14).
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The knife planks were too narrow to accommodate opposing L-shaped mortises.
T-shaped mortises were used at their western ends, and through-mortises along the rest
of their length. Lacing would have passed through these mortises, clamping plank C1
between planks C3 and S2. They are similar to some of the planks from Tarkhan.
The bottom of the M06 boat consisted of three strakes (S, C, and N). Boatwrights
laid wide strakes on the port and starboard sides of the central strake. They converge
where the central strake ends. It is worth noting that the bow and stern bottom ‘sections’
of the Abusir Boat were also constructed from three converging strakes. This may
represent a continued convention in boatbuilding. As we do not know the specifics of
how the ends of the Abusir Boat were constructed, it is certainly possible that they were
built in a similar fashion to the Abu Rawash boats. However, the overall design of the
Abusir Boat was not based on a central strake, but on a three-section bottom.

Coffin Planks
The Abusir Boat provides the evidence to decisively determine the origin of at
least some of the Tarkhan planks. In 2019, I initiated a project with wood anatomist and
coffin specialist Caroline Arbuckle MacLeod to reexamine the Tarkhan planks, as well
as other planks reused in Early Dynastic coffins. We documented nine planks from
Tarkhan held in the collections of the Petrie Museum at UCL and made 3D models of
seven. Additionally, we modeled a complete coffin from Tarkhan on display at the
British Museum (EA52888) and conducted archival research at the Egyptian Exploration
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Society archives. Full analysis of the data will begin during summer 2020. However, it is
possible to provides some initial comments as to the nature of the Tarkhan planks.
Many of the planks have been modified from their original form. This includes
cutting them to length, trimming edges to conform to a new shape or curve, adding
mortise-and-tenon joints added, cutting lashing mortises, or even sawing them in half
through their thickness. To determine their initial function, it is essential to differentiate
modifications from original features.
For example, the planks in the lid of coffin EA52888 at the British Museum have
shallow scallops along their edges (Figure 142). These scallops are the remains of Lshaped mortises. The planks were originally about twice as thick. They were sawn in
half through their thickness, producing two equal sized planks, half as thick. Carpenters
cut straight through the L-shaped mortises along their edges. This left the top plank (the
inboard half) with a series of vertical holes passing through each face of the plank, and
bottom plank (the outboard half) with scalloped edges. In the case of the top plank, or
what would have been the interior face, it is likely carpenters simply trimmed away the
edge with the mortise holes, leaving a narrow thin plank, with little evidence of its
original purpose. Now that we understand that a pattern of large L-shaped mortises
running along plank edges is diagnostic of Egyptian boatbuilding of this period, the
planks in the lid of coffin EA52888 can be identified as recycled boat planks.
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Figure 142: A photograph of First Dynasty coffin BM52888, showing scalloped cuts
along the edge of a plank. They are the remains of L-shaped lashing mortises
(excerpt of a photograph from the British Museum collection, courtesy The
Trustees of the British Museum).

The dimensions, shapes, and construction features of the Tarkhan planks held in
the Petrie Museum vary. This suggests that they may have originally had a variety of
uses. We can divide them into types based on their dimensions and fastening patterns.
Type A planks are roughly 4-7 cm thick. They have large L-shaped and T-shaped
lashing mortises that were 11-13 cm long. They have irregular shapes and are cut to
follow the grain. Type B planks are half as thick (around 2.5-3.5 cm). They have
straight, rectilinear edges. They have very small through-mortises, which are only 24 cm long and perforate both faces of the plank. Type C, represented by UC17166, were
wide, thin planks with quad-mortises in their faces. They also have small throughmortises.
Type A planks came from boats, confirming the general hypothesis of Frankfort
and Vinson. Moreover, in several cases, it is possible to reconstruct the original role of
the plank within the hull. The use of L-shaped, T-shaped, and V-shaped mortises match
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the evidence from Abu Rawash and Abusir. The mortise lengths are longer than the
averages from the Abusir Boat, but with a length of 11-13 cm, they still fall within the
observed range of mortise widths. At 4-6 cm thick, they also match the approximate
6 cm thickness of the planks from the Abydos Boat, Abu Rawash boats, and Abusir
Boat. It appears, however, that the thickness of some of the planks has been reduced.
UC17156 is not a frame as hypothesized by Vinson, but it was once part of an
Early Dynastic boat. It is a portion of a plank that was narrowed while transitioning from
employing paired L-shaped mortises to T-shaped mortises instead. It is equivalent to
plank S2 from Abu Rawash boat M06. The two T-shaped mortises near the squared end
of the plank would have once corresponded to L-shaped mortises along the edges of the
adjacent bottom planks. The plank broke at the point where it began to widen. It
originally had staggered L-shaped lashing mortises, instead of T-shaped mortises. Not
having fully examined the evidence, I am not sure about the nature of UC17162. It may
have been a plank similar to UC17156 that was subsequently modified.
Plank UC17157 is the outboard edge of a boat’s bottom plank. It is an extremely
important find, as it records the details of the vessel’s chine. It is currently 5.3 cm thick,
but was likely thicker. The bottom was probably removed to create a smooth thin plank
with no mortises. This process accidently removed the bottom of the second V-shaped
mortise. The inboard edge of the plank is missing. The plank had V-shaped mortises
running down its outboard edge. The outboard openings were long and narrow (ca. 1112 cm long), similar to the size of typical L-shaped mortises. The inboard openings were
wider and shorter (ca 7.4-7.6 cm long, 4.8-5.3 cm wide), accommodating a gently
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sloping lashing channel. A chine plank would have sat atop the outer opening.
Boatwrights would have passed lacing through the L-shaped mortises in the chine plank,
through the plank seam into the outboard opening of the V-shaped mortise, and then out
the inboard opening, and then continuing the pattern. This is exactly the method that
would have been used to secure the chine of the Abusir Boat and the Abu Rawash boats.
The outboard edge of UC17157 is beveled, just like in Khufu’s Ship; the bevel probably
approximates the angle of the chine.
I am not yet certain of the purpose of Type B planks as I have not had the
opportunity to fully study the material. It is important to note that mortises are half the
length and half the width of the lashing mortises in Type A planks. They definitely
belong to a different system of construction. I originally expected that the small throughmortises were the remnants of small L-shaped mortises after carpenters cut a 6 cm thick
boat plank in half to make two 3 cm thick planks (see the discussion of the planks
comprising the lid of BM52888, above). However, once I had the opportunity to
examine the plank, it became evident that the mortises appear to have been cut straight
through the plank.
Likewise, I am not certain of the purpose of Type C planks. The small paired Vshaped mortises in the face of UC17166 are identical to the quad-mortises found in
planks of the Abusir Boat and Abu Rawash boats. Despite this correspondence, it is
unclear whether they originated from watercraft. Similar arrangements of small, paired
V-shaped mortises appear in later coffin construction for lashing down cross-timbers –
so they may simply represent a common carpenter’s technique. It is worth noting that the
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L-shaped mortises along the opposite edge of the plank from the quad-mortises are
actually the remains of another sequence of quad-mortises. Carpenters cut the plank
down the seam between the openings of each V-shaped mortise, leaving L-shaped
mortised behind.
A proper analysis of Type B and C planks requires comparative analysis with
coffin and furniture construction techniques beyond the scope of this dissertation. The
“Boats and Coffins” project is still in its initial stages. I have provided preliminary
analysis here because it is relevant to the discussion of Early Dynastic boat remains. The
Type B and C planks invite various potential hypotheses. They may have been used in
boats, above the waterline, perhaps as decking or parts of deck houses. It is also possible
that they are part of a different laced boat-construction technique, in which holes passed
through the planking, and wadding was placed on either side of the seam – similar to the
laced boats of the Indian Ocean. It is worth noting that the planks of the Abu Gorab boat
were only 4 cm thick, and secured with an unknown fastening system.528

Defining an Early Nilotic Laced Tradition
The boatwrights who built the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat used construction
techniques that had not substantially changed from those of their First Dynasty
predecessors. The remarkable similarity between the First Dynasty Abydos boats, Abu
Rawash boats, and Tarkhan planks and the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat demonstrates the
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conservativeness of shipbuilding techniques over a three-century period, as well as the
use of these techniques both in Upper and Lower Egypt. These complimentary datasets
allow us to define the fundamental characteristics of a boatbuilding tradition which I will
refer to as Early Nilotic Laced Construction. The primary diagnostic trait of this tradition
are close-set, L-shaped mortises running along plank edges.
The following list describes the primary characteristics of Early Nilotic Laced
Construction. At the end of each item, I note the sources the information comes from:
[AS, AB, AR, TK].
AS = the Abusir Boat (Third Dynasty)
AB = the Abydos boats (First Dynasty)
AR = the Abu Rawash boats (First Dynasty)
TK = the Tarkhan Planks (First Dynasty)

FEATURES:
1. Planks were fastened with longitudinal lacing. [AS]
2. Lacing was threaded through L-shaped mortises running along plank edges.
When paired across plank seams, they form a U-shaped lashing channel. [AS,
AB, AR, TK]
3. Where planks narrowed, boatwrights used T-shaped mortises and throughmortises instead of L-shaped mortises. [AS, AB, AR, TK]
4. Lacing was internal. Lacing mortises did not penetrate through the hull. [AS,
AB, AR, TK]
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5. The lacing system resulted in a banded-X pattern (XIIIXIIIX). Boatwrights
made vertical passes between paired mortises, and diagonal passes between
adjacent mortise pairs. [AS]
6. Prior to lacing, boatwrights covered the seams of the vessel with wadding.
The lacing compressed the wadding, rendering the seam watertight. [AS, AB]
7. Potentially unique to the Abusir Boat: Thin withies ran transversely across
the sides of the hull, running beneath the lacing and wadding. They were
positioned between lacing mortises. [AS]
8. Boatwrights sculpted planks to follow the grain of the wood. [AS, AR, TK]
9. Planks had smooth edges and were not joggled. [AS, AB, AR, TK]
10. To maximize wood use, boatwrights selected long primary planks, and filled
in with smaller planks around them. [AS, AR]
11. The boats were flat-bottomed with a hard chine. [AS, AR, AB]
12. The first side strake sat atop the bottom planking and was attached with Vand L-shaped mortises. [AS, AR, TK]
13. Planks were assembled using intermittently spaced small, thin, unpegged
mortise-and-tenon joints. [AS, AR]
14. Frames were lashed to the hull using small paired V-shaped mortises cut into
the plank face. [AS, AR]

There are two important points to keep in mind. Firstly, these techniques could
be used to build a variety of watercraft. While early Nilotic laced vessels were flat341

bottomed watercraft, they all exhibit different forms. The Abydos boats were long,
narrow, and symmetrical-plank-built canoes with a length-to-breadth ratio of about
9.5:1. The Abusir Boat was closer to 7:1 or 8:1, and likely had an overall hull form close
to that of Khufu’s Ship. The Abu Rawash vessels seem to have been constructed around
a central plank, while the Abusir Boat was based on a three-sectioned bottom, with no
axial alignment of its timbers. Secondly, it is quite possible that there were alternate
contemporary boat-building techniques. The Abu Gurob boat may be such an example.
Unfortunately, the evidence is unclear.
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CHAPTER VI
EGYPTIAN BOATBUILDING IN THE FOURTH TO TWELFTH DYNASTIES

Khufu’s Ship
Dated to ca. 2566 BCE, Khufu’s Ship is the oldest intact hull from the ancient
world (Figure 143). As a source of information about ancient ships, it is unparalleled in
its size, completeness, and preservation. As such, it has served as the primary source of
data about Egyptian hull construction, a lens through which all other vessels are viewed.
Considering the vessel’s importance, I will discuss it at length, both in terms of its hull
construction and its discovery, documentation, and reconstruction. In doing so, my
primary objective is to provide a comprehensive overview of Fourth-Dynasty hull
construction techniques in order to contrast them with those of the Early Dynastic and
Third Dynasty. My secondary objective is to draw attention to some discrepancies in the
discussion and analysis of the vessel.
The construction and reconstruction of Khufu’s Ship has been examined
extensively by Abubakr and Moustafa, Lipke, Landström, Ward, and Mark, as well as
others, so there is no need to cover all aspects of the ship.529 I will, however, devote time
to those features that are relevant and analogous to the preserved components of the
Third Dynasty Abusir Boat, including the construction of the bottom of the ship, the
bottom-chine junction, the overall hull shape, frames, scarfs, battens, transverse lashing,
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lashing mortises, and mortise-and-tenon joinery. At this time, I will not discuss
components that were not preserved in the Abusir Boat, including deck beams, girders,
deck panels, or deck structures.

Figure 143: Khufu’s Ship on display at the Solar Boat Museum at Giza (photo by
D. Inglis).
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Discovery
The timbers of Khufu’s Ship were found in a sealed boat-magazine in 1954 by
workmen clearing debris from the southern face of Khufu’s pyramid. Anomalous finds
led project director Kamal el-Mallakh to suspect the presence of a boat-pit.530 Clearing
the area revealed an enclosure wall overlying two rows of inset limestone blocks that
covered two pits. Excavators made a hole to examine the contents of the pit, discovering
that it contained the disarticulated remains of an ancient boat.531 The airtight pit had
preserved the cedar timbers in remarkable condition. The excavators remarked that they
felt and smelled like new wood.532 Excavation lasted from 17 December 1955 to 5
August 1957.533 A total of 651 wooden components were recovered, as well as hundreds
of additional tenons.534 A restoration studio was constructed on-site for the treatment and
conservation of the timbers.535
While much of the vessel was still in “remarkable condition,” some of the
timbers had suffered damage, including cracking, crushing, fragmentation, warping and
degradation resulting in a spongy surface.536 Following extraction, poor storage
conditions, exposure to rain, high temperatures and uncontrolled humidity resulted in
further desiccation, fragmentation, and shrinkage.537 Damaged pieces were repaired;
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however, restorers did not keep detailed records of what was done to individual timbers.
Repairs were painted with a wood grain pattern to make them invisible.538

Documentation
Khufu’s Royal Ship is likely the most influential and complete source of
information about ancient Egyptian ships. As such, it is essential to discuss the
documentation and reconstruction of the vessel. The recording, conservation, and
ultimate reassembly of the vessel was skillfully done, and represents a triumph of
Egyptian archaeology. That said, much remains unpublished, the published diagrams are
not to scale, the available lines were taken from a model and not from the ship, and there
are many uncertainties that remain about the construction of the vessel.
Documenting the hull of Khufu’s Ship required an extraordinary effort on the
part of Moustafa and his team. According to Lipke’s unpublished notes, Moustafa made
around 5,000 drawings and took some 7,500 photographs.539 A team of draftsmen
recorded each timber. While these illustrations documented the shape and dimensions of
each piece, specific details were inconsistently recorded, including “condition (e.g.
major splits, knots, and broken edges) and form (e.g. bevels, curves, section views and
joints).”540 Despite this wealth of documentary evidence, the published plans and
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diagrams are problematic, in that they are not to scale, summary in nature, and have a
number of errors and inconsistencies.
The most important addition to the early reports has been Paul Lipke’s 1984
report, The Royal Ship of Cheops, which was based on his conversations with Hag
Ahmed Youssef Moustafa. This publication is complemented by a collection of
unpublished transcripts, notes, and photographs held in the Paul Lipke Collection.541
Lipke’s interviews and report provided Moustafa the opportunity to correct a variety of
errors in previous publications.542
By capturing the recollections and experience of Moustafa, Lipke made an
invaluable contribution to the record of Khufu’s Ship. However, in reading Lipke, it is
absolutely essential to keep in mind that he was never able to visit the ship with
Moustafa, and that he was never able to go aboard the Khufu I vessel to directly inspect
its construction.543 His report is based exclusively on his interviews with Moustafa,
during which they consulted notes, illustrations, and photos, but not the vessel itself. As
Lipke’s description of the ship’s construction is largely based on his interpretation of
secondhand information, it should not be considered beyond question.
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Lipke, Ward, and particularly Mark, have based several conclusions on diagrams
of the ship and its timbers. It must be pointed out, however, that the available planking
plans are primarily schematic: they are not to scale, they do not precisely reflect the
dimensions and shapes of the planks, and they do not exactly represent either the
positions or dimensions of features such as mortise-and-tenon joints and lashing
mortises. While Mark has subsequently published one of Lipke’s archived plans that had
a scale, he notes that many of the smaller elements in the plan are not to scale, such as
the sizes of tenons and mortises. 544 Moreover, when one compares the shapes of the
timbers in the plan, and the timbers of the actual ship, it is clear that the shapes and sizes
of a number of timbers are misrepresented. The scale is clearly approximate, and should
not be used for direct measurement (contra Mark 2011, 19–20). In general, these plans
are probably adequate for general discussions of the vessel; however, they should be
used cautiously in forming intricate arguments about the construction of the vessel.
It is also important to note that Lipke based his lines drawing on the 1:20 scale
model, and not Khufu’s Ship itself. He notes that both it and the 1:10 model on display in
the museum are “not altogether accurate either in form or in construction.” He made
several adjustments to his lines to make them more representative of the actual vessel.545
Significantly, the reconstructed ship has a much more pronounce sheer than either of the
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models, overhanging the waterline by several meters. Lipke notes that he did not correct
this major discrepancy in his lines.546
The problems with the documentation of Khufu’s Ship can be reduced to
accessibility and accuracy. While conservators made thousands of photographs and
illustrations, few have been published. The plans that have been published represent
information taken from models and summary drawings that approximate the planking.
These do not precisely represent the shapes of the planks or the form of the vessel.

Reconstruction
Hag Ahmed Youssef Moustafa, Chief of the Restoration Department, directed
the restoration and reconstruction of the ship’s timbers. Recognizing that the project
“needed a shipwright more than it did a restorer,” Moustafa spent three months watching
Nile boatwrights building boats after work. He then built models of indigenous boats
until he felt confident that he “could rebuild the ship as a shipwright would.”547 This was
a crucial piece of training, considering how little information was known about Egyptian
boat construction or shell-building at the time.
It is important to note that these vernacular construction techniques relied on
frame-first, keel-based construction, and produced vessels with flat-floored bottoms and
very rounded hulls – a tradition that is fundamentally different than ancient Egyptian,
shell-first construction. These contemporary techniques informed Moustafa’s conception
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of the vessel and reconstruction methodology. This becomes apparent in discussions that
refer to the bottom of the vessel as a keel, or in the use of the mold frames, which
Moustafa believed the Egyptians might have used. This becomes particularly important
when we consider the shape of the vessel. Moustafa expected a very rounded hull – and
crucially – heated and bent planks not only to fit their neighbors, but potentially, shaped
to match his conception of a rounded vessel. It is difficult to assess the level of distortion
that may have been imparted by these techniques and expectations.
Complete reassembly of the vessel took thirteen years, and five reconstructions
(1957-1971). These ‘reconstructions’ should not be characterized as separate failed
attempts or a process of simple trial and error.548 Instead, they represent an intentional,
multi-stage process of alignment, testing, and assembly. Moustafa began by crafting
scale models of the timbers so he could test their positions. 549 During the first
reconstruction, workmen focused on aligning and erecting planks from the port side of
the vessel. During the second reconstruction, they raised both sides of the hull, and
independently erected the decking and superstructures. This process revealed that the
hull was too narrow to accommodate the deck beams.550 During the third reconstruction,
Moustafa controlled the breadth of the ship with a set of six molds. He also confirmed
that the notched longitudinal girders served to clamp the deck beams in place, and was
able to fully assemble the deck and superstructures of the ship. The ship was
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disassembled and stored (in less than ideal conditions) while the museum and new
facilities were constructed. Moustafa and his team used the fourth reconstruction to
correct any remaining troublesome areas and address any deformations in the wood that
occurred during storage. It served as a final trial run prior to full reassembly in the
museum, and to join the elements of the superstructure and hull.551 Most of the assembly
problems were solved during the fourth reconstruction, and Moustafa considered the
fifth reconstruction as being more of a “reassembly” within the constraints of the
museum.552
It is worth keeping in mind that throughout the process of reconstruction, planks
were constantly bent and re-bent – some because of warping or flattening that occurred
during their four-and-a-half millennia long storage, others needed twisting to align to
neighboring planks. Conservators poured boiling water over the planks and gradually
adjusted their curvature and twist with clamps and windlasses over several days.553 It is
difficult to determine how these transformative processes ultimately effected the shape
of the hull.

Symbols
It was not until the fourth reconstruction that one of Moustafa’s assistants
realized that hieratic symbols on the planking were guides for construction and
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assembly. They consisted of 650 symbols, and a total of 1,131 separate marks. They
identified three categories: 1) Four signs indicating which quarter of the ship a piece
belonged to. 2) Signs used to position battens along the correct seams. 3) A symbol
“→” used to designate the centerline of the ship, probably for maintaining symmetry
during construction.554 Moustafa commented that "there was always the pressure to
ignore the signs and finish the ship.”555

Plank Designations
Some of the discussions will require that I reference individual timbers. Both
Ward and Mark used different plank designations. I will generally follow Ward’s
numbering, but add the letter P, S, or B to designate a plank in the Port, Starboard, or
Bottom portions of the hull.556 I will use a number to designate the strake, thus the
second port strake is P2. To refer to a single plank, a lowercase letter is used. The first
plank of the second port strake is P2a (Figure 144). The sections of the bottom planking
are numbered 1, 2, 3 from bow to stern. Accordingly, the port bow bottom plank is B1b.
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Figure 144: New hull plank designations of Khufu’s Ship (illustration by D. Inglis, after Lipke 1984, fig. 42).
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Hull Form
Khufu’s Ship is an extraordinarily graceful vessel. It is long, slender, and has a
distinctly swept-up stern. Khufu’s Ship was 42.3 m long, 5.66 m wide, and 1.8 m deep
amidships, and it would have a displacement of about 50 tons.557 The draft of the vessel
is typically listed as 1.48 m.558 Later vessels would combat hogging and sagging with
robust longitudinal members, including strong keels, keelsons, stringers, wales, and
clamps. In the case of Khufu’s Ship, the longitudinal strength is derived from its
rockered bottom and interlocking shell constructed from joggled planks that were held
together with ligatures, mortise-and-tenon joinery and reinforced by girders.559
While the planks have been clearly reassembled correctly, it may be worth
asking: how accurate is the shape of the reconstructed hull? There are several planks that
do not quite align correctly. While this may simply indicate that it was not quite possible
to bend them into the proper shape, it may be also be evidence of problems with the
reconstructed form.
The port side of Khufu’s Ship is easily visible, permitting inspection. There is a
distinct kink amidships and buckling along the seam between strakes P2 and P3. The
end of plank P4a, which terminates in a hook scarf, does not align with P4b, but
protrudes outward (Figure 145). Directly beneath this hook scarf, the middle of plank
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P3a buckles dramatically outward, overhanging plank P2a (Figure 146). This buckling is
reversed towards the ends of P2a; the forward ends of both planks P2a and P2b project
further outboard than the lower edge of plank P3a. All these problems could probably be
corrected with further twisting and the use of mortise-and-tenon joints. However, it is
possible that these problem areas may indicate that the bow and stern are rising too
sharply, causing planks to buckle outward.

Figure 145: Buckling amidships on the Khufu I Ship; the end of plank P4a, which
terminates in a hook scarf, does not align with P4b, but protrudes outward (photo
by D. Inglis).
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Figure 146: Buckling in the forward part of Khufu’s Ship, where planks P2a and
P2b project further outboard than the lower edge of plank P3a (photo by D. Inglis).

The following observations establish the possibility that the reconstructed shape
may be too extreme. 1) Moustafa and his team heat treated, bent, and twisted planks so
that they would align. 560 If there was a problem with the initial shape of the hull, the
planks would have been simply bent into alignment. 2) The hull could be reconstructed
in multiple forms. Moustafa’s initial reconstruction of the hull (during the second
reconstruction) was 68 cm too narrow.561 3) The initial hull curvature was based on the
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bevels along the butt joints between the three bottom sections.562 Problematically, all
plank edges were beveled, which would have resulted in small V-shaped gap (likely to
accommodate wadding). If the end sections of the bottom were lifted into a position
where the bevels were flush, the rocker would have been too extreme, as it would have
closed the V-shaped gap. Moustafa subsequently adjusted the rocker based on how the
first side strake fit. However, as to the two previous points, planks could be steamed into
shape. Moreover, the initial hull form achieved during the ‘second’ reconstruction was
incorrect anyway. 4) Egyptian iconography and boat models, which may have been
consulted during the reconstruction, have exaggerated hull forms with extremely curved
sheer lines. 5) The reconstruction also might have been influenced by the Dashur boats,
as well as Moustafa’s work with modern Nilotic boats, both of which may have had far
more rounded hull forms than early Egyptian shell-built, bottom-based vessels. 6) Most
significantly, the rocker of both of Moustafa’s research models is much less extreme,
particularly in the stern. The overall curve of the sheer is significantly less.563 The
difference between the reconstructed ship and the model is clear if one compares Lipke’s
lines, which were taken from the 1:20 model, with a photogrammetry model of the
actual restored vessel (Figure 147). Moustafa built his models from scale replicas of the
planks. It is possible, that this initial fitting may represent a more accurate hull shape,
which is the form represented by Lipke’s lines.
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Figure 147: A comparison of Lipke's profile illustration of Khufu’s Ship based on
Moustafa’s 1:20 model (red line) and a photogrammetric model of the extant vessel
(dashed blue line) (illustration by D. Inglis).

Unfortunately, the boat-magazine holding the timbers of Khufu’s Ship was
rectangular, and not boat-shaped, so it can tell us nothing about the original hull shape of
the vessel. However, the two large boat-pits on the eastern side of Khufu’s pyramid are
both naviform and would have once held a vessel of similar size. If we scale Khufu’s
Ship to match the length of the pit, we can see that there is a poor match between the
profile of the pit and the profile derived from the photogrammetry model of Khufu’s
Ship. The bottom of the extant hull is far too rockered to sit evenly in the pit, and the
ends of the vessel extend too high. However, the profile of Moustafa’s model matches
the profile of the pit very closely (Figure 148). Either this indicates 1) the model is a
more accurate representation of how Khufu’s Ship should have been shaped, or very
possibly 2) Moustafa based the initial curvature of his model on the curvature of the pit.
Either way, the correspondence is intriguing.
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Figure 148: A comparison of the profiles of Khufu’s southern naviform boat-pit (thick green line), a photogrammetry
model of Khufu’s Ship (dashed blue line), and Moustafa’s original research model (red line). The boat-pit is 23%
longer than Khufu’s Ship. It has been scaled in this representation to compare its curvature directly with the Khufu’s
Ship (illustration by D. Inglis).
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Planking
The hull of Khufu’s Ship is comprised of 34 primary planks, as well as several
small stealers.564 Planks ranged from approximately 7 to 23 m long, although these are
not precise measurements. Throughout the primary literature, it seems plank dimensions
have been typically rounded to the nearest meter.565 It has been estimated that 95% of
Khufu’s Ship was constructed from cedar of Lebanon. However, Moustafa notes that the
majority of the ship’s timbers were never scientifically identified, and a variety of other
species were known to have been used.566 Steffy estimates that boatwrights had to
import 50+ tons of cedar to construct the vessel.567 Once it is published, the Khufu II
will provide important complimentary information on wood use.
The port and starboard sides of Khufu’s Ship have nearly identical planking
patterns (Figure 149). This implies an emphasis on symmetry and that planks were
shaped to reflect each other; therefore, they do not necessarily represent shapes that were
based solely on the conservation of timber resources.568 The port and starboard sides are
not exact copies of each other. As one should expect, there is some variation in the
lengths and shapes of ‘matching’ port and starboard timbers. Mark attributes this to
differences in the source timber and attempts to maximize wood use.569
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Figure 149: The planking plan of Khufu’s Ship (from Mark 2011, fig. 3).
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Interlocking Planking
In comparison to the planks of earlier vessels, the cedar planks of Khufu’s Ship
are enormous. The longest, at 23 m, surpasses the length of the Abusir Boat as well as
most of the Abydos vessels. The shortest, at 7 m, is longer than any of the acacia planks
from the Abusir Boat. With such long planks, Khufu’s boatwrights had to develop new
techniques to minimize longitudinal sheering along plank seams. They developed a
system of interlocking planking that relied on both step-joggles and hook-scarfs.
Step-joggles were cut along the edge of both the bottom and side planks (Figure
150). Each joggle consisted of a short, vertical step (the joggle-point) followed by a
long, flat table.570 The joggles are small and shallow compared to those used on the Lisht
timbers. Instead of being cut directly perpendicular to the plank, they are angled. Joggles
at the opposite ends of a plank are frequently cut in opposing directions. 571 Although
subtle, the step-joggles apparently provided sufficient resistance to prevent longitudinal
slippage, hogging, and sagging. Steffy describes the joggled edges of Khufu’s Ship as
“masterpieces of wood joinery” and a “good example of knowing when to stop.” If the
joints had been cut deeper, Steffy argues that increased pressure on the joints would have
resulted in the splitting or weakening of the planks.572 The only hull plank edges without
step-joggles are the upper edge of the sheer strake, the lower edge of the first side strake
(where it meets the bottom), the outboard edges of the bottom sections, the butt-joints
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between the three sections of bottom planking, as well as along some scarfs. Boatwrights
employed a variety of scarfs throughout the hull planking. They used hook-scarfs to join
the uppermost two strakes together (P4, P5, S4, S5). Each hook-scarf consists of a basic
S-scarf with a small joggle in the center (Figure 151). The hook-scarfs in the sheer
strakes were approximately 1.3-1.4 m long.573 Each was locked with a mortise-and-tenon
joint in the center of the scarf. The angle of these mortise-and-tenon joints is unclear. 574

Figure 150: Joggled plank seams from Khufu’s Ship (photo by D. Inglis).
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Based on measurements off the photogrammetry model, accuracy unknown.
Mark 2011, 26.
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They were also secured with external lashings (discussed below). The two planks that
comprise each of the fourth strakes are also joined with a hook scarf (approximately
2.2 m long). These scarfs are each locked with two mortise-and-tenon joints.
The first plank of the port first side strake (P1a) also terminates in a hook scarf.
Unlike the upper joints, the end of chine plank P1a is scarfed to two separate planks, P1b
and P2a. The forward end of P2a hooks over the joggle in the middle of the large, 2-mlong hook-scarf, while the forward end of P1b simply terminates against the lower curve
of the scarf. Mortise-and-tenon joints lock P1a and P2a together but are absent from the
joint between P1a and P1b.

Figure 151: Hook-scarf in the port sheer strake of Khufu’s Ship (photo by D. Inglis)
Bottom Planking
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Khufu’s Ship was not constructed around a keel, keel plank, or any form of
central longitudinal timber. Instead, it was built around a flat bottom consisting of three
sections – a rectangular central section just over 10 m long positioned between two
triangular bow and stern sections that were approximately 12-13 m in length. This
triangle-rectangle-triangle layout defined the overall naviform shape of the vessel
(Figure 152). The planks that constituted each bottom section terminate collectively in a
butt joint. The seams of strakes were not aligned across this butt-joint but are offset
instead. The edge of the transverse butt joint between the three sections is straight, and
not joggled. Crucially, each of these triangle-shaped sections are independent – they
were constructed separately, and then subsequently assembled to form the bottom.
Significantly, the bottom planking is not symmetrical around a central axis –
even the three broad planks of the central section are not symmetrical, with the largest
on the port side. Mark has suggested that Khufu’s boatwrights were not overly
concerned with areas that were less visible, and that some of the asymmetry may stem
from an attempt avoid flaws in the timber.575
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Figure 152: Layout of the bottom planking of Khufu’s vessel (illustration by D. Inglis, after excerpt from Abubakr and
Mustafa 1971, fold-out 2, Mark 2009, fig. 2).
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I propose the opposite. Boatwrights were extremely concerned with the
construction of the bottom. Planks were deliberately selected and placed. The
asymmetrical layout was intentional. Each of the triangular end sections was based on a
long primary timber (B1a and B3c). These two timbers are the longest planks used in the
bottom. They also have the most complex shape and joinery; they have broadened distal
ends that served as the attachment points for the backing timbers. Boatwrights could
have positioned this timber axially, like a central plank, but did not. Instead, the primary
planks are angled. Each comprises one entire side of the triangle, as well as its distal end.
This arrangement puts the longest bottom plank along the outer edge of the bottom,
supporting the chine along its entire length.
Instead of placing these primary bottom planks on the same side of the vessel, the
arrangement of the planks in the bow and stern are intentionally reversed. In the bow, the
primary plank (B1a) comprises the starboard side of the section, while in the stern, the
primary stern plank (B3c) comprises the port side of the aft section. This is a
symmetrical arrangement, implying mirrored across both the horizontal and longitudinal
axes.
In the bow, the primary plank (B1a) is augmented by a second, very wide
triangular plank (B1b) that completes the triangular section. It appears that a plank of
equal width was not available for the stern section, as two additional planks were
required to finish the stern. Combined, these two planks (B3a and B3b) have a similar
shape as the wide triangular plank in the bow (B1b). B3a was placed so that it completes
that rest of the starboard side, while B3b is a small stealer in between the two larger
367

timbers. This arrangement places the thinnest and weakest member to the inside, and not
along the edge. The inverse arrangement (with planks lying in parallel) would have also
resulted in an additional scarf along the outboard edge. This establishes a reoccurring
pattern we will see elsewhere in the hull – boatwrights deliberately used long timbers to
construct crucial points of the hull, and then filled in around them with smaller planks.
The central section is comprised of three planks. Although roughly rectangular,
the planks are not symmetrical, with the widest positioned on the starboard side. Mark
noticed four enigmatic circles depicted in photographs of the original plans. They are
approximately 4 cm in diameter. The circles could represent holes, shallow depressions,
or plugs. Mark speculates these holes could have been used during construction to help
control hull symmetry. Another possibility is that they were holes for fasteners used to
secure the bottom planks during construction.576 One possibility is that these were for
temporary cleats. However, until the hull is investigated further, their function cannot be
confirmed.
Averaging 13 cm thick, 577 the bottom planking is not significantly thicker or
more robust than the rest of the hull planking, which is 12-15 cm thick. The bottom is
not comprised of continuous interlocking planking like the sides of the hull, but instead
consists of three independent sections. Each section has interlocking planking, and was
joined with transverse lashing, and numerous mortise-and-tenon joints. However, these
sections are only minimally joined to each other, relying on open mortises. Ward
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described the three sections of bottom of the vessel as “scarcely fastened together at all
from a modern perspective.” The bottom planks were primarily locked in place by the
first side strakes.
Steffy correctly recognized that the bottom planking did not “perform a spinal
function.”578 It should also not be characterized as an expanded central plank. The three
bottom sections were independent by design and played a fundamental role in
determining the shape of the vessel. Once completed and placed end to end, boatwrights
could adjust the incline of the bow and stern sections to achieve the desired curvature of
the hull. Once the intended shape had been set, the ends of the bottom sections were
beveled so that the joint was flush. When reconstructing the ship, Moustafa reverseengineered the rocker of the hull using this principle. He used the angle of these bevels
to determine the angle at which the bow and stern sections joined the central section.
This provided an initial estimate for hull curvature. Moustafa then adjusted the rocker
based on how the first side strakes fit.579

First Side Strake (Chine Strake)
The first side strake was one of the most important components of Khufu’s Ship.
The angle between the central chine planks and the bottom planking was a primary
factor in determining the shape of the ship’s midship section as well as its overall hull
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Steffy 1994, 28.
Lipke 1984, 63–64.
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form.580 The first side strake also served to lock the three sections of the ship’s bottom
together.
The first side strake is attached to the bottom planking of the vessel using
complex joinery (Figure 153). At the forward and after thirds of the vessel, the first side
strake sits atop the bottom planking. However, amidships, it abuts the outboard edge of
the bottom planking in a 70° miter.581 To transition between these arrangements,
boatwrights cut a 70° rabbet in the bottom of the first side strake, allowing it to move
smoothly from a position atop the bottom planking to abutting its outboard edge.582 As
the position of the rabbet on the bottom of the first side strake would have to
continuously change along its length, cutting and fitting the plank would have required
supreme skill. This transition occurs over a very short length. Ward described the
junction between the bottom planking and central planks of the first side strakes as “one
of the most intricate examples of woodworking technique in the vessel.”583
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Ward 2000, 49, 56.
The angle of the chine strake is 140° amidships. If the chine strake had remained positioned atop the
planking, its inboard edge would have been extremely “fine and fragile.” See Lipke 1984, 105.
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Figure 153: Lipke’s illustration of the progression of the joint between the first side
strake and the bottom-planking, showing the changing shape of the rabbet on
Khufu’s Ship (from Lipke 1984, fig. 65).
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Lipke noted that the edge of the bottom planking was not faired to the angle of
the first side strake, and that it was left squared. Similarly, the published diagrams of the
first side strake joint show right angled edges.584 This is incorrect, as the edges of the
bottom planking are beveled at an approximately 45° angle for at least the bow and stern
bottom sections (Figure 154).585 This angle transitions near the end of P1a.

Figure 154: The point where the beveled edge of the bottom planking transitions
from a 45° angle to a right angle on Khufu’s Ship (photo by D. Inglis).

584

Lipke 1984, 105.
The angle is estimated based on personal observation and inspection of the casual photogrammetric
model.
585
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The planking sequence is disputed. Both port and starboard first side strakes are
made up of three planks. The planks at either end (1a and 1c) are long, while the central
plank (1b) is short. They are joined with diagonal scarfs. The scarfs angle inward, so that
the central plank is trapezoidal, with a long edge on top, and a short edge on the bottom.
Moustafa believed that the planks at the bow (P1a and S1a) were fitted before the
central planks (P1b and S1b). Lipke noted that logically, the angle of the scarfs dictated
that the planks at both ends (1a and 1c) had to be positioned first, followed by those in
the center.586 Ward believed the central planks (P1b and S1b) were erected first,
followed by planks at the ends of the strakes. 587 I believe Lipke’s solution is correct. The
planks at the bow are nearly twice as wide as the central planks. This would make fitting
the planks to the reversed scarf very difficult. Ward proposes a central-plank-first
sequence of construction because she believed that the central chine planks were the
“most important planks used in the sides of the ship” and argued that they played a
fundamental role in determining the midship section and overall hull shape.588
I would argue the opposite. The central planks are of secondary importance to the
other planks of the first side strake. The purpose of the first side strake was to 1)
integrate the three sections of the bottom, 2) interlock with the backing timbers, and 3)
define the shape of the hull by establishing the complex transition between the ends of
the vessel, and the curvature amidships. The bow and stern chine planks (1a and 1c)
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achieve all three of these goals. 1) They bridge the loosely connected bottom sections,
locking them in place with mortise-and-tenon joints positioned on either side of the butt
joint. 2) They are scarfed to the backing timbers. 3) They account for the majority of the
curvature in the hull.
Khufu’s boatwrights deliberately selected long, large planks for these three
important tasks. Once the end planks were positioned and shaped, the boatwrights
bridged the intervening space with the short central strakes. These planks are trapezoidal
in shape, with a longer edge along their top. The short bottom edge is attached to the
bottom planking with mortise-and-tenon joints as well as strategic lashings. The bottom
edge of this plank has a rabbet along its entire length. The shape of this rabbet changes
significantly to accommodate the angle of the chine and curvature of the bottom
planking. Ward describes it as “perhaps the most complex single example of joinery
visible in the ship to-day.”589
In essence, the central chine planks were puzzle pieces cut to fit the space created
between the standing bow and stern chine planks, and the bottom planking. This is why
they are the shortest planks used in the sides of the vessel, and why they have such
complex joinery – they were cut to fit once all the rest of the planking had been
established.
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Mortise-and-Tenon Joints
Boatwrights primarily used two types of mortise-and-tenon joints in constructing
the hull of Khufu’s Ship: 1) longitudinally oriented ‘standard’ mortise-and-tenon joints,
and 2) cross-grain mortise-and tenon joints (Figure 155).590 Both forms use free tenons.
While pegged mortise-and-tenon joints were used, none were used in constructing the
hull. Tenons were primarily made of sidder. Steffy notes that Egyptian “boatwrights
already knew the value of using tenons that were harder than the wood surrounding
them”591

Figure 155: Photograph of a plank seam from Khufu’s Ship, showing both a crossgrain mortise (middle) and regular tenon mortises (right and left) (photo by D.
Inglis).
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Standard mortise-and-tenon joints had mortises cut with the grain. Lipke reports
that tenons were 10×7×1.5 cm.592 Tenon width was likely based on the Egyptian palm
(7-8 cm), while the thickness was potentially based on the digit (1.7-2 cm). They are of
similar width and thickness to tenons from Dashur and Lisht, but only about half the
length.593 Some tenons were found at the Fourth Dynasty Red Sea port of Wadi al-Jarf.
Their dimensions have not been reported, but they appear to be approximately 12-13 cm
long, by 6 cm wide.594 The tenons of Khufu’s Ship were much larger than those from
the Abusir Boat, which were approximately 4×2-3×0.6 cm – so less than half the length,
and a third of the width and thickness. In both Khufu’s Ship and the Abusir Boat, tenon
thickness is around 10% of plank thickness.
The spacing of mortise-and-tenon joints was irregular, and likely affected by the
locations of knots and other considerations.595 Tenons were positioned closer together
around plank ends and stealers. Tenon spacing ranged between 25 and 130 cm, and
possibly as much a 192 cm.596 Mark estimates an average spacing of 96 cm.597
Tenons were smaller than their mortises. Adhesive paste was used as filler.598
Mark suggests that smaller tenons made it easier to align planks, and that the adhesive

Lipke 1984, 64; The length of the tenons of Khufu’s ship should be questioned and may be
misreported.
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was primarily used to keep the tenons in position during construction.599 This may
functionally correspond to the small shims found wedged in mortise-and-tenon joints
from the Lisht timbers.600
The tenons from Khufu’s Ship were rectangular. In contrast, the tenons from the
Lisht timbers were tapered, approximately 20-25 cm long, 6.5 cm wide at the seam, and
4.5 cm wide at their ends. Tenon thickness corresponded to mortise width. However,
tenons were smaller than mortise widths, with a gap of approximately 1 cm on one or
both sides of the tenon. Some retained wooden slips or shims in these spaces.601 These
shims may have helped combat longitudinal slippage and may have reduced mortise
wear caused by shifting tenons.602 Mark observes, however, that the best means to
combat slippage and reduce edge wear would be to have tight fitting rectangular tenons.
He proposes that the primary purpose of the slips was to help align narrow tenons in
wide mortises. The narrow end provided some wiggle room and would have made it
easier for boatwrights to guide tenons into their corresponding mortises when adding a
plank. The wide midsection served to strengthen the seam.603 Mark suggests that the
narrow ended tenons made it easier to break a ship down, compared to tight fitting
rectangular tenons or dowels.604
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The second form of mortise-and-tenon joints were mortises that were cut across
the grain. Cross-grained tenons were only half as wide as standard tenons, but just as
long and thick (10×3.5×1.5 cm).605 As planks averaged 12-15 cm thick, the cross-grain
mortises accounted for approximately 23-30% plank thickness. Ward states that this
would not be enough to weaken the plank significantly.606
Cross-grain mortises do not seem to be used in other shipbuilding traditions.607
Ward hypothesized that the primary purpose of these unique joints was to either prevent
longitudinal plank sheer or for aligning planks during construction.608 Mark has
questioned their usefulness in plank alignment, noting that they do not occur along all
plank edges, and none were used to connect the first side strake to the bottom
planking.609 Furthermore, they would have limited the ability of boatwrights to make
small adjustments during plank alignments. Standard, along-the-grain tenons were
smaller than their corresponding mortises. This provided some room for error and ability
to shift the plank during alignment. The cross-grain tenons, only 1.5 cm thick, would
likely only allow a few millimeters of flexibility during alignment, depending on how
tightly they fit in their mortises. This is a fair critique. However, it should be noted that
many shipbuilding traditions use dowels to align and strengthen plank seams.610 Like
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cross-grain mortises, they would only allow minimal opportunity to shift planks after
initial fitting.
Mark proposes that the primary purpose of the cross-grained tenons was to
prevent planks from slipping laterally (as opposed to longitudinally, which would have
been combated by standard mortises).611 Additionally, he notes that there seems to be an
association between cross-grain mortise-and-tenon joints and the joggled planking, with
one cross-grain mortise theoretically cut in the table of each step-joggle – although this
is not always the case.612 Unfortunately, the plans are inconsistent in representing the
locations of these joints.613
Ward draws attention to a third type of mortise-and-tenon joint. Boatwrights used
tenons in open mortises to align and secure the butt-joints of the bottom planking. These
mortises measured 10×3.5×1.5 cm and have one open edge, which leaves the tenon
exposed. They seem limited to the bottom planking, as Ward does not describe open
mortises used elsewhere in the hull. Intriguingly, the Dashur boats also have open
mortise-and-tenon joints in the butt joints of the central plank.614 Ward observes that for
a “nautical archaeologist accustomed to strongly scarfed and joined keels, this seems a
weak fastening for such a crucial part of the ship.”615 However, she argues that it
provides an important insight into the philosophy of Egyptian ship construction. Given
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the intense joinery used in other areas of the vessel, the Egyptians were clearly
unconcerned with this joint. Ward suggests that experience had taught them to limit the
number of fastenings in the bottom planking (a potential source of leaks) and that a
combination of the hull form, the transverse lashing, and the joinery between the first
side strake and bottom would have been sufficient to clamp the bottom planking
together.616 I suggest that there is also a practical purpose for using an open mortises in
the bottom planking. The bottom end sections join the bottom central section at an angle.
If the boatwrights cut standard mortises in the bottom planks, they would have had to
estimate the angle of the bottom exactly. By using open mortises, they could align and
adjust the angle of the bottom sections, and then cut the mortises through both planks at
the perfect angle.

Lashing System
Boatwrights primarily used two lashing systems for binding the planks of
Khufu’s Ship together. The first, which some scholars refer to as strategic lashings,
consisted of widely spaced point-to-point lashings. These lashings connected individual
elements. They were used during the first stages of construction and to secure
problematic components of the hull. The second binding system was transverse lashing,
consisting of continuous lashing running in and out of mortises, rail-to-rail. Transverse
lashing served to integrate planking across the entire hull.
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Unfortunately, discussions of these lashing systems have been complicated by
the fact that 1) the primary plans of Khufu’s Ship are schematic and not to scale, 2) these
plans do not accurately depict mortise types or how exit channels are related, and
3) scholars must rely on summary descriptions, which speak in terms of average
dimensions and general patterns. This has led some scholars to over-interpret the
available documentation and attempt to justify unfounded reconstructions. While it
remains possible to provide an overall description of the construction of Khufu’s Ship
based on the available documentation, a new survey of the hull is needed to clarify
questions about the planking and fastening methods. I have not been able to examine the
interior of the ship and have only inspected the areas visible to all tourists. It remains
possible, however, to critique some of the conclusions and reconstructions proposed by
other scholars.

Lashing Mortises
The primary lashing systems relied on a variety of V-shaped, L-shaped, and
through-mortises. Moustafa divided the lashing mortises into five categories. 1)
Approximately four-thousand V-shaped mortises were used for transverse lashing.617 2)
A collection of about 277-291 mortises were used for strategic, point-to-point
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lashings.618 3) Sets of seven round, 1.5 cm diameter holes were bored through the after
quarter of each sheer strake. Moustafa hypothesized that they were for “rope deck
beams” that reinforced the stern from the strain of the steering oars. 4) Specialized
lashing mortises were used to bind the ends of the hook scarfs in the sheer strakes. 5)
Mortises that penetrate allowed the transverse lashing to run outside of the ship so that it
can hold the aft ends of some of the port and starboard planks in place.619
Lashing mortises could be differentiated by size. Strategic lashing mortises were
about 2 cm wide and 11 cm long. Transverse lashing mortises were smaller, around 2 cm
wide but only 7 cm long.620 Mark suggest that one reason the strategic holes are larger is
that they are spaced much more widely.621 One can assume that since boatwrights used
only a few strategic lashing mortises to secure each hull plank during the initial stages of
construction, they made them longer to accommodate more passes of rope, increasing
the strength of the joint.
Transverse lashing mortises were V-shaped and positioned in the middle of plank
faces. They allowed rope to pass into the plank face and back out. Strategic lashing
mortises were primarily L-shaped, located along the edges of the planking. Abubakr and
Moustafa actually describe them as 45° channels cut from the inboard plank face that
corresponded to a hole in the plank edge, which sounds at first like a diagonal mortise.622
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Ward, however describes them as paired L-shaped channels.623 The descriptions can be
reconciled. The L-shaped mortises of the Abusir Boat were not cut at a right angle. The
holes in the plank-faces were cut diagonally, and not perpendicularly, so that the
channels met at an obtuse angle. Therefore, I will refer to strategic lashing mortises as Lshaped mortises, following Ward.

Strategic Lashings
The strategic lashing system was comprised of widely spaced point-to-point
lashings that bound planks together with cords that ran through plank seams (Figure
156). This system relied on L-shaped mortises paired across plank seams. It relied on
strategic mortises paired across plank seams. Together, the paired mortises create a Ushaped channel that permitted ligatures to be passed through one plank face, through the
plank seam into the adjacent plank, and out its inboard face. These strategic mortises are
similar to the mortises from the Abydos boats, Abu Rawash boats, and Abusir Boat.
Rather than being used in longitudinal lacing, they were used for point-to-point lashing.
Boatwright could simply wrap cords through the paired mortises numerous times,
binding the planks together. Eventually, L-shaped mortises used for point-to-point
lashings would become the primary form of hull fastening used in Egyptian workboats,
as demonstrated by the lashing mortises of the Lisht timbers.624
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Figure 156: Locations of strategic lashing mortises in the hull planking of Khufu’s
Ship (from Lipke 1984, fig. 42).

There were about 277-291 holes for strategic lashings – very few compared to
the thousands of transverse lashing mortises. It is generally assumed that most strategic
lashings were created during the initial stages of construction and served as temporary
fasteners. Ward questioned this hypothesis, noting that most strategic lashings were used
to secure the upper strakes (2-5) to each other, and not to join the initial elements of the
hull. They were not used in the bottom planking, except at the very ends, and they were
not used to join the bottom planking and first side strake. This may mean the bottom and
sides of the vessel were primarily joined to each other with transverse lashings and
mortise-and-tenon joints.625 Mark proposes that boatwrights used the narrower V-shaped
mortises associated with transverse lashing to bind the bottom planks and first side
strakes during the initial stages of construction. These mortises would have been
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subsequently integrated into the system of transverse lashing.626 Thus, during the initial
stages of construction, boatwrights used different sets of techniques to join the bottom
and first side strakes than those used to join the upper strakes (2-5).
I suggest that there is a simple explanation. Khufu’s boatwrights used strategic
lashing mortises (which exit through plank edges) to join planking edge-to-edge. The
first side strake, however, sits atop the bottom planking for more than three-quarters of
its length, and is thus primarily joined edge-to-face. This arrangement requires more
complex joinery. Ligatures would have to pass through the face of the first side strake,
out its bottom edge, into the face of bottom planking, and back out. This could be
achieved by cutting a row of diagonal or L-shaped mortises along the bottom edge of the
chine plank and a row of V-shaped mortises along the far outboard edge of the bottom
planking (Figure 157). This is the solution used for attaching the backing timbers.627 An
equivalent solution was used for the Abu Rawash boats and the Abusir Boat. The
mortises used in this solution, however, would have weakened the plank edges along one
of the areas of highest stress in the hull. Moreover, the edges of the bottom planking are
beveled along at least 75% of their length (contra Lipke); this would have left very little
wood between the channels of the V-shaped mortise and the edges of the planking. By
using sets of widely spaced V-shaped mortises instead, Khufu’s boatwrights would have
preserved the strength and integrity of the planking along the chine.
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Strategic lashing holes were positioned closer to the plank seam than transverse
lashing mortises, and many are completely covered by the battens. Some scholars have
argued that boatwrights would have had to cut the strategic lashings away before the
battens were placed, as otherwise the battens would not have been able to lie flush
against the planking.628 This assumes that a watertight seal could have been achieved by
compression of the battens alone. Alternately, the seams were covered with wadding,
which would have been compacted by the battens. In this scenario, it may have been
possible that strategic lashings were left in place, and were compressed along with the
wadding.

Figure 157: A method for fastening a chine plank to the bottom planking using Land V-shaped mortises (reflecting the method used for the Abu Rawash and Abusir
Boat) (illustration by D. Inglis).
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Transverse Lashing
The transverse lashing system consisted of ropes that ran continuously from railto-rail through sets of V-shaped mortises spaced approximately 25 cm apart. These
mortises were cut in plank faces (as opposed to across plank seams). In the traditional
reconstruction of this method, boatwrights ran lashings in and out of a V-shaped mortise,
over the top of a batten, and in and out of the next adjacent V-shaped mortise, across the
plank face, in and out of another V-shaped mortise, and over the next batten, etc. (Figure
158).629 The ligatures pressed the battens down atop the plank seams, while the rounded
battens helped increase tension on the ropes.630 This technique allowed boatwrights to
bind planks together across plank seams without requiring additional holes in plank
edges that would have weakened the joint. Ward suggests that the transverse lashing
helped to spread deformations across the hull, reducing stress on individual joints.631
Some of the battens found within the boat-pit had rope impressions on their
surfaces, suggesting that the lashing technique used four or five ropes laid in parallel
(Figure 159).632 It is important to note that rope impressions were not found on all of the
battens. Therefore, the visible impressions might have been made from some other form
of ropework, such as bindings wrapped around a bundle of battens during storage or
transport. It is also possible that the battens with impressions originated from another
vessel.
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Figure 158: Transverse lashing, passing over the tops of battens of Khufu’s Ship
(after Mark 2009, fig. 6).

Figure 159: Rope impressions in the battens of Khufu’s Ship (from Abubakr and
Mustafa 1971, pl. 9e).
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Boatwrights avoided the locations of mortise-and-tenon joints when cutting the
lines of V-shaped mortises for transverse lashing. These mortise alignments also shift to
accommodate complex joinery, such as scarfs and stealers.633 Since it would have been
difficult to predict the locations of complex joinery ahead of time, Ward argues that the
mortises for the transverse lashing were carved following the assembly of the hull
planking.634
Lipke’s illustration of the lashing system shows two variations on transverse
lashing. The first (Figure 160, lashing in blue) is as described above, running over the
top of battens. The second (Figure 160, lashing in red) shows the transverse lashings
passing through the seams through diagonal mortises. Some scholars have assumed that
the second configuration reflects an actual lashing technique used in Khufu’s Ship, and
Mark proposes a number of complex arguments based on the configuration.635
I am certain that this is an inaccurate reconstruction, based on the presence of
strategic lashing mortises and a misinterpretation of the sets of three holes found in some
plank faces. There are indeed L-shaped mortises that permit lashing to pass through
plank edges. However, these are for strategic lashing, and not transverse lashing. A
visual inspection of the exterior of Khufu’s Ship reveals ligatures running through the
plank seams (Figure 161). However, at least for the few locations I have checked, these
ligatures correspond to strategic lashings, which appear to have been set between bands
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Figure 160: Lipke’s illustration of the lashing systems of Khufu’s Ship. Blue:
transverse lashings running over the top of battens. Red: Transverse lashings
passing through plank edges beneath battens (after Mark 2009, fig. 6).

Figure 161: An open seam, showing ligatures running through L-shaped mortises
in the plank edges of Khufu’s Ship (photo by D. Inglis).
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of transverse lashing. This would prevent the L-shaped mortises from being used as part
of athwartships alignment.
Conclusively, an examination of photographs from the interior of Khufu’s vessel
during reconstruction shows that all visible transverse lashings run over the tops of
battens (e.g. Figure 162).636 This means that all the visible mortises are V-shaped
mortises in plank faces. Finally, a configuration with lashing running over flat plank
faces, and not over the tops of battens, makes little sense on a structural level. Battens
helped increase the tension on the transverse lashing, while the lashing pressed the
battens down to seal the plank seams. This lashing configuration accomplished neither of
these primary tasks.

An Alternate Reconstruction
Dell’Amico questions whether Khufu’s Ship was actually assembled with
transverse lashing, arguing that scholars have accepted the hypothesis without
reservation or sufficient debate.637 As no articulated planks were discovered, the
hypothesis is primarily based on the transverse alignment of V-shaped mortises. He
argues that transverse lashing, if secured only at the ends, would have allowed too much
freedom of movement and would not have sufficiently secured the planks.638
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Figure 162: A photograph of the interior of Khufu’s vessel, showing the completed
transverse lashing (photo by Sheri Moore, courtesy the INA Archives).

Dell’Amico proposes an alternate system of lashing, based on techniques used in
Vietnamese watercraft.639 In one stitching tradition, Vietnamese boatwrights began by
cutting V-shaped channels into plank faces, along the seam. Like V-shaped mortises in
Khufu’s Ship, they were paired across the seam. The ligatures appear to have passed
from one V-shaped channel over the top of a bark batten, into one opening of the
opposing V-shaped hole on the other side of the seam, out the other opening, back across
the batten to the opposing V-shaped hole, and were ultimately tied off (Figure 163).640
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Figure 163: Internal stitching methods used in Vietnamese watercraft (from
Dell’Amico 2005, figs. 20, 21, after Manguin 1985, fig. 20.6b and c).

Dell’Amico argues that Khufu’s boatwrights would have used a similar system,
creating point-to-point lashings between two V-shaped mortises paired across plank
seams (Figure 164). The V-shaped mortises would have served as anchor points.
Ligatures would have passed from one V-shaped mortise, over top of the batten, to the
second on the opposite side of the plank seam. The end of the rope would have been
secured following several passes. Several alternative lashing patterns could have been
used.
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Figure 164: Dell’Amico’s alternate reconstruction of the lashing pattern used
within Khufu’s Ship (from Dell’Amico 2005, fig. 22).

I suspect that Dell’Amico’s solution might have several technical advantages.
Each point-to-point lashing would have been independent. If one was damaged, or the
rope broke, it could be easily replaced without affecting any of the other lashings. The
point-to-point lashing would have allowed boatwrights to lash the vessel as the planks
were erected, as opposed to having to wait until the entire hull was assembled to install
transverse lashings. The point-to-point lashing would have required short lengths of
rope. Without testing and experimental archaeology, it is difficult to know if one system
was easier to tighten or served as a more effective form of fastening than the other.
However, despite the ethnographic parallel and some possible advantages, there is no
proof that Dell’Amico’s system was used. A thorough investigation of compression
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marks on the edges of the V-shaped mortises in Khufu’s Ship might provide evidence of
one system or the other. If nothing else, Dell’Amico’s reconstruction serves as an
important reminder that we should not take the transverse lashing system as the only
possible solution for lashing Khufu’s hull.
Mark argues that this reconstruction is based on the “generalized but inaccurate”
illustration of the cross-section of Khufu’s Ship (Figure 160). Indeed, as noted above,
this illustration has given the false impression that there are transverse rows of L-shaped
mortises. Only a few L-shaped mortises were used in the ship for strategic lashings.
Mark refutes Dell’Amico’s hypothesis based on the presence of three holes occurring in
some of the plank faces.641 Mark argues that patterns of three holes indicate the
transition between V-shaped mortises, and L-shaped mortises.642 However, Mark’s
interpretation of this pattern is likely incorrect, as are his reconstructions of the lacing
system, both of which are discussed in the next section.

Three Hole Sets
The assumption that some of the transverse lashings passed through plank edges
has resulted in a few problematic reconstructions. In the established system of transverse
lashing, which passes over the top of battens, the transects of lashing mortises result in
either two or four holes in each plank face. This is the product of employing either a
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single V-shaped mortise in the plank face (yielding two openings), or two V-shaped
mortises (yielding four openings).
Some planks, however, have three holes per face. Mark has argued that this
indicates a transition between transverse lashing that passes over the tops of battens to
lashing that passes through plank edges, or vice versa.643 He proposes that these groups
of three holes are the result of boatwrights utilizing angled mortises that were cut
through the plank edge during the initial stages of construction, similar to those of
strategic lashings. The three holes would be the product of a V-shaped mortise (with two
openings in the plank face), coupled with an L-shaped mortise (with one opening in the
plank face, and one along the seam).
Mark observes that these sets of three holes tend to be grouped together and that
they are not symmetrically distributed across the vessel. He proceeds to build a number
of complex arguments about why these patterns are asymmetrical, how they were used
in very complex lashing arrangements, how they increased the structural strength of the
hull, and how some may have other purposes during the initial construction of the
vessel.644 It is likely, however, that his reconstruction of the lashing arrangements, and
the resulting analysis, are both built on an inaccurate premise.
There is a much simpler explanation for the presence of groups of three openings
in a plank face. They represent locations where two V-shaped mortises share a single
exit point, essentially making a W-shaped mortise. Instead of the irregular and
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needlessly complex system of over-batten and through-seam lacing proposed by Mark,
this simple solution preserves the standard system of transverse, over-the-batten lashing.
The sets of three holes indicate narrowing planks – locations that are too narrow to
accommodate two full V-shaped mortises, but are too wide to be bridged by a single Vshaped mortise. If this hypothesis is correct, we should see groups of three openings
between groups of four and groups of two – which is exactly what we see. Groups of
three mortises represent a transition occurring not across plank seams, but along the
plank itself.
This process is very apparent when we examine the planking plans and
photographs. Figure 165 shows two V-shaped mortises with only a few millimeters
separating their openings. Figure 166 shows rows of V-shaped mortises getting closer
and closer together until their inboard openings join into a single hole. Sets of three
holes occur in clusters of three to five when a plank narrows slowly, requiring a longer
area of transition. In the case where a plank narrows quickly, only one or two sets are
needed to make the transition from four openings to two. This explains the existence of
three-hole sets and eliminates the need for explanations involving complex alternate and
asymmetrical lacing systems.
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Figure 165: V-shaped mortises of Khufu’s Shipseparated only by a few milimeters
(photo by D. Inglis).
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Figure 166: Rows of V-shaped mortises growing closer together (highlighted in
purple), until they share a common exit point (after Abubakr and Mustafa 1971, pl.
7b).

Mark refuted Dell’Amico’s alternative reconstruction of Khufu’s Ship based on
an assumption that three-hole sets delineate the transition between L-shaped and Vshaped mortises.645 However, this conclusion is incorrect. L-shaped and V-shaped
mortises were part of two separate lashing systems. Significantly, this means that
Dell’Amico’s hypothesis remains feasible, although far from certain.
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Lashing Scarfs, Stealers, and Plank Ends
Scarfs, stealers, and plank ends were problematic areas that required adjustments
to the typical system of lashing. Ward notes that Khufu’s boatwrights avoided cutting
lashing mortises in planks less than 40 cm wide. The narrower sections of planks were
primarily secured with mortise-and-tenon joints.646 Diagonal-scarfs and S-scarfs were
points of weakness, and prone to separation. While some scarfs were reinforced with
mortises-and-tenon joints crossing the seam, this was not used everywhere.
One solution was to reinforce scarfs with external ligatures. Boatwrights used
external ligatures to secure the central planks of the first side strakes (P1b/S1b), second
strakes (P2b/S2b – Figure 167), and sheer strakes (P5b/S5b – Figure 151). These
fastenings helped prevent plank ends from springing outward. 647 The solutions for
planks lying above and below the waterline were different. In the case of the sheer
strake, the S-scarfs between the terminal planks and the central plank were reinforced
with both mortise-and-tenon joints and external ligatures. Boatwrights cut mortises all
the way through the plank on either side of the scarf. Lashing passed through the upper
mortises, externally over the scarf seam, and back through the lower mortises into the
vessel.648 Each of these joints was secured with 7-11 ropes. They do not lie in recessed
channels.
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Figure 167: Photograph of Khufu’s Ship showing external ligatures securing a
diagonal scarf in port strake 2 (photo by D. Inglis).

Boatwrights did not use large through-mortises for the lower strakes, as the scarfs
were located beneath the waterline. Instead, they cut narrow, open channels in the plank
tips. In most of these instances, lashings exited through a mortise in the edge of the
overlying plank, passed through the exposed channels, and back through a mortise either
in the plank face, or in the edge of the underlying plank (Figure 167). The recessed
channels would have protected these lashings from abrasion. These channels and
mortises are about half as narrow as the mortises in the sheer strake, barely wide enough
to accommodate five or so ropes (a typical number for the transverse lashing). The
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lashings for the sheer strake were probably larger because 1) boatwrights were less
concerned about leaking, and 2) the joints needed to be stronger, as no plank overlies the
sheer strake to reinforce the joint.
Rope Remains
The upper layers of Khufu’s boat-magazine contained a variety of cordage,
matting, and fabric. Assemblages of ropes were found mixed throughout the piled
timbers, some badly chaffed, others were apparently lightly used or new.649 Both twostrand and three-strand Z-twist ropes were used in the construction of the vessel (Figure
168). Mustafa commented that the thick three-strand halfa grass rope was “much better
than the rope made today.’650
The lashing and knots used in the reconstruction of Khufu’s Ship were only
loosely based on those found amongst the hull remains. Moustafa notes that they “never
tried to duplicate them or determine their original usage through studying their leads and
angles.”651 When discovered, some of the larger planks from the bottom of the vessel
and the lower strakes had cordage “haphazardly” tied through lashing holes, sometimes
attaching timbers to each other. Moustafa concluded that these workmen had used old
ropes and expedient lashings for lowering the planks into the pit.652 They would
therefore represent lashings of convenience, as opposed to reflecting the original method
of fastening.
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Figure 168: Heavy three-strand rope from Khufu’s Ship, on display in the Giza
Solar Boat Museum (photo by D. Inglis).

Mark raises the interesting question of whether the estimated 5000 m of rope
required to lash Khufu’s vessel was ever interred within the pit, as well as whether rope
was even used for transverse lashing, (despite the impression left on the battens.)653
Based on Ward’s conclusion that the Abydos boats and Lisht timbers were assembled
with a woven strap, Mark argues that “woven straps were probably the standardized
material of choice” in ancient Egypt and would have been used for transverse lashing
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aboard the Khufu vessel, instead of “inferior materials” such as rope. 654 In this scenario,
rope ligatures would have only been used for temporary lashings and temporarily
securing elements like battens, which would explain the rope impression on them.655
Based on the evidence of the Abusir Boat, I have argued that Ward’s woven straps may
have actually been densely wrapped cords. Considering that battens had impression of
ropes laid in sets of five running across their surface, that similar gage rope was found in
the pit, and no conclusive evidence exists for woven straps, it is most likely that rope
was used for lashing the hull of Khufu’s Ship.

Battens
Boatwrights covered plank seams with wooden battens, which were long, thin
wooden laths with rounded edges. Measurements of the battens have not been provided.
In general, most appear around 10-20 cm wide, perhaps averaging two palms across (1516 cm). They appear in all shapes and sizes. Boatwrights used large, flat, irregularly
shaped battens to cover scarfs.
The transverse lashing ran over the top of the battens, holding them in place. The
battens also helped tighten the transverse lashing. Moustafa stated that he did not realize
the purpose of the battens until he attempted to assemble the vessel using the transverse
lashings. The lashing did not hold the planks firmly together, as he could not tension the
ropes appropriately, and there were gaps where they crossed the seams. When he
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wedged a batten underneath the cords, he found that the lashing became tighter, and the
planking more stable.656
Battens may have helped distribute stress from the transverse lashings. Boats
with longitudinal lacing typically have closely spaced lacing holes.657 This spacing helps
distribute forces evenly along the seam. The lashing mortises of Khufu’s Ship are spaced
at much wider intervals, approximately every 25 cm. Mark suggests pressure would be
concentrated around the lashing holes, and the wider spacing might increase the
possibility of leaks. The battens helped distribute pressure more evenly.658 Mark asserts
that battens located over stealers and scarfs should be considered structural timbers, as
they reinforce the weakest areas of the hull.659
The battens also played a role in waterproofing the vessel. When the transverse
lashing became wet, it would have contracted, pressing the battens down atop the seams.
Some of the battens had impressions of rope. This may indicate that the vessel was used,
and the shrinking ligatures damaged the battens. However, these compression marks are
not found on all the battens (discussed below).660
Lipke notes that plank seams were slightly open on the inside of the vessel. This
is likely the result of the subtly beveled plank edges. He suggests these V-shaped gaps
would have resulted in a more watertight hull. Once wet, the planks would absorb water
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and swell, while the lashing would contract and tighten, crushing the beveled edges
together tightly, and pressing the batten down on top.661
Although it has been argued that Egyptians did not use caulking, I do not know if
this arrangement of beveled edges and battens alone would be enough to create a
watertight seal. Mark correctly observes that the open planks seams were likely intended
to accommodate some form of wadding or caulking that was not included in the
burial.662 I believe that this hypothesis is strengthened by the finds from the Abusir Boat.
In this scenario, bundles of wadding would have been placed along plank seams, beneath
the battens. When the ropes were tightened, the battens would have compressed the
wadding, driving it into the slight gaps between the seams. In the Abusir Boat, the lacing
runs along the seams, covering the wadding completely. Dozens of densely laid, small
crisscrossing cords compressed the wadding along the entire length of the seam. Khufu’s
Ship, on the other hand, has transverse lashing. Without battens, the wadding would only
be compressed directly beneath the ropes. The bundles on either side of the widely
spaced lashings would remain loose. Boatwrights used the seam battens to distribute the
force from the transverse lashing, compressing the wadding evenly along the length of
the seam. Similar solutions have been used in other parts of the world. The seams of the
Bronze Age Dover Boat (ca. 16th century BCE) and Ferriby I Boat (ca. 14th-12th century
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BCE) were sealed with moss covered by long wooden laths. The wooden laths were held
in place by rope stitches.663
The use of battens was an adaptive response to switching from longitudinal
lacing in vessels built like the Abusir Boat, to transverse lacing, as in Khufu’s Ship.
Boatwrights needed a solution to compress the wadding along seams once there was no
more lacing to do so. They also needed a way to increase tension on the lashing. Battens
solved both problems.
Frames
Khufu’s Ship was buried with sixteen frames or ribs. Eight were full frames,
extending past the seam between strakes 3 and 4, while the other frames were threequarters the length, only extending past the seam between the first side strake and strake
2. While individual frame dimensions have not been published, Mark estimates that they
are 8-10 cm sided (wide), and 12-20 cm molded (high). Significantly, they are higher
than they are wide, and not much thicker than the planking (12-15 cm).664
The frames were carved from naturally curved compass timbers. Some are
rounded, while others have flat bottoms, which would presumably be a better match for
the flat-bottomed hull of Khufu’s Ship.665 Mark proposes that the difference in frame
shapes is evidence that the frames were not cut for Khufu’s Ship, and were likely
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recycled from other vessels.666 He observes that the timbers throughout Khufu’s Ship
exhibit the “highest level of craftsmanship,” except for the frames, which seem to have
received little time or effort when compared to the rest of the vessel.667
The frames have a variety of notches along their bottom edges. Wide, shallow,
hemispherical notches permitted the frames to straddle raised battens. Narrow
rectangular notches may have been limber holes.668 Frames also had deep notches near
their ends. These notches are several times deeper than those cut to accommodate the
battens. Mark suggests that these notches originally fit over some sort of stringers or
longitudinal timbers running along the sides of a vessel (a feature not found in Khufu’s
vessel, potentially implying that the frames were recycled).669 It is also possible that
these notches were for ropes running upwards to the deck beams, girders, or some other
internal timber. The only lashing mortises are through-mortises at the tips of the floors.
The frames in Khufu’s Ship are currently spaced around 2 to 3 m apart.
However, their proper locations are uncertain. Unlike many of the other timbers, frames
were not marked by hieratic signs to indicate their correct position in the hull. Mark
observes that while “it should be relatively easy to establish the location of each frame”
based on their curvature and the notches for battens, Moustafa was never certain they
were positioned correctly. Mark suggests that this is further evidence that the frames
may not have been original to Khufu’s vessel. 670
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Significantly, there are no dedicated lashing mortises for frames – in contrast to
the system of lashing used to secure the frames of the First Dynasty Abu Rawash and
Third Dynasty Abusir Boat. One option is that frames sat atop the transverse lashing and
were lashed down using the existing V-shaped mortises.671 Mark rightly critiques this
arrangement, as the additional ligatures would crowd the hole, and the frames would
chafe the ropes beneath them.672 A second option is that the frames were positioned
between the rows of transverse lashing, and ligatures ran out sideways to transverse
lashing mortises. Mark suggest that there should have been dedicated lashing holes for
the frames, but these holes were never cut as the vessel was rushed to completion.673
The narrow, widely spaced frames would have provided minimal transverse
support for the vessel. Ward suggests that their primary purpose was to evenly distribute
loads from the central girder stanchions.674 Following this line of reasoning, Mark
concludes that since two frames at each extremity are positioned beyond the ends of the
central girder, that they must have originated from a vessel with a longer central
girder.675 There is a vast difference between primary purpose and sole purpose. I
anticipate that frames fulfilled multiple roles in the vessel, despite having small
dimensions. Therefore, it should not be surprising to have frames positioned beyond the
end of the central girder.
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Mark advocates that the frames of Khufu’s Ship were recycled from another
vessel and suggests the possibility that Khufu’s untimely death may have forced
boatwrights to use recycled frames to complete the vessel in time.676 He proposes that
the frames were not original to Khufu’s Ship because 1) they do not fit the hull precisely,
2) they are of lower quality construction, 3) no lashing holes were cut to specifically
accommodate frames, 4) they may have been intended to support a longer central girder,
5) the frames are of a different color and more heavily weathered than the hull planking,
although it is possible that they are not of cedar, and 6) they do not correspond precisely
to the batten pattern.677 While these points could be disputed individually, as a whole, it
is a compelling argument that the frames were recycled timbers.678

Completion and Use
Several scholars have suggested that boatwrights completed Khufu’s Ship in a
rush, noting that it was missing beams, had widely spaced and poorly fitting frames, and
the hull was never fully painted.679 The presence of cedar and acacia wood scraps in the
dakkah surrounding and overlying the boat-pit led Iskander to propose the ship was built
on site at Giza.680 Ward describes these arguments as inconclusive.681 I expect that the
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absence of hull components is more than likely related to the disassembly process. Few
tool marks were found on the hull, indicating the hull was polished with stones. Ward
points out that this would have taken either an extremely long time, or a massive
workforce.682 This undermines the assumption that the boat was hastily constructed.
Scholars have also debated whether the vessel was used. Mark goes so far as to
state “one of the great ironies may have been that Hag Mustafa was the first person to
assemble this vessel completely.”683 Lipke observed that had the ship been used, more
battens should have had compression marks from rope.684 While a few do, most do not.
Impressions are also absent from other timbers, such as the frames and the poles used for
lashing down the side-girders. 685 The boat-burial was also missing six short deck beams,
wadding, and potentially much of the rope required to reassemble the vessel.686 Ward
believed the actual use of the Khufu Ship cannot be proved or disproved.687
In one scenario, we can imagine Khufu’s Ship was rushed to completion, perhaps
even built on site, and then deposited within the magazine still missing its finishing
pieces, such as complete transverse lashing and some hull timbers. In a second scenario
– which I think is more likely – an intact, functional ship was disassembled, and its
remnants were carefully stored in the pit. The process was the same as if they would
have been stored in one of the galleries/boat-magazines at Wadi al-Jarf, Ayn Soukhna, or
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Mersa Gawasis. Planks were disarticulated and stacked in organized layers.
Disarticulating the planking required cutting through the transverse lashing. Materials
that were either disposable or damaged during disassembly, like rope and wadding, were
probably discarded and not replaced in the pit. This explains why the requisite amounts
of wadding and rope were not found within the boat-magazine. If we look at the battens
with compression marks, we can see that boatwrights cuts the ropes during disassembly;
their axes left deep gouges running perpendicular to the impressions of the rope (Figure
169). Cutting the ropes would have damaged and probably split many of the battens.
Those that could not be reused were quickly replicated, their proper locations noted in
hieratic symbols, and then stored within the pit. This would explain why some battens
have impressions, and other do not. Some of the timbers, such as frames or deck beams
may have also been destroyed during the disassembly process, either being damaged and
discarded, or reused in some fashion. If the vessel was disassembled on site, then it may
explain the construction debris in the overlying dakkah. Given the extreme detail and
finishing that went into crafting the hull, it is more like that boatwrights rushed the
disassembly than the construction of the vessel.
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Figure 169: Photographs showing cut marks crossing rope impressions on battens
of Khufu’s Ship(highlighted in orange on the lower set of photos) (after Abubakr
and Mustafa 1971, fig. 9).
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Boatbuilding Iconography
One of the most important sources of information about ancient ship construction
are the boatbuilding scenes depicted on the walls of Old Kingdom tombs and temples.
More than two dozen scenes and fragments are known, most from the Fourth and Fifth
Dynasty.688 They comprise a large corpus of material, and unfortunately, a detailed
reevaluation of boatbuilding reliefs is beyond the scope of this dissertation. The most
comprehensive analysis to date is that of Rogers, who thoroughly examines the
depictions of boatbuilding and measuring tools, the actions of dozens of individual
laborers, the stages of production, and the types of hulls represented in the reliefs.689
Wachsmann also provides a survey of the best-preserved boat construction scenes,
linking them to Egyptian carpentry techniques and ethnographic examples.690
Boatbuilding scenes and archaeological remains complement each other. The
tomb and temple artisans captured the human processes of boatbuilding, which hull
remains can only hint at (Figure 170). The iconography of boat construction captures
moments of human interaction, such as workmen conversing with each other, even
engaging in comical or sarcastic ways.691 The depictions show efforts to coordinate
actions, such as pounding down a plank evenly so that it does not seize on a tenon.692
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Figure 170: Boatbuilding scenes in the Sixth Dynasty Tomb of Tomb of Khunes at
Zawyet el-Maiyitin (excerpt from Lepsius 1850, plate 108).
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We also see overseers providing instruction and evaluating progress, from
inspecting the hull to ensuring the proper tension of ropes.693 Boatbuilding scenes also
depict some of the infrastructure of ship construction. This includes a wide variety of
chocks and props used to bend and stabilize the hull, rope hawsers used to tensions
planks, and woodworking stations such as wooden stands and saw poles. Although these
are material remains, they have not been preserved in the archaeological record.
The scenes of boat construction depict the tools of the trade and how they were
used. These include a variety of axes, adzes, chisels, mallets, pounders, measuring
devices, and miscellaneous tools.694 The iconographic representations of tools can be
compared with physical remains, models, and tool marks on the surfaces of planks.
These correspondences are important for placing artifacts in their correct contexts. Of
these tools, the most iconic symbol of the boatwright was the adze. Several types were
used, including the carpenter’s adze, which had a recurved shaft and an adze blade
positioned nearly parallel to the haft, and shipwright’s adzes, which had longer hafts and
blades that were angled closer to perpendicular.695 Significantly, representations of bowdrills do not appear in depictions of boat construction until the New Kingdom.696
However, the evidence from the Abusir Boat demonstrates that they were used in ship
construction as early as the Third Dynasty.
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Tomb reliefs also record the tools and methods used to measure and ensure the
proper shape of the hull. Master boatwrights carried measuring sticks and plumb bobs.697
The Sixth Dynasty Mastaba of Mereruka famously depicts a scene in which a rope is
stretched across a hull, from bow to stern. The master shipwright uses this centerline to
check symmetry, and mark areas that need adjustment (Figure 171).698 Centerline marks
were preserved along the central plank of Khufu’s Ship, and were likely created through
a similar process.699

Figure 171: A boatbuilding scene from the Sixth Dynasty Mastaba of Mereruka at
Saqqara, in which workmen stretch a rope across the hull, while other workers use
a plumb bob to check symmetry, and mark problem areas (excerpt from Duell
1938, plate 152).
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Boatbuilding scenes record the various stages of boat construction, from felling
trees, to the initial shaping and transport of timbers, to hull assembly, to finishing the
vessel. Some representations, such as the boatbuilding scenes from the Fifth Dynasty
Tomb of Ti at Saqqara, or the Sixth Dynasty Tomb of Khunes at Zawyet el-Maiyitin,
show many stages (Figure 170).700 In other tombs, a single scene suffices.
Significantly, these depictions of hull construction come from a funerary context
and were not designed as diagrams or flow charts for nautical archaeologists to
interpret.701 Boatbuilding scenes were designed to fit within a limited area. This means
that physical elements were expanded or compressed to fit the available space. The
vessels and workmen are not to scale, and the hulls can vary greatly depending on the
available space.702 This means we can conclude little about the scale of the vessels, or
the size of the work crews, and they are primarily representational.
Moreover, the limits of space also mean that the stages of construction and
actions of the boatbuilders were summarized and compressed in time. Many stages of
production were skipped. In other instances, multiple stages of construction were
amalgamated into a single scene.703 Outside of rare occurrences, they either depict
artisans putting the finishing touches on vessels, or boats very late in the construction
process. It has been argued that this is because the depicted vessels needed to be
functional in the afterlife.704 When interpreting boat building scenes, it is important to
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recognize that the constraints of space often forced artisans to depict several stages of
production in a single representation. Some representations, therefore, show workmen
performing tasks that would not normally occur simultaneously.
One of the problems with the interpretation of Egyptian nautical iconography is
that many details would have been painted, but not carved in relief. For instance,
fragments of painted woodgrain are still visible in the reliefs from the Tomb of Ti. Most
scenes are not so well-preserved, and it is likely that many construction details, such as
scarfs and plank seams, have been lost.
Crucially, boatbuilding scenes do not depict the internal details of the hull or its
system of fastening. This leaves much to be inferred. A few scenes may depict workmen
tightening lashing and lacing in the hull. They provide very little information about edge
joinery. One of the reliefs from the Tomb of Ti shows workmen seating a plank. Several
tenons are visible in the gap between the planks, though they are easily confused with
the legs of the workmen, which can also be seen through the gap.705 Workmen are often
shown chiseling along the tops of planks, presumably creating tenon mortises, or
perhaps lashing or lacing mortises.
One of the construction scenes from the Tomb of Ti shows workmen carving Lshaped mortises (Figure 172). It is the only certain depiction of these elements, and is
important, as the openings of L-shaped mortises would normally be obscured within the
hull.
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Figure 172: A boatbuilding scene from the Fifth Dynasty Tomb of Ti in which
workmen cut L-shaped lashing mortises along the edge of an upright plank
(enhanced excerpt from Wild 1953, plate 129).

In the scene, workmen have mounted a plank on forked posts with its long edge
facing up. They sit astride the plank, cutting mortises into the upper edge. Significantly,
there are carved rectangular openings in the plank face directly below the chisels. Rogers
argued that this depicts workmen cutting the mortise for tenons. He reasons that
Egyptians depicted the opening in the face, because the perspective did not show the
plank edge.706 Egyptian artisans did resort to superimposing elements from different
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perspectives in their scenes, such as depicting a necklace standing on end when it should
be lying flat. They found innovative ways to depict things that could not be seen, such as
portraying the contents of a box hovering above the box. However, this is not the case in
this scene. The simplest explanation is that the depiction is accurate, and that artist
intended to show the creation of L-shaped mortises, with one opening in the edge of the
plank, and one in the face of the plank.707 The choice to show the plank in the process of
creation was an innovative way to depict an element that would normally be obscured on
the inside of the hull. In Old Kingdom boatbuilding, tenons served as a secondary
fastener. Lashing mortises were the most important means of holding planks together.
Given the importance of L-shaped mortises in Egyptian Hull construction from the Early
Dynastic through the Middle Kingdom, we should assume that the element was meant to
be depicted as is.
This scene provides several insights. It shows workmen carving L-shaped
mortises, and not V-shaped mortises in the plank faces. There could be several reasons
for this. 1) V-shaped mortises were cut later in the process, either immediately after, or
once planks were assembled, as seems to have been the case with Khufu’s ship. 2)
Boatwrights were no longer using V-shaped mortises in hull construction, relying
instead on widely spaced L-shaped mortises for point-to-point lashings, like those we
know were used to bind the Lisht timbers or the planks of seagoing ships. Either could
be true. The wide spacing of the mortises could support either conclusion or could
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simply be a product of the scene’s composition. In my opinion, I suspect that the
transverse lashing system of Khufu’s Ship was abandoned quickly in favor of widely
spaced point-to-point lashings (stitches), like those used in the Middle Kingdom.
However, this remains speculation until we can identify and examine hull remains from
the Fifth and Sixth Dynasty.
Hull remains and iconography are complimentary sources of evidence and
inform the interpretation of each other. Considering the diverse hull remains that have
been uncovered in the last quarter century since the publication of Rogers’s thesis, it will
be valuable to eventually reevaluate the corpus of boat construction in light of the new
evidence.
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Beyond the Old Kingdom
Egyptian boatbuilding techniques underwent a series of transformations
following the Old Kingdom. While this dissertation is primarily concerned with third
millennium boatbuilding, it is valuable to look at the different techniques and
construction traditions that emerged during the second millennium. The Twelfth Dynasty
Dashur boats, Lisht timbers, and remains of seagoing ships from the Red Sea ports of
Ayn Soukhna and Mersa Gawasis represent three substantially different shipbuilding
traditions. I will briefly review the available information and explore how it compares to
earlier construction traditions. I will not, however, provide a complete and
comprehensive analysis, as the Middle Kingdom lies beyond the scope of this study.

The Twelfth Dynasty Boats from Dashur
Discovered buried beside the pyramid complex of Senwosret III, the Twelfth
Dynasty Dashur boats are some of the best preserved and best documented hull remains
from ancient Egypt. Four of the original five (or six) small vessels are on display in
museums. Ward and Creasman have recorded all four known vessels in detail. They
were built with a completely different system of construction than either Khufu’s Ship or
the Early Nilotic laced vessels.
The four boats are 9.4-10.2 m long and built of cedar planks – some of which had
been reused from seagoing ships.708 The planks are assembled with mortise-and-tenon
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joints. Tenons are approximately 7.5 cm wide, 1.8-2 cm thick, and 15-25 cm long. 709
They may have been fixed in place with some form of adhesive.710
The boats were constructed around a central strake that is thicker than the
planking. The densest concentration of mortise-and-tenon joinery is along the central
strake, joining it to the garboard strakes. This created a strong spine for the vessel.711
Unlike the flat-bottomed vessels of the Old Kingdom, the Dashur boats have rounded
hulls. The planks of the hull form an inverted arch, with the beveled central plank
serving as a keystone. The arch of planks was locked together with deck beams and deep
mortise-and-tenon joints, creating a hull that was so sturdy, it did not require frames.712
The boats each had 11-13 beams.713 Beam ends were secured in place with thick
rectangular pegs or treenails, helping to clamp the planks together.714
Unlike Khufu’s Ship and the Lisht timbers, the Dashur boats did not have
joggled planks. Instead, they were assembled using top-and-butt planking (Figure 173).
Planks are shaped like elongated hexagons, wide in the middle, with narrower ends. The
planks are staggered, so that the narrow butt joints (the weakest points in the hull)
coincided with the widest portions of the adjacent planks, resulting in a honeycomb-like
planking pattern.715
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Figure 173: The construction plan of one of the Cairo Museum Dashur Boats
(GC 4926), showing top-and-but planking (from Creasman 2010, fig. 4).

Ward observed that the planking plan of the Dashur boats was similar to a
Twelfth Dynasty plank-built boat model from Lisht. The 1.95 m-long model was shell
built from 1 cm-thick planks fastened with mortise-and-tenon joints. It had papyriform
finials. Both have a central strake thicker than the planking, the same number of strakes
per side, and the same number of planks per strake. Ward proposes that this is evidence
of “standard design and construction practices.”716
Scholars have debated how the Dashur boat planks were fastened. Currently,
dovetail joints lock the planks together. Reisner noted, however, that the dovetails were
a recent addition. Creasman describes them as shallow, ‘low quality’ joints that were
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added to strengthen the hulls during transport and shipment to the museums.717 Ward
proposed that the dovetail joints were originally point-to-point lashing mortises that had
been subsequently chiseled out, and turned into dovetail joints following the excavation
of the vessel (Figure 174). She identified one joint in the Carnegie hull that she believed
was clear evidence that the joints had previously been used for lashing.718 Creasman has
challenged this hypothesis. He argues than joinery relying on either dovetails and or
shallow lashings would have been weak in comparison to the joinery exhibited by
Khufu’s Ship, seagoing ships, or the Lisht timbers. Moreover, he argues that there is not
enough evidence to support the original use of either methodology. He proposes that
cross-seam joinery was unnecessary, as the combination of the arched hull, top-and-butt
planking, mortise-and-tenon joints would have locked the hull together.719 Apart from
the proposed cross-seam lashings, ligatures were used in the bow and stern of the
vessels, and along the bulwark strake.720
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Figure 174: Ward’s reconstruction of the point-to-point lashed edge fastening in the
Dashur boats (from Ward 2000, fig. 44).

The Twelfth Dynasty Lisht Timbers
Middle Kingdom freighters were constructed differently than Early Nilotic Laced
vessels, Khufu’s Ship, and the Twelfth Dynasty Dashur boats, indicating another leap in
shipbuilding technology. In some ways this is not surprising, as freighters were working
boats, while the others are ceremonial, funerary vessels. They were not mere
conveyances, but had to transport heavy cargoes of stone, animals, and commodities.
Stone transport, in particular, would have put enormous strains on a freighter’s hull,
driving boatwrights to develop new ways to strength and reinforce hulls.
427

What little we know of Middle Kingdom freighters comes from a set of
disarticulated timbers discovered at Lisht, where Egyptian laborers incorporated at least
90 boat timbers in the substrate of roads and ramps surrounding the pyramid of
Senwosret I (ca. 1920–1875 BCE).721 The assemblage was primarily comprised of
planks, but also included a single cedar frame, as well as some transverse framing
timbers. The pieces all probably originated from sturdy Nilotic freighters.722 The timbers
were primarily tamarisk, although there were also acacia planks.
The hulls of Middle Kingdom workboats were constructed from short
interlocking planks. They ranged from 1.01-2.6 m long, 12-40 cm wide, and 9-15 cm
thick. They are characterized by their irregular shapes and deep joggles along their
edges. Boatwrights cut curved planks, following the grain of the wood. They also
avoided knots, cutting a timber short of a knot or joggling the plank around the location
of a knot to avoid it.723 Each plank was unique, and sculpted to match the planks that
were adjacent to it. Structurally, they interlocked like puzzle pieces (Figure 175). Ward
attempted to align the shapes
Boatwrights fastened the planks together using a familiar set of boatbuilding
techniques – L-shaped lashing mortises and unpegged mortise-and-tenon joints. As with
each of the prior evolutions of boatbuilding practice, they adapted existing techniques
for a new system of construction.
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Figure 175: Ward’s reconstruction of the interlocking planking system of a Middle
Kingdom freighter, based on the shapes of timbers discovered at Lisht (from Ward
2000, fig. 71).

Figure 176: Ward’s reconstruction of a mortise-and-tenon joint (left) and lashing
mortises (right) from the Lisht timbers (from Ward 2000, figs. 62, 63a).
429

Tenon mortises typically measured 7-9.5 cm wide, 1-1.15 cm thick, and 12 cm
deep (Figure 176). Tenons had either been cut or broken; originally, they were an
estimated 20-25 cm long.724 They are fairly comparable in scale to the mortise-and-tenon
joints of Khufu’s Ship and those of seagoing ships.725 Tenons were as thick as the
mortise, fitting tightly in the slot. However, they were both tapered and narrower than
their mortises, leaving a 1 cm gap on either side. Boatwrights wedged them in place with
shims. They would have helped combat longitudinal slippage and mortise edge wear.726
There were also open mortises in plank ends for aligning planks.
The L-shaped lashing mortises measured 6.5-9.5 cm long and 1 cm wide (Figure
176). These familiar dimensions match the Egyptian palm and digit, as is the case with
many of the Old Kingdom and Early Dynastic vessels. Mortise openings on the face of
the plank were typically wider than the plank edge. Ward suggests that this was a
product of wear.727
Ward found remnants of ligatures in the mortises. She identified them as a form
of plaited or woven grass straps (Figure 136, Figure 176). She suggests that a plaited
strap would have caused less wear and tear on the mortise than rope.728 I question this
determination above, based on the appearance of lacing cords in the mortises of the
Abusir Boat. Ward’s reconstruction of the lashing system shows the strap exiting the
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mortises, and angling outward, presumably to continue running transversely across the
hull (Figure 176). I think it unlikely that the ships would have been bound with any form
of transverse lashing that would have required aligned mortises. I think it more likely
that these were tightly bound point-to-point lashings made with small cords.
The interlocking hulls of the Lisht vessels were reinforced with heavy frames.
Only one curved floor timber was found at Lisht.729 It measures 2.4 m across, 22 cm
molded (high) and 12 cm sided (thick) – slightly more robust than the largest frames of
Khufu’s Ship.730 Its curved shape indicates that Egyptians were exploiting the strength of
the arch and building rounded hulls, rather than constructing freighters with hard chines,
as in the Old Kingdom.731 The floor timber had a recess for seating some form of heavy
longitudinal timber that was 50 cm wide.732 The presumed longitudinal timber likely
functioned similar to a keelson, strengthening the vessel as an internal spine. The frame
was topped by two 1 m-long transverse partner timbers joined with lashing and mortiseand-tenon joints. They would have abutted the longitudinal timber. The timbers of the
composite frame were attached to each other using mortise-and-tenon joints, L-shaped,
T-shaped, and through-mortises.733 The original frame would have been comprised of
additional timbers. Ward drew on the shapes of other potential framing timbers
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discovered at Lisht to reconstruct a complete composite frame – proposing a solid wall
of timbers, similar to a bulkhead (Figure 177).734 Ward raises the possibility that 4.5 cm
round holes in the bottom of the frame indicate that it had been originally treenailed to
the hull.735 Combined, the interlocking planking and solid bulkhead-like frames would
have helped Nilotic freighters redistribute the forces from heavy loads.

Figure 177: Ward’s reconstruction of the framing system of a Middle Kingdom
freighter, based on the shapes similar to the timbers discovered at Lisht (from
Ward 2000, fig. 70).

Seagoing Ships
A thorough discussion of seagoing ships is far beyond the scope of this
dissertation. I will provide a brief overview, in order to simply illustrate correspondences
in construction techniques, and the continued evolution of Egyptian boatbuilding.
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Inscriptions at Byblos indicate active trading relations with Egypt as early as the late
Second Dynasty, during the reign of Khasekhemwy.736 The first concrete archaeological
evidence for seafaring dates to the Fourth Dynasty. The site of Wadi al-Jarf is the oldest
known Red Sea port.737 Seagoing ships sailing from Wadi al-Jarf supported mining
operations in the Sinai.738 A few ship timbers were discovered on site, including the
remains of tenons, rope, and the broken blade of an oar.739 Several different types of
stone anchors were found on site, with 24 discovered in the harbor, and at least a
hundred in Building 1.740 Ship timbers were used to create slipways for the large stones
used to seal storage galleries at the site. They had been reduced to fragments, but the
forms of at least five long planks are visible outside of Gallery 5, as well as a curved
floor timber that was approximately 2.75 m across (Figure 178).741 While they have yet
to be published, they indicate that seagoing vessels had a minimum breath of 2.75 m,
rounded hulls (as opposed to flat-bottoms), and were potentially constructed with long,
straight, narrow planks. If they are a reliable indication of hull construction techniques, it
means that Fourth Dynasty seagoing ships may have been built from long straight
planks, like the Khufu I ship, as opposed to shorter, irregular, joggled timbers like those
used to construct Middle Kingdom Nilotic freighters. This is likely a response to using
straight grained cedar over gnarled acacia and tamarisk planks.
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The first clear iconographic representations of seagoing ships date to the Fifth
Dynasty. Artisans depicted Old Kingdom seagoing ships returning from the land of Punt
on the walls of Sahure’s causeway, and sailing to and from the Levant on the walls of his
funerary temple at Abusir.742 Boatwrights appear to have introduced a number of
innovations into the construction of seagoing ships. They installed hogging trusses to
support the ends of the ship and reduce deformation.743

Figure 178: The remnants of a 2.75 m wide floor timber from Wadi al-Jarf (from
Tallet 2012, fig. 20).
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Artists had once depicted the planking, although most of the details have been
lost. On one of the ships, beneath the lacing or truss girdle, it is possible to see a
diagonal hook scarf crossed by two rectangular objects (Figure 179). These must be
representations of lashings across the joint, almost identical to the lashing binding the
hook scarf in strake 5 of Khufu’s Ship (Figure 180). Edgerton notes that Bollacher
faithfully depicted many of the details of the ship, down to the strands in the rope.
However, the reliefs had already lost some details by the time of illustration. Edgerton
examined photographs taken during the excavation, and was able to identify diagonal
scarfs crossed by what he assumed were flexible bands of rawhide or metal.744 We can
assume that these are also comparable to Khufu’s Ship, where external lashing binds the
ends of planks in diagonal scarfs below the waterline (Figure 167). Similar ships to
Sahure’s were depicted on Unas’s pyramid causeway, although they had fewer details.745
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Figure 179: A detail of the planking of one of Sahure’s seagoing ships, showing a
lashed scarf similar to that of Khufu’s Royal Ship (from Borchardt 1913, pl. 12).
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Figure 180: Hook-scarf in the port sheer strake of Khufu’s Ship (photo by D.
Inglis).

Timbers of Middle Kingdom seagoing ships were discovered at the Red Sea
ports of Ayn Soukhna and Mersa Gawasis. Both sites had long rock-cut storage galleries,
similar to those discovered at Wadi al-Jarf. The remains of at least 54 ship timbers were
discovered in and around the galleries at Mersa Gawasis.746 Planks were made of cedar,
acacia, and sycamore. These include 37 hull and deck planks, one ‘knife plank,’ a crutch,
a beam, quarter-rudder blades, as well as many small pieces, including pins, poles,
looms, and battens. Shipbreaking was a major industry on site. There were extensive
remnants of wooden debris from trimming planks. Salvaged timbers were subsequently
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reused in ramps and structures, abandoned, or if in good condition, likely stored on site
for later use or transported back to the Nile.
Ward categorized cedar hull planks from seagoing ships as Type 2 planks. They
were up to 22 cm thick, generally thicker than those of the contemporaneous Dashur
boats (10-13 cm) and Lisht timbers (13-14 cm).747 Shipworm damage was detected up to
5 cm into some planks, thus the thickness was likely a protective measure. The planks
had paired mortise-and-tenon joints positioned side-by-side, a configuration that is
diagnostic of seagoing ship timbers (Figure 181).748 Tenon mortises were 8-9.5 cm wide,
and 1.5-1.8 cm thick, and 12-15 cm deep.749 This is equivalent to those from the Lisht
timbers. The doubled mortise-and-tenon joints increased the rigidity and strength of the
hull. Ward and Zazzaro characterize these as being like ‘internal framing’ for the hull.750
Like the Lisht timbers, the planks had complex shapes. Significantly, one of the Type 2
planks had a channel for ligatures, in this case a copper strip.751
The ship timbers from Mersa Gawasis exhibit evidence of numerous fastening
systems. Mortise-and-tenon joints were ubiquitous, although edge-dowels were also
used. Planks were fastened together with lashing, stitches, dovetail tenons, and even
2 cm-wide copper bands.
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Figure 181: A cedar knife plank from a seagoing ship at Mersa Gawasis. Paired
mortise-and-tenon joints are located along the bottom and top edges of the plank
(from Ward and Zazzaro 2010, fig. 5).

Figure 182: A thin Type 4 plank from Mersa Gawasis, with through-holes and
recessed channels for lacing (from Ward and Zazzaro 2010, fig. 8).
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The remains of copper bands were found throughout the site, and in situ in the
end of one plank. The plank had a narrow through hole, with a recessed channel on the
opposite side. The copper band had been wrapped around several times, and then
wedged with a piece of wood. 752 Ward and Zazzaro note that this fastening seems to be
analogous to the external ligatures in the hull of Khufu’s Ship, which were used to
secure plank ends (Figure 167).753 The use of copper bands to secure traditional lashing
joints represents an intriguing Middle Kingdom innovation, in which boatwrights
adapted previous techniques to new materials and uses.
Ward’s Type 4 planks are of particular interest to the current study (Figure 182).
They are thin, only 2.5-3.5 cm thick, and fastened with stitches. Boatwrights drilled
paired 10-15 mm-diameter holes through the face of the plank, positioned on either side
of a mortise-and-tenon joint. There was a corresponding pair of stitches on the other side
of the plank seam. To protect exterior ligatures from abrasion, boatbuilders cut recesses
perpendicular to the plank edge on the outer face of the plank.754 Ligatures would have
been passed from the interior of the vessel, through a hole, down the external recess, and
back through a paired hole in the adjacent plank. Ward and Zazzaro argue they were
“almost certainly for lashing frames to planking.755 I disagree that this is certain. The
ligatures would have crossed the seam, indicating that edge joinery was certainly one of
their functions – although they may have also served to secure frames. In laced vessels
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originating from the Indian Ocean region, frames are often secured using sets of four
holes, although these attachment points occur in the middle of plank faces.756 Half of the
mortise-and-tenon joints were associated with stitching, although in the plank in Figure
33, they were spaced every third mortise-and-tenon joint.757 Ward and Zazzaro point out
that both the fastening and thin planking are unknown from Nilotic craft.758 However, I
think it is worth noting that there are potential parallels from the Early Dynastic period.
The plank thickness is similar to some of the thinner planks from Tarkhan that had small
through-mortises along their edge. While they may not be boat-planks, they could also
represent a similar ‘alternate’ construction technique for small, lightly built craft.
Secondly, the illustrations of the First Dynasty boat from Abu Gorab show sets of three
lines crossing the plank seams in several spots (Figure 41). It is intriguing to wonder if
these represent a similar kind of stitching arrangement as the paired holes in the Type 4
planks from Mersa Gawasis.
An assemblage of Middle Kingdom ship timbers was also discovered at the Red
Sea port of Ayn Soukhna.759 The remains of burnt ship timbers were discovered in
galleries G2 and G9. Planks were organized in three rows, and seem to have been
grouped according to their position in the hull (bottom planking, port and starboard
sides).760 While radiocarbon analysis dates the oldest plank samples to the 5th Dynasty,
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the majority of the remains date to the Middle Kingdom, and indicate the planks were
deposited either at the end of the Middle Kingdom, or beginning of the Second
Intermediate period.761
In both cases, the timbers had been methodically stacked and tied together with
rope.762 Although the planks had been badly damaged, some details of their construction
could be determined. Planks were 2.35-6.4 m long, 28-44 cm wide, and 9.5-13 cm thick,
although one plank in gallery G9 was 70 cm wide. Many planks had beveled edges, and
the complex shapes typical of interlocking Egyptian ship construction.763
As with the timbers from Mersa Gawasis, the Ayn Soukhna planks exhibited the
remains of double and single mortise-and-tenon joints, with mortises ranging from 5.58.5 cm wide, 1-2 cm thick, and a 15 cm maximum depth. Some also had dowels as edge
fasteners.764 Intriguingly, they also had L-shaped lashing mortises similar to those from
the Abusir Boat and Lisht timbers, with openings that measured 6.5-8 cm long, and 12 cm across. The remains of rope were found within the mortises. At 4-5 mm thick, they
were twice the diameter as the lacing cords from the Abusir Boat. Where evidence
remains, excavators counted 9-12 strands in each lashing mortise.765 The L-shaped
mortises would have been paired across plank seams and lashed together with multiple
passes of rope. This may be further evidence that the contemporaneous Lisht timbers
were not actually held together with webbing (contra Ward), but densely wrapped cords.
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However, this is speculation until detailed photos and archaeological remains from Lisht
can be reexamined.

Bronze Age Boatbuilding Outside of Egypt
To appreciate the unique characteristics of Egyptian ship construction, it is
worthwhile to briefly review shipbuilding traditions from outside of Egypt. As it is far
beyond the scope of this dissertation to review all of the various shipbuilding traditions
that arose in the ancient world, I have selected examples that can at least illustrate some
of the diverse solutions to shipbuilding, with a focus on laced boatbuilding. The natural
starting points are the Uluburun shipwreck and Zambratija shipwreck. Both date to the
late second millennium. Even though they are separated by over a thousand years from
the Old Kingdom, they are the closest chronological parallels that have sufficient
remaining hull structure to serve as comparanda for Egyptian boats. The Uluburun
shipwreck provides an example of Levantine pegged mortise-and-tenon construction,
while the Zambratija shipwreck is an example of early Adriatic laced construction.

The Uluburun Shipwreck
The Uluburun shipwreck was discovered off the coast of southern Turkey in
1982, and excavated over the course of a decade between 1984 and 1994.766 The wreck
dates to the late 14th century BCE. It provides the single most important corollary to
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Egyptian hull construction, as vessels like the Uluburun ship were known to the
Egyptians, and active in Egyptian ports during the New Kingdom. It is likely that the
Uluburun ship was originally similar in appearance to the Syrian trading vessels depicted
in the Tombs of Kenamun and Nebamun.767
The Uluburun ship was estimated to be 15 m long, 5 m in breadth, and had a
cargo capacity of at least 20 tons burden.768 It is likely that the vessel’s voyage
originated from a Levantine port, possibly just north of the Carmel coast.769 It was
carrying a cargo of copper and tin ingots, glass ingots, Cypriot pottery, and Canaanite
jars filled with terebinth resin, supplemented by prestige goods, including blackwood,
ivory, murex opercula, metal and wood vessels, beads, textiles, and gold and silver
objects.770 This cargo probably represents elite level gift exchange and is evidence of
directional trade. It had been sourced from warehouses in the Levant (where Cypriot
pottery and other commodities were stockpiled) and was likely intended for a port
somewhere in the Aegean. The vessel was a Canaanite ship. It likely had a Canaanite
crew, although there were only limited personal effects. The assemblage of weights
suggests the presence of three or four Canaanite merchants, which matches the
depictions of the Syrian ships in the Tomb of Kenamun.771 There were also two
Mycenean elites and perhaps a mercenary from the Balkans.772
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Figure 183: A plan of the preserved sections of planking form the Uluburun
shipwreck (from Pulak 2001, fig. 2).
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Several small sections of the hull were preserved beneath stone anchors and the
cargo (Figure 183).773 The ship was constructed around a proto-keel.774 This spinal
timber should be considered a proto-keel instead of a true keel as it was wider than it
was high, and it only projected a few centimeters beyond the external surface of the hull
planking. It was more robust, however, than a keel plank or central plank like that used
in the construction of the Dashur boats. The proto-keel was 28 cm wide (sided) and
approximately 22 cm high (molded). Closer to amidships, it projected 10 cm above the
inboard surface of the hull garboard planks, which were fastened to the lower portion of
the proto-keel.775 The proto-keel narrowed closer to the end of the vessel. The garboards
were also attached further up the side of the timber as the hull began to curve
upwards.776
The garboards were 10 cm thick where they met the proto-keel, and then
narrowed to 6-6.5 cm thick to match the remaining hull planking.777 The maximum
reported dimensions for the planks were 23 cm wide, and 6.7 cm thick.778 These
dimensions are similar to those projected for the acacia planks of the Abusir Boat and
other Early Nilotic laced vessels. The difference, when compared to Egyptian seagoing
ships, is striking. Cedar hull planks discovered at Mersa Gawasis were up to 22 cm
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thick.779 This suggests methods used to construct the Uluburun ship were three to four
time more efficient in terms of wood use.
There was no evidence of frames or frame fastening locations.780 The structural
strength of the vessel was derived from the hull planking and a system of long, closely
set pegged mortise-and-tenon joints. The Uluburun ship’s system of construction is
unique when compared to later Greco-Roman mortise-and-tenon joinery. Mortises were
cut deep into the planking, past the centerline of the plank – in some cases reaching to
within 2 cm of the opposite edge.781 They were spaced every 21-25 cm. Mortises on
opposite sides of the planks were paired side-by-side, so close that one mortise would
sometimes intrude upon its partner.782 The mortises were filled with long, tightly fitting
oak tenons, locked in place with pegs. This system created continuous, transverse rows
of overlapping tenons. Essentially, they served as internal frames.783
It might be expected that these deep adjacent mortises would have weakened the
planking. However, as they were filled with strong oak tenons, they increased the overall
strength of the planks and plank seams. Tests demonstrated that the system of mortiseand-tenon joinery used in the hull of the Uluburun ship was 2.5-3 times as strong as later
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Greco-Roman fastening techniques (based on the remains of the 4th c. BCE Kyrenia
ship).784
Tenons were 28-30 cm long, 5.9-6.2 cm wide, and 1.6-1.7 cm thick – although
they were slightly tapered towards their ends.785 They were therefore about the same
thickness and width as those from Khufu’s Ship, but twice as long.786 Tenons from
Middle Kingdom boats (the Dashur boats, Lisht timbers, and seagoing ships) were
approximately the same thickness, roughly 1-3 cm wider, and nearly as long 787 Unlike
the Egyptian vessels, the tenons in the Uluburun hull were locked in place with tapered
oak pegs that penetrated through the hull, and were 1.8-2.3 cm in diameter.788
Clearly, the hull of the Uluburun ship was constructed in a very different way
than any Bronze Age Egyptian vessel. The planking of the Uluburun hull was two to
three times thinner than any Egyptian cedar-built hull. It derived its strength not from the
thickness of the planking, but from robust, pegged mortise-and-tenon joinery. It did not
have frames – the oak tenons served as a system of internal frames. Moreover, tenons
were locked in place with pegs, while all Egyptian boats used unpegged tenons.
Egyptian vessels avoided any form of permanent fastening, relying primarily on rope
and copper ligatures. The Uluburun ship was designed around a wide, robust proto-keel.
This is closer to the axial construction of the Dashur boats, and some sort of proto-keel
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may have been used in the construction of Egyptian seagoing ships. The construction of
the Uluburun ship reflects, however, a very different set of fundamental principles than
those governing the design and construction of flat-bottom vessels of third millennium
Egypt.

The Zambratija Shipwreck
The oldest example of a fully laced boat from the Mediterranean was discovered
in 2008 in Zambratija Cove (Croatia) in the northern Adriatic (Figure 184). A series of
radiocarbon samples have dated the wreck to the late second millennium, sometime
between the mid-13th and mid-10th centuries BCE.789 The vessel was built upon an elm
logboat base. Its thin elm planks were attached with helical lacing (Figure 185). While it
is one of the closest chronological parallels to the Abusir Boat outside of Egypt, the
Abusir Boat is separated by Zambratija shipwreck by over 2,000 kilometers and around
1,200-1,500 years. Although they are both laced vessels, unsurprisingly, they represent
completely different, independently developed philosophies of construction.
The Zambratija shipwreck was designed around a logboat base/central plank,
while the Abusir Boat was constructed around a flat bottom. The 2.8 cm-thick hull
planks of the Zambratija shipwreck were half the thickness of planks from Early Nilotic
laced vessels, although they are equivalent in thickness to thin planks from Tarkhan
(which were 2.9-3.5 cm thick).
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Figure 184: Plan of the Zambratija shipwreck (from Uhač et al. 2017, 36).
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Figure 185: The lacing of the Zambratija shipwreck spiraled through oblique holes
cut diagonally to both the plank seam and plank edge (from Uhač et al. 2017, 40).

The helical lacing of the Zambratija shipwreck spiraled through oblique holes
that exited the chamfered corner of the plank edge (Figure 185). Not only were they cut
diagonally in relation to the edge of the plank, they were also cut diagonally to the seam,
in what must have been a very difficult bit of joinery. Lacing holes were spaced over
6 cm on average. Opposing lacing holes met in the recess created by the chamfered
plank edges, making a V. The helical lacing resulted in a \\\ pattern. Each stitch was
locked in place with at least two or three small tapered pegs, driven from inside the
451

hull.790 The helical lacing of the Zambratija shipwreck would have been a far more
simple and potentially time-efficient construction methodology, although it is difficult to
accurately quantify without experimental archaeology. As it required only one lacing
pass, as opposed to seven in the Abusir Boat, it would have taken only a fraction of the
cordage. As boatwrights only had to drill small holes, it is likely that it required only a
fraction of the labor as well.
Like boats of the Old Kingdom, the seams of the Zambratija boat were sealed
with wadding – in this case, derived from marine plants. The helical lacing was not
dense enough to compress the marine plant fibers tightly along the seam, so boatwrights
covered it with wooden laths (battens), which were subsequently secured by the helical
lacing.791 These wooden laths were functionally equivalent to those of Khufu’s Ship.
This method was also used to seal cracks in the planking. It was apparently not quite
sufficient to fully waterproof the vessel, as the interior of the boat was also coated in
pitch, which would have also protected the wood from rot.792
The hull was transversely strengthened by widely spaced floor-timbers (83 cm
avg. spacing). The frames had a trapezoidal cross-section, with a narrow base and
rounded top, and were lashed to the hull.793 Along with the wide spacing, these are all
characteristic features of later Greek laced vessels. Narrow, widely spaced frames are
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also characteristic of the Early Nilotic laced vessels, which would have had floors or ribs
positioned approximately 70 cm apart.

Bitumen Fragments from Ras al-Junayz
As with the Red Sea, mariners were testing the open waters of the Persian Gulf
and Indian Ocean during the third millennium. Bitumen fragments from the site of Ra’s
al-Junayz (Ra’s al-Jinz) preserve the remains of early seagoing boats (ca. 25002200 BCE). Many of the fragments contained impressions of bundled reeds, woven reed
matts, and planks. Approximately 20% of the bitumen fragments had barnacles on their
smooth outer surface (but not on their inner surface), indicating that they had come from
seagoing vessels.794 Based on these impressions, textual accounts, and iconography,
Vosmer was able to design a series of models, and create a hypothetical reconstruction
of a third millennium reed boat.795 The ancient boatbuilders appear to have used either
halfa grass (Desmostachya bipinnata), date palm fiber (Phoenix dactylifera) or dwarf
desert palm (Nannorrhops ritchiana) to create a fibrous rope, and potentially date palm
leaves to create a rope with a flat lay. The potential use of date palm fibers is an
intriguing parallel to the Abusir Boat.796
In addition to bitumen fragments from reed boats, excavators found fragments
with the impressions of planks and lashing. These pieces dated approximately two
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centuries later than the fragments with reed impressions.797 The bitumen had once
covered planks that had three or four turns of lightweight rope passing through
rectangular, chiseled out holes. The rope lashings were locked in place with large
wooden plugs.798 These fasteners were point-to-point lashings, not lacing. Vosmer
created a reconstruction of one of the fragments (Figure 186). The lashings were used to
join two planks across a butt-joint, as well as to the adjacent plank. Three strands
connect the rectangular holes on either side of the butt-joint. Four strands lash
downwards from the abutting planks, binding them to the adjacent planks. They run
through narrow holes.799

Figure 186: Vosmer’s reconstruction of lashed planks from a Persian Gulf vessel,
based on impressions on a fragment of bitumen from Ra’s al-Junayz (from Vosmer
2019, fig. 1).
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Laced and Lashed Boats Beyond the Bronze Age
Sewn boats, a category that encompasses lashed, laced, sewn and stitched
vessels, are known from the world over.800 Prins describes sewn construction as a
“nearly universal” technique for constructing plank-built boats.801 The archaeological
and ethnographic evidence for laced vessels comprises a vast corpus of material. A
comprehensive treatment is far beyond the scope of this dissertation.802 I present a few
examples here to briefly illustrate the wide geographical distribution and diversity of
lacing techniques, and to provide some parallels and contrasting models to the
construction of the Abusir Boat. In general, despite a large corpus of known lacing
traditions, Early Nilotic Laced Construction has no known equivalent. The combination
of internal lacing, L-shaped mortises, transverse withies, banded-X pattern, and densely
laid cords makes the system fundamentally unique, although some of the individual
elements have comparative structures in other lacing traditions. Third millennium

Mediterranean Laced Vessels
Beyond the Bronze Age Zambratija boat, there have been at least 63 other laced
hulls discovered in the Mediterranean. Most date to the period from the first millennium
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BCE through the end of the first millennium CE. This corpus of wrecks and ship timbers
has recently been reviewed in detail by Pomey and Boetto.803 They identify four primary
lacing traditions, referred to as the ‘North-Eastern Adriatic,’ ‘North/North-Western
Adriatic,’ ‘Danube River basin,’ and ‘Greek’ laced construction traditions.
Pomey and Boetto place the Zambratija boat within the tradition of NorthEastern Adriatic laced construction, along with a number of Roman period vessels from
the regions of Istria and Dalmatia.804 Like the Zambratija boat, the Roman period
Northeastern Adriatic vessels had either helical, overedge sewing pattern (////), or
overedge sewing with a clamping turn (/I/I/I/I). The lacing ran through oblique holes
drilled diagonally through the edge of the plank.805 Paired holes created a V-shaped
channel, the tip of which exited the exterior plank face, and allowed boatwrights to feed
the lacing back and forth between the interior and exterior of the vessel. Boatwrights
locked the lacing in place with pegs. Rolled wadding pads were used to seal the inboard
seams (unlike the Zambratija boat, the wadding was not covered with laths). Frames
were rectangular in cross-section and fastened to the hull with treenails.806 The
Zambratija boat, in contrast, had lashed, trapezoidal frames, similar to those used in
Greek laced construction.
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The North/North-Western Adriatic laced vessels predominantly date from the
end of the Roman Empire through the Medieval period.807 The lacing system also relied
on diagonal holes. They were larger and spaced further apart than those used in the
Easter Adriatic tradition. Boatwrights cut rectangular or trapezoidal recesses along the
seam where the lacing holes exited the exterior edge of the plank. These recesses
protected the cordage from abrasion and facilitated lacing. Unlike the overedge sewing
used in the Eastern Adriatic boat building traditions, the lacing sequence used in the
construction of North/North-Western Adriatic boats produced a banded-X pattern
(XIXIX), similar to that seen in Greek and Indian Ocean laced vessels – although the
lacing sequences vary. Small pegs were used to lock the lacing. Like Eastern Adriatic
vessels, frames were rectangular and fastened with treenails.808
Vessels belonging to the Greek laced tradition have been found throughout the
Mediterranean, and primarily date to the 6th and 5th c. BCE. As with the Adriatic
traditions, Greek lacing relied on closely spaced holes drilled diagonally along the plank
seam. The holes exited at the outboard edge of the plank, with paired holes creating a Vshaped channel (Figure 187). The diagnostic trait of the Greek laced tradition are
tetrahedral recesses that were cut at the inboard entry points of the lacing holes; they
prevented the lacing from rubbing on sharp angled edges.809 Boatwrights locked the
lacing with small pegs. Like North/North-Western Adriatic boats, Greek vessels were
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Figure 187: Details of the lacing of Jules-Verne 9, a Greek laced vessel from the 6th
c. BCE. Lacing holes were cut diagonal to the plank seam, passing through
tetrahedral notches, which are a diagnostic trait of Greek laced vessels (from
Pomey and Poveda 2019, fig. 3c).

laced with a banded-X pattern (XIXIX) over the top of wadding. Like the Zambratija boat,
frames had a round-topped, trapezoidal cross section and were lashed to the hull.810
The reconstructed vessel was 9.85 m long and 1.88 m in breadth. Lacing the
vessel required the drilling of around 10,000 lacing channels. Boatwrights laced Gyptis
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with 1.5 mm linen cord, slightly smaller than the 2 mm cords used in the Abusir Boat.811
Workmen laced the vessel in a zigzag pattern, which produced a I\I\I\ pattern during the
initial pass down the seam, and a cross-stitch pattern on the return (XIXIX). Jules-Verne 9
was laced with sets of three cords. The builders of Gyptis found that it was most
effective to first lace the seam with a doubled-over thread, laying down sets of two
cords, and then repeat the process with a single thread (Figure 188). This was an
incredibly labor-intensive process. The team calculated that it took 15 hours to attach
1 m of planking, as well as 24 m of cord.812 Considering the dense lacing used in the
construction of the Abusir Boat, which employed seven passes of four cords, we can
anticipate that the Egyptian system of lacing would have taken much longer.
Although Greek laced construction constitutes a very different lacing system than
the one used in Early Nilotic Laced vessels, they share some commonalities. These
include the seams sealed with wadding, a cross-stitch lacing pattern, and the use of
multiple thin cords for lacing.
The V-shaped channels created by the small diagonal lacing holes are in some
respects analogous to the large L-shaped mortises in Early Nilotic boats. Although the
lacing channels exit the exterior face of the planking, the resulting opening was small,
and the recessed channels would have protected the ends of the lacing. However, the
process of construction would have been much different, requiring the lacing to be
passed outside of the hull and back in with each stitch.
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Figure 188: The lacing sequence from the construction of the Gyptis (from Pomey
and Poveda 2019, fig. 7).
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Indian Ocean Region
Longitudinally laced vessels were used throughout the wider Indian Ocean
world. In general, Indian Ocean lacing systems rely on sequences of closely spaced holes
drilled perpendicularly through the plank faces on either side of the plank seam. Lacing
techniques are primarily differentiated by their use of wadding and stitching patterns.
Archaeological and ethnographic examples attest to a variety of ways vessels could be
laced within this broader system. The 1st century CE Periplus of the Erythraean Sea
mentions laced boats in sections 15, 16, and 36.813 The best-preserved shipwreck from
this tradition is the 9th century CE Belitung shipwreck (from Indonesia). Assemblages of
reused planks originating from laced vessels have been discovered at Al-Balīd, Oman
(ca. 10th – 12th century CE) and Quseir al-Qadim (ca. 12th – 15th century CE) along
Egypt’s Red Sea coast.814 We can categorize lacing traditions, in part, by their use of
wadding. Some vessels had wadding along both the inboard and outboard sides of seams
(‘double wadding’ vessels). While boatwrights followed various lacing sequences, they
typically resulted in a banded-X lacing pattern (IXIXIXI) running along both the interior
and exterior wadding. Examples are the masalas from the northern and central portions
of the East Indian coast, as well as the Belitung wreck, discussed below.815
Single wadding vessels, in contrast, only had wadding covering one side of the
plank seams, generally the inboard side of the seam. Lacing sequences varied; typically,
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they resulted in a banded-X lacing pattern (IXIXIXI) running over the interior wadding,
with a pattern of vertical bands exposed along the exterior of the vessel (I I I I).
Frequently, boatwrights cut recessed lacing channels into the external faces of the
planks. The open channels ran perpendicular to the seam, connecting the two lacing
holes, and served to protect the vertical lacing bands from abrasion. The 12th – 15th
century CE recycled planks from Quseir al-Qadim have these channels.816 The presence
of recessed channels indicates single wadding instead of a double wadding technique,
allowing archaeologists to differentiate between different types of disarticulated planks.
Vosmer notes that the chronological distribution of the planks in the Al-Balīd corpus
suggests that there was a gradual transition from double wadding to single wadding
between the 10th – 12th century CE.817 The absence of recessed channels does not
necessarily indicate the use of double wadding. In some ethnographic examples of a
single wadding vessel, boatwrights locked the lacing with pegs, and adzed away the
external elements, leaving the outside of the hull smooth and devoid of ropework. An
example is the mtepe of the Lamu Archipelago, off the coast of East Africa.818
The 9th century CE Belitung ship is one of the best-preserved archaeological
examples of an Indian Ocean laced boat (Figure 189). It was discovered near Belitung
Island, off the coast of Sumatra. It was transporting a cargo of Chinese ceramics.
Although the shipwreck was discovered in Indonesia, timber species, style of laced
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construction, hull form, and use of through-beams indicate it was most likely an Arab
vessel.819 The hull was constructed from several species of timber native to Africa
(Afzelia africana, Afzelia bipindensis, Juniperus procera) as well as teak. This suggests
that the vessel was constructed somewhere along the western or northern periphery of
the Indian Ocean.820

Figure 189: The bow of the Belitung wreck (from Flecker 2000, fig. 6).
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Planks were 4 cm thick, and 20-40 cm wide, with lacing holes positioned 5 to
6 cm apart.821 Lacing holes passed perpendicularly through the planks. The lacing was
drawn tight over bundled wadding placed over the faces of the inboard and outboard
seams. The lacing sequence resulted in a banded-X pattern visible on the interior and
exterior of the vessel.822 The cordage and wadding could not be identified scientifically.
Lum and Birmingham visually identified the wadding as paperbark, and the lacing as
hibiscus. This suggests that the vessel had been re-laced, or partially re-laced somewhere
along its journey in Southeast Asia.823
The government of Oman commissioned a reconstruction of an early Arab
trading vessel based on the remains of the Belitung shipwreck.824 The resulting 18 mlong vessel, Jewel of Muscat, was constructed between 2008-9 by a team of more than
30 workmen. The project was an important successor to the Sohar project, organized by
Severin in 1980. Severin oversaw and recorded the construction of a sewn version of an
Omani būm. However, he did not have archaeological material to work from, and less
was known of laced construction.825
The Jewel of Muscat project provides important insights into the lacing process
in Indian Ocean vessels. The boatbuilders attempted to replicate the construction of the
Belitung shipwreck as closely as possible, although exceptions were made in the interest
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Severin 1985, 281. The vessel was constructed by a team of boatwrights from the Kerala coast.
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safety and time. Boatbuilders drilled perpendicular holes through the planks, spaced
approximately every 5.5 cm along the plank edge. The 5.5 cm average spacing is closer
than is typical of ethnographic examples, which typically have holes spaced closer to
10 cm apart, which nearly doubled the number of required lacing holes.826
Once planks were in place, boatbuilders covered Jewel of Muscat’s inboard and
outboard plank seams with bundles of wadding that were 5 cm in diameter. The bundles
were comprised of coconut fibers sheathed with 40 longitudinally laid coir cords.827
Similar wadding bundles were used in the construction of Sohar. Severin described the
long contiguous bundles of wadding as resembling a ‘stuffed firehose’ or ‘python.’828
The lacing was performed by a pair of workmen, one inside and one outside of
the hull, passing the cords through the lacing holes to each other. The workmen laced a
few meters of the hull at a time, moving along the seam in one direction, lacing in a
zigzag pattern. Workmen pulled the cords tight using a marline spike as a lever, and then
pounded the cordage and wadding to increase the tension (Figure 190).829 Similar
techniques were used to tighten the lacing of Sohar.830 Care had to be taken when
tensioning the cords. During the construction of Jewel of Muscat, cords frequently broke,
and were quickly spliced back together by hand.831
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Vosmer et al. 2011, 416. Boatwrights used electric drills, which were 10 times as fast as the bow drills
(Vosmer et al. 2011, 422).
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Figure 190: Workmen pounding and tightening the lacing of Jewel of Muscat (from
Vosmer 2011, fig. 94).

Workmen temporarily pegged stitches to hold them in place. After several meters
of lacing, the workmen reversed direction and laced back along the seam (Figure 191).
The lacing sequence produced a banded X pattern (IXIXIX), with four stitches passing
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through each lacing hole (Figure 192). The holes were subsequently plugged with
coconut fiber and covered with mixture of goat fat and calcium carbonate. 832 Vosmer
notes that if the plugs were too tight, they could break the stitching or plank; if they were
too loose, they would leak.833 The cordage was comprised of 3 mm-diameter coir rope.
The rope was doubled over and pulled through the lacing holes with a bent wire. This
system laid down two strands with each pass.834 This is an important parallel to the
Abusir Boat, in which two doubled over 2 mm-cords were pulled through the mortises
with each pass, laying down sets of four cords at once.
Experimental ‘reconstruction’ projects like Sohar and Jewel of Muscat are
important because they give us some idea of the expenditure of materials and labor
involved in constructing a ship. Building Jewel of Muscat took 30 workers, 60,000 manhours, and slightly less than a year. Although much of the work was done by hand,
power tools were used to expedite the process. The reconstructed vessel required
boatwrights to drill 37,371 holes to attach planks, beams, and frames. Lacing the vessel
required more than 120-130 kilometers of coir rope. Significantly, lacing one meter of a
seam took three hours, on average.835 Considering the complexity and density of the
Abusir Boat’s lacing system, which required seven lacing passes, we should expect a
much higher average time expenditure per meter of planking.
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Figure 191: Jewel of Muscat’s lacing pattern (from Vosmer et al. 2011, fig. 6).

Figure 192: A finished laced seam from Jewel of Muscat (from Vosmer 2011, fig.
94).
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Southeast Asia
Egyptian boatwrights generally avoided cutting or drilling holes through planks
below the waterline. Instead, they used L and V-shaped mortises to keep lacing and
lashing inside the vessel. The best parallels to this technique are stitched vessels from
Southeast Asia. A system of internal stitching is evident in the archaeological remains of
many 3rd to 9th century CE plank-built boats from Malaysia, Thailand, Sumatra, and Java
(Figure 193).836 Plank edges were fastened with dowels, and frames secured to lugs with
lashing. To bind the planks together, boatwrights drilled diagonal or L-shaped holes
from the plank face through the plank edge. Planks were subsequently stitched with
individual tjok (sugar palm bark) ties.837
The 7th to 8th century CE Punjulharjo boat, discovered in central Java, is one of
the best-preserved archaeological examples of a lashed-lug boat. Plank edges were
joined with dowels and stitches. Stitches passed through 1.5 cm diameter L-shaped holes
which were paired across plank edges. Each pair was for an independent, point-to-point
stitch, and not for any form of continuous lacing.838 In this aspect, the L-shaped holes
functioned in a nearly identical capacity to the L-shaped mortises in Middle Kingdom
workboat timbers. Stitches consisted of multiple passes of two-ply, z-twist, 3 mm
diameter cords.839 In this aspect, they are also similar to the ligatures used to bind the
Lisht timbers, which seem to have consisted of multiple passes of thin cords.
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Figure 193: The evolution of the ‘stitched plank and lashed lug’ boatbuilding
tradition from Southeast Asia (from Manguin 2019, fig. 2).

Stitches in the Punjulharjo boat were grouped in pairs, producing a pattern of
four holes, set 7 cm apart. The parallel stitches were seized together with cords.
Significantly, long 3.5 cm-wide wooden wedges run beneath the seized stitches, helping
to tension them. Figure 194b depicts a wooden wedge running transversely across the
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planks, between the paired stitches, with the seizing passing over the top of the wedge.840
These transverse wedges are also visible in Figure 194a and c, fore and aft of the raised
lugs. This arrangement of lashing over the top of transverse wedges is the closest parallel
that I have yet found to the transverse withies in the Abusir Boat, although the Abusir
Boat’s transverse withies were narrower, at 2.6 cm wide.841 The Punjulharjo boat’s
frames were attached to raised wooden lugs using lashings comprised of multiple
strands, laid down as a set of five to seven cords.842 This is an intriguing parallel for the
sets of four cords used to bind the planks of the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat.843 A thin
wooden strip or wedge was placed along the top of Punjulharjo boat’s frames, providing
a curved surface to help tighten the lashings.844
Manguin observes that Vietnamese boatwrights developed several internal
stitching systems, recorded by early travelers to the region and ethnographers.845
Admiral Paris recorded a fishing boat from the Bay of Tourane that had planks that were
held together with dowels and independent stitches. Stitches ran over flat wooden
wedges. The rattan stitches had a knot at each end. The knotted end was inserted into a
cavity cut in the plank face and pegged to lock it in position (Figure 195, A).846
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Lacsina 2016, 129. Mochtar (2018, 51–2) describes the wedge as bamboo.
The exact arrangement of the cordage is unclear and has not yet been fully described. Mochtar (2018,
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Figure 194: The interior of the Punjulharjo boat: a) a rib lashed to lugs; b) a detail
of the seized, paired stitches and transverse wedge; c) a detail of the banded
lashings running over the top of a frame and wedge (from Manguin 2019, fig. 7).
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Figure 195: Three internal stitching methods used in Vietnamese watercraft (from
Manguin 1985, fig. 20.6).

A variation on this technique from central Vietnam used small V-shaped holes or
mortises instead of locked knots. Boatwright’s cut two connecting holes or mortises in
the plank face to create a small, V-shaped attachment point. The ligature would pass
over the top of a wedge, into one opening of the V-shaped holes, and out the other
(Figure 195, B).847 This Vietnamese technique was the basis for Dell’Amico’s
alternative reconstruction of the lashing system used in Khufu’s Ship. 848 A third
variation is the ghe nôc, a type of Vietnamese boat originally described by Paris. Planks
were fastened with mortise-and-tenon joints and stitches. Boatbuilders bored paired L-
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Manguin 1985, 325.
Dell’Amico 2005, 43–4.
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shaped holes along plank edges, drilling from the plank face and from the plank edge. A
bark batten was placed over the plank seam, and subsequently covered with bamboo
laths. Boatwrights passed rattan loops through U-shaped channels created by the paired
L-shaped mortises and then tied the loop off (Figure 195, C). Wooden wedges were used
to tension the stitches. In many ways, this technique is similar to the construction of the
Punjulharjo boat. Intriguingly, Paris noted that as the seams were only watertight along
the interior of the vessel, the exposed outer edges of the planking were susceptible to rot
and wood borers. When planks were reused, the edges had to be trimmed down,
resulting in narrower, smaller planks.849

The Caldicot Plank
Mediterranean and Indian Ocean laced construction techniques all rely on holes
drilled through planks.850 There are no lacing systems that use wide L-shaped mortises
like those of the Abusir Boat. To find a structural parallel, we need to look far beyond
the ancient Mediterranean, to northern Europe – and a very different system of
construction. The only comparanda to the Egyptian system of L-shaped mortises of that I
am aware of is a fragmentary plank from a first millennium Late Bronze Age (2750 ±60
BP) site found within the grounds of Caldicot Castle, Wales (Figure 196).
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Manguin 1985, 325.
Pomey and Boetto 2019.
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Figure 196: A plank fragment with L-shaped mortises from Caldicot Castle, Wales
(from Parry and McGrail 1994, fig. 4.).

The plank fragment is a 3.55 m oak plank with the remains of three central cleats.
It was 55-69 cm wide, and 5-9 cm thick. Significantly, one side of the plank (eastern)
was rabbeted with L-shaped mortises cut along the edge. The mortises along the
(unrabbeted) western edge of the plank passed through the timber. The L-shaped
mortises were positioned 3.5-5.5 cm from the plank edge, with a mean center-to-center
spacing of 35 cm (33-38 cm). The holes were ovoid, with mean dimensions of 13.4 cm
long by 4.2 cm wide, although there was significant variation, as mortises ranged from
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6.9-22.0 cm long, and 3.3-6.0 cm wide.851 Like the Abusir Boat, the L-shaped mortises
would have allowed ligatures to pass through two planks without being exposed on the
outside of the hull. The mortises are long and ovoid, unlike the much smaller lacing
holes from the Brigg Raft or Ferriby 1.852
The excavators believed that the large holes and presence of a rabbet indicated
that the Caldicot fragment came from the side of a vessel, implying that smaller holes
would have been used for the bottom.853 Problematically, no evidence of cleats were
found on the side planking from the Brigg raft or Ferriby boats, although their presence
has been postulated.854 I believe that, similar to the Abusir Boat, it is just as likely that
the L-shaped mortises represent a different lacing and lashing system that would have
been used for the entirety of the vessel, and not mixed with smaller holes. L-shaped
mortises are used to bind planks together without penetrating the planks. This prevented
the ingress of water, and therefore would have been primarily intended for use below the
waterline. The excavators noted that two holes in the end of the plank were different,
drilled at an angle, they exited into recesses on the outboard channel.855 Although Parry
and McGrail were unsure of their purpose, it seems plausible that these holes were used
to bind plank ends. I suspect that these L-shaped mortises allowed boatwrights to create
point-to-point lashings similar to the ones used to assemble the Lisht Timbers.
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Evolution of Egyptian Boat-building Practices
The Third Dynasty Abusir Boat and the Fourth Dynasty Khufu I vessel were
constructed only a few generations apart – about half a century – yet they were
constructed using a very different set of techniques. Their hull forms were similar, and
as we will see in Chapter VII, they exhibit the same philosophy of construction. This
means that boatwrights changed construction techniques, but not the design of the
vessels they were building.

Catalysts of Transformation
One can make several hypotheses as to why Fourth Dynasty boatwrights
developed new boatbuilding methods after at least three centuries of stasis. The
transition may have been a response to working with new types of timber (cedar), a
response to building larger vessels, an attempt to reduce labor, or intended to increase
structural strength of the planking.
It is likely that the switch to transverse lashing reduced overall labor. Firstly, the
lashing system of Khufu’s Ship would have reduced the effort expended in cutting
mortises, perhaps by half. The openings of the primary lashing and lacing mortises in
both systems were approximately the same size, about one palm across (ca. 7.5 cm). The
longitudinal lacing system used L-shaped mortises, which required boatwrights to cut
two channels: one angled channel from the plank face and one perpendicular channel
through the plank edge. The V-shaped mortises used for transverse lashing also required
boatwrights to cut two channels, both from the plank face – so the effort required was
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approximately the same. The transverse lashing mortises are spaced twice as far apart
(ca. 25 cm) as those used for longitudinal lashing on the Abusir Boat (ca 13.4 cm apart),
so the number of mortises required was halved.
Perhaps more importantly, the longitudinal lacing system used in the Abusir Boat
was extremely labor intensive, requiring boatwrights to make up to seven passes along
the plank seam, puling four tiny cords through at a time. The transverse lashing system
used in Khufu’s Ship simply required boatwrights to run a set of five ropes through the
transverse rows of V-shaped mortises, tension them, and tie them off, perhaps making
only one pass across the hull. I suspect some form of bundled wadding was used in both
construction traditions. In the Abusir Boat, it would have been compressed by dense
layers of lacing. In Khufu’s Ship it would have been compressed by the battens. If some
form of wadding was not used, and the seams were sealed with battens alone, it would
represent another innovation that would have reduced overall boat construction effort, as
assembling the wadding bundles would have been labor intensive. However, it is most
likely that the battens compressed some form of wadding over the seam.
Certainly, shaping the battens and cutting strategic lashing mortises would have
required some investment of time. However, it may have been minimal in comparison to
the scope of cutting lashing and lacing mortises. Considering that mortise count was
reduced by half, and lashing and lacing passes were reduced by three-quarters if not
more, one can probably assume that assembling Khufu’s Ship with longitudinal lacing
would have required at least two to four times as much effort as transverse lashing. Both
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of these fastening systems should be tested with experimental archaeology, which might
be able to draw statistical conclusions about expended effort.
The difference in expended effort would have been even more extreme if
Khufu’s Ship was constructed with short narrow planks, like the Abusir Boat. The
surface area of a hull increases significantly as the length of a vessel increases. If we
increased the size of the Abusir Boat to that of Khufu’s Ship, we might see around sixfold increase in surface area. This means a similar increase in the length of seams
needing lacing, and the amounts of wadding and rope required. It may be that once
vessels reached a certain size, the combination of building with small thin planks and
extremely dense lacing becomes unsustainable. This technique of lacing may have also
been less effective or more difficult for vessels with extremely thick planking.
It is difficult to assess without experimental archaeology, but we can at least put
forward a hypothesis that the transition from longitudinal lacing to transverse lacing was
intended to reduce the amount of material removed from the edges of planks, and
increase their strength along the seam. The Early Dynastic laced tradition of
boatbuilding relied on sequences of closely spaced L-shaped mortises running along
plank edges. The mortises passed through the plank face and plank edge, perforating
both. Since individual lashing mortises were usually wider (ca 7.6 cm) than the space
between them (ca 5.7 cm), the majority (57%) of a plank’s edge was perforated by holes.
Moreover, tenon mortises were positioned between lashing mortises, sometimes even
merging with them. Their frequency and spacing is unknown. However, one can expect
that overall, some 60-80% of the plank edge was consumed by mortises. It seems likely
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that this removal of material would have significantly weakened plank edges along the
seam, right where hull stresses concentrate. The switch to transverse lashing may have
been a response to the problems raised by this technique. By using V-shaped mortises
offset from the edge, boatwrights increased the strength and integrity of plank edges
along the seams. With plank edges no longer occupied by closely packed lacing
mortises, boatwrights could increase the size and density of mortise-and-tenon joints.
This would have strengthened the seam, and increased hull rigidity.

Adaptation and Reuse
The construction of Khufu’s Ship demonstrates a remarkable pattern of
adaptation and reuse of older techniques. Rather than developing new techniques from
scratch, boatwrights took existing components, adapted them, and applied them to a new
function within the hull.
The transformation between the longitudinal lacing of the Abusir Boat and the
transverse lashing of Khufu’s Ship is evidence of a remarkable conceptual leap. It seems
that boatwrights took an established structural philosophy and reoriented it 90 degrees.
Intriguingly, both systems created a grid-like pattern of wooden laths and rope within the
hull. In the Abusir Boat, longitudinal lacing runs overtop transverse withies. In Khufu’s
Ship, transverse lacing runs over the top of longitudinal battens. Khufu’s battens fulfilled
two roles 1) they sealed plank seams, perhaps by compressing layered wadding; and,
2) they increased tension on the lashing. In the Abusir Boat, the dense longitudinal
lacing compressed wadding over the plank seams. The purpose of the withies is unclear.
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Perhaps they fulfilled the second function of Khufu’s battens, increasing the boatwrights
ability to tighten the lacing by creating a hard, elevated ridge underneath the soft
wadding. If so, this may imply that transverse withies were the philosophical
predecessor of seam battens. When boatwrights switched to transverse lashing, they
rotated the withies 90 degrees as well; they became seam battens and acquired the
function of sealing seams in addition to their former role of increasing tensions on
ligatures. If the purpose of transverse withies was originally symbolic, we can still
imagine the withies as a predecessor of seam battens, acquiring a functional role in the
transition to transverse lashing. This is an example of the adaptation and reuse of an
extant hull component and is part of a broader pattern in the transition of construction
techniques.
In Early Nilotic boatbuilding, paired L-shaped mortises were used for
longitudinal lacing and were the predominant form of mortise in the hull. Fourth
Dynasty boatwrights reused this existing component for the strategic point-to-point
lashings in Khufu’s Ship. Similarly, in Early Nilotic boatbuilding, boatwrights used Vshaped mortises to 1) attach the first side strake, and 2) attach frames. In Khufu’s Ship,
boatwrights reimagined V-shaped mortises as the basis for the transverse lashing system,
with over 4,000 mortises carved in plank faces.
Some hull components retained their original purpose. The Fourth Dynasty
boatwrights seem to have scaled the small, thin mortise-and-tenon joints used in Early
Nilotic construction to accommodate for the increased thickness and length of the cedar
planks used in Khufu’s Ship. Both Third and Fourth Dynasty tenon thicknesses were
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about 10% of plank width. Boatwrights adapted traditional mortise-and-tenon joints to
create cross-grain tenons, rotating them 90° and reducing their width by half. The
increased density of tenon placement combated longitudinal sheering along plank seams,
compensating for one of the important functions of longitudinal lacing.
In Early Nilotic boatbuilding, longitudinal lacing along plank seams fulfilled
three primary functions: 1) It bound planks together. 2) Cross-lacing reduced
longitudinal sliding along plank seams. 3) It compressed wadding along the entire length
of the plank seams, creating a watertight seal. The transverse lashing in Khufu’s Ship
only fulfilled function #1 – binding planks together. Seam battens accomplish
function #3 – sealing seams. However, boatwrights needed to find a new solution to #2 –
preventing planks from sliding along the seams.
In Early Nilotic vessels, boatbuilders used three techniques to prevent planks
from sheering along seams, including 1) cross-lacing between adjacent mortise pairs,
2) mortise-and-tenon joints, and 3) ‘interlaced planking’ – in which boatwrights used
irregularly shaped planks that had bulges and curves, and sculpted adjoining planks to fit
together in complex ways resulting in a complex web of seams. This technique was a
response to the use of local woods, such as acacia, which can have a gnarled, twisted
grain. In contrast, Khufu’s boatwrights had to work with long, straight planks. They
developed techniques that would allow these long planks to interlock as well, including
joggles and hook scarves. This was a new innovation, but it may have been inspired by a
shipbuilding philosophy in which planks were expected to interlace.
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Early Dynastic boatbuilding techniques continue to be reused and reimagined
beyond the Old Kingdom. During the Middle Kingdom, unpegged mortise-and-tenon
joints become increasingly important structural components. Boatwrights used large
unpegged tenons in the construction of Nile freighters, and seagoing ships relied on
paired sets of free tenons. Middle Kingdom boatwrights abandoned transverse lashing
and longitudinal lacing in favor of simple point-to-point lashings, once again reusing Lshaped mortises that were strikingly similar in size and shape to those of the Early
Dynastic period. The strands preserved in the Lisht timbers may indicate that small cords
like those used aboard the Abusir Boat were used as ligatures. Cords found in the Lshaped mortises in the timbers from the port of Ayn Soukhna were of a larger gage; they
were twice the diameter of the cords used in the Abusir Boat, although still much larger
than the thick ropes used for lashing the hull of Khufu’s Ship.
Significantly, by the Middle Kingdom, the principle of interlocking planking had
become fully developed. The Lisht timbers indicate that Middle Kingdom boatwrights
used a planking system inspired by both the Early Nilotic System and the innovations
used to build Khufu’s Ship. Like the planks from the Abusir Boat, boatwrights sculpted
the acacia planks from Lisht to match the natural grain and curvature of the wood. The
interwoven planking did not follow straight lines. They augmented the complex shapes
of the planks with deep joggles, expanding upon the techniques evident in the hull of
Khufu’s Ship. The resulting planks interlocked like puzzle pieces.
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CHAPTER VII
EGYPTIAN BOATBUILDING PHILOSPHY

The last two chapters (V and VI) surveyed the known hull remains from Third
Millennium Egypt and examined the different techniques that boatwrights used in
constructing their vessels. This chapter shifts from the material components to the
cognitive aspects of boatbuilding, seeking perspectives into the mind of the shipwright.
By many measures, reconstructing the thought patterns of ancient boat-builders is an
impossible task. As Hasslöf, and many others, have observed, scholars are biased by the
construction techniques and frameworks with which they are most familiar, noting “what
to skeleton-constructors ‘is not conceivable’ is mere routine to those who are using
methods of shell-building thousands of years old.”856 Thankfully, in the face of this
impossible task, the ancient boat-builders have left evidence of their thought patterns in
the ways that they selected, shaped, and assembled the timbers of their vessels.

Theoretical Approaches to Boatbuilding
Nautical archaeology has been critiqued as lacking a strong theoretical basis.857
This is due in part to the newness of the field. While historians have long had an interest
in shipbuilding, the widescale collection and study of archaeological boat remains and

Hasslöf 1963, 165; As an example, Hasslöf critiqued the Norwegian archaeologist Haakon Shetelig’s
analysis of Viking ship construction. Shetelig’s interpretations were based on what he knew of carvel
construction, and not applicable to the indigenous lapstrake techniques.
857
Hocker 2004a, 1.
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ethnographic material did not fully develop until the early 20th century. George Bass and
Peter Throckmorton’s excavation of the Cape Gelidonya wreck in 1960 marked the first
time a shipwreck had been scientifically excavated, underwater, in its entirety.858
Scholarly efforts in nautical archaeology between the 1960s and 1970s were directed at
collecting, analyzing, and categorizing material – a process ongoing today.
Nautical archaeologists have used a variety of methods to classify and typologize
watercraft.859 McGrail credits both Pitt-Rivers’s 19th century and Suder’s early 20th
century classification schemes as laying the groundwork for many subsequent attempts
to categorize watercraft.860 Classification schemes have been based on a variety of
characteristics, including: form, buoyancy (floats, rafts, and boats),861 material (reed,
skin, wood, etc.), root (rafts, bark boats, skin boats, dugouts),862 purpose (transport,
naval, fishing, or utility),863 or sailing rig. Shipbuilding methods are primarily classified
by technique (lapstrake, lacing, or mortise-and-tenon construction, etc.), region (Western
Mediterranean, Indian Ocean, etc.), or by cultural association (Egyptian, Phoenician,
Romano-Celtic ship construction). A combination is frequently used (e.g. Northwestern
Adriatic laced construction).864
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As evidence accumulated, maritime archaeologists and historians began to
acquire sufficient data to develop theories about the origins of different types of vessels
and the development of ship construction. This dissertation will examine how the Abusir
Boat fits within several theoretical frameworks that have impacted the field:
boatbuilding root, shell and skeleton construction, bottom-based construction, and
philosophy of construction.

Evolutionary Roots of Boatbuilding
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, an interest in evolutionary
theories and an emerging wealth of ethnographic data inspired scholars to look for the
roots of world-wide boatbuilding traditions.865 Pioneers in these studies proposed that
the complex vessels seen in ethnographic and historical contexts developed from more
primitive early craft.866 An underlying assumption was that the construction of these
types of boats would have required a more limited tool set – axes, adzes, mallets, chisels,
needles, fire, water, rope, etc. and thus could be built by “relatively primitive peoples,”
as Greenhill phrases it.867 It is worth noting that the “primitive” tool set is not actually all
that limited, and can be used to create very complex vessels.
Dugouts provide an example of how scholars envisioned this evolutionary
framework. A dugout is a vessel shaped from the trunk of a single tree. The central
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portion is removed through cutting and burning, leaving a hollowed out central cavity.
The ends are refined and shaped to create a hydrodynamic, canoe-shaped structure that
floats due to displacement of water. To expand the capacity of the vessel, the logboat can
be cut in half and a central plank inserted to increase its breadth. Boatwrights could
increase the freeboard of the vessel by adding a plank along the sheer. In theory, this
process ultimately resulted in shell-constructed, plank-built boats organized around a
central timber.868 Some vessels retained the dugout as the basis of the hull or have a
dugout keel-plank. The Zambratija Bronze Age boat, discussed in the previous chapter,
is an example of an early laced vessel constructed upon a logboat base.869 Other vessels
retain their dugout ‘root’ in the form of L-shaped chine girders – possibly originating
from the split sides of a dugout. Examples include the Zwammerdam barges.870 These
vessels could be considered intermediary forms.
Greenhill identified four roots of boatbuilding – raft boats, skin boats, bark boats,
and dugouts, and argued that dugouts inspired the evolution of the keel and were the
principle basis for most plank-built watercraft.871 Greenhill saw rafts having little
influence on the global development of boatbuilding outside of several specific riverine
examples (e.g. China, Egypt).872 He argued that converting a raft into a boat would
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require “a great change in the ideas of its builders.”873 While boats derive their buoyancy
from displacing water, rafts float due to the buoyancy of their materials.874
Despite this, scholars (Greenhill included) have argued that rafts were the root of
Egyptian boatbuilding, based both on the prominence of the papyrus raft in Egyptian
iconography and texts, and the flat bottoms of Old Kingdom boat models. However,
there are multiple reasons for flat-bottom vessels to emerge beyond an evolutionary
development from rafts, including adaptation to a use in an environment such as shallow
rivers, the need to beach, or the result of limited technology.875
There are several problems with approaching the development of a vessel like the
Abusir Boat based on its relationship to a perceived ‘root’ tradition. As McGrail points
out, theories based on boatbuilding roots are “bedeviled” evolutionary ideas, language,
and assumptions.876 Problematically, we do not have the remains of Nilotic vessels prior
to the third millennium. Moreover, the only examples of early watercraft we have are
vessels that belonged to Egyptian elites; we do not have the remains of simple,
vernacular craft. In an ethnohistorical study, Cooper demonstrates the diversity of
vernacular craft used on the Nile over the last four centuries.877 It is likely that in the
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third and fourth millennium, the waters of the Nile were teeming with all varieties of
wooden boats and rafts, papyrus boats and rafts, simple flotation devices, and even skin
or basket boats. Boat models and iconography provide some evidence for the nature and
diversity of early Nilotic craft. They are, however, selective representations, and likely
do not display the full diversity of watercraft on the Nile. Both iconography and boat
models are notoriously difficult to interpret. For instance, EM 86169 is one of the most
detailed and best preserved Early Dynastic ivory boat models discovered in Egypt
(Figure 197). Scholars have debated whether it is a papyrus boat, a skin-covered boat, or
a papyriform sewn-plank boat.878 Early rock art and iconography, as two-dimensional
representations, are perhaps even more difficult to interpret. Unfortunately, early
Egyptian boat models and iconography account for a vast corpus of material far beyond
the scope of this study.
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Figure 197: Scholars debate whether the Early Dynastic ivory boat model EM
86169 is a papyrus boat, skin-covered boat, or a papyriform sewn-plank boat.
(photo by D. Inglis, from the Egyptian Museum Cairo).

I believe that one of the key contributions of ‘roots’ theories is that they
acknowledge that early boatbuilding traditions had the potential to influence subsequent
ship construction techniques. I would suggest that in situations where there were
multiple active boatbuilding traditions, it is likely that those traditions influenced each
other. This is the case upon the Nile, where plank-built boats operated alongside papyrus
rafts (and potentially, a wide variety of other vernacular craft, such as basket-boats or
skin boats). The most prominent example of this effect is that plank-built funerary boats
were designed to resemble archaic papyrus rafts or raft-boats. Bundled papyrus rafts
were constructed both with upright ends and ends that projected outward. Khufu’s Ship
was designed to resemble a papyrus raft-boat with upturned ends. Its bow and stern
finials were carved with a splayed-out top and bands to represent ropes lashed around
490

the bundled papyrus. Iconography from the tomb of Ti shows shipwrights carving rope
bindings around the bow or finial of a wooden vessel in order to replicate those found on
papyrus rafts.879 In this case, the symbolic functions of funerary craft have primacy over
their utilitarian design. One result of this symbolism-driven design is that while
utilitarian Egyptian watercraft undergo drastic evolutions in form, construction, steering,
and propulsion between the Early Dynastic and New Kingdom, funerary and sacred
vessels undergo fewer externally visible transformations. Although hull construction
methodologies changes, funerary vessels retain much of their early form and
ornamentation.

Shell and Skeleton Construction
The shell versus skeleton framework is one of the foundational paradigms of
nautical archaeology, and it remains one of the central organizing principles for studies
of ancient boatbuilding.880 In pure skeleton construction, boatbuilders first erect
predesigned frames upon a keel, and then subsequently sheath the integrated wooden
framework with planks. In shell construction, a vessel is constructed plank-by-plank, and
frames are inserted afterward.881 The difference between these methods can be construed
as creating either a waterproofed framework or watertight shell.882 The shell versus
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skeleton dichotomy identifies two disparate ways of thinking about boatbuilding. At
their extremes, a shell-built vessel is shaped by eye, while a skeleton-built vessel is
designed by geometric progressions and geometry, sometimes on paper.
Hocker describes the shell-skeleton dichotomy as a “durable paradigm” with an
“almost visceral appeal” to its “basic simplicity and elegance.”883 The shell-skeleton
framework is rooted in visual, embodied language that evokes the natural world, making
it readily accessible to non-specialists. The hull of a ship is easily envisioned as half an
eggshell, seashell, or walnut shell. Frames standing erect on a keel evokes our own
skeleton, ribs, and spine. These biological references are part of nautical terminology,
and shipwrights have long drawn parallels between the structures of the ship and the
human body.884
Hasslöf established the initial theoretical framework for shell- and skeletonconstruction.885 He transposed the difference between lapstrake planking (clicker in NW
Europe) and carvel planking (flush-laid) into a new model that could be applied to
shipbuilding traditions outside of Northern Europe. This proved to be fertile territory, as
the shell-skeleton paradigm was subsequently expanded by Casson, Basch, McGrail,
Greenhill, and many others who applied it to vessels throughout Europe, the
Mediterranean, and the world at large.886 In his article, Hasslöf quickly established
representative examples for shell construction (the Dashur boats, the Nemi vessels, and
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clinker-built boats), and contrasted them with carvel-built craft of European postMedieval navies.887 Significantly, Hasslöf intentionally drew attention to construction
techniques that fell outside strict interpretations of shell and skeleton construction. These
included the use of temporary cleats to erect non-edge-joined carvel planking, the use of
temporary ribbands to shape frames, and mixed construction techniques, in which the
bottoms of vessels were built using shell construction and finished using skeleton
construction.888
In the first article published in the International Journal of Nautical Archaeology
and Underwater Exploration, Basch attempted to refine and develop the shell-skeleton
theory further. 889 He critiqued the paradigm for omitting intermediary steps and for
tending towards being axiomatic.890 These criticisms have been echoed frequently.891
However, its seems often overlooked that Hasslöf’s theory was never intended to be a
binary model. From the outset, Hasslöf argued that “the difference in principle between
shell- and skeleton-construction does not constitute an unbridgeable abyss in practice”
and suggested the potential of “gradual evolution” between the two forms.892 This was a
direct criticism of Hornell, who described a gradual evolution as inconceivable, and
suggested that the method of using pre-erected transverse framing arose from a stroke of
logical insight and was an essentially spontaneous “act of invention.”893
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To address intermediary techniques and construction styles, Basch introduced the
idea of active and passive structures. In shell construction, he argued that the framework
was passive, as it primarily consolidated and reinforced the assembled planking. The
shapes of “passive” frames were determined by the planking, and frames could be
independent of the keel. In skeleton construction, the framework is “active.” Predesigned active frames guide the shape of the hull, and at least some frames had to be
attached to the keel.894 One of Basch’s important observations was that both timber
dimensions and the keel-frame connection were indicative of a vessel’s underlying
construction philosophy.895
Basch questioned how the use of molds and ribbands fit into the shell-skeleton
framework. Each plays an active role in defining the shape of a vessel. Like frames in
skeleton construction, in some cases boatwrights pre-erected mold, which helped
determine hull form both in a “theoretical” role, in which they guide the shape of the
hull, and a “material” role, in which hull planks are bent around them.896 Similarly,
ribbands and battens fulfill the same “active” role as planking in shell construction,
ultimately determining the shape of the majority of a vessel’s frames.897 In contrast,
Greenhill, viewed molds as primarily being passive guides, similar in function to a
measuring stick.898 Christensen described the use of ribbands and battens as a way of
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creating a temporary shell, and categorized it as a “shellbuilder’s solution to skeleton
problems,” although this position can be debated.899
Basch argued that it was both possible to change the techniques of assembly,
while leaving the structure of the ship unchanged, as well as to change the relationship
between frames and planking without changing the way the planking was assembled.900
Christensen directly critiqued many of Basch’s conclusion as well as the validity of his
ethnographic case studies, arguing that many of his examples of “intermediate
techniques” were likely the product of “extensive and late loans from European carvel
work.”901
The process of shell construction, in a way, is akin to sculpture. Boatwrights
shape planks by eye, actively controlling the shape of the vessel in the moment. Pomey
translates Paul Adam’s definition of shell construction as a method “in which the ship is
simultaneously conceived and constructed.” 902 During this artistic process, boatwrights
constantly check their work and can make changes if the boat begins to take an
undesired shape, removing, reshaping, and reseating planks.903 Hasslöf has noted that the
shell-builder’s ability to precisely sculpt planks and to actively change the shape of the
vessel during construction was seen as an advantage even in the 17th century, when
observers contrasted Dutch (shell or bottom-based) and French (skeleton) techniques.904
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To this point, Hasslöf reported several interesting observations made in 1930 by master
shipwright Anders Mattsson when he was asked why a boat had a lapstrake bottom and
carvel sides. Mattsson noted that the bottom was “surely the most important part of the
ship,” and that the clinker (shell) construction allowed the shipwright to shape the vessel
with their “very hands” and fix the curvature if it was not right.905
Greenhill attempted to refocus the shell-skeleton discussion from assembly
sequence to structural relationships, noting that the difference between vessels “does not
at all times and at all places rest in the order and method of construction.” 906 He divided
boats into two classes – those with planks joined edge-to-edge, and those without edge
joinery and supported by frames.907 Basch had previously observed that edge-joinery
was the hallmark of shell construction - whether by clamps, nails, lacing, lashing,
dovetails, or mortise-and-tenon joinery.908 By classifying watercraft based on edge
joinery, Greenhill sought to eliminate “the blurred middle ground” between shell and
skeleton construction. While construction sequence can be debated, he noted “there can
be no dispute” as to presence of edge joinery.909 Problematically, this approach is simply
a binary form of classification. Ships are either edge-joined or not, dividing all the
world’s vessels into two discreet categories. It provides no mechanism for understanding
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the underlying structural philosophies of the vessels or to explain transitions between
forms.
More problematically, Greenhill’s approach overlooks the substantial
philosophical and functional differences in edge joinery. He is not alone in doing so, as
the shell-skeleton framework minimizes the distinctions and different structural
functions of edge-joinery. For instance, Basch argued that in shell construction, the
diverse forms of edge joinery are functionally interchangeable.910 Outside of a very
narrow context, this is a fundamentally inaccurate statement.
It is essential to acknowledge that edge joinery techniques have multiple
functions. Widely spaced dowels can be used to align planks. In addition to helping with
alignment, closely spaced free tenons (like on Egyptian seagoing ships) can be used to
stiffen the hull and prevent longitudinal slipping. Adding to these functions, pegged
mortise-and-tenon joinery locks planks together, prevents them from separating and
increases hull rigidity. Lacing adds to these attributes the function of securing wadding
and waterproofing the hull. Each of these methods embodies different structural
philosophies.
The shell-skeleton paradigm is a primarily descriptive theory. It elegantly
presents and characterizes differences in archaeological data. It is, however, not precise
or explicit in the types of questions it presents. This creates problems of using the shellskeleton framework for classification, and has led to some debates concerning
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terminology. Is the shell-skeleton framework primarily interested in assembly sequence
(shell-first vs. skeleton-first), structural philosophy (shell-based vs. skeleton-based),
process of design (plank-led vs. frame-led), conception (watertight shell vs.
waterproofed frame), etc.?
While these are all valid dichotomies, there are scenarios where it is unclear how
a vessel should be categorized. For instance, Al-Hijji describes the construction of a
traditional Kuwaiti boum saffar. After the boatwrights laid the keel and erected the posts,
they constructed the hull plank-by-plank, shaping it by eye. Instead of edge-fastenedplanking, they used temporary cleats to the control the form of the hull. Mold frames
were not inserted until after the seventh strake.911 The planks were not edge-joined, so if
we frame the shell-skeleton paradigm primarily in terms of edge-joined planking, the
vessel falls in the skeleton category. However, this is an inaccurate characterization, as
much of the vessel is built by eye. Even the use of temporary molds does not make it a
skeleton-built vessel. The lower portions of the mold are shaped to match the existing
curvature of the hull, and the upper portions are positioned in part by eye.912 Ultimately,
I agree with Pomey that the shell-skeleton framework is insufficient to account for the
diversity of shipbuilding techniques, or for explaining the “principles that governed the
elaboration (design and construction) of the ship.” 913
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Another problem with the shell-skeleton framework is that while it can be
applied more or less effectively to all boats, it is a technique rooted in European
construction traditions. Basch described shell construction as a “universal technique”
arising across the globe because it was the most “simple and logical method of
strengthening the hull.” In contrast, he described skeleton construction as “invented
solely in Europe,” and subsequently spread through by diffusion. In retrospect, these
statements highlight some problems of using the shell-skeleton dichotomy as the
fundamental theoretical framework for discussing ship construction. It is steeped in
colonial discourse and Eurocentric vision, focusing on a technique that developed
primarily in Europe beginning in the Late Antique period. It is, therefore, a problematic
framework for discussing the development of shipbuilding technology in the rest of the
globe, or even in the Mediterranean prior to the mid-first millennium AD. Inherent in
these comments is an additional underlying bias in which shell techniques are
characterized as simple, while skeleton techniques are complex, representing the
pinnacle of an evolutionary progression.

Philosophies of Shipbuilding
Recognizing the shortcomings of the shell-skeleton framework, Hocker and
Pomey have both called for a new theoretical framework for ship construction. They
developed independent solutions, but presented them together in the Philosophy of
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Shipbuilding.914 Hocker attributes the expression “philosophy of shipbuilding” to Steffy,
and defines it to mean the “fundamental conceptual approach underlying a particular
ship’s design and construction.”915 While Hocker and Pomey use different terminology
for their respective theories, they are very similar in structure and approach. Pomey has
noted that Hocker’s terminology of Design, Structural Philosophy, and Assembly
Sequence are equivalent to his terminology of Principles of Conception and Building
Process.916
Pomey sought to create a theory that would provide a “more global vision” by
encompassing both the cognitive conception and physical construction of a vessel. 917 In
analyzing ship construction, he argued it was essential to first look for the construction
principle (the intention of the shipbuilder), and then the construction processes (solutions
to the problem of building the ship).”918 Thus, he divided his framework into problems
associated with the Conception of a vessel and those associated with Processes of
construction. A vessel’s conception is influenced by its intended use and is derived from
the boatwrights traditions and experience.919 Conception has two aspects. The first is the
Form (hull-shape) of the vessel, while the second is the Structure of the ship. Together,
form and structure comprise the vessel’s Principles of Conception.920 Form may
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manifest as an elaborate architectural drawing, a half-model, a simple sketch, or set of
geometric proportions. Alternatively, it might only be an intangible shape that exists in
the mind of the boat-builder alone. 921 Pomey’s definition of Form is reasonably
equivalent to Hocker’s terminology of Design. 922
The second aspect of conception is the Structure of a vessel, or in Hocker’s
terminology, its Structural Philosophy. Hocker defines structural philosophy as “the way
in which the shipwright intends the component timbers of the hull to distribute the
different working stresses the vessel can be expected to encounter.”923 As an example,
Hocker contrasts a vessel that derives its structural strength from an integrated, heavily
planked shell, with one that derives its structural strength from dense, heavy framing. He
notes, however, that both framing and planking “complement each other in an integrated
system.”924
Processes comprise the second half of Pomey’s framework, which is essentially
concerned with the Methods of Construction. Pomey characterizes the shipwright as
faced with a “double problem” – how to materialize the shape of the hull, while
simultaneously creating the desired structure.925 Construction processes include a vast
array of techniques, including those that help shape the hull (measured proportions,
established molds, mathematically determined frame shapes, etc.), the creation of
structural components, and the assembly of the hull. Hocker’s corresponding
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terminology, “assembly sequence,” is more narrowly defined, focusing on a specific
sequence of events rather than all the essential processes that make the construction of
the vessel possible.
Both the shell-skeleton and conception-process paradigms emphasize the way in
which boatwrights design and shape the hull. Hocker’s concept of Structural Philosophy
is significant in that it shifts the conversation away from how a vessel is formed, to how
all the components work together.926 This aspect of his theory has not received enough
attention. Discussions of shell-skeleton and conception-process focus largely on the roles
of planks and frames, as well as joinery. These conversations, to an extent, tend to
overlook the role of internal elements, such as ceiling, longitudinal stiffeners, and crossbeams that were just as important to the overall design and integration of the vessel.927
Hocker and Pomey both observe that a vessel’s form, structure, and construction
methods can be independent of each other in some cases, while closely integrated in
others.928 The design or form of a vessel is essentially abstract – two ships with similar
hull-forms can have very different hull-structures and may be built using either skeleton
or shell construction methods.929 However, Hocker notes that in practice, design was
closely tied to the processes of construction.930 A skeleton-built vessel is shaped by it
frames, while planks shape a shell-built hull. In transitional vessels, shipwrights shaped
the hull using both frames and planking. The level of integration was different for
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various construction traditions and in various periods of history. In ancient shell-built
vessels, the design of the vessel was deeply entwined with its construction. Shipwrights
began with an internalized idea, and operating from a few proportions or measurements,
creating the refined shape of the vessel in the moment, plank-by-plank. Vessels like the
7th century Yassiada I ship have been described as having alternating construction. The
shaping of the Serçe Limanı ship (which has been described as marking the beginning of
the science nautical architecture) began with erecting six master frames. However, the
shapes of the remaining frames were likely determined by several key strakes hung on
the standing frames early in the process.931 It is likely that the design of a vessel only
truly became divorced from the influence of its timbers during the post-medieval and
modern eras, with shapes conceived on paper.932
Unfortunately, in practice, these frameworks tend to become another mechanism
for talking about shell and skeleton construction. While Pomey, Kahanov, and Rieth
describe this framework as “a new approach” based on differentiating concept and
process, the terminology used to describe these aspects are simply shell-concept, shellprocess, skeleton-concept, and skeleton process. Shell-built vessels have shell-concept
and process. Skeleton-built vessels have skeleton-conception and process. Transitional
vessels have a mix.933 This approach, in practical application, is little different from
Basch’s concept of mixed construction.
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Somewhat presciently, Hocker has observed that the emphasis on the shellskeleton dichotomy has resulted in too much emphasis on “finding the ‘first’ skeletonfirst hull,” which he describes as “a race that cannot be won.”934 And indeed, Pomey,
Kahanov, and Rieth’s 2012 article seeks to identify the boat-building traditions that first
gave rise to skeleton-first construction, miring the framework of concept and process
directly in the shell-skeleton quagmire. The article surveys the construction of
Mediterranean vessels, focusing on the transition from pegged mortise-and-tenon
construction to non-edge-joined ship construction. Pomey and Boetto published a
corresponding survey of the evolution of Mediterranean laced boats. It is striking that
while references to “concept” and “process” are ubiquitous throughout the article on the
transition from shell to skeleton, they are almost entirely absent from the article on the
evolution of sewn boats.935 The article’s discussion of the process and concept of keeled
vessels is limited to their being “shell concept for the hull structure, and on a
longitudinal strake-oriented concept for their shape, while the building process is shell
first.”936 While the articles were written with different agendas, they both still survey the
development of watercraft. This suggests that the framework of form, conception, and
process is at risk of becoming a proxy for the shell-skeleton debate, despite Pomey’s
initial intentions.
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Shell-skeleton and conception and process are descriptive theories at their core.
The same is true for toponyms or the ideas of roots, whether they are raft, skin, bark, or
log boats, or if they refer to Western Roman Imperial/Byzantine/Eastern Riverine
origins. Boats can be placed or forced into one category or another. They can represent
transitions between categories. While nautical archaeologist can offer explanations of
why a shipbuilding tradition arose or began to transition, these primarily descriptive
theories, as categorizations, do not have explanative power in and of themselves. Until
there are new theories offering causative explanations for technological changes – which
is beyond the scope of this dissertation – nautical archaeology will continue to be
dominated by the shell versus skeleton framework.
Unfortunately, the shell-skeleton framework is not particularly useful for
addressing Egyptian boats. As I have shown in this dissertation, Early Dynastic, Old
Kingdom, and Middle Kingdom (as well as Canaanite) boatwrights all had profoundly
different ways of building ships. However, they were all forms of shell-first
construction. All of the vessels were built up plank-by-plank, regardless of whether they
relied on planks, frames, through-beams, or tenons for structural strength, whether they
were fastened with lacing, lashing, copper bands, dovetails, or pegged-mortise-an-tenon
joints, or whether they were flat-bottomed, built around a central plank, or had a protokeel. The various Egyptian boatbuilding traditions discussed throughout this text clearly
exhibit different structural philosophies and hull forms. As Egyptian boats were all shellbuilt, we need to explore models that can differentiate between different forms of shell
construction.
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Bottom-Based Ship Construction
The paradigm of ‘bottom-based’ boatbuilding serves as an example of how
nautical archaeologists developed a new model to understand boats that were not
adequately addressed by the shell-skeleton paradigm. It was understood, even at the
outset of the shell-skeleton debate, that the paradigm was not appropriate to all forms of
watercraft. Basch notes that shell and skeleton techniques work primarily for vessels
with a keel, and recognized a third tradition of flat-bottomed, keelless boats assembled
using techniques that derived “neither from the ‘shell’ nor the ‘skeleton’ technique.” He
provided the Blackfriars (2nd century CE, London) ship as an example.937 The boat was
flat-bottomed with a fairly hard turn of the bilge and heavy framing. The bottom of the
vessel was structured around a pair of central planks. Significantly, the planks were not
edge-joined. Instead they were secured to the floor timbers with clenched nails.938
Despite the lack of edge-joinery, and important role of framing, the vessel was not
skeleton-built. Small plugged holes in the bottom of the vessel suggest that boatwrights
used temporary fasteners to hold the planks together during the initial stages of
construction. Like a shell-built vessel, the hull was shaped plank-by-plank before the
floors were added.939 Basch argued that the Blackfriars ship “should not be interpreted as
a stage in the development of “skeleton” technique, but rather as a special form of
construction”940-
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Greenhill similarly observed that many flat-bottom vessels from around the
world fell outside the strict shell-skeleton framework, citing additional archaeological
examples from Kapel Avezaath, Zwammerdam, and the Zuiderzee (Netherlands), Lake
Neuchâtel (Switzerland), and ethnographic examples from Peshawar Valley and Indus
River (Pakistan). Many of these examples did not have edge-joined planking
(Greenhill’s primary concern) or only had edge-joinery for certain elements but had been
partially constructed using shell methods. Greenhill collectively considered these flatbottomed vessels to be “local intermediate forms” that coexisted with edge-joined
craft.941
Subsequent studies by Reith, Arnold, and Hocker established bottom-based
shipbuilding as a separate conceptual approach, in which the bottom of the vessel served
as the basic entity of the construction.942 While the shell and skeleton debate contrasts
vessels conceptualized as reinforced shells versus waterproofed frames, the tradition of
bottom-building arises from the conception of vessels as “bottoms with raised sides.” 943
Hocker defined the “essential idea” of bottom-based boat building as “the choice
of the bottom of the hull, rather than the shell or skeleton, as the principal component of
construction. In its purest form, the bottom would determine the shape of the hull, be the
first element assembled, and be of distinctly different construction from the sides.”
Many bottom-based vessels have flat bottoms and hard chines. The abrupt change in
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planking “strongly suggests, if not requires, a structural difference between bottom and
side.” 944 Hocker notes that a flat bottom does not necessarily imply bottom-based
construction. As an example, he cites North American “flatties” or “sharpies” whose
chine timbers and sides determine the shape of the vessel.945
One of the clearest examples for bottom-based construction is the Bevaix boat
(1st – 4th century CE), from Lake Neuchâtel. It is a flat-bottomed, double-ended vessel
with L-shaped bilge strakes (Figure 198). It was constructed without edge fastened
planking. The bottom planks were attached to paired L-shaped floors using doubleclenched iron nails. Seven rows of plugged holes indicate that boatwrights used
temporary cleats, or upright stakes, to hold the bottom planking and bilge strakes
together prior to the installation of the framing.946 Thus, the bottom planking was
assembled as a unit prior to being permanently fastened together. Significantly, the
bottom planks were not laid in parallel to the axis of the vessel, but instead laid
diagonally, matching the angle of the bow and stern.947 The lack of axial orientation
contrasts with vessels built on-keel, and significantly, suggests that the boatwrights were
thinking of the bottom as a cohesive unit. Hocker described the Lake Neuchâtel vessels
as “essentially little more than boat-shaped platforms with raised edges.” 948
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Figure 198: The plan of the Bevaix boat from Lake Neuchâtel (from Arnold 1999,
fig. 3).

The Peshawar Valley boat is another intriguing example. Its bottom was
constructed without edge-joinery, upside down atop a series of floor timbers. Once it
was completed, the bottom was flipped over and bent to increase its rocker. The stem,
sternpost, and an upright skeleton was raised, and the sides were added last.949 It is
possible to argue that the vessel was skeleton-built, as the planks were not-edge joined,
and directly attached to floors, and then frames. However, the bottom of the vessel
remains an independent construction, and was the primary component defining the shape
of the boat.
Many of the primary examples of bottom-based construction had sides that were
assembled using different techniques than the bottom-planking. An example is a group
of first millennium CE Rhine river barges (e.g. Zwammerdam 2, 4, and 6). They have
flat bottoms and L-sectioned bilge strakes or chine girders, which provide longitudinal
stiffening for the long vessels, and potentially represent an origin in expanded
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logboats.950 Their bottoms were initially assembled without edge-joinery and
subsequently secured to frames with clenched iron nails. Their sides typically were
raised by a single plank, not counting the chine girder. While the Rhine river vessels are
similar in form and have similar bottom planking, their sides were built using different
methods of construction; boatwrights used lapstrake joinery and clenched iron nails to
attach the sides of the Zwammerdam 2 and 4 vessels, while the side strakes of
Zwammerdam 6 were laid flush, and attached with oblique nails and pegged mortiseand-tenon joints.951 Hocker suggests that the difference in the construction of their sides
is an “indirect indicator” that the bottom of the vessel was the most important design
component. 952
Hocker ultimately traces the philosophical development of bottom-based
watercraft from early 1st-millennium flat-bottomed vessels, through the medieval cogs,
to 17th century Dutch ships. Cogs were bottom-built vessels with carvel (flush-laid)
bottoms and lapstrake sides.953 When Dutch shipbuilders completed the transition to
carvel construction, they continued to build cogs, just without overlapping, edgefastened planks. Rather than building frame-first, boatwrights constructed the vessels
plank-by-plank, using temporary wooden cleats to hold bottom planking together and
shape the vessel.954 Hocker notes that while the bottom of cogs remained distinct with
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regard to “both structure and assembly sequence,” later Dutch-flush-laid ships were
“only bottom-based in a vestigial way”.955 Significantly, the development of ‘Dutch
flush’ construction shows how early forms and techniques of boatbuilding continued to
influence the structural philosophy of later vessel, despite the introduction of new
methods.
In general, the bottoms of the boats discussed above were all constructed with
flush-laid planking assembled with temporary fasteners. Frames were subsequently
added, and then the sides were raised using different construction techniques, such as
lapstrake construction or mortise-and-tenon joints. They were not built frame-first, and
therefore not skeleton-built. However, unlike traditional shell-construction, the bottoms
of the vessels lack edge-joinery, and the bottom planking derives its cohesion entirely
from the frames. The paradigm of bottom-based construction was developed, in essence,
to address boats like these vessels that were built plank-first, but without edge-joinery.
This raises the question of whether vessels with edge-joined bottom planking can
also be classified as bottom-built vessels. Let us consider the Ferriby boats, which were
discovered in North Ferriby, East Yorkshire, along the shore of the Humber estuary. All
three boats date to the late second millennium BCE, which corresponds to Britain’s
Early Bronze Age.956 Boat 1 was the best preserved (Figure 199). The boats were
constructed around a rockered central plank that was joined to thinner side planks,
forming a bottom that had a hard chine and flat cross-section. The sides of the vessel
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Figure 199: The plan of the Early Bronze Age boat 1 from North Ferriby, East Yorkshire (from Wright and Wright
1947, plate XV).
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were angled.957 Researchers estimate that the boats would have originally been 15-16 m
long, and 2-2.5 m wide (somewhat similar dimensions to the Abusir Boat).958
Boatwrights sculpted the planks from oak logs, leaving large raised lugs and
cleats. They bound the bottom planks together with yew withy stitches that passed
through small mortises in the planking. The seams of the vessel were sealed with moss
wadding which was compressed beneath long wooden laths held in place by the
stitching.959 This configuration is reminiscent of the use of battens in Khufu’s Ship.
The bottom planks did not have any edge-fasteners within the seam, such as
tenons or pegs. Instead, boatwrights locked the bottom together with transverse ash bars
inserted through the raised cleats.960 These transverse bars prevented the planks from
slipping during assembly and stiffened the bottom planking, helping the vessel to retain
a flat section. The raised lugs created slots that held frames.961
Many of the boat-building techniques used in the construction of the Ferriby
boats appear again a millennium later, in the remains of the Brigg 2 vessel, a flatbottomed, rectangular vessel discovered in Lincolnshire.962 The vessel has been dated to
the 8th-9th century BCE. The bottom was constructed from five long planks with raised
cleats, similar to those used in the Ferriby vessels. There were, however, no raised lugs
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to accommodate frames. Like the planks of the Ferriby boats, the bottom of the Brigg
vessel was reinforced by transverse laths running through mortises in the raised cleats,
although they were more closely spaced.963 The plank seams were sealed with moss
caulking compressed in place by wooden laths. While the planks of the Ferriby boats
were assembled with individual stitches, the planks seams of the Brigg vessel were
continuously sewn with 10 mm diameter rope. The edges of the planking were thinned to
protect the exposed sewing on the bottom of the vessel.964 The vessel has been
reconstructed as a long box-like barge with vertical sides. The construction of the
Ferriby boats and Brigg vessel fall easily within the paradigm of shell construction. They
were constructed plank-by-plank, used edge-joinery, and derived their structural strength
from an integrated hull. Can we also consider them to be bottom-based vessels, even
though they have edge-joined planking?
In the conclusion of his dissertation, Hocker argues that is would be “hard to
deny” that the Ferriby boats, as well as the Brigg vessel, “were bottom-built.” 965 He
notes that there are conceptual similarities between the early British Bonze Age vessels
and Roman period rivercraft, such as the Zwammerdam barges, and classifies both
construction traditions as bottom-built craft.966 Moreover, Hocker has expressed that
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bottom-based construction was never intended to be limited to vessels like the
Blackfriars boat or the Zwammerdam barges, just as shell-construction is not limited to
mortise-and-tenon or clinker construction.967
According to the principles laid out by Hocker, for a boat to be a bottom-based
vessel, the bottom of the hull must be the principal component of construction,
structurally independent from the posts and sides of the vessel, and will directly
“determine the shape of the hull.”968 The bottom of a bottom-based boat will also
frequently be constructed differently than the sides, though this is not always the case.
The Brigg vessel certainly epitomizes the description of a vessel that is essentially a
‘bottom with raised sides.’ The Ferriby boats fall in more of an intermediate area, as they
are organized around a thicker, rockered central plank, as one would expect from an
axially-oriented, shell-built vessel. However, the adjacent bottom planks do not
gradually transition into the sides of the vessel. There is, instead, a clear discontinuity in
the structure. This discontinuity is represented both by the hard chine, and the different
construction techniques used to assemble the bottom. The bottom planks of both the
Ferriby boats and the Brigg vessel were transformed into an integrated unit using
transverse bars driven through raised cleats. This technique does not appear to have been
used in constructing the sides of the vessels. Once the bottom was assembled as a unit,
the sides were raised, their shape essentially defined by the shape of the integrated
bottom. This would appear to qualify these vessels as bottom-built boats.
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This designation raises questions. If the Ferriby boats, which are edge-fastened
and organized around a central plank, are bottom-based boats, how do we clearly
differentiate them from traditionally shell-built craft? Essentially every shell-built vessel
is built bottom-first, and ultimately, the shape of the bottom subsequently defines the
shape of the hull.
One problematic category of vessels are boats constructed around a dugout base
or a single central plank.969 The 4th century BCE Hjortspring boat from the Danish isle of
Als is an example of a typical shell-built boat that also fits many characteristics of
bottom-built vessels. The bottom of the boat consisted of a hollowed-out bottom plank
sculpted from the trunk of a tree. Boatbuilders used treenails and ligatures to attach large
blocks at either end of the bottom plank to serve as the stem and stern post. The sides
were constructed with stitched overlapping planking. 970 Like bottom-based vessels, the
single plank bottom of the vessel comprises a distinct unit, it was independent from the
stem and sternpost, constructed in a different fashion than the sides of the vessel, and
directly defines the shape of the hull.971 However, the central plank and posts also act as
a spine for the vessel, in a way similar to how the stem, sternpost, and keel function in
shell-built vessels. Similar classificatory problems arise for vessels constructed around a
complete dugout base, for instance, the seagoing canoes of Nauru, Micronesia. As with
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bottom-based vessels, the dugout base is independent, separate from any posts,
constructed differently than the sides, and directly defines the shape of the vessel.972
It may be that boats constructed around a single plank or logboat base may
deserve their own categorization. They certainly share some philosophical similarities
with bottom-based craft, as the dugout base defines the shape of the vessel. However, it
is important to keep in mind a dugout raised by two planks expresses a fundamentally
different mode of thinking and philosophy of construction than a large plank-built, shellconstructed vessel like the Uluburun ship or Kyrenia ship. Similarly, a vessel like
Hjortspring, with a single plank base, clearly expresses a different mode of thinking than
a vessel like Khufu’s Ship or the Brigg raft, in which boatwrights are intentionally
constructing a massive, flat, keelless, multi-plank, boat-shaped bottom. Those flatbottomed vessels, likewise, have a clearly different philosophy of construction than the
boats constructed around a central spine. It is these differences in thinking that bottombased construction seeks to identify.
There will naturally be overlaps in construction philosophies, as shell-, skeleton-,
and bottom-built are not mutually exclusive categories. As noted above, shell- and
skeleton-based construction were considered a part of a continuum from the start.973
Hocker and Arnold advanced the ideas of bottom-based construction to provide a third
alternative to shell- and skeleton-construction and depart from the inherent binary
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thinking.974 It is well-established that shell- and skeleton-techniques exist on a spectrum.
The same can be argued for bottom-based vessels. There is no reason that a vessel
cannot be shell-built in technique, but also have a bottom-based philosophy of
construction.
In their 2012 article, Pomey, Kahanov, and Rieth divide vessels into their
concept and process, resulting in categories of shell-concept, shell-process, skeletonconcept, and skeleton process.975 I have critiqued this approach, above, as essentially
being an extension of the shell-skeleton debate. However, it illustrates a way of
approaching the subject. If we follow Hocker’s terminology, we could describe vessels
like the Ferriby boats (or Abusir Boat) as having a bottom-based design and construction
sequence, with a shell-based structural concept.976
Another way to look at the difference between shell-built, skeleton-built, and
bottom-built vessels is to ask what components of the ship initially establish curvature
and form of the vessel, and what components guide the shape of the hull as it is
assembled? In shell construction, the keel, stem, sternpost, and garboard set the initial
framework for the vessel, and boatwrights subsequently iterate the planking, shaping the
vessel plank-by-plank. The planking then defines the shape of the frames. In skeleton
construction, the keel, stem, sternpost, and master frames set the ‘complete’ framework
for the vessel, and boatwrights subsequently sheath the vessel with planks, with frames
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defining the shape of those strakes. In bottom-based construction, the bottom is
constructed as a unit, and it defines the shape of the vessel. The frames are then added,
and the side strakes are subsequently raised and mounted directly to the frames,
sometimes using edge-joinery.
Clearly, one of the primary differences in these construction methods is whether
shipwrights are building on-keel or on-bottom. Arnold drew a corresponding distinction
between flat-bottomed vessels, and those that were organized around a distinct central
element, which he referred to as axially-oriented vessels.977 It might be appropriate to
also consider the dugout as separate base of construction. Perhaps rather than speaking
of shell-, skeleton-, and bottom-based construction, vessels could alternately be
classified by 1) their base framework (spine-based, bottom-based, or dugout-based), and
2) method of controlling construction (by planks, frames, or cleats). A vessel like the
Kyrenia ship would be considered a spine-based, plank-led vessel. A Kuwaiti dhow, as
described by al-Hijji, would be a spine-based, cleat-led vessel.978 Arnold describes the
flat-bottomed craft of the Rhine basin in a similar way, labeling them as bottom-based,
but shell-oriented (or plank-oriented).979 I would argue that the Abusir Boat and Khufu’s
Ship are bottom-based, plank-led vessels. The Dashur boats, in contrast, are spine-based,
plank-led vessels. This, however, is simply another system of classification. For the
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purposes of this dissertation, I think it most valuable to identify where the Abusir Boat
falls in terms of extant paradigms.
Ultimately, is there any value in describing a shell-built vessel as bottom-based?
I believe so. At its core, the categorization of bottom-built boats signifies a different
philosophical approach to boatbuilding than pure keel/central-plank based shell-building.
The bottom and sides of the vessel exist as distinct entities. Rather than a continuous
progression from the bottom to the sides, there are two distinct phases to construction. In
the first phase, the boatwright creates an integrated bottom that exists as a distinct unit
and defines the subsequent shape of the vessel. There is a cognitive break between the
construction of the bottom and the sides. This creates the design space and opportunity
for the boatwright to use completely different assembly techniques to construct the
bottom and sides of the vessel. In the case of Zwammerdam 2 and 4, the bottoms were
flush laid without edge joinery, while the sides were built with lapstrake construction.980
This divergence in construction techniques occurs in the “purest form” of bottom-based
construction.981 However, the distinct phases simply create the opportunity to switch
construction techniques – they do not mandate it. A boatwright could technically use the
same joinery techniques, such as stitches or lacing, for both the bottom and sides. The
vessel could still be conceived in two distinct phases, with the bottom constructed as a
discrete unit that establishes the overall form of the vessel.
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As I will show in the next chapter, both the Abusir Boat and Khufu’s Ship are
shell-built in terms of their structural philosophy, but they had a bottom-based design
and sequence of assembly. Boatwrights did not create a spine or even a central plank but
instead fashioned three separate bottom-panels which they fastened together and tilted to
establish the form of the vessel. In this, they demonstrate a clearly different philosophy
of construction than the Dashur boat. Identifying these differences in philosophy are
essential to understanding the ultimate development of Egyptian shipbuilding.

A Checklist for Bottom-Based Boatbuilding
It is perhaps useful to have a checklist to determine if a vessel has a bottom-built
philosophy of construction. I proposed that the primary characteristics of bottom-based
boatbuilding are that the bottom of the vessel is an independent structure from the
posts/sides, and 2) directly defines the subsequent shape of the vessel. A bottom-based
philosophy gives rise to several secondary structural characteristics that are common to
bottom-based construction, although they are neither mandatory, nor do they guarantee
that shipwrights employed a bottom-based philosophy. Vessels would have A) a flat
bottom, B) without a keel, that would be C) constructed independent of a stem and
sternpost. Bottom-based vessels frequently also have: D) a hard chine or turn of the
bilge, E) bottom-planks that are potentially thicker than the sides, F) non-axial planking
patterns, and G) different joinery techniques used to construct the bottom and sides
(including the use of temporary fasteners to assemble to bottom planking). Significantly,
all these characteristics arise from boatwrights constructing the bottom as a separate unit,
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which permits them to use different assembly techniques, planking patterns, and
materials if they are inclined to do so.

Egyptian Boatbuilding Philosophies
Egyptian Bottom-Based Construction
Now that we have discussed several perspectives on ancient boatbuilding
philosophies, let us consider the design and structural philosophy of both the Third
Dynasty Abusir and Khufu’s Ship. They were planked and fastened using very different
techniques. The Abusir Boat was constructed from short, smooth-edged planks, many of
which had curved, irregular shapes. They were fastened together with thin mortise-andtenon joints and dense longitudinal lacing. Khufu’s Ships were constructed from long,
straight cedar planks with joggled edges. They were fastened together with thick,
standard, and cross-grain mortise-and-tenon joints, as well as transverse lashing.
Despite these completely different planking technologies, the Abusir Boat and
Khufu’s Ship follow the same design and conceptual planking plan. We have to make
allowances for the use of multiple small planks in the hull of the Abusir Boat, but the
overall pattern is strikingly similar. I have divided the hull of each vessel into separate
color-coded sections to illustrate the corresponding conceptual pattern used to design
each vessel.
Let us look at Khufu’s Ship first. 1) The bottom was comprised of three separate
sections. They were constructed independently, and then joined (shown in red in Figure
200 and Figure 201). Boatwrights adjusted the angle of the two triangular end sections to
522

Figure 200: The planking plan of Khufu’s Ship, divided into conceptual sections (illustration by D. Inglis, after Lipke
1984, fig. 42).
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Figure 201: A profile planking plan of Khufu’s Ship, divided into conceptual sections. The profile and plank seams are
based on a photogrammetry model of the ship (illustration by D. Inglis).

Figure 202: The planking plank of the Abusir Boat, divided into conceptual sections (illustration by D. Inglis).
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determine the overall shape of the vessel. 2) The lower part of the vessel was also
comprised of three sections, constructed from five planks. The forward section was
constructed from one plank, while the stern section was constructed from two.
Otherwise, their shape is the same (shown in orange). The three sections were separated
by multi-plank diagonal butt-scarfs which angled toward the ends of the vessel (shown
in yellow). The forward and aft sections of the side planking (orange) overlap the
diagonal butt-scarfs between the three bottom sections, bridging the gap, and locking the
entire bottom of the vessel together. Given the importance of this joint, and the direction
of the scarf, it is likely that the forward and stern sections of the vessel were erected first
(contra Ward) and then the two planks of central section were cut to fill the intervening
gap. 3) Boatwrights erected filler plank in the middle of the vessel (shown in purple in
Figure 200 and Figure 201). This evened out the sheer, and created an even seam
running end-to-end. The shape of the hull was now firmly established and could be
completed with simple strakes. 4) To finish the vessel, Khufu’s boatwrights added two
strakes that ran bow-to-stern (shown in blue). They were the only two continuous,
evenly shaped strakes in the vessel.
Let us now look at the Abusir Boat. 1) The bottom was comprised of three
separate sections. They were constructed independently, and then joined (shown in red
in Figure 202). Boatwrights adjusted the angle of the two triangular end sections to
determine the overall shape of the vessel. 2) The lower part of the vessel was also
comprised of three sections, constructed from multiple planks running in either two or
three undulating strakes. The three sections were separated by multi-plank flat scarfs
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which angled toward the ends of the vessel. The forward and after sections of the side
planking (shown in orange) overlap the flat scarfs between the three bottom sections,
bridging the gap, and locking the entire bottom of the vessel together.
The central section, which consisted of two strakes, spanned the gap between the
fore and aft side sections (shown in yellow in Figure 202). 3) It may be that by this point
the shape of the hull was firmly established. Intriguingly, boatwrights erected a filler
plank in the middle of the north side of the vessel (north strake 3, shown in purple) that
corresponds to the one in Khufu’s hull (strake 3). This evened out the sheer, and created
an even seam running end-to-end. 4) To finish the vessel, boatwrights added three full
strakes that ran bow-to-stern.
It may be that this planking concept continued into the Fifth Dynasty. The Tomb
of Ti provides an intriguing corollary. One of the boats depicted has a full set of scarfs
(Figure 203). The edge of the bottom planking is delineated in red.982 Amidships, is a
trapezoidal section of planking (shown in yellow in Figure 203) that is similar to the
shape to the corresponding sections in Khufu’s Ship and the Abusir Boat. It is spanned
by a long plank (shown in purple in Figure 203). This could correspond to the drop
strake in Khufu’s Ship if the artist intended to show a vessel partway completed. It could
also correspond to the uppermost strakes.

The bottom of the vessel is not well-delineated in Wild’s illustration. Thankfully, several of the other
vessels in the scene have a thin line following the curvature of the bottom, illustrating either a protruding
keel (which were not used until the New Kingdom) or the edge the bottom planking (as can be seen when
looking at Khufu’s Ship in profile). When one examines the vessel in person, it is possible to see the
remnants of this line. The scarfs do not cross the line, confirming its presence.
982
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Figure 203: A representation of a boat under construction in the Tomb of Ti (after
Wild 1953, pl. CXXIX).

The planking pattern is not an exact match. It is, however, an intriguing parallel.
Either way, it is evidence that a small central, trapezoidal plank or planking section
amidships was a common product of the Egyptian boat construction process.983
Clearly, Khufu’s Ship and the Abusir Boat followed the same conceptual pattern,
even though they were planked and fastened in different ways. They shared a common
philosophy of design, even though they did not share the same components or structural
philosophy. Both boats were designed around a bottom comprised of three
independently constructed sections. Boatwrights shaped and positioned these bottom
sections to establish each vessel’s overall form. Does this imply a bottom-based
philosophy of construction?
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Let us consider how the Abusir Boat fits into the checklist’s primary (1-3) and
secondary (A-G) characteristics for bottom-based vessels, outlined in the section above.
Considering the primary characteristics, the bottom of the Abusir Boat was
1) constructed first, 2) completely independent from the sides of the vessel, and 3) was
used by boatwrights to establish and define the subsequent shape of the vessel. As far as
secondary characteristics are concerned, the Abusir Boat has A) a flat bottom, B) with
no keel or central plank, C) and was constructed without a stem and sternpost. It also has
D) a hard chine or turn of the bilge, and F) irregular, non-axial planking patterns. The
thickness of bottom planks is unknown, but we can assume that they are essentially the
same thickness as the sides, so criteria E does not apply. However, G) the sides of the
vessel were constructed differently than the bottom, which consisted of three
independent sections, as opposed to being built up from longitudinal strakes. The central
section, in particular, was crafted from nested, curving timbers. The sides of the vessel
had transversely aligned rows of lashing mortises, with intervening transverse withies.
The mortise patterns of the bottom planks were not aligned, and instead followed the
curving planks. Boatwrights did not use transverse withies. Even though both the bottom
and sides were laced in the same manner, the initial approach to construction was very
different. This means that the Abusir Boat meets all three criteria for having a bottombased philosophy of construction. To differentiate it from the ‘pure’ bottom-based
vessel, such as the Romano-Celtic Zwammerdam barges, I would refer to it as a shellbuilt, bottom-based vessel.
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Nearly all the same conclusions can be drawn for Khufu’s Ship. One could argue
that the planking of Khufu’s Ship is axially oriented, even though it is not exactly
symmetrical around a central plank. This means it does not meet secondary criterion F.
Significantly, it matches criterion G as it seems the bottom planking was assembled
differently than the sides. Rather than being built up from longitudinal strakes, the
bottom was built in three separate sections. Unlike the construction of the sides,
boatbuilders did not use strategic lashing mortises except at the very ends of the bottom
planking.984 They also used simple open mortises to secure the ends of the three bottom
sections, rather than standard mortise-and-tenon joints. The primary timbers locking the
three bottom sections together were actually the sides of the vessel. Conceptually, the
bottom was constructed in a different fashion than the sides, even though both were
ultimately secured with transverse lashing. As observed above, different fastening
patterns are a secondary product of bottom-based construction, and not a primary
indicator. This noted, Khufu’s Ship meets all three primary criteria, and five of the seven
secondary criteria for having a bottom-based philosophy of construction. As noted
above, I would refer to it as a shell-built, bottom-based vessel.

Changing Structural Philosophies
The structural philosophies of Egyptian ships and boats changed profoundly over
time. Early Nilotic laced boats, Khufu’s Ship, Middle Kingdom freighters, Middle
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Kingdom seagoing ships, and the Dashur boats were all designed and constructed in
accordance with different principles. The three Middle Kingdom construction traditions
demonstrate that contemporaneous vessel could have very different structural
philosophies. Moreover, there are likely boatbuilding traditions we know nothing about
– perhaps represented by some of the more enigmatic Tarkhan planks or the Abu Gorab
boat. During the third and second millennium, Egypt was an unparalleled center of
nautical innovation. We can track these changes in structural philosophy through the
dynasties.
The role of ligatures decreased over time. The planks of Early Nilotic vessels
were seized together by incredibly dense lacing. The transverse lashing in Khufu’s Ship
bound the hull, but placed less emphasis on binding individuals planks together. By the
Middle Kingdom, boats were relying on a variety of very widely spaced point-to-point
edge fasteners, including rope, copper bands, and dovetail joints. Conversely, the role of
mortise-and-tenon joints increased over time. Early Nilotic vessels used small, extremely
thin mortise-and-tenon joints – thin enough to snap in half in your hands. Mortise-andtenon joints were larger in Khufu’s Ship, and boatwrights also installed cross-grain
tenons. By the Middle Kingdom, Nilotic freighters and seagoing ships relied on closely
spaced mortise-and-tenon joints, which were often paired side by side. They had become
one of the primary components strengthening and stiffening the hull.
Unfortunately, we only have minimal information about internal structures, such
as frames, beams, and longitudinal timbers. The Early Dynastic vessels and Khufu’s
Ship had widely spaced, relatively light frames. Middle Kingdom Nilotic freighters had
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heavy, almost bulkhead-like frames, while the Dashur boats had none. Nilotic freighters
may have also had robust longitudinal timbers that functioned like keelsons.
Planking patterns also changed profoundly over time. Early Nilotic laced vessels
had interwoven planking, comprised of short, irregular shaped timbers and smooth
seams. Khufu’s Ship was comprised of long, straight planks locked together with joggles
and hook scarfs. The Dashur boats used top-and-butt planking. Nilotic freighters were
constructed from short, irregularly shaped, joggled planks that locked together, creating
an incredibly strong hull.
The Dashur boats, Lisht timbers, and boat models indicate Middle Kingdom
boats had rounded hull cross-sections, drawing additional hull strength from the shape of
the arch. The Fourth Dynasty frame from Wadi al-Jarf suggests that Old Kingdom
seagoing ships may have also had rounded hulls. In contrast, Early Dynastic Nilotic
vessels, Khufu’s Ship, and Old Kingdom river boats were all flat-bottomed vessels with
hard chines, which would have been a point of structural weakness. While the Abusir
Boat and Khufu’s Ship were both designed around a flat, three-section bottom, the
Dashur boats (and presumably other Middle Kingdom vessels) were designed around a
central strake, that served as a keystone in the arched hull, and was a predecessor to a
proto-keel.
Continuity in Egyptian Boatbuilding
These transformations in structural philosophy of Egyptian vessels indicate that
Egyptian shipwrights were continuously innovating, adapting their techniques to new
use environments (the sea vs. the Nile), new materials (cedar vs. local woods), new
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designs (round vs. flat-bottom hulls), and new structural requirements (stone transport).
In light of these changes, it is fascinating that there was continuity in certain principles
of construction. Throughout the history of Pharaonic Egypt, boatwrights built vessels
that could be easily dismantled, avoided holes beneath the waterline, and maximized
timber use. Boatwrights also continued to draw on a vocabulary of techniques that was
established by the beginning of the Pharaonic period, including L-shaped mortises and
unpegged mortise-and-tenon joints, finding ways to reimagine and reuse them in the
changing systems of construction. These persistent characteristics provide unique
insights in the principles and thought patterns of ancient Egyptian boatwrights.

Constructed for Dismantling
Egyptian seagoing ships were designed so that they could be easily dismantled,
transported overland, and stacked in storage galleries. During the pharaonic period,
Egyptians used the northern Red Sea ports of Wadi al-Jarf and Ayn Soukhna for mining
expeditions to the Sinai, and the southern port of Mersa Gawasis for southbound
expeditions to the far lands of Punt and Bia-Punt.985 To reach the Red Sea, Egyptian
expeditions had to travel through the wadis of Egypt’s Eastern Desert. The discovery of
the port of Wadi al-Jarf confirms that these expeditions were undertaken from the Fourth
Dynasty on. The shores of the Red Sea are devoid of shipbuilding timbers. Therefore,
they had to be imported to the region, and thus transported overland. Several inscriptions
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indicate that ships were constructed on the Nile, dismantled, and then carried piece-bypiece to the Red Sea. This was a more efficient system than transporting the raw
materials, such as complete logs, overland, and then waiting on the shore of the Red Sea
for the ship to be built. These vessels have been described as “ship kits.”986
Boats bound for Mersa Gawasis were constructed at Coptos on the Nile. The
Stelae of Antefoker (Twelfth Dynasty, Senwosret I) at Mersa Gawasis records that he
was commanded to build a fleet at the shipyard of Coptos, transport it overland with an
expeditionary force of 3,756 men, and then rebuild the ships on the coast of the Red
Sea.987 Similarly, the inscription of Henu (Eleven Dynasty, reign of Mentuhotep)
describes a 3,000-man expedition that traveled through the Wadi Hammamat to the Red
Sea and assembled a ship upon the shore.988 Middle Kingdom inscriptions at the sites of
Ayn Soukhna also mention expeditionary forces numbering in the thousands that
traveled from the Nile to the Red Sea coast.989 An earlier fragment of papyrus from the
site, dated to the reign of Djedkare Isesi (Fifth Dynasty, 2414-2375 BCE), records the
used of kbnt-boats (Byblos ships) in Red Sea expeditions.990
These overland expeditions typically numbered in the thousands. Vast numbers
of porters were needed to carry ship timbers from the Nile.991 The inscriptions do not
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explicitly describe the means of overland transport. Scenes in tomb iconography show
men carrying timbers hoisted upon their shoulders, as well as slung from carrying
poles.992 Donkeys are mentioned in some of the inscriptions, and the remains of donkeys
at Wadi Gawasis suggest that beast of burden were also used.993
Between expeditions, ships were disassembled and stored in long rock-cut
galleries that could be sealed with massive stones. Ship timbers were stacked in these
boat-magazines in an ordered fashion.994 Galleries were found at all three ancient Red
Sea ports. Ultimately, when the sites were closed, viable timbers were salvaged and
transported back overland to the Nile. Cedar planks with double mortises in the Dashur
boats may represent this form of reuse.995 Ultimately, only the waste material, nonrecoverable timbers, and planks integrated into site structures were left behind for
archaeologists to discover. Egyptian seagoing ships, therefore, had to be designed so that
they could be easily assembled, disassembled, and transported overland, as well as
reassembled, disassembled, and stored.
Nilotic ships may also have been designed so that they could be easily
disassembled and repaired as well – although this is more difficult to demonstrate with
certainty. There are scenarios where it may have been advantageous to disassemble
Nilotic craft. While stone transports could navigate easily downstream, Landström
suggests that massive obelisk barges, such as those of Thutmose and Hatshepsut, may
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have been too large and unwieldy to either tow or sail back upstream. He proposes that it
may have been more efficient to disassemble them, and then ship the timbers back
upriver aboard smaller vessels – although there is no direct evidence of such a
practice.996
During the Middle Kingdom, Egyptian expeditionary forces constructed slipways
to transport entire vessels around the Nile cataracts. Slipways were improved pathways,
such as a reinforced mud-lubricated road, that allowed laborers to push or drag a vessel
overland. The remains of a Middle Kingdom slipway were discovered at Mirgissa that
was at least 1.5 km long, and may have continued for up to 4 km.997 It was comprised of
a roadbed of logs laid like railroad ties, covered by layers of silt. When the roadway was
lubricated, the silt would have become very slick, allowing laborers to efficiently tow the
vessel either directly along the slipway, or on a wooden sledge. Sledge tracks were
visible in the silt of the Mirgissa slipway, as well as the footprints of men and the
hoofprints of beasts of burden, and striations from the dragging hulls. 998 Construction of
a multi-kilometer long-slipway would have been a monumental project. It may be that
during earlier periods, boats were disassembled to portage them around the cataracts.
The unique way Egyptians used their vessels dictated an emphasis on ease of
disassembly, reassembly, transport, and storage. This had several ramifications for ship
design. 1) Timbers had to be short and light enough to be carried overland, either by
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porters, or mounted on donkeys. It is certainly difficult to imagine porters carrying one
of the 23 m-long planks from Khufu’s Ship. 2) Planks had to be fastened together using
techniques that allowed them to be efficiently disassembled and reassembled without
significant damage to the plank. This precluded the use of permanent fasteners such as
pegged mortise-and-tenon joinery. The use of pegged mortise-and-tenon joinery would
have increased the strength, rigidity, and seaworthiness of a hull and would have
eliminated the need for complex lacing or lashing systems. Certainly, the technology
was available to Egyptian carpenters, as pegged mortise-and-tenon joinery appears in
furniture and woodworking from the Naqada III period on.999 However, pegged mortiseand-tenon joinery in ships would have made repairs, disassembly, and reuse extremely
difficult. Ward argues that overland transport was “the primary reason boats were
designed for disassembly, with reuse and recycling of individual components
secondary.”1000 However, the use of non-permanent fasteners was also incredibly
valuable for the process of recycling and reuse. The return on labor and materials would
be compounded every time that a vessel or planks from a vessel were reused.1001
Ultimately, Egyptian boatwrights developed a variety of different methods of
temporarily locking planks together, including longitudinal lacing, transverse lashing,
point-to-point lashing, copper bands, and dovetails.
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Internal Fastening
Not only did Egyptian boatwrights not use permanent fasteners, they also
avoided perforating the hull below the vessel’s waterline. In contrast, later
Mediterranean, Indian Ocean, and Oceanic lacing traditions all relied on lacing holes
that exited the exterior face or edges of the plank. In many cases, these exterior holes
were subsequently plugged, wedged, or covered with a waterproofing agent. Egyptian
boatwrights took an alternate approach, developing fastening systems that kept ligatures
inside the vessel, eliminating the need to wedge or caulk lacing holes.
Early Nilotic laced vessels used an internal lacing system primarily based on Lshaped mortises. These mortises channeled lacing through plank seams, rather than
having it pass completely outside the vessel. This protected the lacing from abrasion and
eliminated holes below the waterline. However, there were two consequences to this
system. 1) Planks had to be thicker to accommodate lacing mortises. Lacing channels
exited through the edge of the plank. Planks, therefore, had to be thicker than the width
of the channels, which were 1.5-2.3 mm wide, approximately one Egyptian digit. There
had to be enough wood on either side of a mortise to maintain the structural integrity of
the plank. The space between the mortise in the edge of the plank and the inboard face of
the plank ranged from 1.5-2.5 cm, once again close to one Egyptian digit. If there was an
equivalent amount of wood on either side of the mortise, then the plank would need to be
around three digits thick, establishing a minimum plank thickness of 5-6 cm. Planks that
did not have lacing mortises exiting the plank edge could, therefore, be thinner. This is
what we see with the Type 4 planks from Mersa Gawasis, which have through-holes for
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ligatures. Type 4 planks were only 2.5-3.5 cm thick. Similarly, a subset of reused planks
from Tarkhan had through holes instead of L-shaped lashing mortises. They were also
thin, only 2.9-3.5 cm thick. By using through-holes, boatwrights could reduce plank
thickness by half. Considering that wood was valuable and a limited resource in ancient
Egypt, it could be that thin planking was used to build cheaper (and perhaps leakier)
vessels whose ligature holes would need to be sealed in some fashion. The use of Lshaped mortises would eliminate holes in the exterior of the planking but would require
planks that were twice as thick, doubling the expenditure of wood.
2) In a related problem, the Early Nilotic lacing system resulted in weakened
plank edges. Lacing mortises were wide and closely spaced, removing much of the wood
along a seam. In the case of the Abusir Boat, an average of 57% of the length of a plank
seam was occupied by the openings of L-shaped mortises. With planks that were 5-6 cm
thick, the mortise openings would have consumed approximately 16-19% of the area of
a plank edge.1002 If one takes into account the additional openings for mortise-and-tenon
joints, these numbers would be higher. Either way, the lacing mortises reduced the
strength of the seam.
Traditional Mediterranean mortise-and-tenon joinery, as exhibited by vessels
such as the 14th century BCE Uluburun ship and 4th-3rd c. BCE Kyrenia ship, also
resulted in substantial amounts of wood being removed along plank seams. However, the

The Abusir Boat’s mortises averaged 7.74 cm long and 1.68 cm wide, resulting in an area of
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tenons replaced this material and strengthen the seam. The long, side-by-side mortiseand-tenon joints from the Uluburun shipwreck resulted in long channels that extended
through the width of the plank. At first look, it would seem that these long channels
would compromise plank strength. Instead, they increased the strength of the hull, as the
channels were filled with sturdy, cross-grain, pegged oak tenons that locked the hull
together and acted as internal frames.1003 The lacing mortises of the Abusir Boat,
however, were only filled with tightly wrapped cords, and would have thus resulted in
weakened plank seams.
The builders of Khufu’s Ship used an alternate solution to fasten planks together.
Instead of perforating plank edges and weakening the hull along the seams, boatwrights
left the edges intact, and cut V-shaped mortises inboard in the middle of plank faces.
They used transverse lashing to bind the hull together, and more substantial mortise-andtenon joints to strengthen the hull. The transverse lashing system corrected for the
weakened plank seams in Early Nilotic laced construction, but still allowed boatwrights
to largely avoid cutting holes in the exterior of the hull.
Middle Kingdom shipwrights ultimately abandoned both lacing and transverse
lashing. Rather than rely on extensive ropework, they increased the role of mortise-andtenon joints, doubling them up in large freighters and seagoing ships to increase the
strength of the seam and the rigidity of the hull. While Mediterranean vessels used pegs
to lock planks together, Middle Kingdom boatwrights relied on widely spaced point-to-
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point joinery, and tenons, which may have been coated with an adhesive. These point-topoint joints took on many forms. The Lisht timbers and the planks of seagoing ships
from Ayn Soukhna were fastened with point-to-point lashings running through L-shaped
mortises. These joints were, in essence, identical to the strategic lashing joints from
Khufu’s Ship. Rather than a form of temporary lashing, however, they had become the
primary plank fastening technique. Middle Kingdom boatwrights also used new joinery
methods, including copper strips wrapped through L-shaped mortises and dovetail joints,
both evident from Mersa Gawasis. All of these methods were solutions for binding
planks together without perforating the exterior of the vessel. Clearly, this principle of
construction influenced the conception of Egyptian watercraft throughout the third and
second millennium.

Conclusions
Ancient Egyptian watercraft were all shell-built vessels, erected plank-by-plank,
with the boatwright acting as a master artisan and shaping the hull by eye. This
designation, however, does not capture the diversity of the techniques used in their
construction. The design and structural philosophy of Egyptian boats underwent drastic
changes during the second and third millennium BCE. Over time, boatwrights relied less
and less on complex lacing and lashing, ultimately moving to simple point-to-point
lashing throughout the hull. At the same time, mortise-and-tenon joinery evolved to
become a primary source of structural strength. Boatwrights adapted their techniques to
different types of wood, constructing the Abusir Boat around twisted and bent acacia
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timbers, cutting joggles and hook scarfs in the long cedar planks of Khufu’s Ship, and
shaping the tamarisk planks of Nilotic freighters into deeply joggled interlocking pieces.
Numerous boat-building traditions emerged during the Pharaonic period, but some
principles of construction remained constant, including the conservation of timber, the
use of fastening systems that allowed ships to be easily disassembled, transported, and
repaired, and the use of various fastening techniques that did not require holes beneath
the waterline. Boatwrights also reused and adapted old construction techniques to new
systems.
In the midst of this sea of change and innovation, the Abusir Boat provides a
missing link between the Early Dynastic period and the Old Kingdom. While the
assembly techniques and structural philosophy of the Abusir Boat are identical to First
Dynasty vessels, its design was similar to Khufu’s Ship. Both were shell-built, bottombased vessels organized around a three-section bottom, which ultimately determined the
shape of their hull. Although one was built from short acacia planks, and the other from
long cedar timbers, boatwrights followed a similar planking plan as they erected the
sides of the vessels. The Abusir Boat is an extraordinary example of innovation and
continuity captured in a single vessel.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS

A Boat Upon a Hill
Sometime in the middle of the 26th century BCE, during the twilight years of the
Egyptian Third Dynasty, a powerful noble began preparing for his death and afterlife.
We do not know his name, status, or bloodline. He was an individual of uncommon
wealth and privilege. He decided to build his tomb on a high promontory in the region
now called Abusir South. His mastaba overlooked the lake of Abusir and the winding
Nile to the east, as well as the entrance and processional pathway into the greater
Abusir-Saqqara necropolis. Situated high on the hill, it had a clear line of sight south to
the colossal Step Pyramid of Djoser, a stairway to the stars that had been constructed
only a few decades before.
As a symbol of his wealth, status, and access to resources, the anonymous Third
Dynasty official placed a boat-burial at the southern end of his tomb. It was an echo of –
or homage to – the burial practices of the First Dynasty. Not far to the south, across the
Wadi Abusir, at least five of the Great Tombs of the First Dynasty had been equipped
with boat-burials. We do not know who their owners were – perhaps high non-royal
officials, members of the royal family, or even queens. By the anonymous Third
Dynasty official’s lifetime, the Great Tombs at Saqqara were surrounded by a host of
Second and Third Dynasty mastabas, some of which completely covered the ancient
boat-burials.
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It is likely that the beliefs underlying boat-burials predated even these ancient
elites, as the ancient Egyptians had included model boats as burial goods from the fifth
millennium on. During the First Dynasty, at the dawn of the third millennium, the
denizens of Egypt’s capital began a tradition of burying full-sized boats alongside their
tombs. Not everyone could afford to bury a boat beside their tomb or had the inclination
and privilege to do so. Boat-burials were not purely economic symbols, as both very
small and very large tombs had boats interred beside them. They were objects of
individual expression, perhaps indicating the owner’s beliefs about the afterlife, a
fondness for watercraft, or a particular role or status in society.
Boat-burials remained a local Memphite burial practice. The tradition, as far as
we know, did not spread to other parts of Egypt. The only exception to this pattern is a
royal fleet of 14 boats, buried some 400 kilometers to the south at Abydos. The Abydos
fleet is the only boat-burial event from the First Dynasty associated with the funerary
complex of a king, and the only boat-burial from this period in which multiple vessels
were interred. All other First Dynasty boat-burials come from the wider Memphite
necropolis, and belonged to officials and perhaps members of the royal household, but
not to kings. The vessels were generally interred north of their tombs, and always one
boat for a single tomb. The anonymous Third Dynasty official placed his boat-burial to
the south his tomb. Perhaps this shift reflected a change in beliefs, or perhaps it was
simply that the ideal placement of his mastaba upon the promontory left little room to
the north.
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The boat itself was a work of master craftsmanship. It was constructed of acacia,
a local, Nilotic timber. Using simple tools, like a measuring rod, plumb bob, and leveling
line, the master boatwright began by laying out the bottom of the ship. It was constructed
of three separate planking panels. The end panels were triangular and shaped from long
straight planks. The central section, however, was constructed differently. Rather than
using straight strakes, the boatwright selected some of the longest, irregularly curved
timbers in the boatyard and had them cut into thin planks. He then nested the planks
side-by-side so that their curves matched. He filled in the areas around them with smaller
curved filler planks to create a rectangular panel of planking. The overall planking
pattern recalled an undulating wave, like the waters of the ‘Great Green’ sea. The
boatbuilders assembled all three sections, supporting the ends with chocks, and angling
them to establish the curvature of the hull.
Once the bottom of the hull was set, the boat-builders began adding planks along
the chine of the vessel. They used small, thin mortise-and-tenon joints to align the
planking. Planks at the end of the vessel bridged the butt-joints in the bottom planking,
locking all three bottom sections together. The sides were built of narrow interwoven
planks. By the third strake, boatwrights had established the desired curvature of the hull,
and began planking with strakes laid end-to-end.
The vessel’s planks were fastened together with longitudinal lacing running
along plank seams. The boatbuilders used techniques passed down through the centuries
from the Early Dynastic period, and perhaps before. To begin, laborers cut sequences of
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closely space L-shaped mortises along plank edges. The openings were about a palm
long, and one digit wide, although this was simply a rule of thumb. Lacing mortises were
paired across plank seams, creating a U-shaped channel. Where planks were too narrow,
boatbuilders used T-shaped and through-mortises. As mortises had to be cut from both
the plank face and plank edge, they had to be made prior to the final assembly. They
were likely cut as boatwrights laid the planking. Laborers used bow drills to start the
holes, and chisels to remove the waste material.
Lacing the vessel was a long, arduous task. The boatbuilders began by laying
bundles of date palm wadding over the seam and lacing over the top of it. They passed a
pair of looped-over cords down through the U-shaped channel created between two Lshaped mortises, and then diagonally right to the next mortise pair, creating a / / / /
pattern. Each pass laid down four cords. Once they reached the end of a seam, they laced
back along it, laying down diagonal bands of lacing in the opposite direction, creating an
XXXX pattern. As the lacing was tightened with each pass, it compressed the wadding,
creating a strong, watertight seam. The boatwrights made a total of seven passes along
the seam, using vertical wraps to seize the lacing on the last pass, creating a XIIIIXIIIIX
pattern.
To finish the vessel, boatbuilders cut transverse rows of small, paired U-shaped
mortises across the planking. They used these mortise pairs to lash down narrow frames.
The frames were spaced approximately every 70 cm – around a cubit and a half. It is
likely that the vessel had some sort of transverse beams – although no evidence remains.
They may have rested above the frames and served as thwarts.
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The boat-burial was, in many ways, that last of its kind. The anonymous tomb
owner may have been the last non-royal official to equip his tomb with a boat-burial for
a period lasting two centuries. Following the advent of the Fourth Dynasty, the tombs of
officials became more standardized, and boat-burials became prestige symbols exclusive
to the burials of kings and queens. Boat-building techniques would change along with
burial practices. The archaic form of longitudinal lacing would be abandoned. It is likely
that it was simply too labor-intensive to use on larger boats. Fourth Dynasty shipwrights,
seeking to construct large vessels from straight cedar planks, would adapt and reuse
many of the early techniques and concepts, including the use of L-shaped and V-shaped
mortises and mortise-and-tenon joints. They also introduced many new innovations,
including transverse lacing, the use of battens to compress wadding, and joggled
planking. Although they abandoned the Early Nilotic lacing technique, they designed
and planked the vessel following a pattern similar to that of the Abusir Boat. This makes
the Abusir Boat a perfect bridge between the Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom.
Following the death of the anonymous Third Dynasty tomb owner, priests
continued to service his tomb for a time, and perhaps the boat as well. The boat-burial
may have been partly exposed, as opposed to completely buried – but we cannot know
for sure. Its location was known in the Fifth Dynasty, as a number of officials placed
individual and family tombs between the large Third Dynasty mastaba and the boat. By
the Sixth Dynasty, its location had been forgotten. Sixth Dynasty tomb builders
excavated a shaft into the side of the vessel and ripped out the planking along its south-
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central side. Following this desecration, the vessel would lie undisturbed for over four
thousand years.
The Third Dynasty Abusir Boat was uncovered once again in the year 2015 by a
team of excavators from the Czech Institute of Egyptology. Time had been unkind to the
hull. Its planking had decayed, devastated by cyclical dehydration and wood eating
insects. In many places only reddish dust or a wooden veneer remained. Conservators
consolidated the vessel in place to stabilize the fragile remains. Despite this advanced
state of decomposition, much of the vessel’s delicate lacing remained, a find unique in
the history of Egyptian archaeology. It is the only Third Dynasty boat-burial yet
discovered and has thus provided an extraordinary opportunity to advance our
understanding of Egyptian boats and boat-burials.

Summary of Conclusions
Rather than seeking to define what boat-burials meant to the ancient Egyptians,
this dissertation has asked what boat-burials can tell us about changes in religious
practice, society, and technology. Scholars have already proposed a vast number of
answers to the question of meaning, advocating that boat-burials represented afterlife
passports, netherworld transports, solar-barques, celestial barques, ships of state, vessels
for the king as Horus, symbols of dominion, pilgrimage vessels, and funerary boats.
Most of these purported meanings have been ascribed to the same set of boat-burials –
the boat-pits of Khufu and the rock-cut boats of Khafre. A review of the literature has
shown that these theories have essentially all been based on the same body of data – the
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descriptions of boats in the Pyramid Texts, as well as Middle and New Kingdom nautical
iconography and textual sources. They have focused on royal boat-burials, overlooking
the fact that most boat-burials come from non-royal contexts. Scholars have selectively
used the archaeological data to support their theories, rather than use it as a foundation
for developing theories. Most problematically, boat-burials have not been systematically
examined or analyzed from an archaeological perspective. Rather than apply frameworks
of meaning to the archaeological remains, this dissertation has taken a bottom up
approach, seeking to first derive meaning directly from the archaeological material. To
do so, this dissertation has undertaken an in-depth survey of the structural remains of
both boats and boat-burials to an extent that has not be done before.

Boat-burials
Significantly, the widescale geographic distribution of boat-burials did not
dramatically change over time. They are, throughout their history, almost exclusively
associated with the active royal and non-royal cemeteries surrounding Memphis. Of the
forty-two boat-burial events that occur during the third millennium, only one occurs
outside of the wider Memphite necropolis – the First Dynasty fleet at Abydos. This
suggest that boat-burials were a local Memphite burial tradition that, intriguingly, was
not adopted outside of the capital.
The form and construction of boat-burials changed significantly over time. I have
proposed a typology and set of terminology to facilitate discussion. During the Early
Dynastic, lower level elites in the cemeteries of Helwan, Abu Gorab, and Abu Rawash
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had mounded boat-graves, consisting of a boat laid in a shallow trench, and covered with
a mound of mudbrick. The elite boat-burials at Saqqara and the royal boat-burials at
Abydos were constructed boat-graves, consisting of a naviform enclosure of raised
mudbrick walls. The form of the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat-burial is uncertain, but it
was closer to the simple mounded boat-graves, as it was not surrounded by a mudbrick
enclosure. The form of boat-graves changed dramatically when they were integrated into
royal mortuary practice. Fourth and Fifth Dynasty royal boat-graves consisted of
subterranean, naviform boat-pits excavated into the substrate. There were two alternative
types used during this period. Khufu had two boat-magazines south of his pyramid.
Rather than boat-pits intended to contain an intact hull, they were narrow trenches meant
to store disarticulated ship timbers. The conceptual and practical distinctions between
boat-magazines and naviform boat-pits has largely been ignored in the literature.
In a striking innovation, Khafre constructed a set of rock-cut boat-pits east of his
pyramid. Rather than receptacles for wooden boats, the pits were negative space boats,
hewn into the living rock, with structures like frames and cabins shaped in stone. Further
innovations occurred in the late Fifth and Early Sixth Dynasties, when boat-burials
become once again part of the burial equipment of officials. During the reign of
Nyuserre, Ptahshepses constructed a boat-room in his mastaba. It was different in shape
than latter barque-shrines, with space to accommodate two vessels side-by-side and a
curved naviform wall.
The social distribution of boat-burials also changed over time. Boat-burials
emerged during the Early Dynastic period as a burial practice amongst Egypt’s elites,
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but not kings. The First Dynasty fleet at Abydos is the only exception. Moreover, the
majority of Early Dynastic boat-burials are associated with the tombs of lower level
elites buried at Helwan, Abu Gorab, and Abu Rawash. The practice went into decline
during the Second Dynasty. The Abusir Boat is the only known boat-burial from the
Third Dynasty and is the last boat-burial belonging to a non-royal official for several
centuries. During the Fourth Dynasty, boat-burials became exclusive to the royal realm,
and remained so until the reign of Nyuserre, during the mid-Fifth Dynasty. It is at this
point that very powerful non-royal officials, such as Ptahshepses and later Kagemni,
reintegrate the boat-burials into non-royal tombs. The boat-pits of Unas are the last royal
boat-burials. Beginning with the Sixth Dynasty, boat-burials once again become a burial
practice exclusive to Egypt’s elite officials.
The changes to the form and social distribution of boat-burials mirror wider
transformations in Egyptian society and material culture and – significantly – coincide
with Bárta’s model of punctuated equilibria periods. Bárta argues that rather than
changing incrementally over time, social transformation happens abruptly. These ‘leap
moments’ are the result of numerous independent, simultaneous changes in art,
architecture, religious practice, law, administration, social hierarchy, or technology that
magnify each other, producing massive social change.
Evidence of change is one of the underlying results of this study. Crucially, I
have argued that the changing form, arrangements, numbers, and social distribution of
boat-graves indicate there were changes in their underlying meaning. This should not be
surprising, as religious practice in third millennium Egypt similarly underwent numerous
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transformations, including the development of solar and Osirian cults. These fluctuating
forms and meanings suggest that we should not seek to ascribe a single interpretation to
boat-graves. Moreover, as religious practice was continuously changing, it is
inappropriate to automatically ascribe the attributes of boats in later religious contexts
(such as the Book of the Dead) to third millennium boat-burials. Unfortunately, the
meanings underlying boat-burials are obscure. The vast range of proposed interpretations
indicate that it is easy to project a wide variety of purposes onto boat-graves, and very
difficult to either prove or disprove them.
The most problematic label attached to boat-graves is that of solar-barques. The
various hypotheses that claim the boat-pits of Khufu and Khafre were solar boats 1) rely
on double-pairings, 2) deliberately disregard the inconvenient fifth boats, 3) ignore the
different structures of the boat-pits in question, 4) ignore the dramatic changes in form
that occur between the reigns of the two kings, 5) debate the orientations of the pits
without an archaeological basis (and come to conflicting conclusions), and 6) depend on
arguments that north and south are actually east and west. This does not even take into
account the repeated critiques of scholars who argue that 7) in the Pyramid Texts, the
king joins Ra in his solar-barque and does not need to provide his own boat, and
8) Khufu’s Ship was equipped with none of the cultic objects associated with solar
barques.
It may be possible that Fifth and Sixth Dynasty boat-burials were linked to solarbarques in some way. During the Fifth Dynasty, the solar cult became increasingly
powerful, as is reflected in the creation of Sun Temples. There are simultaneous
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changes to the distribution and form of boat-burials. Significantly, it is during the Fifth
Dynasty that boat-burials first appear as discrete pairs, accompanied by no additional
boat-burials. The boats of Unas, Ptahshepses, Kagemni, and the unattributed Sixth
Dynasty mastaba at Saqqara were all positioned side-by-side. The second boat of
Neferikare remains undiscovered, although we know it existed from references in the
Abusir Papyri. Significantly, all Fifth and Sixth Dynasty boat-burials are oriented along
an east-west axis, which is not true for the Fourth Dynasty. Additionally, Kagemni’s
boat-graves were positioned atop his mastaba, while Ptahshepses’s boat-room was open
to the sky, both of which may indicate their association with the sun cult. All of these
characteristics invite comparison to solar-barques. However, it is unclear even in light of
this evidence whether these paired, east-west oriented boat-burials were actually
considered to be solar-barques. I suspect that they were the objects of ritual practice or
sympathetic magic. They may have been considered mechanisms of afterlife transport,
or passports, as described by Miosi.

Boatbuilding
Like boat-burial practices, Egyptian boatbuilding changed over time. The hull
remains of the Third Dynasty Abusir Boat have provided a new source of data with
which to reevaluate both the Early Dynastic evidence and Khufu’s Ship. This
dissertation has shown that while the Abusir Boat was assembled using Early Dynastic
boatbuilding techniques, its design matches that of Khufu’s Ship.
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The Abusir Boat is significant in that 1) there are complete runs of longitudinal
lacing, wadding, and transverse withies - all features which have not been preserved in
any Egyptian hull remains discovered to date, 2) the entire shape of the vessel has been
preserved, 3) the majority of the planking plan can be reconstructed, despite poorly
preserved timbers, and 4) it serves as a technological bridge between the First and Fourth
Dynasty ship construction methods.
While it was initially proposed that the Abydos boats were assembled using
transverse lashing like Khufu’s Ship, this dissertation has demonstrated that they, along
with the Abu Rawash boats, were assembled using longitudinal lacing like the Abusir
Boat. These datasets provide the evidence to precisely define a tradition of “Early
Nilotic Laced Construction” (see Chapter V). The single most important diagnostic
feature of this tradition are sequences of L-shaped mortises running along plank edges.
Boatwrights used the L-shaped mortises to lace along the plank seams, resulting in a
banded-X pattern (XIIIXIIIX). Where planks were too narrow, they used T-shaped and
through-mortises. Boatwright’s waterproofed the seams of the vessel with bundles of
wadding, which were compress by the lacing. The Abusir Boat had a unique system of
transverse withies that ran beneath the wadding. It is not known if they were symbolic,
functional, or characteristic of other Early Nilotic vessels. Boatwrights maximized the
use of local timbers. They cut planks that followed the grain of the wood, and
constructed the hull around specifically chosen large timbers, filling in around the sides.
Planks were assembled using thin-mortise-and-tenon joints. Frames were lashed in place
using paired sets of V- and U-shaped mortises – another diagnostic feature of Early
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Nilotic laced construction. Significantly, the diagnostic features of this construction
tradition provide evidence to conclusively demonstrate that at least a subset of the
Tarkhan planks originally belonged to boats.
The transition between the construction methods used to build the Abusir Boat
and Khufu’s Ship represents an incredible conceptual leap. The Abusir Boat was
assembled with longitudinal lacing and transverse withies, which created a grid of wood
and rope. It is almost as if Khufu’s boatwrights took this established structural
philosophy and reoriented it 90 degrees – as Khufu I is assembled with transverse
lashing and longitudinal wooden battens that ran along plank seams. The transverse
lashing system of Khufu’s Ship 1) avoided weakening plank seams with closely spaced
lacing mortises and 2) greatly reduced the labor associated with binding planks. Rather
than invent entirely new joinery techniques, Fourth Dynasty boatwrights repurposed
many techniques, reusing L and V-shaped mortises for strategic and transverse lashing
respectively, and expanded the role of mortise-and-tenon joints. They also had to make
significant innovations to accommodate for the use of long cedar timbers, as opposed to
short interwoven acacia planks. These innovations included joggled plank seams and
hook scarfs. This process of innovation, adaptation, and reuse continued into the second
millennium. Boatwrights continued to develop the system of joggled planking in both
cedar seagoing ships and Nilotic workboats built of local timbers, creating hulls that
relied on a system of interlocking planks. Transverse lashing was abandoned. L-shaped
mortises were repurposed for point-to-point lashing, some of which were fixed with
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copper bands instead of rope. Mortise-and-tenons became increasingly important,
playing a significant role in strengthening the hull.
The Third Dynasty Abusir Boat was constructed from short interwoven acacia
planks laced along the seams, while Khufu’s Ship was built from extremely long cedar
planks, bound with transverse lashing. Despite the difference in plank size and fastening
methods, both boats followed a similar conceptual plan. Both vessels were designed
around a three-section bottom rather than a central strake, as with the Twelfth Dynasty
Dashur boats. Boatwright positioned the ends of the bottom to define the overall shape
of the hull. Although the Third Dynasty boatwrights used smaller planks, they followed
a similar pattern as Khufu’s boatwrights as they planked the sides of the hull. All
Egyptian boats fall under the conceptual scheme of being shell-built vessels. The Abusir
Boat and Khufu’s Ship were also bottom-built craft, differentiating them from other
construction traditions on the Nile.

Future Work
From the outset, this dissertation was envisioned as part of a larger work on
funerary boats. I had hoped to devote equal attention to the iconographic representations
of Old Kingdom funerary vessels, third millennium boat-models, and the boats of the
Pyramid Texts. However, along the way, I discovered that the archaeological remains of
third millennium boats and boat-burials had not received the comprehensive analysis
required to serve as a foundation for such a work – and thus laying that foundation
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became the thrust of the dissertation. This means that many questions are left
unanswered, and that there is much work yet to do.

1) It is important to resurvey the boat-pits of the third millennium. As architectural
objects, they deserve up-to-date descriptions and illustrations. It would be valuable to
know if Khufu’s northern (1) and southern (2) boat-pits were lined with stone, and
what the structures in the bottom represent. Similarly, the boat-pits of his queens
seem to have embellishments that suggest they may have been the predecessors of
rock-cut boats. As repositories of ships, boat-pits contain three-dimensional data
available nowhere else. Khafre’s rock-cut boats should be modeled with 3D
photogrammetry or a laser scanner. Their three-dimensional details are unclear and
poorly represented in the illustrations. They represent an extraordinary leap of the
imagination that required masons to translate their conception of watercraft into a
negative volume and carve it directly into the stone substrate. As such, Khafre’s
rock-cut boats are almost fossil representations of what the Egyptians thought about
boats. A similar approach should be used for the boat-pit of Khentkaus I, to resolve
its nature. In 2015 and 2019 I created test models of the exposed boat pits, as a proof
of concept. Unfortunately, the bottom of many of the pits are filled with sand and
trash, and Khafre’s boat-pits are sealed with grating. I hope to secure permission to
properly survey them in the future.
2) It would be valuable to reevaluate the excavation notes from Abydos and Abu Gorab
to resolve questions about the construction of the vessels and to confirm the
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hypotheses presented here. I suspect that photographs of the First Dynasty Abu
Gorab boat, in particular, may provide important insights into the construction of
early vernacular watercraft.
3) This dissertation has only presented a preliminary analysis of the Abusir Boat. There
is much work left to do. I have not finished studying the vessel’s hull form. The
southern side of the vessel has been distorted by the adjacent and intrusive pits.
Presumably, the northern side of the vessel provides a more accurate depiction of the
shape of the hull. Unfortunately, the ends of the vessel were not preserved.
Hopefully, comparative study of boat models will permit at least an attempt at
reconstructing them. This may require the construction of a physical planking model.
Once a hypothesis for the ends of the vessel has been formed, it will be possible to
create a full set of ship’s lines.
4) It would be useful to create 3D scans of Old Kingdom boat models. As one of the
only available sources of three-dimensional information about ancient boats, they are
invaluable comparative references for evaluating the Abusir Boat’s hull form. While
some models have plans, profiles, and sections, full sets of ship’s lines would be
useful for understanding how different types of watercraft were shaped, and how hull
shape changed along the length of each vessel.
5) Although it may not be possible, it would be valuable to create a scaled
photogrammetry model of Khufu’s Ship – both to reassess the form of the vessel, as
well as to create a three-dimensional planking plan. The current plans are inaccurate,
not to scale, and contain significant distortions.
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6) The lacing of the Abusir Boat requires additional scrutiny. I documented all of the
extant runs of lacing with mosaiced high-resolution photographs and hope to
reconstruct the entire lacing pattern for the vessel. This will reveal the overall
direction of lacing in the vessel – whether lacing direction was the same on both
sides of the vessel, and whether boatwrights initially laced to the right along all
seams or began some by moving to the left. It is still unclear how boatbuilders
transitioned between lacing various strakes. Scarfs were incredibly complex joints,
as boatwrights used a pattern of lacing that extended beyond the directly adjacent
mortises. Reconstructing these joints will take some time.
7) To supplement the study of the lacing, I believe it would be worthwhile to reevaluate
tomb scenes depicting rope production and shipbuilding to search for additional
parallels to the methods used to reconstruct the Abusir Boat.
8) I had originally intended to expand the comparanda in this study to a broad corpus of
laced vessels. In particular, it would be valuable to look not just at lacing patterns,
but different methods of wadding production, and how they impacted the assembly
of the vessel.
9) I believe that the most significant step in the further analysis of the Abusir Boat will
be experimental archaeology. I think it is clear that the lacing system of the Abusir
Boat required a substantially higher labor investment than either the transverse lacing
used in Khufu’s Ships or the various Mediterranean laced traditions – however
quantitative data is required to understand the significance in the differential
investments. I intend to reconstruct a small section of the vessel’s planking to test the
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lacing method. It would be valuable to know how much cordage was used per meter
of seam length, and how long lacing took. Ultimately, it would be useful to conduct
stress tests, like those used to compare the mortise-and-tenon construction used in
the Uluburun and Kyrenia shipwrecks. Reconstruction may also make it possible to
test some of the proposed hypotheses for the purpose of the Abusir Boat’s transverse
withies.
10) Ultimately, it is my intention to expand this study to consider the relationship
between boat models and boat-burials. The inclusion of boat models as grave goods
predates the practice of boat-burials by over a thousand years, and postdates them as
well, continuing beyond the New Kingdom. Like boat-burials, their meaning and
purpose would have changed over time. This raises the question of whether they
shared a similar purpose to boat-burials, or expressed different systems of belief and
ritual practice.
11) Similarly, an extensive study of nautical iconography of funerary vessels would
complement this investigation of boats and boat-burials. It will ultimately be
necessary for reconstructing the hull form of the Abusir Boat.

Further Questions
At the outset of this dissertation, I asked: What do boat-burials tell us about
change and continuity in Egyptian funerary practice, society, and technology? In
answer, it has demonstrated that boat-burials changed dramatically over the course of the
third millennium. There were significant changes in ownership, form, structure, size,
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distribution, and orientation, which challenges the assumption that the purpose of boatburials was continuous between dynasties, let alone over spans of thousands of years.
This dissertation has similarly disproved theories of continuity in Egyptian boatbuilding
practice, defining a tradition of ‘Early Nilotic laced construction’ that was fundamentally
different than Fourth Dynasty and Middle Kingdom boatbuilding techniques. These
changes did not happen in a vacuum. Instead, they were entangled with larger,
punctuated transformations in society, religion, art, administration, and technology.
Having demonstrated change, I have attempted to provide a few hypotheses as to
why – although many questions are left unanswered. What social and religious
transformations underly the changes in boat-burial practice, and why did these
transformations occur? Why did boatwrights abandon long-standing traditions of
boatbuilding in favor of new techniques? Were these transformations driven by changes
in the use of vessels (such as for stone transport), the introduction of new materials
(cedar), new environments (the sea), attempts to increase the strength of the hull, or an
attempt to reduce the investment of labor? One of the most important questions is why
were boat-burials ultimately abandoned as a funerary practice? I think the most
intriguing course of investigation will be to ask whether boat-models, nautical
iconography, and boats in the Pyramid Texts replaced the functions of boat-burials, or if
they all represent separate systems of ritual and belief. While these questions lie beyond
the horizon of this current study, it is my hope that this dissertation has provided a firm
archaeological foundation for ultimately pursuing their answers.
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF NAUTICAL TERMS

Adze: A woodworking tool with a blade oriented perpendicularly to the handle, as
opposed to an axe, which has a blade parallel to the handle.
Aft: Positioned toward the back (stern) of a vessel.
Acryloid (paraloid) B-72: An acrylic resin used to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve
fragile materials.
Amidships: In the central portion of a vessel.
Baldachin: An ornamental canopy supported by poles used to shelter important
individuals or objects.
Barque (bark): A boat. Barque and boat are used irregularly by scholars. Throughout
this text, I use barque only when referring to divine or ceremonial boats.
Batten: A long, thin strip of wood used to cover an interior plank seam and help tighten
ligatures. The upper surface was slightly curved.
Beam: (1) A transverse timber, or (2) the width of a vessel’s hull amidships
Bilge: The portion of the hull between the sides and bottom of the vessel, where the hull
would rest when grounded.
Bilge, turn of the: The transition between the bottom and side of a vessel.
Boat: A form of watercraft that maintains buoyancy due to the displacement of water.
Rafts, in contrast, rely on flotation and the buoyancy of their materials of
construction.
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Bottom-based/bottom-built boats: Vessels in which the bottom plays the primary role
in determining the overall shape of the vessel, as opposed to plank/shell-based or
frame-based construction
Bow: The forward end of a vessel.
Breadth (beam): The width of a vessel’s hull.
Bulwarks: A raised wall encircling the perimeter of the deck.
Butt: The end of a plank, cut perpendicular to the length plank.
Butt joint: The joint where two timbers meet at butt ends. Neither timber is scarfed or
notched to receive the other timber.
Carvel: Flush laid planking, where seems do not overlap (as opposed to overlapping
clinker or lapstrake planking).
Caulking: Material driven or placed between plank seams to help render a vessel
watertight.
Chine: An angular junction between the bottom and sides of a vessel (in contrast to a
rounded bilge).
Chine girder: A carved, L-section bilge strake used in some flat-bottomed vessels.
Cleat: 1) a temporary wooden fastener used to hold planks together, 2) a projecting
wooden block either nailed to a timber or carved in relief that serves as an
attachment point or stop, 3) a block of wood with horns or ears used for belaying
rigging.
Clinker: A form of lapstrake planking, consisting of overlapping planks fastened with
rivets (in contrast to flush-laid carvel planking).
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Coak: A rectangular or cylindrical peg that is inserted into a plank edge to help align
two planks edge-to-edge and strengthen the joint (see dowel).
Compass timber: A naturally curved timber, typically used for ribs or frames.
Diagonal scarf/diagonal butt: An angular junction between two planks in a strake (as
opposed to a perpendicular butt joint).
Doubled-ended vessel: A boat whose bow and stern have approximately the same shape
(in contrast to a vessel with one pointed end, and one rounded/squared end).
Dowel: A cylindrical peg that is inserted into a plank edge to help align two planks
edge-to-edge and strengthen the joint (see coak).
Dovetail tenon: A wooden tenon that flares outward at each end, similar in shape to an
hourglass. The tenon fits into trapezoidal open mortises paired across plank
seams, binding the planks together.
Dugout: A boat carved from a solid log. Extended dugouts have planks added to raise
the sides of the dugout base. Expanded dugouts are cut down the center, and have
planks added between the resulting sides to expand the bottom of the vessel.
Draft: The depth of the hull when immersed.
Drop strake: A strake that does not continue to either end of a vessel. In contrast, a
stealer is a short plank or strake that begins at one end of the vessel but does not
continue all the way to the other end. Stealers and drops strakes are used when
the shape of the hull requires the continuous strakes to diverge or would require
planks to be too wide.
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Finial: An ornamental extension at the bow and or stern of a vessel. Khufu’s ship had
vertical finials designed to look like bundled reeds.
Floor timber (floor): A transverse framing timber that crosses the keel, keel-plank, or
bottom the vessel. In a frame comprised of multiple timbers, it is the central
bottom timber.
Fore: Positioned towards the front (bow) of a vessel.
Frame: A transverse assembly of timbers fastened to the interior surface of the hull
planking. The frames of ancient ships were composed of single floors/ribs, or
multiple, unconnected, in-line timbers. Later vessels used compound frames, in
which the floor timbers, half-frames, futtocks, and top timbers were joined
together with fasteners.
Futtock: In frames comprised of more than one timber, futtocks are those timbers
positioned in-line with either floors or half frames.
Garboard (garboard strake): 1) The strake adjacent to the keel, 2) the lowest side
strake of a flat-bottomed vessel.
Half frame: A curved transverse framing timber that reaches to the keel (or nearly to the
keel) and continue up the side of the vessel. They are typically paired across the
axis of a vessel.
Helmsman: The crewmember responsible for steering the vessel.
Hogging: A type of arching hull deformation, in which the ends of the vessel droop and
the middle of the hull rises (the opposite of sagging).
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Hogging truss: Tensioned ropes that run the length of a vessel and are attached to its
ends to counteract hogging.
Hold: The interior of the vessel, where cargo and ballast were stowed.
Hook scarf: The union between two planks, in which the plank ends are joggled so that
the planks cannot be pulled apart longitudinally.
Hull: The body of a vessel, comprised of the planking, frames, and other structural
elements.
Joggles: Notches cut into the edge of a timber to help prevent planks from shifting (see
step-joggles).
Keel: A substantial centerline timber that serves as the backbone of the hull. Typically, a
portion of the keel projects below the bottom planking and provides additional
lateral resistance. A true keel is different from a proto-keel, which a central
spinal timber that is wider than it is high, and a keel-plank, which is a thick
central strake.
Keel-plank: A central strake that is thicker than the adjoining garboards and hull
planking but is not substantial enough to be considered a keel or proto-keel.1004
Keelson: A substantial centerline timber that sits atop a vessel’s frames and is fastened
to them to increase the longitudinal strength of a vessel.
Lacing: A technique used for fastening timbers together, in which boatwrights thread
ligatures through a continuous sequence of holes on either side of a seam. Unlike

1004

Steffy (1994, 274) notes that a keel-plank should be at least twice as wide as it is thick.
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stitching, which uses a series of independent ‘stitches,’ lacing is continuous, and
frequently involves several passes back and forth along the plank seam, resulting
in overlapping ligatures. Sewing, often synonymous with lacing, is technically
different in that it requires the use of a needle.
Lapstrake: Planks with overlapping seams that are fastened with clenched nails or
rivets (in contrast to flush-laid carvel planking), (see also clinker).
Lashing: A technique used for fastening timbers together using multiple wraps of rope
or cord. The frames of the Abusir boat were attached with lashing that ran over
top of the frame, and in and out of paired U-shaped mortises.
Lashing, transverse (rail-to-rail lashing): A technique used in Khufu’s ship for
fastening planks together, in which boatwrights threaded ropes through
sequences of V-shaped mortises that were aligned transversely across the hull.
Ligatures: Ropes, cords, withies, or straps used to bind timbers together.
Limber holes: Notches cut in the bottom of a frame that allow bilge water to flow past
the frames.
Mold: A pattern used to determine the shape of a frame or curved timber.
Molded dimension: The height of the vertical face of a timber (as viewed in the sheer
plan or body plan of a vessel.) The dimensions of planks are usually measured in
terms length, width, and thickness. The dimensions of frames are often reported
in terms of molded and sided dimensions, as the terms height, width, and
thickness can become confusing for curved timbers.
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Mortise: A slot or socket cut into a timber. Tenon mortises are sockets shaped to
received wooden tenons, while lashing mortises are channels shaped to permit
ligatures to pass through the plank.
Mortise, diagonal: A mortise with openings in both the face of a plank and the plank
edge, connected by a diagonal channel.
Mortise, L-shaped: A mortise with openings in both the face of a plank and the plank
edge, resulting in an L-shaped channel. L-shaped mortises paired across a plank
seam create a U-shaped channel that allows ligatures to pass through the face of
one plank, through the plank seam, and out the face of the adjacent plank.
Mortise, through: A through-mortise is a straight channel cut through a timber, with
connected openings on opposite edges (or faces).
Mortise, T-shaped: A mortise with openings in the face of a plank and both plank
edges, resulting in a T-shaped channel. This channel allows ligatures to pass
through the face of one plank, an out either plank edge. They can be used instead
of two L-shape mortises.
Mortise, U-shaped: A mortise with two openings in the plank face connected by a Ushaped channel.
Mortise, V-shaped: A mortise with two openings in the plank face connected by a Vshaped channel.
Mortise-and-tenon joint: A joint used to fasten two timbers together, consisting of a
rectangular wooden peg (a free tenon) that fits into two paired sockets (mortises)
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cut into the adjoining timbers. Mortise-and-tenon joints were one of the primary
edge-fastening methods used by ancient boatwrights and carpenters.
Mortise-and-tenon joint, pegged: A joint used to permanently lock two timbers
together, consisting of a rectangular wooden peg (a free tenon) that fits into two
paired sockets (mortises) cut into the adjoining timbers, and is locked in place by
wooden pegs. Pegged mortise-and-tenon joints prevented planks from separating
or slipping longitudinally. Pegged mortise-and-tenon joints were the primary
joint used in Syro-Canaanite ship construction (as well as Phoenician, Greek and
Roman shipbuilding), but were typically never used in Egyptian hull
construction.
Naviform: Shaped like a boat.
Oar, rowing: A wooden shaft with a blade used for rowing. Unlike a paddle, an oar
pivots about a fixed point, such as a thole or oarlock, making it a lever. Oarsmen
sit facing away from the direction of motion, unlike paddlers, who sit facing
forward.
Oar, steering: A long wooden shaft with a blade used for steering. A steering oar is a
lever that pivots freely about a single fixed point, such as a through-beam. A
steering oar is differentiated from a rudder, which is fixed at two points and only
turns about its axis.
Oarlock: A notch that serves as the fulcrum for an oar, providing mechanical advantage.
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Paddle: A wooden shaft with a blade used for propelling a boat forward. Unlike an oar,
a paddle does not pivot about a fixed point. Paddlers sit facing the direction of
motion, unlike rowers, who sit facing backwards.
Papyriform: Shaped to resemble bundled reeds. Papyriform boats were shaped to
resemble reed rafts or raft-boats.
Port: The left side of the vessel, when facing the bow.
Proto-keel: A central strake that is significantly thicker that the garboards and hull
planking. A proto-keel is thicker than a keel-plank, but not substantial enough to
be classified as a true keel. It may project below the bottom of the hull.
Rabbet: A groove or channel cut along a piece of timber designed to the receive the
edge of another plank, in order to make a tight joint.
Raft: A form of watercraft that floats due to the buoyancy of the materials of its
construction. In contrast, boats maintain buoyancy due to the displacement of
water.
Raft-boat: A raft with raised sides, in the form of a boat, the floats due to the buoyancy
of the materials of its construction, as opposed to having a watertight hull.
Rib: A small, transverse timber that runs continuously from sheer to sheer. Ribs
primarily appear in small watercraft. They can have narrow dimensions and may
be flexible. In contrast, frames are more appropriate to larger vessels, and are
comprised of multiple individual components, including floor timbers and
futtocks.
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Rocker: The upward curvature of a vessel’s bottom planking or keel, along the
longitudinal axis of the vessel.
Rowlock: See oarlock.
Rudder: A long wooden shaft with a wide blade used for steering. A rudder pivots
about a fixed point on of the vessel, such as a notch in the stern of the vessel or a
cross-bream. Unlike a steering oar, which pivots freely about a single fixed point,
rudder is permanently mounted and only rotates about its axis.
Rudder, quarter: A rudder that pivots about a fixed point on the side (quarter) of the
vessel, such as a through-beam.
Sag: A type of arching hull deformation, in which the ends of the vessel rise and the
middle of the hull sags (the opposite of hogging).
Scarf: The overlapping joint between of the ends of two planks.
Seam: The longitudinal joint between adjacent planks.
Sewn construction: 1) A term that is frequently used as a catch-all to refer to all forms
of laced, lashed, sewn, and stitched construction. 2) A technique used for
fastening timbers together, in which boatwrights thread ligatures through a
continuous sequence of holes on either side of a plank seam. Unlike stitching,
which uses a series of independent ‘stitches,’ sewing is continuous, and
frequently involves several passes back and forth along the plank seam, resulting
in overlapping ligatures. Sewing, often synonymous with lacing, is technically
different in that it requires the use of a needle.
Sheer strake: The uppermost continuous strake of planking.
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Shell-built (shell-first, plank-first): In pure shell construction, boatwrights construct a
vessel plank-by-plank, prior to inserting frames. Shell-built vessels are primarily
shaped by eye. Planks are attached to each other using edge-fasteners. Shell-built
vessels typically draw much of their structural strength from their integrated hull
planking.
Sided dimension: The width of the non-molded dimension of a timber. The dimensions
of planks are usually measured in terms length, width, and thickness. The
dimensions of frames are often reported in terms of molded and sided
dimensions, as the terms height, width, and thickness can become confusing for
curved timber.
Skeleton-built (skeleton-first, frame-first): In skeleton construction, boatwrights erect
the keel, posts, and some frames first, and then attach the planking to the frames.
Skeleton construction requires techniques that allow boatwrights to predetermine
frame shapes. Planks are not edge-joined. Skeleton-built vessels typically draw
much of their structural strength from their framing.
Step-joggles: Step-like notches cut along the edges of a plank, consisting a short,
vertical step (the joggle-point) followed by a long, flat table.
Stanchion: A vertical post that supports another timber, such as a beam, or other ship
components, such as a rudder.
Starboard: The right side of the vessel, when facing the bow.
Stealer: A short plank or strake that begins at one end of the vessel but does not
continue all the way to the other end. In contrast, a drop strake is a strake that
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does not continue to either end of a vessel. Stealers and drops strakes are used
when the shape of the hull requires the continuous strakes to diverge or would
require planks to be too wide.
Stern: The after (rear) portion of a vessel.
Stitching: A technique used for fastening timbers together, in which boatwrights pass
ligatures through holes in the planks to create individual stitches along a seam.
Unlike lacing and sewing, stitching is not continuous, but relies on a series of
individual ‘stitches’ along the seam.
Strake: A continuous line of planking that runs from bow to stern.
Tenon: A rectangular or polygonal piece of wood, designed to fit within a mortise, and
used to join two timbers together.
Through beam: A transverse timber that extends through the hull planking.
Thole: A pin that serve as the fixed pivot point for an oar.
Thwart: A transverse timber used as a seat for rowers.
Top-and-butt planking: A method of planking in which planks are wider in the middle,
with narrower ends. The planks are staggered, so that narrow butt joints would
coincide with the widest portions of the adjacent planks, resulting in a
honeycomb-like planking pattern.
Treenail: A wooden peg driven through multiple timbers to connect them.
Wadding: Bundles of rope, fiber, or some other sort of plant material laid along a plank
seam to seal and waterproof it. Wadding is generally held in place and
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compressed by either lacing (as in the case of the Abusir Boat) or seam battens
(as in the case of Khufu’s Ship).
Wale: A thick planking strake that is more substantial than the adjacent planking.
Withy: A flexible branch, twig, stem, or root used in boatbuilding, as well as basketry
and other crafts. Slender withies can be used as ligatures.
Withy, transverse: A split branch or stem, lain transversely across the hull, that runs
beneath and perpendicular to the wadding.
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